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CHAPTER 1 
 
THE STUDY AND ITS SCOPE 
 
 
A speculative scientist creates an hypothesis early in investigation, then 
tests through experiment.  Oddly the study of Bushman creation mythology  at 
hand bears partial resemblance to such an approach: not by design, but by way 
of the material itself.  Early in the study one realizes that a pattern of 
developing relationships probably link aspects of creation tales together 
through subject, symbol, event, context, or meaning.  As study of the tales 
progresses an underlying pervasive base of belief relationships becomes 
evident, beliefs which possibly underlie the system as a whole.  Examples are: 
the animal-person complex, the meaning of hunting, meaning of  meat, marriage 
relationships, and transcendence.  Thus study of beliefs about creation may 
open the door to discovery of other vital aspects of the belief system. 
 
Chapter 1 will define the thesis as a proposal would, using the following 
headings: purpose, extent of treatment, material and source, method, and 
academic and technical issues.  (Further draft on academic and technical 
issues is presently in chapter 2.  It will partially work into that chapter or 
shift back to this one.) 
 
 
Purpose 
 
The title of this thesis is “PATTERNS OF BELIEF IN BUSHMAN CREATION TALES: An 
Interpretive Study Relating to /Xam, Maluti, and /Zu’oasi Sources.”  My 
purpose is to present an in depth study of Bushman myths on the subject of 
antelope creation.  The myths will be analyzed and compared across a cultural 
spectrum spanning bounds of language, history, and environment.  Emphasis will 
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be placed on seeking out traditional symbols, metaphors, and contexts of 
belief that emerge from tale narratives.  The end in view is to establish an 
outer framework from which conceptual patterns within the tales come to light. 
 Such patterns may not be apparent on the literal surface. 
 
Several authors have published material on Bushman folktales fairly recently. 
 Lorna Marshall, 101 year old doyenne of Bushmen studies, has seen a new 
volume through the press.  It incorporates her previously published study on 
starlore (1999).  Megan Biesele, in her unpublished thesis, ably analyzes and 
internally compares Zu/’oasi tales she collected in the Namibia / Botswana 
border area of the northern Kalahari in the early 1970's.  The theme of her 
recent book (1993) is ‘male/female cognitive opposition in Zu/’oasi culture 
and its symbolic mediation in folklore’.  Roger L. Hewitt (1986) presents a 
detailed overview of structure, meaning and ritual in /Xam material from the 
southwestern Cape.  He uses a socio-economic rather than anthropological 
approach.  Sigrid Schmidt (1989) offers a two volume catalogue of Khoisan 
material providing sources, tale list, motifs, index, and brief analysis of 
tales.  None of these publications relate to the tales from the viewpoint of 
my proposed thesis.  To the best of my knowledge no noteworthy cross-
comparisons of any magnitude have been made between regional collections.  
Thus interpretive analysis between tale collections and within Maluti material 
remains to be done.   
I believe there is ample material and an exciting challenge in making an in 
depth comparison between antelope creation tales of the Xam, Maluti, and 
Zu/’oasi Bushmen.  Xam Bushmen of the southwestern Cape were about 800 miles 
from the Zu/’oasi of the north, their commonly held environment being semi-
arid flatlands to low mountains.  The Maluti people lived in the mountains by 
which we identify them, in present day Lesotho.  Their true name is lost and 
we have only a few words of their language, the meaning unknown.  It is 
unlikely that persons from any of these groups would have contacted another.  
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If this is true, beliefs they express in their tales can be taken as 
statements representative of their own culture group.   
 
My past study of the content of antelope creation tales reveals an inter-
related network of beliefs when a threefold comparison is made.  Two levels of 
meaning become evident.  One regards content of the story itself and its 
meaning.  Another regards beliefs which underlie the story and come to light 
through direct statement or inter-tale comparison.  An example is belief in a 
time of initial unity between animals and people: not uncommon among hunter-
gatherers.  What may be unusual in this thesis is the ability to extract 
certain subject matter in Bushman belief into ordered series which relate to 
early or transition periods of existence.  This is possible at the least in 
contexts of creation, the animal-person complex, and hunting.  I adopt the 
term ‘animal-person’ as a descriptive means for identifying tale characters 
who are essentially human, but may have animal name and characteristics. 
 
Surprising similarities appear to draw together the body of tales being 
considered.  Instances arise in which a belief in one region is added to by a 
closely related belief in another, each contributing exclusive yet 
complimentary segments to the whole.  In effect seeing a particular belief or 
usage emerge in one area can shed light on a less developed presentation of it 
elsewhere.   
 
In final comment upon purpose, study prompts awareness of certain academic and 
technical issues needing exposition.  They are discussed later in this 
chapter.   
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Extent of Treatment 
 
Three factors limit the extent of treatment in the thesis.  Firstly, 
discussion is confined mostly to texts from three Bushman tale collections in 
southern Africa.  Little reference is made to tales outside these primary 
sources since the study includes a highly representative range of material 
relative to its major theme.  Also keeping the work a reasonable length 
dictates minimal reference to ethnographic sources, or to Bushman paintings 
and petroglyphs which invite comparison as further expressions of cultural 
belief.  Secondly, the core of the study relates to a set of creation myths 
derived from the three collections.  It includes five tales of antelope 
creation.  Thirdly, the thesis is limited as closely as possible to 
consideration of traditional hunter-gatherer peoples, or recently so, speaking 
a Bushman language.  The chosen collections represent as nearly as possible 
this segment of Bushman culture, which may be defined as traditional compared 
with those who became primarily pastoralists or wage earners some time ago, or 
others who may still live as hunter-gatherers but have lost their original 
language.  
 
Xam narrators still spoke their own language at the time Bleek and Lloyd 
collected their tales (1870-1879); as did Qing, the sole Maluti Bushman 
narrator in 1873; and a number of Zu/’oasi narrators Biesele worked with in 
the early 1970s and recorded on tape in 1972 and ‘73.  But during the same 
historical periods (1870's and early 1970's) traditional hunter-gatherer life 
was at least beginning to slip away as farmers and settlers dispossessed 
Bushman of their land.  Little evidence of the Bushmen’s plight appears in 
their narratives but it certainly did exist, and still does with those who 
live on.   
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Differing examples of the hunter-gatherer experience apply to narrators.  I 
note four. 
 
Among the /Xam, //Kabbo and his extended family did live a life of traditional 
hunter-gatherers, as did Dia!kwain to a lesser extent.  Land had passed on to 
//Kabbo through what appears to be, yet is not, a male line of descent 
following the death of his forebears.  He is said to “possess” five places 
within this area of land, all of which probably related to water. (Bleek & 
Lloyd 1911: 307 note).  Apparently //Kabbo lived peacefully there with his 
family, hunting hare and making a pitfall for game.  
 
In contrast Dia!kwain in mountains to the southwest had a different 
experience.  Janette Deacon notes the following in “My place is the 
Bitterpits” (1986:147-148).  He probably once lived at Katkop farm where an 
old farmer still remembers (in 1986) growing up with a “wild Bushman” named 
Klaas Hoezar or Husar (his Dutch names), who was employed as a shepherd.  
Local lore suggests ‘two Baster Koranas’, David Husar and Klaas Katkop, stole 
a sheep from a Boer named Kruger in 1869.  When Kruger went to reclaim his 
sheep David Husar shot and killed him.  The Boers tracked him down and he was 
tried and sentenced to prison.  In a separate incident Dia!kwain and his young 
son were shot at by a farmer while collecting arrow poison for hunting 
springbok (L.V.4132rev.- 4133rev.).  //Kabbo’s and Dia!kwain’s differing 
experience displays the sharp contrast between peaceful traditional life on 
land yet unoccupied by Europeans, and an unpredictable, possibly violent 
future for Bushmen working for or living amongst them. 
 
The Maluti narrator, Qing, had escaped extermination of his remnant Bushman 
group.  His only contact with whites was in fighting, and his passion was 
hunting.  He may well have remained a hunter-gatherer had his people survived. 
 Biesele did collect tales from a small number of Bushmen hunter-gathers near 
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her major study area in Kauri, Botswana.  But she chose to draw the majority 
of her collection of Zu/’oasi folklore and belief “from a San community 
undergoing great change and moving away from the hunting and gathering 
life...” (1975: I:30): a community representative of the realities of life the 
Zu/’oasi were facing at the time.   
 
Expectations are that the thesis will establish a framework from which to view 
beliefs about antelope creation, demonstrate a cultural nexus between northern 
and southern groups, suggest certain symbolic relationships and conceptual 
patterns, and question some interpretive issues.  Assuredly Bushman myths and 
folktales are not stories on the level of fantasy created merely to entertain. 
 Myths are not fairytales.  Rather they are intricate, many faceted 
expressions of a whole philosophy of thought far removed from our own, and 
little understood by most of us.  They reveal in depth what a very ancient 
culture believes, thence passes on to those who listen. 
 
 
Material and Source 
 
Material stems from texts of three collections.  Creation tales form a  small 
part of the whole tale world yet they may be the most important of all.  The 
first part of discussion regards specific information about the  collections, 
collectors, and narrators as it applies to each Bushman group in the study.  I 
then note certain discoveries experienced in wild places and elsewhere 
relating to my studies.  An explanation of how the creation tales relate to 
one another and to broader aspects of belief will be presented in chapter 2, 
regarding setting and sequence. 
 
 
Collections, Collectors, and Narrators 
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The /Xam  
 
The /Xam collection is housed in the Manuscripts and Archives Department of 
the University of Cape Town in South Africa.  It consists of approximately 
12,000 pages of hand written manuscript in quarto volumes.  On right hand 
pages Bushman text is in column form to the right of the page and the matching 
English translation is to the left.  Facing (reverso) pages may be blank, or 
hold notes or text.  Dr. Wilhelm H. I. Bleek, a German linguist hereafter 
referred to as Bleek, and Lucy C. Lloyd his sister in law, hereafter Lloyd, 
were responsible for carrying forward and completing an amazing task.  It 
involved deciphering /Xam language and grammar, transcribing verbatim text 
from Bushmen narrators, seeking to render it accurately into English, and 
trying to clarify meanings.  
 
Bleek dealt mostly with linguistic issues.  In a modest letter of April 1873 
concerning progress with his Bushman research he requests reimbursement of 80 
pounds, 8 schillings for expenses incurred while carrying out his work from 
January 1872 to 31 March 1873. (He notes that in the ‘small’ province of Natal 
a far higher figure has been paid for several years to a certain linguist 
studying Zulu.)  Bleek passed away in 1875, having first published “A Brief 
Account of Bushman Folklore and Other Texts”, a well organized and descriptive 
index of material he and Lloyd had collected thus far.  It also established 
referencing codes still in use for retrieval of Bleek or Lloyd manuscripts.  
 
Lloyd was left to carry on alone.  We are indebted to her for no less than 
about 10,300 pages of Bushman mythology and folklore.  She worked on the 
manuscripts from 1870-1884 and in 1889 published “A Short Account of Further 
Bushman Material Collected” to supplement Bleek’s former index.  In 1911 she 
saw Specimens of Bushman Folklore through the press; the first English 
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collection of /Xam narratives and an appendix with !Kun texts.  Her preface 
opens saying, “With all its shortcomings, after many and great difficulties, 
this volume of specimens of Bushman folk-lore is laid before the public.”  It 
is illustrated with paintings, drawings, and photographs.  Her main headings 
are: “Mythology, Fables, Legends, And Poetry” and “History (Natural And 
Personal)”.  Lloyd passed away in 1914. 
 
Dedication to the family cause continued with Dorothea F Bleek, hereafter D 
Bleek.  She translated certain material, finding it difficult as Bleek and 
Lloyd had worked through transcription of sounds they could hear and question. 
In 1910 and ‘11 she traveled to varied Bushman groups, finding northern and 
eastern areas influenced by other natives, but southern Bushmen still living 
in small family groups ‘without chiefs’.  Regarding folklore of those she 
visited she notes, “...The few tales I obtained were very poor, nothing to 
match the varied and fanciful stories of our men” (1923, introduction to The 
Mantis and His Friends).  This prompted her to embark upon her own edition of 
tales, knowing many of those collected by Bleek and Lloyd were yet 
unpublished.  She mentions preparing some of these for publication.   
 
She then committed herself to a great deal of editing.  Although its quality 
can in my experience be open to question, without it much of the published 
material we have may not have gone to print.  She edited in particular a 
series of articles appearing in the journal or periodical entitled Bantu 
Studies.  Most relate to the subject of customs and beliefs of !Xam Bushmen, 
one is devoted to special speech of animals and moon used by the /Xam, and a 
third regards D Bleek’s photographs of Bushmen.  (Titles associated with the 
customs and beliefs series are by date and subject as follows.  1931: Baboons. 
 1932: The Lion; Game Animals; and Omens, Wind-making, Clouds.  1933: The 
Rain; Rain-making.  1935: Sorcerors.  1936: More about Sorcerors and Charms; 
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Special Speech of Animals and the Moon Used by the /Xam Bushmen; and Notes on 
the Bushman Photographs.) 
 
D Bleek previously published the article “Bushman Folklore” (Africa, vol. 2, 
1929).  In it she outlines characteristics she believes apply to the tales.  
Her view is rather simplistic and it seems difficult for her to grasp the 
nature of /Kaggen in relationship to the material.  Other publications by her 
include: “The Distribution of Bushman languages in South Africa” (1927); “The 
Naron, a Bushman tribe of the Central Kalahari”, and “Comparative Vocabularies 
of Bushman languages” (1928); “A survey of the present knowledge of rock 
painting in South Africa” and “!Kun Mythology” in 1932.  Lastly “A Bushman 
Dictionary” which Bleek began to record early in his work with the /Xam, was 
finally published in 1956. 
 
Narrators   
 
Most /Xam narrators first met Dr. Bleek at the Breakwater prison in Cape Town 
and all the males served sentences there.  Having heard of their arrival Bleek 
went to interview them and select the most promising informants for the 
project he and Lloyd were undertaking.  Two women, not former prisoners, also 
became informants.  Arrangements were made over the years to feed, shelter, 
and assist Bushmen invited to the Bleek home in Mobray as informants.  There 
they offered their stories and beliefs.  According to Dr Margery Scott they 
lived in huts they built at the bottom of the garden (Deacon 1986). 
 
Seven narrators contributed to the collection.  I present them in the order of 
their arrival at Mobray.  They have Bushman and Dutch names and the number of 
pages each offers is approximate.  Background information on these narrators 
stems primarily from Lloyd, Deacon, and Lewis-Williams.  
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/A!kunta (Klass Stoffel), a youth; arrived in August 1870 and stayed three and 
a half years.  The Strandberg was his home and his wife and children were 
there.  He contributed 170 pages and spoke of stories from his mother.  One of 
his pages relates to the wife of the Dawn’s Heart when transformed into a 
lioness.  He was quick to learn English, a bit self-centered, and saved his 
wages to buy a violin, which he played with talent.  
 
//Kabbo (Oud Jantje Tooren), whose name means Dream is the oldest /Xam 
narrator at about 60.  He offered 3,100 pages of manuscript between February 
1871 and November 1873.  The Bleek girls describe him as a gentle man who 
misses his wife and has a melancholy aspect.  Physically he is wrinkled, lean 
and bent.  He was an excellent and patient narrator, medicine owner of rain 
and mantises, and enjoyed knowing the tales would be in books.  In October 
1871 he caused rain to fall on the Mobray garden, saying he did so while in a 
dream.  He could travel mentally, outside of his physical being to see his 
wife, family, and lands at home in the Strandberg.  In 1873 he and /A!unta 
went home together.  
 
//Kabbo expected to return to Bleek and Lloyd with his wife Old Lies 
(pronounced Leez), but died before he could do so.  Lies, feeling obliged to 
fulfill his promised visit decided to go herself.  But she also died and was 
buried by her son-in-law /Han=kass’o and his wife on the way.  Amongst his 
many pages //Kabbo left a fine eland creation tale.     
 
Dia!kwain (David Husar or Hoezar) offered 2,400 pages in separate periods: 
Christmas 1873 to 18 March 1874 (3 months), and 13 June 1874 to 7 March 1876 
(1 year and 9 months).  He came to Mobray after serving a five year sentence 
for culpable homicide, probably under the name David Husar.  Contrary to the 
Boer story, the Bleek family knew him as one who had shot a farmer, but only 
after the farmer threatened to shot him and his family.  A lady guest once 
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referred to him as Bleek’s ‘pet murderer’.  When not pressed to defend the 
lives of his family Dia!kwain was a soft-hearted and sensitive person.  Tears 
came to his eyes when his mongrel puppy was ill. 
 
He traveled home to visit his family in the Katkop mountains a few months 
after arriving, but also to fetch his sister (!kweiten ta //ken) and brother-
in-law (=kasin) and return with them as future narrator’s.  When Dr. Bleek 
died in August 1875 Dia!kwain kindly stayed on for seven months to help his 
master’s ‘delicate widow’, to continue assisting Lloyd, and to await //Kabbo. 
 At this time Lloyd told him of a child in the house hearing an owl breath 
strangely outside her window at night.  Quite pleased he queried, “did I not 
think that Dr. Bleek would come home to see how his little children were 
getting on?” 
 
He left Mobray for the last time in early March 1876 anxious to visit family 
members and obtain news of his own children.  “He promised to return, later, 
if spared to do so.” (Lloyd 1889, 3).  Having served a Dr. H. Meyer for a 
short time in Calvinia he went to visit a sister in the country, leaving part 
of his wages with his employer and planing to return in a few weeks.  He did 
not return.  All enquiries of the kind doctor and his wife to discover news of 
him in the area failed despite Lloyd’s every effort to help.  Deacon suggests 
his life ended upon returning to the Katkop farm area, where he was probably 
shot by friends of the Boer farmer he once killed, Jacob Kruger. 
 
He leaves a beautiful eland tale, an antelope colouring account, and drawings 
among his other contributions.  His father did chippings in stone.  
 
!Kweiten ta //ken (Griet or Rachel Katkop) offered 188 pages between mid June 
1874 and mid January 1875.  ‘She is pretty, lively, hot-tempered and has very 
tiny feet,’ E and D Bleek mention.  The family loves music and all listen 
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quietly as Mrs. Bleek plays on Sunday, the four minor children being well-
behaved and obedient. !Kweiten ta //ken narrates stories of a leopard tortoise 
who can not be trusted, a lion who is tricked by a girl who sets it on fire to 
save her family, and of a girl at puberty who eats “the water’s children” and 
causes her whole family to be carried off by a whirlwind to become frogs.  
These appear in Bleek and Lloyd 1911. She also tells the fine but sad tale of 
a Quagga wife. 
 
=Kasin (Klaas Katkop) her husband is the person linked to Dia!kwain in the 
Boer story of two Koranas who steal a sheep and when accosted shoot Jacob 
Kruger.  He’s the son of a Korana chief, had a Bushman mother, and is dark 
skinned and fierce looking.  He offers a short lion and jackal narrative and 
possibly other material.  The Katkop family probably left Mobray together. 
 
/Han=kass’o (Klein Jantje) offered 2,800 pages within a 2 year period covering 
1878 and ‘79.  He was an excellent narrator.  As //Kabbo’s son-in-law he 
probably lived near or at Bitterpits after his marriage.  His own father, 
Ssounni, had no Dutch name and died before Boers came to their area, 
suggesting /Han=kass’o had first hand knowledge of unaffected Bushman 
traditions from him. 
 
Sadly for /Han=kass’o his wife had just lost both her parents (//Kabbo and old 
Lies), as they set off on their journey toward the Bleek’s home.  His own wife 
was also to pass away.  Lloyd notes a lengthy detention in Beaufort West 
because she fell ill, then died.  E and D Bleek say a brutal attack by a 
policeman cost her life and that of an infant child.  /Han=kass’o carried on 
alone.  A year after his journey began he finally reached Mobray.  His grave 
disposition may well relate to such disheartening events.  By nature he is 
gentle, kindly and drawn to children.  He makes birthday gifts for the little 
children: a tiny bow with arrows, doll’s chair, and a !goin !goin.  He also 
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tells stories: ‘gesturing and rocking in agony on the floor to imitate a dying 
monster who wants to eat them’. 
 
He gave Lloyd a second version of the Xam creation myth.  She recorded it in 
1878, but it was not translated until 1918 by D Bleek, a forty year lapse.  
This may be why it isn’t entirely clear.  Lloyd allows him 28 entries in 
Specimens of Bushman Folklore.  These include in part four especially 
meaningful tales, star and wind lore, lesser tales, hunting observances and 
preparations, making clay pots and utensils, and a pet problem.  Specific 
evidence of his beliefs arose at Mobray when Lloyd asked him to throw away a 
piece of fungus she brought into the house.  Afterward an unusually violent 
wind and rain storms occurred.  In reply to a comment on this weather 
/Han=kass’o asked Lloyd if she remembered asking him to throw the fungus away? 
 He explained he had instead put it gently down, as it was “a rain’s thing” 
not to be thrown away. 
 
In December 1879 he went back to his only son, indentured to a farmer who 
would not let him go.  For two years Lloyd tried through government channels 
to have /Han=kass’o’s son released from his bondage and come to Mobray, but to 
no avail.  Thus /Han=kass’o went to find what closeness he could to his only 
kin.  
 
/Xaken-an (Mikki Streep) gave a short fragment in 1884.  She was part of a 
Bushman group sent to Salt River by the government.  The Bleek’s invited a few 
of them for interviews.  On the day a crowd arrived: malnourished, thinly 
clad, and ‘so pleased to get away to friendly people’.  At mealtime all sat 
round a circle as two men portioned out food: first to old women, then in 
order down to children and lastly to themselves.  /Xaken-an’s stay was very 
brief.  She longed to go home and be buried with her forefathers. 
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The Maluti 
 
Discussion continues with reference to the Maluti collection, collector and 
narrator.  Joseph M. Orpen’s tale collection is housed in the South African 
Pubic Library in Cape Town.  Its 13 pages lie within an article published in 
The Cape Monthly Magazine ix.49 (1874) entitled “A Glimpse into the Mythology 
of the Maluti Bushmen”.  Surrounding commentary by Orpen, WHI Bleek and the 
tale narrator, Qing, provides unique mythological and other belief oriented 
material.  The article is accompanied by copies of Bushman paintings from 
Orpen. 
 
As Chief Magistrate of St. John’s Territory in Natal, Orpen was charged in 
1873 with protecting his area from incursion by Hlubi rebels.  As his forces 
were moving into the Maluti mountains the rebels escaped, crossing branches of 
the Orange river which flooded behind them.  Stalled in policing efforts and 
in search of a guide, Orpen rode off to enlist the service of Qing, a Bushman. 
 Qing was employed as a hunter by chief Moorosi’s son Nqasha, who was loth to 
lend him lest he not return.  But Orpen’s persuasive powers won over both 
Nqasha and his Bushman wives.  Qing arrived; an able horseman, hunter and 
guide soon favoured by all.       
 
“When happy and at ease smoking over camp-fires, I got from him the following 
stories...”, Orpen notes (1874: 2).  He describes stringing together Qing’s 
fragmentary stories as nearly as he can, and states his approach.  “I noted 
them down from him then and since; I only make them consecutive.  They either 
varied a little, or I failed to understand him accurately when speaking 
through different translators” (p 3). Qing spoke Bushman and Baputi, a hybrid 
dialect relating to Basuto and Amazizi.  Orpen implies Qing’s youth and 
seeming imperfections in storytelling may hamper the quality of the 
narratives.   
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Thus far from ideal conditions existed in this transfer of knowledge.  Qing 
may not have had much narrative experience, but there is no indication he 
didn’t enjoy sharing his heritage with more accuracy and feeling than Orpen 
gives him credit for.  Certain passages express a sweetness or beauty not 
easily forgotten.  And he answers questions about religious beliefs with 
apparent ease and conviction, excepting secrets that are not spoken of known 
only to men of a certain dance.  Orpen organizes Qing’s narratives in what he 
views as consecutive order.  His format is primarily use of very long 
paragraphs which set chunks of subject material apart from one another; be 
they introductory, explanatory, tale oriented, or mixed. 
 
Looking back, what Qing and Orpen preserved is a goldmine of tales and beliefs 
to which other Bushmen oral tradition can be compared and whose meaning may 
partially underlie related belief elsewhere.  Without it a unique trilogy of 
Bushman creation tales gathered a century ago would be lost. 
 
To have the Maluti collection at all is most fortunate.  Formerly Bushmen 
lived on good terms with Basutus before game country was occupied, and helped 
them survive in the period of Chaka’s wars.  At the time of Orpen’s collection 
they were being methodically exterminated. 
 
The Zu/’oasi  
 
Most of the following discussion notes Megan Biesele’s own description of her 
tale collection as she collected it and came to know and respect her 
narrators.  Her full collection of Zu/’oasi folktales ‘lives’ in her study in 
taped form and is also preserved in a Namibian museum.  Member of an academic 
group studying varied aspects of Bushman life, her collection period was from 
December 1970 to June 1972 in the Kalahari. 
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She recorded 75 distinct stories: 50 from the Dobe and Kauri settlements in 
northwestern Botswana, 32 from the Ghanzi area (including 9 from !Kung 
speakers), and 22 from !Xo speakers at Takatswana.  Aside from travel to 
varied sites Biesele decided after a few months to leave the Harvard camp and 
settle outside Kauri, a small group of semi-permanent villages representative 
of the economic and social change then taking place.  There hunting and 
gathering is rare and a shift to a semi-sedentary existence is replacing it.   
 
As collector Biesele first carefully encouraged the interest of her informants 
by indicating her desire to learn from them.  Huts are built and visitors come 
and go as initial talk of her purpose becomes clear: transmitting awareness of 
Bushman culture to the government.  As confidence grows on either side she 
begins to gather stories.  At first she invites a small enthusiastic group of 
her choosing to visit her camp for a week; food provided and story telling 
encouraged.  Her goal becomes not only to hear and collect stories but to 
instill a feeling for their inner value and importance.  “My interest was 
apparently a source of great delight to most storytellers”, she notes (1975: 
I:34).  Enthusiasm grew and in time it is Biesele’s turn to be invited inside 
encampments and eventually to stay in a storytellers own home.  She did feel 
informants should receive recompense for sharing their knowledge and gave fine 
gifts.  And she came to value the Bushman concept of hxaro: a gift one gives 
at a future time to show gratitude to another; not to equalize a debt, but to 
honour a relationship. 
 
Regarding narration, “virtually every old person...is able and usually willing 
to tell stories” Biesele notes (1975: I:97).  It is apparently the province of 
adults: those with the appellation n!a attached to their name, about forty 
years old or more.  “The old person who does not tell stories just does not 
exist.  Our forefathers related for us the doings of the people of long ago 
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and anyone who doesn’t know them doesn’t have his head on straight”, one 
narrator notes (1975: I:100).  Most tales are “stories of the old people” of 
long ago when the great God walked the earth and animals were persons.  The 
content is often bawdy, ridiculous and shocking.  “...To know of these doings 
is itself good; it is the wisdom of the old people”, says Ti!kai (I:100-101). 
 [Judeo Christian tradition also portrays the underside of its cultural 
heritage.]  Although children or young people may listen a while to adult 
stories they appear uncomfortable staying for long.  Biesele suggests such 
stories may be from the old for the old.           
 
Initial efforts to capture spontaneous storytelling on tape fail due to a 
blending of voices, laughter, and fast speech which did not transcribe well.  
Thus storytelling in its free and most natural form could not be usefully 
captured.  The next choice is to work through all the initially taped stories 
‘without clarification or interpretation’; and secondly to produce a word for 
word transcription in !Kung with the help of !Xoma of Dobe and others.  Each 
taped Naron and !Xo tale is also to be followed by a taped !Kung rendition 
from Ka//ka, trilingual storyteller. 
 
Biesele notes “... the !Kung stories alone have pretensions to textual 
accuracy.  They will be published later as texts with translations” (1975: 
I.95).  Tales in the 1975 thesis are paraphrased summaries.  One of the most 
exciting tales she presents is the Zu/’oasi naming tale in which beings of the 
long ago time become animals at the fire of creation.  Twenty five years 
before Biesele’s collection began the Marshall family collected tales from 
Namibia in the 1950s.  Lorna kindly shares them with students and a fine 
creation tale is there.  Her !Kung tale may complement creation discussion. 
 
In appreciation of her narrators Biesele thanks “the old people who so 
generously shared with me the creative joy of their oral tradition” (1975: 
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II:175).  A brief version of some of her comments follows.  She mentions: 
‘beloved grandparents away-from-home; a couple living with her telling 
wonderful stories and having an infectious fascination with life; a woman 
taking her to live at her fire when just starting to know the tales; and a 
grandmother at !Goshe taking the tenderest care of her and telling long, 
gentle, beautifully elaborated stories.’   
 
 
Sources of the Spirit 
 
My intent in noting sources of the spirit is to suggest how one can feel in 
so-called wilderness areas where Bushmen once lived or painted, and to note as 
well the effect which nature may have upon the human mind.  There are still 
places where man can be so far from civilization that he becomes a part of 
nature’s world and learns of his place within it in ways never dreamed of.  It 
is not at top or bottom.  Rather it is where one accommodates to a wider 
rhythm of soul and spirit, to a peace beyond comprehension.  The body also 
adapts, moving with relaxed and open stride and breathing freely.  Scents, 
speech, wind, water, and the celestial bodies pattern the hours.  Once part of 
such a world the return to ‘civilization’ is literally a shock.  All is 
linear, walled, paved, contained, cacophonic, hard, and drowning in the latest 
news.  One longs again for the gift of quietness, sweetness of air, speech of 
creatures great and small, and starlight to walk by.  All is then soft and 
full of the Creator’s gifts. [(An appendix can describe meeting Bushmen, 
seeking their art, and learning from wild creatures and places.)] 
 
Having considered thesis material and its source in three Bushman culture 
groups attention turns to the subject of method. 
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Method 
 
The method of exposition most suitable to this thesis is, I believe, literary 
criticism with a structural influence.  Literary criticism often relates to 
perceived artistic merit: how exciting, ponderous, excellently crafted, or 
dull a passage may be.  Yet in a broad sense it relates to numerous uses, such 
as 1) deciphering tale content for its meaning within the tale itself, 2) 
discovering either complementary or disparate material which could add light 
to the whole, 3) seeking out odd or inexplicable material which may in time 
expose a wondrous discovery, or 4) isolating leading concepts of belief and 
how they fit together in a series or pattern of relationships.  As implied 
earlier in this chapter the creation tales and beliefs they exemplify appear 
to form a cycle of belief relationships.  
 
A structural emphasis underlies tale comparison and sheds light upon patterns 
of belief in the mythology.  Comparison of periods of creation displays 
ordered progression from one kind of mythological time to another and adherent 
beliefs.  Concepts relating to change from former to latter states of order 
relate to an animal-person concept, hunting, living together or apart, and 
marriage; to mention a few. 
 
My presentation of each tale is of necessity in paraphrase or quotation form. 
 Every effort is made to maintain style, meaning, and accuracy as well as one 
can in written form.  Would that Biesele were here with her tapes so the 
voices and laughter of Bushmen could be heard.  
 
Certain difficulties do exist.  In Xam material Lloyd’s feather penmanship is 
usually excellent but WHI Bleek’s can be undecipherable.  Some narrators are 
repetitive in their style and the reader may find this difficult to assess.  
For example, if an event in the story takes place five times, is the narrator 
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emphasizing its importance through use of a magical ‘five’, or only saying ‘it 
took a while’?  Further, what happens to accurate narration when a storyteller 
must break off and continue the telling another day, when he or she is 
inexperienced, or when editing takes place after many years? 
 
Maluti tales are not clearly set out as to format.  Neither are they labeled. 
 My choice isolates nine tales, one with added segments not relating well to 
its central theme.  These tales as a group appear between excellent 
introductory and closing discussion on Bushman beliefs. 
 
Lastly, Zu/’oasi tales bear little of the decorum associated with most /Xam 
and Maluti tale literature.  They are often brash, sex oriented, or 
scatological.  But there are beautiful images as well: the graceful python, 
her husband’s feather, the bobbing jani, and the zebra’s markings.  Thus 
either methods of storytelling may differ between southern and northern 
Bushmen, or constraints relating to European culture may have it appear so. 
 
My system of tale analysis is to present and analyze a story in meaningful 
segments, search out and consider belief concepts, and then isolate any 
unusual statements, inferences, or occurrences for study. 
 
 
Academic and Technical Issues 
 
Useful information concerning academic and technical issues follows.  It 
pertains to accountability, reference issues, use and meaning of names, and 
use of pejorative words. 
 
Firstly, the /Xam eland creation tales ‘apparently’ exist in two published 
versions edited by D Bleek (1923: 1-9).  She entitles both her First and 
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Second versions, “The Mantis makes an Eland.”  Of these only the Second (pp 5-
9) is reliable.  It summarizes a creation tale from the narrator /Han=kass’o. 
 For as Hewitt helpfully points out (1986: 213,214), the First version is a 
compound summery of three narratives about /Kaggen and an eland, two of which 
do not include eland creation, and it is “potentially misleading, if elegant”. 
 It is not a Bushman creation tale although it includes parts of one.  Rather 
it is D Bleek’s imaginative arrangement of mythology stemming from narratives 
by //Kabbo and Dia!kwain.  Academically it misrepresents those who offer oral 
tradition within their own framework of symbolic context and expression of 
belief in mind.   
 
Secondly, I believe Hewitt inadvertently publishes a reference error (1986: 
213) in citing manuscript pertinent to D Bleek’s first version.  He gives two 
references from //Kabbo and one from Dia!kwain which should identify the 
material.  The first //Kabbo reference regards Kaggen’s encounter with 
meerkats, creation of the moon with his shoe, and mention of throat arteries 
(which D Bleek calls “thinking strings” in her first version).  Content of the 
second //Kabbo reference (L.II.(4) 482-486) closely resembles the first but 
lacks mention of the arteries and becomes superfluous.  Hewitt undoubtedly 
‘intends’ that reference to be (L.II.(4) 489-493, 504-514), which identifies 
//Kabbo’s eland creation tale.  Without it a creation context is missing.  
Dia!kwain’s tale (L.V.(1) 3608-3683) tells of an eland’s life and death, but 
not it’s creation. 
 
References follow for each of the five antelope creation tales this thesis 
highlights.  Firstly of /Xam origin, is manuscript (L.II.(4) 489-493, 504-514) 
from //Kabbo, and (L.VIII.(6) 6505-6582) from /Han=kass’o.  Secondly of Maluti 
origin, and within the article “A Glimpse into the Mythology of the Maluti 
Bushmen”, are three tales from Qing in The Cape Monthly Magazine IX.49 (1874): 
3-5, 7-8.  Lastly of Zu/’oasi origin, is a tale from the narrator Tshu!o n!a 
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of Goshe.  See Megan Biesele’s unpublished thesis, “Folklore and Ritual of 
!Kung Hunter-Gatherers.” Diss. Harvard U, 1975: I:96-205.   
 
Further, an explanation of Bleek and Lloyd referencing codes for accessing 
manuscript is useful.  A Bleek example is (B.26.625-31): meaning Bleek is 
collector, his notebook 26, pages 625-631.  A Lloyd example is  
 
(L.VI.1.3970-74): meaning Lloyd is collector, Roman numerals identify 
narrator, her notebook 1, pages 3970-3974.  Lloyd’s narrator codes are: 
/A!kunta (L.I.), //Kabbo (L.II.), =Kasin (L.IV.), Dia!kwain (L.V.), !Kweiten 
ta//ken (L.VI.), /Han=kass’o (L.VIII), and /Xaken-an (L.IX). 
 
A third issue to address relates to names and terminology. 
 
The deity /Kaggen is frequently referred to as Mantis in /Xam manuscript and 
other literature predating modern Bushman studies.  /Kaggen means mantis (ie 
mantis religioso, the praying mantis), but this need not imply he is that 
creature in a specific sense any more than a girl named Rose must be one.  D 
Bleek calls him a ‘dream’ Bushman and does not apparently relate to his 
serious aspect. 
 
He creates, protects, overseas a balance between man and nature, and can 
restore life.  But he can also be a trickster who takes on mantis form in 
circumstances either noble and ignoble.  He appears to do so in a number of 
tales relating to escape from untenable situations.  Examples follow.  When 
threatened by a lioness whose child he teased, he ‘got feathers’,flew into the 
sky calling to his equipment, then went into water (from A Visit to the Lion’s 
House); while escaping from the ticks who beat him he flies into water and 
swims to the other bank.  Mongoose comments upon this saying, “He remembered 
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that he has wings” (from The Mantis Takes Away the Tick’s Sheep); and in a 
tale of /Kaggen protecting little children from a bird who would otherwise 
roast and eat them, his wife speaks of him now being grown because he “used to 
get feathers and fly away when he saw danger, that people seemed to be going 
to kill him” (from The Kwai-Kwai Bird, the Mantis, and the Children). Further, 
the hartebeest’s head resembles /Kaggen’s and Kaggen “sits between the eland’s 
horns”; possibly in mantis form.  He also creates the first eland and restores 
life to the his sister the blue crane, and his son !Gaunu tsaxau.  
 
A further issue regarding /Kaggen’s name is use of the term ‘Devil’ in its 
place.  Hewitt points out (1986: 234) that a few of Bleek’s early 
transcriptions from //Kabbo do use that name in place of /Kaggen.  Thus one 
manuscript reads: “The Devil went to the merekat when the merekat ...killed 
the eland” (Bleek II. 379).  Each translation of the name /Kaggen appears as 
Devil in this account.  Bleek indicates the mythological character of Mantis 
in the tales “renders it natural that those among the Dutch who may have had 
any of these stories related to them by Bushmen understanding Dutch..., should 
have translated the name of the Mantis (/Kaggen) with that of the ‘Devil’” 
(Bleek II. 1875: 9).  Presumably he refers to Dutch prejudice of the day.   
 
No unusual names relate to the Maluti divinity Cagn or the Zu/’oasi divinity 
Kauha.  However Patrick Dickens’ recent Zu orthography presents the name Kahua 
as Kaoxa when teaching Zu/’oasi speakers.  
 
But two further naming issues remain.  The first regards use of the name 
Ichneuman for /Kaggen’s grandson, and the last use of the terms Bushman and 
San.  The Bleeks and Lloyd use the name Ichneumon (meaning tracker) for 
Mongoose (/Ni), of the tales.  This is an exception to their practice of 
simply capitalizing the animal name of most tale characters.  There are two 
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southern African mongooses with the ichneumon designation in their Latin name. 
 But neither lives in or near the southwestern Cape, as did most of the tale 
narrators.  Habitat in the narrators' region is primarily karroid scrub and 
grass covering dry plains and low mountains, with little surface water. 
Identity of Mongoose possibly relates to one of three mongooses in that area. 
 
Of far greater importance, the term San is unfortunate and as far as I know 
has little or no intrinsic value to those who have had this group designation 
given them unasked.  It is a useful anthropological tool proposed at a 
Johannesburg symposium by Professor Leonard Schultze Jena of Marburg, Germany 
in 1971.  There he “quoted the term ‘San’ as the Khoikhoi’s term for the 
Bushmen, since the latter have no collective name for themselves” (Tobias, 
Phillip V. 1978:3 in The Bushmen).  Their historical name, Bushmen, can at 
least convey a sense of belonging to a group, to nature, and to the 
mythological world of tales which supports their religious roots! 
 
Lorna Marshall, beneath her forward to Lewis-Williams in Believing and Seeing, 
1981:v., notes in part the following.  “Feeling that the name Bushman was 
derogatory when it was first applied, and that the name continues to hold 
derogatory connotations, several anthropologists of the current younger 
generation have adopted another name - San.  The Bushmen have no name for 
their people as a whole; San is their name in the Hottentot language.  The 
name is being used more and more widely in current publications and may indeed 
become the generally accepted race name of those people, if it is not so 
already.” 
 
“Having used the name Bushman for years in my own writings about the !Kung 
Bushmen, I continued using it.  I felt it had ceased to be a derogation and 
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had become the race name, and, although I had no particular objection to the 
name San, I felt it was too late for me to change.”  
 
Hopefully the time will come when Bushmen can voice a name of their ‘own’ 
choosing.  May it reflect a sense of dignity and purpose: belonging to a 
group, to nature, to a peaceful place which is home, and to the mythological 
world of tales which support their religious roots.  The following chapter 
relates to the spirit and meaning of Bushman belief and presents an outline of 
how tale relationships fit together. 
CHAPTER 2 
 
SETTING AND SEQUENCE 
 
 
Chapter Two as a whole introduces the tale world and certain beliefs which 
underlie its existence.  It also proposes the relationship I believe exists 
between creation tales and periods of creation to which they pertain.  An 
attempt is made to convey a feeling for the people and their traditions as a 
whole, thus a setting from which the thesis can move forward into specific 
areas of study.  A chart helps clarify the proposed relationship between 
tales, their origin, and periods of creation. 
 
Mythology may have arisen when men could first hum, sing, then speak.  It 
became a storehouse of mankind’s belief long before the written word appeared; 
a core of knowledge passing on to successive generations of varied cultures in 
varied lands.  From it’s beginning, I believe, ancient civilization set down 
its roots in religious and mythological forms.  Today examples of mythology 
still exist among indigenous peoples, certain ethnic groups, in homes, and 
also in literature.  In western tradition the first eleven chapters of Genesis 
are mythology, as are the epics of Homer; while eastward in Babylonia the 
Gilgamish epic describes a flood covering the earth.  Broadly, it is myths 
past or present told by storytellers through their gesture, tone, and 
affection for the telling, which keeps mythology alive. 
 
  Ambiguity is an integral part of most mythology, and logic does not 
usually resolve its presence.  One only begins to ‘see’ into mythology by 
feeling what it may mean, then following the threads it lays down until they 
knit their own pattern in their own way. 
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Creation of antelope is the dominant theme in Bushman creation mythology.  The 
/Xam, Maluti, and Zu/'oasi people all have definitive tale narratives on the 
subject, relating variously to the birth, growth, death, and rebirth of 
antelope.  A less dominant theme, creation of the celestial bodies, is found 
almost exclusively in /Xam narratives and has no thematic presence in this 
thesis.  Comparing myths about antelope creation may yield an exceptionally 
broad and exciting view of how concepts interact in Bushman belief. 
 
The oral tradition as a whole presupposes knowledge of the belief that animal 
and man were once unified beings, but later separated from one another.  These 
beings are in essence humans possessing animal characteristics and often 
animal name as well.  I believe tales of antelope creation can unlock a wealth 
of information about this belief and thereby lay a foundation for entering the 
world of Bushman mythology in a most meaningful way.  They may also shed light 
upon complimentary belief in existence of an early Bushman culture prior to 
the present one.  Similar beliefs are not uncommon among hunter-gatherers 
elsewhere. 
 
Aboriginal hunter-gatherers of the Encounter Bay tribe in Australia also 
believe in the unity, then separation of animals and men.  "...Nearly all 
animals they suppose anciently to have been men..., [who] at last transformed 
themselves into different kinds of animals and stones!" (Ross, M.C. 1986, 
quoting H. Meyer, 1846 in Oral Tradition.)  In the northwestern United States 
an informant of the Okanogan tribe states: "The ancients were people, yet also 
animals.  In form some looked human while some walked on all fours like 
animals.  Some could fly like birds; others could swim like fishes.  All had 
the gift of speech, as well as greater powers and cunning than either animals 
or people." (E Clark, Creation of the animal people, 1950s.  In Erdoes, R and 
A Ortiz 1984: 14). 
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Given the existence of three separate Bushmen tale collections, each with one 
or more creation myths, a special opportunity for comparative analysis exists. 
 There is a distinct possibility that mythologically inter-related patterns of 
belief lie beneath the surface.  If so geographically scattered tales about 
antelope creation may present a flow of events: an opportunity for viewing 
myths in an ordered sequence, as dictated by their own framework of time and 
belief.  Expressive contexts may vary, but stories from different groups 
within the culture might shed complimentary light one upon another.  Facets of 
belief which otherwise remain unseen may become visible. 
 
 
 
Opening the Door 
 
A variety of activities define antelope creation.  In Xam belief the first 
eland is 'made' in water at a secret place, having grown from a shoe or piece 
of one.  As /Kaggen the creator feeds or rubs him down with honey he grows 
into a beautiful creature whom his father protects.  In related Maluti 
tradition he is 'borne' in the fields by the creator's wife; his identity 
unknown until Cagn sprinkles him with charms to discover he is an eland.  
Placing him gently in a gourd, his father carries him to a secluded kloof 
where he is left to grow.  Although first hidden in protected and secret 
environments the first eland of southern creation tales (i.e. Xam and Maluti) 
is soon discovered and killed. 
 
After the first Maluti eland’s violent death new elands are made from blood, 
then blood and fat of the first eland and they are quite unlike those of the 
past.  Now they must run from men who will hunt and kill them, even though 
Cagn seeks their protection.  Nor is a hunter’s lot easy, but exhausting and 
oft unrewarded.  In a Zu/’oasi tale of the same period people undergo 
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transformation into animals as they receive names written with the fire of 
n/um.  Their branding is referred to as 'creation' (Biesele 1975: I:113).  
Colours, markings, and distinctive attributes set them apart.  Those becoming 
game receive beautiful designs, but scavengers are abused and rejected.  
Lastly a regenerative aspect of creation unfolds in a final Maluti tale.  
Special herbs sprinkled upon the ground bring dead elands back to life in a 
protected haven.   
 
The word n/um, first noted above, regards supernatural force or potency.  The 
divinity, medicine owners, medicine songs, certain creatures, and aromatic 
plant mixtures, may all have n/um.  They are ‘strong things’. 
 
Having briefly described contexts of the creation tale series it is useful to 
point out certain beliefs the mythology as a whole rests upon, without 
knowledge of which tale material is less meaningful.  An overview of such 
belief appears below in section ii, regarding ‘the time of animal-persons’.  
The latter part of the chapter then introduces and outlines an approach to the 
subject of antelope creation, and also proposes the validity of an antelope 
creation sequence.  If tale exposition can prove the sequence acceptable it 
opens the way to comparison between types of creation and further definition 
of their meaning. 
 
On a conceptual rather than physical plane varied portrayals of creation 
appear to identify with two states or conditions of existence. There is an 
initial state of unity amongst all created entities, but it is later replaced 
by a state of separation or contiguity between mankind and other entities.  
Antelope, especially eland, present a symbolic form through which Bushmen 
visualize the creation of all living things. 
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The primary emphasis of tale discussion concerns three aspects of exposition. 
 These are: analysis of tale content and meaning, comparison of tales with 
similar content or meaning to isolate underlying patterns of belief, and 
regard for complimentary belief outside the creation context which supports or 
adds new insight to understanding of the mythology as a whole.  Regarding the 
last point, even a word or phrase appearing in an apt context can lead to 
discovery of fresh supportive material.  A secondary emphasis, stemming from 
exploration of the tales, involves discussion of aspects of belief pertinent 
to everyday life in which tale meanings effect people.  Examples are: spoor, 
the kori bustard's feather, use of the jani stick; and relationships between 
n/um, name, and animals; between n/um, name, and man; and between medicine 
owners and those they care for. 
 
Highlights of tale exposition deal with the following issues.  The first eland 
is an unknown person in a secret place.  After his death new elands are known 
but no longer people; since they are ‘spoiled’ and to be hunted by men.  
Naming at a branding fire is a further means of expressing change: colour, 
markings, and n/um are given to persons who then become true animals.  Lastly 
elands are brought back to life in a haven with men.  Outside the creation 
theme a number of noteworthy issues relate to deeper understanding of the 
mythology as a whole.  They pertain to: spoor, an historical issue, meaning of 
the colouring account, animal speech, a ‘wife as meat’ (herein with a new 
perspective on an old problem), a gemsbok wife tale, and medicine owners. 
 
A number of charts help clarify relationships between tale material and 
concepts or conditions relating to it, and to display belief relevant to the 
creation theme in varied ways.  The reader can thereby visualize broad 
comparative relationships between content, context, meaning, and source, which 
words are inadequate to portray with equal simplicity. 
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In the Time of Animal-Persons 
 
Discussion moves to an overview of certain underlying beliefs which variously 
represent the time and meaning of the mythological world.  The setting, 
animal-person forms, and varied forms of animal-person portrayal are 
considered. 
 
 
 
The Setting 
 
Narrators describe beings of their tale world as those of the “early race” or 
the “old people”.  Such beings are also of “the long ago time” and their 
existence is in animal-person form.  The term ‘animal-person’ is a useful 
means for describing almost all beings of the tale world.  Most tale 
characters are outwardly portrayed as animals through their name, behavior, 
dwelling place, or other means.  But being animal is not the central focus of 
the tale world.  Rather, it’s beings are ‘persons of the early race’, and they 
are human persons who may in some degree behave as animals, but are 
essentially human beings.  Statements from a variety of narrators help clarify 
the meaning of these beliefs. 
 
The Xam narrator //Kabbo states, "The First Bushmen were those who first 
inhabited the earth" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 55).  People name them !xwe /na 
ssho !ke or !xwe //na ss'o !kui, one of the people of the early race (pp 73, 
89 footnotes ).  Referring to a song which is difficult to explain but is "in 
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his thoughts", //Kabbo adds, it is "of the very old people, the 'first' old 
people" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 227 note): not old people of his own day.  And 
regarding demise of the early race he states, "When the first Bushmen had 
passed away, the Flat Bushmen inhabited their ground" (p 57).  (Flat Bushmen 
are his own people of the flatlands near the Strandberg, Cape Province.)  Thus 
//Kabbo equates early race people with the terms 'first Bushman, first old 
people, and the very old people'.  He establishes a dual and successive 
concept of human existence: an early race of predecessors who inhabit earth, 
then pass away; followed by his own people living on the same land.  //Kabbo 
also appears to have unusual perceptive abilities, here relative to a song in 
his thoughts about the ‘very old people’ which he unfortunately can’t quite 
put into words and share. 
 
Other /Xam narrators, whom Bleek asks to comment upon copies of Maluti Bushman 
paintings, think one is of medicine owners who "belong to the ancient Bushmen, 
or to the race preceding the present Bushmen" (Orpen 1874: 13). Existence of 
earlier and later Bushman cultures are again recognized.  These informants are 
not from //Kabbo's area, but from Katkop Bergen where Grass Bushmen lived.  
Obvious agreement exists between two Xam Bushman groups concerning the subject 
at hand. 
 
Regarding Maluti tradition, Orpen leaves no explicit statements from Qing 
which define existence of the early race and its people; but an early creation 
context is well described.  Thus Cagn the creator is said to be the first  
being, ordering and causing all things to be made.  And when Orpen asks ‘where 
Coti wife of the creator comes from’, Qing replies: “I don’t know, perhaps 
with those who brought the sun; but you are now asking the secrets that are 
not spoken of” (Orpen 1874: 3).  Qing willingly shares knowledge of his 
mythology but not of its protected secrets. 
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Coti, as mother of the first eland is undoubtedly part of the early creation 
context.  And ‘those who brought the sun’ could refer to unrecorded tradition 
similar to that of the /Xam concerning First Bushmen who launch the sun 
skyward to give heat and light to mankind (Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 44-55).  
Certainly Maluti tradition suggests belief in the concept of an ancient people 
in the tale world; those who are there when creation takes place.  Would that 
timing and circumstances allowed further knowledge of it to pass on.   
 
Of Zu mythology, Megan Biesele explains the most repetitively performed tales 
are n/=wasi o n!osimasi (stories of the old people).  “These are without 
exception set in that long-ago time when the great god walked upon the earth, 
when animals were still human beings, and when many strange things occurred 
which do not occur in the world today” (1975: I:96).  Part of this special 
group of tales encompasses others named n/=wasi o n//ahamasi (stories of long 
ago), and n/=wasi o kx'aishemasi, (stories of the beginning).  Telling them is 
to "tell the old people's stories". 
 
As voiced in tale performance, excerpts from closing statements of four Zu 
storytellers note the following emphases.  “That’s how it was long ago.  The 
old people told us this and we listened and said to ourselves, ‘Ah, so that’s 
how people used to be’" (1975: II:19, by /Asa n!a).  "Now you've seen what 
things were like in the long-ago time" (II:42, by //Oka n!a).  "This is how I 
have heard the old people tell about the //aihas of long ago" (II:85, by /Ukxa 
n!a).  And, "These are the things of the old times; when //gauwa was there he 
made them happen" (II:28, by /Xwa n!a). 
 
These tale narrators do not here define the early people and time as clearly 
as the Xam narrator //Kabbo does, nor is that their purpose; but they do 
remark upon the ancient setting of their tales and beings associated with it. 
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 Thus some perceive a relationship between the names //aiha and //Gauwa, and a 
period of time which is 'ancient, old, and of long ago'; inferring the early 
period setting to which the tales belong.  Biesele lists these two names among 
others she heard used for the creator by the Zu/'oasi in Botswana; adding 
Kauha, Hishe, Huwe, and !Gara (1975 I:183). 
 
Huwe, said to be with people in the ancient time, is a "great anthropomorphic 
creator" (1975 I:130).  (The divinity names Huwe and Hishe may imply Khoe Khoe 
influence?)  //Aiha is a term of respect for the great creator god, which may 
apply as well to a rich or exalted person.  It carries the idea of having 
possessions and the power to dispose them' (1975 I:183).  //Gauwa is one of 
the names Zu/'oasi use for their greater and their lesser god, Biesele states 
(I:127, 131).  Presently I retain the name Kauha for the predominant male 
personage, trickster, and divinity figure in many Zu tales. 
 
The Zu/'oasi name their tales and may end their telling with reference to the 
early time and its people.  And with varied emphases southern beliefs support 
a similar foundation. 
 
Among Xam, Maluti, and Zu Bushmen “the old people” represent a context of 
ancient origin in a bygone world of unexpected happenings and often 
inexplicable behavior.  It is not often a world proclaiming right or wrong 
through moral utterance, but rather a world portraying right or wrong in open 
conflicts within personal, family, or group relationships.  Violence or 
injustice between married partners, relatives, family groups, or visitors can 
lead to death by poisoned arrow, boiling liquid, assegai, knife, axe or 
cannibalism.  Resolution can involve new laws, leaving a present camp to 
return to one’s kin, destroying an enemy, accepting a new way of life, or 
celebrating. 
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Another side of the tale world relates to states of beauty, peace, or 
innocence set against dramatic events.  The eland is born and a loving father 
cares for him.  Xo!omdima, a beautiful woman whose ornaments clink together as 
she walks, is jealously sought after and killed, but is brought to life again 
by her grandmother.  Cagn’s son rescues a woman from cannibals by climbing 
upon his father’s magic tooth and putting them to sleep with flute music.  A 
gentle and loving quagga mother, who’s husband is persuaded to kill and eat 
her, helps through her death to resolve an untenable relationship between 
scavengers and quaggas. 
 
(Check on Zu belief re/ earthly divinity figure similar to Kaggen or  
 
Cagn.  Try Biesele 1975: I:271-273 and 1993: 22.)                  
 
Both southern and northern Bushmen groups associate the tales with the time 
when a divine being is on earth with men, when people of the early race (those 
in the tales) dwell together there, and strange happenings and relationships 
come about.  Tale characters and the time of their existence pertain to an 
ancient facet of belief. 
 
 
 
Animal-person Forms 
 
In that world relating to almost all Bushman tales, "persons" appear in 
literal portrayal as animal, human, or a combination of both.  The 
relationship between animal and person is at times ambiguous on the surface 
but the essential concept involved is one of unity between animal and person, 
while 'person' requires prime emphasis.  Characters in traditional tales are 
'people' who sometimes appear as animals and may to some extent behave as 
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their names would indicate.  "...For the San [Bushmen], the animals were all 
people in the beginning.  All stories dealing with animals...deal with them in 
their character as human beings, though they already possess the traits which 
will come to be synonymous with them when they become animals" (Biesele 1975: 
I:101). 
 
"The Frog was a person; her husband was a person; the Blue Crane was a person. 
 They were people of the early race" (D Bleek 1924: 26).  These definitive 
statements opening a /Xam tale equate animal persons with people of the early 
race, //Kabbo's first Bushmen.  An amphibian (frog person) and bird (blue 
crane person) here example how Bushmen themselves express the bond they 
believe exists between human persons and their creature oriented identity 
during the early period of creation.  (I therefore use the adaptive term 
"animal-person" frequently in discussion to describe their concept.) 
 
/Xam, Maluti, and Zu examples descriptive of early race persons and their time 
show a variety of emphases in the following references.  Baboons who kill 
/Kaggen's son are "people who sit upon (their) heels" (/Han=kass'o in Bleek 
and Lloyd 1911: 19).  Vultures "felt that they were people" (note p 159).  
(The verb 'to feel' implies accomplished fact in /Xam usage).  'The mason wasp 
was formerly a man; he had a bow' (note p 171).  Kwammanga and his family go 
to see his "people"; his aunt the proteles (aardwolf) and her children (D 
Bleek 1924: 21).  The sun, moon, stars, and wind are also at first people in 
/Xam tradition.  But a unique situation relates to the sun, who "was a man; 
but not one of the early race", although their children launched him skyward 
to become the sun (//Kabbo in Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 54).  
 
 /Han=kass'o makes two very interesting statements concerning early persons.  
"The beasts of prey were once people", before they became beasts of prey, and 
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"All things were once people" (Lloyd VIII.18.7593 rev.).  The meaning of both 
statements becomes clear in later discussion of animal-person separation. 
 
The human aspect of characters in Maluti tales is so predominant that those 
few presented in other forms might pass unnoticed unless otherwise identified. 
 "Before that baboons were men", is said of the creatures who kill Cagn's son 
(Qing in Orpen 1874: 8).  "The snakes were also men", and in another tale "the 
thorns (dobbletjies) were people" (pp 5,9). 
 
Zu/'oasi tales also present a strong human emphasis in tale characters with 
little indication of animal identity aside from name.  Although seldom, they 
also identify them as once being people.  "Long ago the animals of today were 
people, and lived together like people.  And the big moon we'll see tomorrow 
night was also a person, and lived with the others" (!Kun/obe n!a, in Biesele 
1975: II:98).  Mention of the moon as a person in the 'long ago' context is 
most interesting, because it is specific to /Xam tradition as well. 
 
Relative to the 'passing away' of the First Bushmen (men of the early race), 
the following /Xam statements appear.  "The Sun had been a man, he talked; 
they all talked, also the other one, the Moon.  Therefore, they used to live 
upon the earth; while they ... spoke.  They do not talk, now that they live in 
the sky" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 57).  (The latter statements may imply only an 
inability to speak human language, not total loss of speech.)  Thus a belief 
concept linking the moon as a person to a life he shares with other persons of 
long ago is quite similar in /Xam and Zu. oral tradition.  Such beings appear 
to be essentially human beings, whether they identify with animals, sun, or 
moon. 
 
Examples of further identification of Zu/'oasi tale persons are: "At the time 
when Heishe was on the earth, the ostrich was a person" (Biesele 1975: II:74). 
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 The /amsha bird, who sings like a hornbill "was at that time a woman, and her 
name was //ushe" (II:54); being one of Kauha's two wives in this tale. "...The 
jackal changed into a jackal (before the jackal had been a person).  And the 
other person was changed into a python" (II:108).  Lastly, the elephant hid 
his discovery of water from other people.  “What kind of man is this who has 
found water to drink and hasn’t told us?” (I:223).  His rainbird brothers-in-
law kill him with their spears.  
 
Usage of the terms 'person, man, women and child' in the tales, to the best of 
my knowledge defines humanness and appears in contexts which clarify the 
meaning of early period existence. 
 
Evidence points to a very broad concept of identity relative to people of the 
tale world.  From the Maluti thorn dwarfs, through the world of insects, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals, and with the /Xam all the celestial 
bodies as well as wind; the earth was once inhabited by 'persons'.  The 
essential nature of these expressively diverse forms is human.  They 
experience joy, sorrow and fear.  They cook with fire and use assegais, bows, 
sticks, and hunting bags.  They wear clothing and  ornaments.  And they marry 
one another, which was at first quite acceptable  They are people! 
 
 
 
Varied Aspects of Animal-person Portrayal 
 
How fluid, yet defined the relationship between man and animal is, becomes 
apparent in certain aspects of animal-person portrayal.  They concern kinship 
and marriage, speech, and subjects in art. 
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Kinship and Marriage  
 
/Kaggen, most members of his family, and their relatives have association with 
a non-human entity through their name: /Kaggen with the praying mantis (mantis 
religiosa), his wife with the dassie (rock hyrax)1, one son (!Gaunu tsaxau) 
with a great star, another son (/Kaggen opwa) with the young mantis; and a 
daughter (Ywe /nan //kaintu), whose association is unnamed.  An adopted 
daughter (!Xo) is associated with the porcupine, her husband (Kwammanga) has 
no accompanying identity, and one of their sons (/Ni) is associated with the 
mongoose, while another is young Kwammanga.  !Xo's father is a monster (the 
All-devourer), and her husband's aunt is a proteles (aardwolf) living in a 
hole.  The blue crane is /Kaggen's sister, and his other unnamed  sister’s 
child is a springbok (!Kattau). 
 
An apposition of insect, mammal, star, monster, and bird associations bind the 
extended family together.  This literally bizarre kinship becomes reasonable 
simply because these individuals are people who possess the name of an entity 
they may one day become.  They may also display certain characteristics 
relative to their name.  /Kaggen himself frequently becomes "a little green 
thing" with feathers (wings?), who flies to water when danger threatens (D 
Bleek 1924: 16,31,33).  But other /Xam characters do not have the ability to 
transform themselves.   
 
Maluti and Zu/'oasi tales do not develop such involved family relationships, 
but some marriages portray similarly diverse pairings. Cagn's daughter marries 
the chief of the snakes, a man, in a Maluti tale. Zu/'oasi tales match the 
Kori bustard with a beautiful woman, the  
 
                               
1  Procavia capensis (Dorst and Dandelot: 152).  The common name ‘dassie’ 
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python; the elephant is married to !Xo//amdima, heroine of a tale cycle; and a 
man is married to elephant girl. (Orpen 1874: 5; Biesele 1975: I:205, 223, 
227.)  The underlying conceptual value of such marriage relationships gathers 
meaning in tale discussion.  Here I note the possibility that interleaving of 
externally disparate creatures in unions of kinship and marriage may mirror 
the mutually dependent ordering of nature itself which surrounds a hunter-
gatherer people. 
 
Animal and Moon Speech 
 
Speech may be a significant tool for defining the condition or state of 
"persons" in /Xam tales.  /Han=kass'o notes about a tale he is telling of the 
death of /Kaggen's son, "I must...speak in my own language, because I feel 
that the speech of the baboons is not easy" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 17 note).  
He appears to imply storytellers try if they can to imitate animal speech in 
performance of the tale and it can be quite difficult, but he gives no reason 
why such imitation occurs.  Is it only to add dramatic emphasis; does it imply 
a hidden message?  In a number of footnotes (1911: 18,20,22,28) the narrator 
translates statements baboons make in the tale into their own language, thus 
providing an accurate linguistic comparison between Bushman language and 
imitated baboon language.  Baboon differs most obviously from normal Bushman 
speech in changes of the click sounds.  A comparative example of Bushman, then 
baboon speech from the narrator (p 18) is as follows: !hamm //eten-//eten in  
Bushman equates with !/ham !/eten-!/eten in baboon speech.   
 
Bleek comments upon animal speech, "recited in modes of pronouncing Bushman, 
said to be peculiar to the animals in whose mouth they are placed" (A Brief 
Account of Bushman Folklore and Other Texts 1875: 6).  “It is a remarkable 
                                                                                                   
appears as 'Dasse' in most transcriptions by the Bleeks and Lloyd. 
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attempt to imitate the shape or position of the mouth of the kind of animal to 
be represented”(ibid).  Click sounds are the most often 'affected or entirely 
commuted' by imitative language.  Speech of the jackal, moon, hare, and 
anteater each substitute an otherwise unused or 'most unpronounceable click' 
in place of all others.  Possible implications of animal and moon speech are 
discussed in chapter 9, under complementary perspectives.) 
 
Subjects in Art  
 
A very concrete expression of bonding between animals and people appears in 
Bushman art.  Animals and people comprise The majority of subject matter in 
paintings, engravings, and peckings on rock.  Although far less numerous, a 
number of other subjects appear: figures combining animal and human aspects 
(therianthropic figures), designs or patterns, and a variety of other forms 
which relate to representation of conceptual rather than physical reality. 
 
Lewis-Williams (1981: 6,11,13) defines therianthropes as figures which, 'while 
not abstract, represent objects not observable in nature'.  He relates this 
form of representation in art to 'conflation', wherein "the iconic form of 
representation virtually disappears" and one icon (such as aspects of human 
form) combines in the art with elements of another (such as aspects of animal 
form) to produce a symbol. 
 
Comments by Xam Bushmen upon Maluti paintings copied by JM Orpen and   
published as a frontispiece in the Cape Monthly Magazine (1874: vol. 9) 
identify the work as culturally specific portrayals of belief.  One example is 
the Medikane (now Melikane) painting of bent-forward therianthropic forms (see 
figure 1).  A human aspect is evident in clothing, arms, hands, legs, and the 
ability to hold and use sticks.  An animal aspect is evident in body position 
(except arms) and portrayal of light underparts, animal head, ears, and horns. 
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Vinnecombe (1975: 315) renders a more accurate portrayal of the painting, 
which is actually superimposed on the hindquarters of a large eland.  Her 
tracing from 1959 shows no sign of the horns still visible in Orpen’s work of 
some 85 years earlier. 
 
In the eyes of /Xam informants it relates to early race 'sorcerers' wearing 
gemsbok horns, "who it is believed killed people" (Orpen 1874: 13).  Maluti 
comments by Qing call them rhebok headed men "who died and now lived in 
rivers, and were spoilt at the same time as the elands and by the dances of 
which you (Orpen) have seen paintings" (2).  They, and tailed men in another 
painting, 'live mostly under water and tame elands and snakes'( 10. 
 
*** [Fig.1 placement: a painting of animal-person forms Orpen copied in the 
Malutis.] 
 
Zu/'oasi medicine owners living today similarly say they die, feel themselves 
under water, and perceptually link themselves to the power of an animal or 
other strong thing they 'own', such as gemsbok or honey, when they enter a 
transcendental state. 
 
A variety of terms appear in the oral tradition to identify a person who owns 
spiritual power.  In /Xam texts Bleek and Lloyd commonly use 
'sorcerer/sorceress.'  Lloyd also uses 'magician' and refers to magic 
expeditions such a person takes.  D Bleek prefers 'medicine man' as less 
pejorative, but as editor defers to Lloyd's usage for the sake of continuity. 
 She defines her perception of a medicine owner as "a worker in magic whose 
object is the cure of illness or any other beneficent activity” (1935:1).  
Qing ascribes the name ‘Qogne’ to “the initiated who know secrets” in Maluti 
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belief (Orpen 1874:10.)  And n/um x'sau, meaning owner of spiritual power, is 
the Zu/'oasi term for such a person.  
 
Thus /Xam and Maluti informants unknown to one another mutually identify 
painted antelope headed figures with human attributes as medicine owners.  
/Xam reference to them 'killing people' probably alludes to the so-called 
'death' of trance which Qing describes.  He speaks of the initiated (medicine 
owners) as people spoiled by a dance in which their noses bleed.  "Cagn gave 
us the song of this dance, and told us to dance it, and people would die from 
it, and he would give charms to raise them again” (Orpen 1874: 10).2  In 
trance medicine owners feel they "die", sometimes becoming physically 
unconscious.  They depend upon the women's singing and the reviving 
ministrations of their friends to "raise them again".  The Medikane painting 
is only one example suggestive of the extensive conceptual interaction 
prompted in the Bushman mind by the portrayal of animal-persons. 
 
With the foregoing sketch of the tale world and intimations of its meaning as 
background, I now introduce the way in which creation tales take their place 
in the belief system as a whole.  Being stories of how things came to be, 
either as they were or as they are; they have implicit value in any attempt to 
unlock the secrets of Bushman mythology. 
 
 
 
 
The Antelope Creation Sequence 
 
                               
2  For the relationship Katz finds among the Zu/’oasi regarding ‘death’ and 
trance see 1992: 118,134,214,216.  
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As an aid to tale discussion and understanding of pertinent relationships, 
chart 1 displays the interaction I believe exists between tales themselves and 
between tales and the conceptual framework of which they are a part.  While 
this may appear to be putting the cart before the horse its purpose is to 
provide a useful representation of the complex premise upon which this thesis 
rests. 
 
Succinctly put the premise is: comparative study of /Xam, Maluti, and Zu 
creation tales may expose sequential ordering between creation tale material. 
 Within that sequence varied forms of antelope creation take place, which in 
turn can lead to discovery of conceptually oriented patterns of belief 
underlying the meaning of physical tale activity.  If the premise proves valid 
new light will be shed upon Bushman belief and how the subject of creation 
develops on more than one plane.  It may also lead to new understanding of 
beliefs which relate indirectly to creation, but take on meaning by way of its 
exposition.  Introduction to the proposed antelope creation sequence and its 
context follows. 
 
 
Periods of Creation Tale Material and Origin 
 /Xam Maluti Zu/'oasi 
1.  Early race & long ago time;  
all creatures are people 
Creation and 
death of eland 
Creation and 
death of eland 
 
2.   Transition: 
i.  Separation: 
  end early race;  
animals separate from people 
 
Re-creation and 
death of elands 
Animal naming 
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ii.  Restoration: 
    contiguous 
 
Re-generation of 
elands 
 
 
  Chart 1.  The Antelope Creation Sequence: relationships between tale and 
origin, periods of creation, and attendant concepts. 
 
 
An overview of tale material and origin clarifies the emphasis and quantity of 
tale narratives.  The Maluti myths have special value as they span three 
aspects of creation.  These are: creation, re-creation, and re-generation; 
each emphasizing the eland.  Their sequential ordering derives from tale 
contexts and establishes a guideline for comparable placement of /Xam and Zu 
material.  The remaining material provides two additional myths, each of which 
offer its own unique emphasis through a tale of creation or naming 
respectively.  Lastly, in southern (/Xam and Maluti) mythology the 'early 
creation’ tales are very similar in content and spirit.  But the three tales 
which relate to the ‘transition period’ of creation (Maluti and Zu) each 
provide quite varied emphases on the creation theme. 
 
Activities in all the creation tales correlate with a framework of time and 
belief which I denote as the early and transition periods of creation (far 
left column).  The validity of inter-relationships proposed in the chart will, 
I believe, become evident in tale exposition.  As previous quotation from tale 
narrators about an early race and time suggests, the creation sequence 
presents a world whose original state of being passes away when a new 
condition of life, still extant, replaces it.  That is, at first animals (and 
certain other entities) were "persons" and now they are not. 
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In explanation of terminology, the ‘early period’ relates to initial creation 
(i.e. in the beginning) and a time of conceptual bonds between animal and man. 
 A second period of creation, the 'transition period’, follows with its dual 
aspects of separation and restoration.  'Separation' relates to a time when, 
in concept, unity between animal and man ‘as person’ severs.  Animals then 
receive their distinct identity through re-creation or naming, and at the same 
time separate from men.  'Restoration' relates to a time and place in which 
contiguity exists between animal, man, and creator with resultant harmony.  
Within this latter time the re-generation of elands appears to represent 
awareness of life on two different planes: life in this world (natural), and 
in the other world (spiritual).  Killing of the first eland is the causal 
event lying between the early and transition periods.   
 
 
 
Further Academic and Technical Issues 
 
Most academic and technical issues of note appear in chapter one.  I may 
return to this subheading for future notation, but will for the most part 
weave material into the main text.   
 
My initial analysis of /Xam early creation tales relied upon D Bleek's two 
published versions as valid summaries.  It produced very misleading results 
which took time to discover and far longer to correct.  Ideally each version 
would stem from reference to unpublished manuscript in which /Kaggen creates 
an eland.  While Dorothea presents a well executed tale in her ‘First Version’ 
summary of “The Mantis makes an Eland”, it is a compound of material drawn 
from two separate narrators: //Kabbo and Dia!kwain.  /Han=kass'o narrates D 
Bleek's ‘Second Version’ summary. 
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Each of the true /Xam creation tales begins with creation of an eland.  
//Kabbo's version ends as /Kaggen magically transports a tree laden with eland 
meat and meerkat possessions to his home.  /Han=kass’o’s ends with creation of 
the moon. 
 
Relationships between Maluti and Zu tales and their narrators are 
straightforward.  There is only one version and a single narrator of all tales 
in the Maluti collection.  Each of Qing’s three creation tales openly reveals 
concepts relative to its theme. 
 
The Zu/'oasi naming tale has at the least eight versions.  Four unpublished 
versions are from !Kung speakers in Namibia in the early 1950's; three 
collected by Lorna Marshall and one by Robert Dyson.  I am grateful to Mrs. 
Marshall for giving me access to these tales, entitled "Marking the Animals", 
as well as to several others in her unpublished collection.  Megan Biesele 
offers four more versions in her 1975 thesis: collected by her from !Kung 
speakers in Botswana.  The one I choose for analysis accentuates the concept 
of n/um, as does one version of Lorna Marshall's collection.  It is dramatic, 
lengthy, and ends in a rare treat of conceptually oriented material seldom 
found in Zu texts.  The narrator is Tshu!o n!a of !Goshe (1972).  
 
Also, of special interest is a creation tale mystique pertaining to the 
narrator Dia!kwain.  I discuss the issue in chapter 3 after presentation and 
analysis of two /Xam early period creation tales.  Is there a valid third 
version and does it relate to creation?    
 
Almost all Bushman folktales are contextually set in the time of the early 
race, that period long ago when created entities were not less than man but 
conceptually part of him.  In this thesis the very few tales which best define 
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a beginning and an end to that early world come together. They form a thinly 
storied cycle of Bushman knowledge unto itself and offer varied perspectives. 
 And in a sense they delimit the oral tradition as a whole when the creation 
theme unfolds its statements of transition.  A boundary is set ‘round the vast 
majority of narratives which, as Biesele puts it, 'hark back to those magical 
days before the "animal shapes" were  given' (1975: I:101), before the unity 
of created life dissipates. 
 
A suggested interpretation for the complex inter-leaving of beliefs about 
creation now follows as the tales themselves reveal their story. 
 
Presentation of all narratives is in paraphrase unless set apart in quotation 
or otherwise noted.  I try to maintain the character of the narrator's 
original presentation. 
SECTION I   THE EARLY PERIOD OF CONCEPTUAL UNITY 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
 
CREATION OF THE ELAND 
 
 
Tales about creation of the first eland form a basis for discussion of the 
early creation period.  They provide a foundation from which to seek fuller 
understanding of Bushman mythology from its roots.  Three tales present the 
birth and growth of an eland, followed by it’s discovery and death. 
 
I first analyze and compare two /Xam versions of creation and isolate 
similarities and differences for further discussion.  Final presentation of 
these tales will be in summary form from manuscript.  The narrators are 
//Kabbo and /Han=kass’o.  Analysis of the Maluti early creation tale follows 
with discussion of its distinct features, the narrator being Qing.  Lastly an 
inter-tale comparison of /Xam and Maluti features extracts major points: the 
tales of either group being different in character yet essentially similar 
regarding the creation context. 
 
In spirit /Xam emphasis appears to be less defined than the Maluti.  The 
latter is openly expressive of religious values, as proclamation of punishment 
follows presumption and disobedience.  In each of three narratives an eland is 
born, nurtured, then killed. 
 
/Kaggen is the /Xam creator and most prominent tale character. Bleek,  Lloyd, 
and D Bleek render his name "Mantis" in handling of the /Xam collection.  As 
noted in chapter one I take the liberty of retaining his Bushman name /Kaggen 
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(meaning mantis) to help avoid misconceptions about his shape, form or 
meaning.  Study of Bushman mythology leaves little doubt as to the true nature 
of /Kaggen, either as to anthropomorphic form or supernatural capabilities.  
His Maluti counterpart is Cagn. 
 
Other characters appearing in /Xam creation tales are: the Eland, Kwammanga 
(/Kaggen's son-in-law), Ichneumon (/Kaggen's grandson) whom I hereafter refer 
to as Mongoose in accord with translation of his Bushman name, /Ni; and lastly 
meerkats with or without their apparent leader Ki-ya-koe.  Most /Xam tale 
characters have animal names, while a few have names descriptive of their 
appearance or character, and others retain untranslated Bushman names. 
 
The first part of /Han=kass’o’s eland creation tale now follows in summary 
form.  It regards D Bleek’s Second Version of “The Mantis makes an Eland.” 
 
 
 
Creation of the Eland, /Xam version 2 by /Han=kass’o 
 
Part (a) Birth and Growth 
 
/Kaggen takes a discarded part of Kwammanga's shoe and places it in water at a 
place where reeds stand.  He goes away twice and returns, finding the Eland is 
still small.  Again he comes, finding spoor where the Eland came from the 
water to graze.  /Kaggen waits by the water’s bank opposite the Eland's 
assegai until he comes to drink.  Seeing the Eland he says, “Kwammang-a's 
shoe's piece.”  “And the person walked up, when his father trilled to him”, 
(tu-turriten).  /Kaggen leaves to cut honey and placing it in a bag near the 
water he returns home. 
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Before sunrise he comes for his honey bag and calls to his Eland, “Kwammanga’s 
shoe’s piece.”  The Eland rises from the reeds and walks up him.  Laying out 
his honeycomb, /Kaggen “...kept picking up pieces of it, he kept rubbing it 
onto the Elands ribs, while he splashed them making them very nice.” 
 
Again Kaggen seeks, cuts, and stores the honey; leaves his bag near the water, 
and returns home.  And once more he collects his honey-bag and goes to the 
place where he calls his Eland from the water.  /Kaggen says: “Kwammanga’s 
shoes piece.”  Then the person stood shyly in the water and walked up to his 
father, for he had grown.  Weeping and fondling him, his father rubs him down 
with honeycomb.  He leaves as the Eland goes to bask in the water. 
 
After three nights and as the sun rises /Kaggen returns and calls.  "...The 
Eland rose up and came forth, and the ground resounded as he came.  Then the 
Mantis sang for joy about the Eland; he sang:  'Ah, a person is here!  
Kwammang-a's shoe's piece!  My eldest son's shoe's piece!' “Meanwhile he 
rubbed the person down nicely, rubbed down the male Eland."  He then went 
home.  (D Bleek 1924: 5-7; narrator /Han=kass’o) 
 
Distinct features for discussion in the first part of the tale are the eland 
as "person", the use of honey, and the possible meaning of a shoe's piece. 
 
 
 
The Eland Person 
 
Identification of the eland as a person is of importance.  Five times the word 
"person" describes him in the published Second Version; relative to /Kaggen in 
four instances and to Mongoose once.  The last reference (in part b) is 
notable in that when /Kaggen asks Mongoose to identify a thing he has never 
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seen before, he replies, "A person is yonder"; rather than calling it an 
animal.  Another tale (not overtly concerning creation) speaks of Mongoose 
looking at "the man" to whom /Kaggen gives honey: evidence that the concept of 
humanness adheres to that of person (Dia!kwain L.V.1.3613).  "Person" rather 
than "animal" is an important emphasis in identification of the tale eland, an 
emphasis not often present within tale structure.  The eland as person is also 
evident in his ownership of and ability to carry a man's weapon, the assegai, 
a short spear which he comes to take when he is not grazing. 
 
Animal identity is also apparent.  /Kaggen's eland grazes grass and grows up 
in a place elands can favour for food and protection.  Manuscript describes 
his daily routine; coming out of the reeds at sunrise, grazing during the day, 
and returning before sunset to sleep.  Elands both browse and graze.  In 
drought they may use their powerful horns, to twist branches from trees to 
secure edible leaves.  Horns can be 40 inches in length.  A duality of meaning 
thus applies to the first eland.  His qualities as a person blend with 
description of animal characteristics.  It is especially evident as /Kaggen 
rubs down the ‘person’ who is a ‘male eland’ (D Bleek 1924: 7).  In Bushman 
belief such a being is essentially human. 
 
The eland's relationship with /Kaggen pertains not only to that of creator to 
created being, but also implies that of father to son.  As the eland grows and 
/Kaggen visits the bond between them deepens.  Early the eland learns to come 
when "his father" calls and trills to him.  He stands shyly in the water as 
his father weeps and fondles him in pleasure at his growing.  In his maturity 
the ground resounds as he comes forth and /Kaggen sings for joy, "Ah, a person 
is here!” (D Bleek 1924: 5-7).  A tender spirit lights this part of the tale. 
 
The eland's nature is described in appearance as male (potent), powerful (the 
ground resounds), mature, and handsome.  In character he is shy and obedient. 
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Use of Honey 
 
Honey, another tale feature, is used in very appealing ways in the  creation 
myths.  In D Bleek’s Second Version summary from /Han=kass’o /Kaggen rubs down 
the eland with pieces of honeycomb on his last three visits.  "He kept rubbing 
them on the Eland's ribs, while he splashed them making them very nice" (1924: 
6).  It is honey which makes the eland "so very handsome", and it is used with 
water to groom him at dawn (6-7).    
 
In Dorothea’s First Version compound (1-5) of this tale "honey-water" is 
likewise used in grooming, but it is also fed to the eland on a hollow stone. 
 "The Eland grew up eating the Mantis' honey" (p 1).  Honey is thence used to 
both beautify and nourish /Kaggen's eland during his growth, and it is 
combined with water, blending what is sweet with what is clean. 
 
(The First Version combines material from two narrators: //Kabbo and 
Dia!kwain.  The Second Version is from /Han=kass’o.) 
 
Another aspect of honey appears in the First Version wherein it becomes a 
prophetic means for /Kaggen.  (It relates to Dia!kwain’s eland tale.)  Looking 
for honey to feed the eland /Kaggen finds the first he reaches is ‘dry’.  “ 
For the thing seemed as if blood which was the eland’s blood did come out; 
...therefore what thing can it be with the honey, that this honey is lean on 
account of it?  ...The honey is not always thus; for the honey is always fat. 
 The thing seems as if a fight has come into me (my home).  Therefore I will 
again look at other honey, that I may see really, if it be truth, that a fight 
has entered me about it, at home.   
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/Kaggen seeks honey again to find out if this is so and again finds it lean.  
He then goes to the eland's water "because he felt a foreboding in his body". 
 Indeed, the eland has been killed before he arrives.  (L.V.1.3637-3641) ***
 The lean state of /Kaggen's honey apparently informs him of harm or 
danger at home.3  Clearly /Kaggen considers the eland-person as part of his  
home and its family, for it is the eland's blood which is flowing to prompt 
feelings of "danger and foreboding".  Honey is thence associated with both 
nurturing of the eland, and portending of its death. 
 
 
 
Version 1, Kabbo and Dia!kwain 
 
* [ Revise paragraph below to regard misleading evidence from D Bleek's 
version 1: academically a witches brew if there ever was one.  In revision 
neither Dia!kwain's nor //Kabbo's non-creation material should impact upon 
discussion of creation.  Identify it all in a separate discussion. Use after 
creation tale comparison!  Comment only upon material of real value to thesis; 
otherwise set aside!  Research moon issue.] 
 
Hewitt (1986: 218-220) raises the question of sharing honey.  In discussing D 
Bleek's version 1 of the /Xam creation myth he argues that **/Kaggen commits 
an anti-social act in not sharing his honey with the family (ie, he does not 
bring home what he collects and tells the family it is 'lean', when he is 
feeding it to the eland), and they "make reparation for their loss of honey by 
                               
3  Dia!kwain's manuscript reports the sequence in slightly different terms. 
 When the honey is found lean "it seems as if blood which (was) the eland's 
blood did come out".  Wondering at the cause /Kaggen adds, "the thing seems 
as if a fight has come into me (my honey), ... a fight has entered me (?) 
about it, at home". 'Home' is annotated as the eland's abode (Lloyd 
V.1.3639-3641).  /Kaggen therefore refers to the eland's place as 'home', 
including it in his concept of what home is. 
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killing the eland for food" (p 218).  In the Dia!kwain manuscript Hewitt's 
interpretation is presumably(?) clear.  It would, however, seem harsh if 
compared with the published version 1 wherein the family purposefully plots 
together and carefully lures the eland to his death when they know /Kaggen is 
gone (D Bleek 1924: 3).  Is this merely compensation for the lack of honey?  
The injustice of the family seems far worse than /Kaggen's.  They know, once 
Ichneumon sees it, that the eland is a very special "person", that he is a 
"strong thing" made and nurtured by /Kaggen alone. He is /Kaggen's own eland. 
 Hewitt does point out that in the /Han=kass’o tale, by contrast, it is 
neither mentioned nor implied that "/Kaggen's use of honey in any way 
impoverished the family" (1986: 220).  It is simply /Kaggen's own honey used 
to beautify the creature he has made, unknown to others.   
 
*** 
 
There is undoubtedly a fine balance in Bushman culture between the ownership 
and sharing of honey.  Honey is of great value in their economy.  Once found 
its owner marks it with a pile of stones or with wooden pegs.  Stealing 
another's honeycomb can be punishable by death.  (Stow 1905: 86, 356; Marshall 
1976: 3ll).  While marked hives are considered inviolable, to share is a basic 
tenet of life.  As Biesele states it, the ownership of a resource implies "the 
ownership of the ability to share" (Botswana Notes and Record, p 64. No 
publication date recorded).  /Kaggen clearly owns the honey referred to in the 
/Xam creation tale and appears to have shared it with the family before 
(version 1), if not while feeding the eland. 
 
Ownership of honey is attributed to the divinity in Maluti and Zu/'oasi tales 
as well.  Cagn fights with an eagle who will not share honey with him, and 
does so after transforming himself into an eland (reinforcing the association 
between honey and eland).  "Some of the honey" is taken home to share with his 
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son, Cogaz (Orpen 1874: 9).  In a similar tale the Zu/'oasi divinity, 
"//gauwa", (also called //aiha and Kauha in the story) steals honey from the 
!'o!'o bird who will not share what he has found. "God took the honey away 
from !'o!'o.  And !'o!'o, the owner of the honey, got none of it to eat..." 
(Biesele 1975: II:79).  Whether the divinity is acting selfishly in these 
stories, or passing judgement on a honey owner who will not share is open to 
question. 
 
In the Maluti tale Cagn appears to be unselfish, in that he takes honey home 
to Cogaz, and furthermore he takes away only "some" of the honey although the 
eagle is killed in their fight.  In the Zu/'oasi tale, //gauwa asks the !'o!'o 
bird for "a little" of the honey he has "chopped".  The bird replies,"This is 
my honey...and I'm not going to give you any" (Biesele 1975: II:79).  The 
inference is that a judgement is made upon he who cannot share a little when 
he has plenty, thus deserves to lose all. 
 
Shoes and Spoor 
 
* Discussion turns to the possible meaning of a shoe's piece in eland 
creation and contexts in which shoes appear elsewhere in the tales.  It 
examples the kind of complex inter-relationships which can emerge in tale 
material if a single entity is examined in a broad context.  A discarded piece 
of shoe (missing shoe in version 1) is the initial substance from which the 
eland grows; an old piece of leather, "a very small thing" which is not magic 
(D Bleek 1924: 7).  Developing into a living thing in water, the shoe and its 
original owner remain related to the eland through his name, "Kwammang-a's 
shoe's piece"; even though it is /Kaggen alone who creates life from this 
disowned scrap.  Ironically the eland is destroyed by his namesake, Kwammang-a 
(part b). 
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The use of /Kwammang-a’s and /Kaggen's own shoe appears in the /Han=kasso 
creation narrative in three aspects.  Through /Kaggen’s power /Kwammang-a’s 
shoe’s piece grows into an eland when placed in water; pretended loss of 
/Kaggen's own shoe provides an excuse for his return to the eland's death 
place; and lastly he then throws his own shoe into a darkened sky to create 
the moon.  A shoe or part of one thus links a tale of eland creation and 
death, to creation of the moon.  The shoes may be made of eland skin but this 
is not mentioned.  (A meaningful link between the eland’s death and moon 
creation appears in chapter 8, regarding the transition period.) 
 
Interestingly not only the shoe piece, but also the eland's gall and a feather 
(agents which relate to creation of the moon) are all discarded things.  What 
appears to be useless becomes in /Kaggen's hands a means of creating what is 
of immeasurable value and meaning. 
 
[Identify the ms references in next two paragraphs to replace and/or verify D 
Bleek's edition.] 
 
In the compound narrative, D Bleek's version 1,4  Kwammang-a's shoe is used to 
create the eland and /Kaggen's is used to create the moon.  The creative means 
(shoe) in each instance remains conceptually attached to the created entity 
(eland, moon).  When Kwammang-a is told by Mongoose about the "strong thing" 
(eland) which lives in the reeds he says, "My shoe it is..." (D Bleek 1924: 
3).  Later he calls it by his own name (as does /Kaggen several times in 
                               
4  Bleek's version 1 gives the misleading impression that a single narrator 
speaks of creating the eland and moon, each from a shoe, in an ordered 
sequence.  In fact //Kabbo's ms. account of creating the eland is separate 
from his two accounts of creating the moon, and elements of Dia!kwain's 
eland account also enter Bleek's version 1.  (See Hewitt 1986: 213, 214, 
216.) 
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version 2).  Similarly when /Kaggen's shoe becomes the moon links to its 
origin remain. 
 
"The moon is cold, because it is a shoe, it is leather.  It is red, because it 
has earth on it, the dust in which the Mantis had walked....It walks across 
the sky by night" (D Bleek 1924, 5), as the creator had walked in that shoe on 
earth.  Another tale mentions the walking of the moon "while he feels that it 
is a shoe" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 53).  Further, as noted previously (thesis 
pp      ), Bushman speech of the moon is apparently produced by emulating in 
the mouth a shape like /Kaggen's shoe turned up with wear.  He speaks "by 
turning up the other part of his tongue" [called the "tip"], for he feels he 
is /Kaggen's "foot's shoe", /Kaggen "called his name", and he will "act like a 
shoe" (D Bleek 1936: 187-188).  The moon is therefore conceptually viewed as a 
leather shoe coloured with the earth's dust.  He feels he is the shoe of 
/Kaggen and acts accordingly, even shaping his tongue into a curve in speech. 
 
The apparent importance of the shoe in both eland and moon creation accounts 
is not easy to decipher.  It may relate to the Bushman concept of personal 
identity and ownership.  A shoe is intimately related to his owner, taking on 
his foot's impression and shape with use.  The owner's footprint is one with 
the shoe and wherever he goes, barefoot or shod, it speaks of his identity in 
a culture with renowned tracking abilities. 
 
Shoes may even be equated with spoor as in a tale of /Kaggen taking the form 
of a hartebeest.  His body is cut up by young girls (thinking he is a dead 
animal) but later begins to rejoin itself, "...while he felt that he was a 
man...he was stepping along with (his) shoes..." (Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 11).  
His body was red, without hair, and his arm swung like a man's.  "He ran, 
kicking up his heels (showing the white soles of his shoes) ...while the sun 
shone upon his feet's face (soles)..." (p 13).  This ambiguous description 
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pictures a being both human and animal in form whose spoor might appear either 
shod or unshod. He has "shoes, soles of shoes, and soles of feet".  The term 
"feet's face" (soles of the feet) focuses upon the personalized uniqueness 
Bushman associate with feet or spoor.  Lorna Marshall almost restates the term 
in saying, "A person's footprints are as well known as his face" (1976: 188). 
  
 
/Kaggen's close association with hartebeest spoor is reaffirmed elsewhere.  
/Xam women with little children are told to cut out "a piece of the hartebeest 
foot between the toes" to be worn as a charm by the young.  "For these 
[hartebeest's toes or feet] are things upon which the Mantis sits..." (D Bleek 
1924: 10).  A more explicit equation of shoe and spoor is given concerning the 
ostrich who "thinks that his feet must be in (ostrich's) veltschoens" (Bleek & 
Lloyd 1911: 139). 
 
If in fact shoes can be as uniquely personal as spoor, this may explain why 
they never become totally loosed from their original owner:  the most 
intriguing example being the little shoe's piece of Kwammang-a, which even 
after growing into /Kaggen's eland retains its link to past ownership in its 
name.  In killing the eland Kwammanga-a discards it a second time and it is 
once again lifeless.  This retentive relationship between persons and shoes in 
a negative context is also found in Zu/'oasi tradition.   
 
The heroine !Xo//amdima takes the shoes of her murdered mother and husband and 
flings them into the sky.  "The shoes flew away and changed themselves.  They 
became vultures...and they came and feasted upon the two bodies" (Biesele 
1975: II:17).  Seeing the vultures, an avenging brother-ion-law is led to the 
bodies' discovery. Here the vultures return to those who once owned them as 
shoes and are reidentified with them in a rather gruesome fashion. 
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Shoes, as spoor, seem to carry with them a conceptual identity which is 
unchanging.  In varying ways they maintain links to their origin:  in name 
(Kwammang-a), shape (moon as turned up shoe and tongue in moon's speech), and 
action (moon walks night as /Kaggen walks earth, vultures return to consume 
owners).  Regarding creation itself the shoe's piece does not appear to have 
unique significance.  Its meaning lies in its use by /Kaggen who takes a 
little cast-off thing and turns it to a noble purpose:  a creature emerging 
who will embody the essence of Bushman cultural identity.   
 
I now consider part (b) of the /Xam creation tale (version 2). 
 
b. /Kaggen asks Mongoose to go with him to the water.  They sit near the 
eland's assegai where he kept coming to take it. (/Kaggen tells his grandson 
to sleep and cover his head), for he meant to deceive him.  (In the heat of 
the day the eland comes to drink.  Seeing him Mongoose says), "Hi, stand...!" 
(and /Kaggen asks what he has seen).  "A person is yonder...," (he replies, 
with /Kaggen answering), "You think it is magic; but it is a very small 
thing,...a bit of father's shoe, which he dropped.  Magic it is not."  (They 
go home.) 
 
(Kwammang-a is told about the eland by his son Ichneumon, and asks to be 
guided to him to see) whether the Eland was so very handsome...while the 
Mantis was just at another place. ...They went up to the Eland...and Kwammang-
a...knocked the Eland down and was cutting it up, before the Mantis came. 
 
(/Kaggen weeps and scolds the people on his return) because Kwammang-a had not 
let him come first, ...let him be the one to tell them to kill the Eland.  
(They should) not have killed the Eland when he was not looking,...then his 
heart would have been comfortable, for his heart did not feel satisfied about 
his Eland, whom he alone had made.  (Kwammang-a says "grandfather" must leave 
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off and gather wood), "that we may eat, for this is meat." (D Bleek 1924: 7-8; 
narrator /Han=kasso.) 
 
The tale continues as /Kaggen collects wood, finds the eland's gall, and 
pretends to lose his shoe so he can leave the party going home and return to 
"his thing" (the eland's gall).  He bursts the gall, which blinds him, and 
feeling his way he finds an ostrich feather.  Sucking the feather, he uses it 
to wipe the gall from his eyes and throws it up to create the moon (D Bleek 
1924: 8-9). 
 
Deception marks the eland's discovery and death in contrast to the affec-
tionate and peaceful spirit attending his growth.  /Kaggen seeks to deceive 
his grandson by not allowing him to see the prized eland.  Ichneumon deceives 
/Kaggen by pretending to sleep.  Kwammang-a deceives both /Kaggen and the 
eland in perpetrating his death.  Reaction to the deceptive activity pertains 
to obedience of the eland and statements concerning his death. 
 
Thus, when the eland first grows enough to be responsive /Kaggen trills and 
calls to him by the name, "Kwammang-a's shoe's piece".  He always comes from 
the reeds when so called to "that place" where /Kaggen brings his honeycomb 
and treats him with fondness.  This obedient behavior is used to advantage 
later by Kwammang-a.  On first hearing of the eland, he says Mongoose "must 
guide" him to see if the eland is "so very handsome".  "They went up to the 
eland at the water" and Kwammang-a simply looked at him and killed him (D 
Bleek 1924: 7).  Version 1 gives a more detailed description of how the 
eland's obedient habit is used to trap him.  Mongoose tells his father, "you 
must" cut honey, take it to the water, call while wetting it, and say 
"Kwammang-a's shoe".  Kwammang-a then carefully reenacts each aspect of 
/Kaggen's usual approach to his creature.  In response the eland comes 
"leaping out of the reeds" (p 3).  There is nothing in the eland's experience 
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to warn him of danger.  His cultivated obedience is a distinctly important 
feature in the tale.  It is vital to an understanding of the conceptual 
meaning of his death developed later in the chapter when the transitional 
period is considered. 
 
Statements concerning the eland's death reveal more in spirit than in content 
the severity of what has happened.  /Kaggen's reaction is expressed in 
‘weeping and scolding'.  His words to Kwammang-a's people display grief over 
not being present and not being asked permission before the eland was killed. 
 'Why had they not let him come first?  Why had they killed the eland when he 
was not looking?  His heart did not feel comfortable.'  They should have "let 
him be the one to tell them to kill the Eland" (D Bleek 1924: 8).  Emphasis is 
given primarily to his absence and therefore inability to have any control in 
the situation.  The implication arises that /Kaggen may allow things to happen 
even though he may not wish it.  But he must be the decision maker, "the one 
to tell them", and he must t be "looking". 
 
*[From this point starred material in this chap indicates probable need for 
revision.  Also, revise reference to version 1 in second paragraph above.  All 
references to D Bleek 1924 creation material throughout thesis needs careful 
review and is best replaced with ms. refs.] 
 
There is no doubt in the tale that the killing is purposefully done when 
/Kaggen is absent.  This is borne out by mention that /Kaggen was "at another 
place" when Mongoose guided his father to the eland and "was not there" when 
Kwammang-a knocked it down (D Bleek 1924: 7).  Version 1 openly describes 
premeditation of the eland's death.  Ichneumon "would not go" when /Kaggen 
called him to come seek honey.  The family were then "plotting together":  
Mongoose, Kwammang-a, and Porcupine "whispered".  "And they went out when the 
Mantis had gone" (D Bleek 1924: 3).  In Dia!kwain's manuscript Mongoose shows 
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his brothers the eland's place while /Kaggen is seeking honey and they kill it 
with bow and arrow.  /Kaggen "knew not that he [Mongoose] ... was cunning" 
(Lloyd V.1.3613, 3635, 3636, 3639). 
 
Kwammang-a's reaction to the eland's death is utilitarian and almost cruel in 
its simplicity.  He orders grandfather (respect term) to gather wood "that we 
may eat, for this is meat" (D Bleek 1924:, 8).  There is no acknowledgment of 
/Kaggen's sorrow, nor any suggestion of regret for his own well-considered 
deception in killing the eland.  The measure of his disregard for /Kaggen is 
shown in several ways:  denial of the respect relationship Bushmen observe 
(between persons separated by one generation) by ordering /Kaggen to collect 
wood, assuming absolute control over what is preeminently /Kaggen's (killing, 
cutting up), and equating the eland-person with meat to be eaten.  No one has 
known the eland as meat before.  This is the first eland. 
 
 
 
Is There A  Third Version? 
 
Prior to comparison of features in /Xam creation myths it is necessary to ask, 
"Is there a third version?"   
 
Apparently a series of misconceptions exist regarding interpretation of 
certain tale nomenclature and content over the years.  Adverse effects upon my 
own study led to the following discoveries. 
 
Regarding tale ms., Bleek (1875: 6-7) summarizes an eland creation tale then 
adds: "We have two versions of the above myth, one given by our old Bushman 
//kabbo....  Another version...was handed down to Dia!kwain by his mother."  
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Although not directly stated the reader easily presumes both tales he refers 
to are about eland creation.  In fact //Kabbo's is a creation tale, but 
Dia!kwain's tale (which Bleek unfortunately does not summarize) neither 
describes nor mentions eland creation at any point in its telling.  The 
history continues. 
 
* Lloyd, after summarizing /Han=kass'o's creation tale (L.VIII.6.6505-6595 
and ½) in her 'Short account' uses the same approach saying, "This story 
...throws light upon...points which had remained obscure in the versions 
earlier collected (1889: 5, my emphasis).  She reinforces Bleek's inference in 
the existence of two earlier creation mss. collected prior to /Han=kass'o's.  
 
Just over a hundred years after Bleek's original statement Lewis- Williams and 
Biesele note in an article on eland hunting rituals (1979: 120); "In the three 
/Xam creation myths recorded by Bleek (D.F. Bleek 1924: 1-9; L.V.1.3608-83) 
the eland is lovingly created by /Kaggen in a waterhole."  The past assessment 
of eland creation material continues through reference to three myths.  (The 
authors' reference to 'D' Bleek covers both versions of her ‘Mantis Makes An 
Eland’ tale renderings, the ms. reference is to Dia!kwain's tale.)  The 
inference is that all three are credible narratives of eland creation, while 
neither D Bleek's first version nor Dia!kwain's tale are academically credible 
creation tales. (Unfortunately Hewitt was not to publish his scholarly work on 
/Xam narrative until 1986.) 
 
Probably influenced by Bleek, Lloyd, and D Bleek, Lewis-Williams in turn 
continues their handling of the issue in his very valuable study of 1981, 
Believing and Seeing.  He refers to "Dia!kwain's version of the creation of 
the eland" (pp 28,30) with regard to Lloyd's transcription and how one 
narrative may 'grade' into another.  He also displays the first page of the 
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ms.(fig. 8) which tells of 'Ichneumon going with /Kaggen as the latter cuts 
honey and gives it to the eland on a stone.'  Further references variously 
note existence of three eland creation myths by three /Xam narrators (eg pp 
107, 123), one of which is Dia!kwain.  
 
Lastly Hewitt, a praiseworthy scholar, publishes an apparent reference error 
in discussion of relationships between ms. material pertaining to D Bleek's 
first version.  Regarding eland creation he lists  three ms. references which 
he believes underlie her presentation, two from   //Kabbo and one from 
Dia!kwain.  Inadvertently he omits reference to //Kabbo's only eland creation 
tale (L.II.4.489-493, 504-514), which he  undoubtedly means to present, and 
refers to two narratives by //Kabbo (B.II.379-433 and L.II.4.482-486) and one 
by Dia!kwain (L.V.1.3608-3683) none of which include eland creation.  Hewitt's 
own diagram (1985: 216) correctly presents the general relationship he intends 
to clarify. 
 
* In conclusion and mostly to Hewitt's credit, it should be clear that 
only two full tales about the creation and also death of an eland exist in 
/Xam ms.: one from //Kabbo (L.I.4.489-493, 500-514) and one from /Han=kass'o 
(L.VIII.6.6505-6583).  Each begins with /Kaggen's creation of an eland; and 
//Kabbo's ends with a magical feat of retribution /Kaggen performs through a 
dream, while /Han=kass'o's ends with creation of the moon. 
 
There are three other ms. narratives relative to /Kaggen and an eland.  None 
are inclusive of eland creation.  A tale from Dia!kwain  begins with /Kaggen 
nurturing an eland and ends as he flees from meerkats *to return home 
(L.V.1.3608-3683).  And two //Kabbo references (B.II.379-428 through 
B.III.429-433, and L.I.4.482-486) each begin as /Kaggen encounters meerkats 
over a dead eland and ends with creation of the moon.     Dia!kwain's tale 
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is similar to the creation tales in much of its content, excepting portrayal 
of creation, while the latter //Kabbo references lack development of any 
meaningful relationship between /Kaggen and an eland. 
 
[Correct any inaccurate material throughout discussion, here or elsewhere, due 
to reliance on D Bleek's summaries as valid.  Thesis originally to rest upon 
published material to allow reader access to source.  I now strongly believe I 
should research all quoted material from /Xam ms. wherever possible, and 
certainly the actual creation tales. Further, if possible texts of any 
unpublished mss. on creation should accompany thesis to validate its 
findings.] 
 
 
 
Comparing /Xam Versions 
 
(//Kabbo's not yet analyzed.  After comparison point out any complimentary 
non-creation eland material.) 
 
Creation of the Eland (Maluti) 
 
Near the beginning of the Maluti tale collection one long paragraph presents 
the story of eland creation and , while eland re-generation is part of a 
separate cycle within the whole.  The dominant heros pertaining to each are 
respectively, Cagn and Quanciqutshaa.  I treat each creation context as a 
separate tale of creation, or re-generation.  Here I discuss the initial 
creation story which coincides with the early creation context of the 
preceding /Xam tales (see chart 1). The tale itself is prefaced with a 
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description of the creator Cagn5, his family, and his relationship to Cogaz 
and Quanciqutshaa as the most powerful of three 'chiefs'.  Tale characters are 
Cagn, his wife Coti, sons Cogaz and Gewi, and an eland child. 
 
a. (Coti takes Cagn's knife to sharpen her digging tick.  She spoils it, 
and he scolds saying) evil should come to her.  Upon this she conceived and 
brought forth a little eland's calf in the fields, (telling her husband) she 
did not know what sort of child it was.  (Cagn tells her to grind canna) so 
that he might inquire what it was. (Sprinkling these charms upon the animal he 
asks if it is this, or that, until it answers, "Aaaa", in response to "Tsha", 
meaning eland.)  Then he took it and folded it in his arms, (placed it in a 
gourd), and took it to a secluded kloof enclosed by hills and precipices, and 
left it to grow there.  He was at that time making all animals and things, and 
making them fit for the use of men.  (Cagn sharpened three sticks.  He threw 
them in turn at the eland, missing each time and each time calling the eland 
back when it ran away.  He then went away for three days to get arrow poison.) 
 [Orpen 1874: 3-4; narrator Qing.] 
 
Distinct features in part (a) are the unknown quality of the eland, the use of 
canna, and the meaning of 'stick throwing'. 
 
The unknown quality of the eland is emphasized throughout the tale and becomes 
quite significant in latter discussion.  It is evidenced here in description 
of the eland's birth and development in a physical sense; that is regarding 
knowledge about what creature the eland actually is.  (After his death a 
                               
5  Orpen notes of the name Cagn, "I use Kafir orthography.  One might write the word 
c/kaggn" (1874, 2).  The name Cagn applies to the Maluti divinity; the /Xam divinity 
/Kaggen having a similar name. I retain Orpen's orthography (ie Cagn) in contexts 
which are distinctly Maluti, or require distinct emphasis.  I use /Kaggen in broad 
discussion where reference is to southern tradition as a whole, and where 
characterization or meaning is not an issue.   
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conceptual aspect of the unknown eland emerges.)  Bearing "a little eland's 
calf" in the fields Coti does "not know what sort of a child" it is (Orpen 
1874: 3).  Neither does Cagn the Maluti divinity, and there is a rather vague 
implication that its birth results from Coti having spoiled her husband's 
knife (an undeveloped part of the tale).  In order to discover what the 
newborn creature is Cagn sprinkles canna upon it while inquiring over its 
name.  Having received the soft response, "Aaaa", to "eland" he comes to know 
its identity.  Later (part b) Cagn's sons come upon an animal they "do not 
know about", "a new animal" (Orpen 1874: 4).  The physical identity of the 
eland is at first unknown to the whole family.  No one has seen an eland 
before.  It is different. 
 
Canna, made of "picked things" and referred to as "charms" (Orpen 1874: 7, 4) 
is a powdered mixture often composed of herbs and bark.  It is usually sweetly 
scented. In /Xam and Zu/'oasi tales its equivalent is termed buchu and sa 
respectively.  The mixture is used in the folktales in a variety of 
religiously oriented situations and it possesses magic qualities.6  Canna, 
buchu and sa are 'strong things' in contexts of belief, things possessing 
spiritual power or n/um in a variety of uses.  
 
In Maluti tales Cagn uses canna twice as an aid to gathering information; once 
about the eland's identity, and again to gain news about his son who is in 
danger (Orpen 1874: 6).  (In the latter instance Cagn rubs canna on the beak 
                               
6  Regarding plant mixtures, Lewis-Williams 1981: 37(7) lists modern names 
of certain plants once in /Xam use.  Isak Barnard, an old hand at wilderness 
safaris, kindly shares his knowledge (pers. comm. Nov. 1985) of a sa mixture 
in use by Kalahari Bushmen: ochna pulchra or ricinodendron rautanenii 
(mangetti or mongongo nut), and ptaeroxylon obliquum (sneezewood); mixed 
with ash.  Sneezewood imparts the fragrance.  Women carry it around the neck 
in a little tortoise shell stopped with a fur powder puff. 
  Regarding various uses see Marshall 1976: 92 for general comment; 1969: 359-360,365 
curing and trance.  EM Thomas 1959: 126-127 burial.  Lewis- Williams 1981: 51,61 
puberty; 81 medicine ownership. 
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of a bird who flies off, then returns to inform him.  Two other birds without 
canna on their beaks had failed to bring news.)  Use of canna in the Maluti 
creation context parallels to an extent the use of honey in the /Xam tale.  
Both substances are used by the divinity on the eland's body, both have 
special power and are sweet to the senses.  As informing agents the canna 
helps identify the newborn eland child while lean honeycomb warns of danger to 
the mature /Xam eland's life.  Other Maluti tales cite canna as an agent which 
can purify or restore life (Orpen 1874: 5, 7, 8).  Buchu is used in /Xam tales 
in contexts of curing, self-protection, and purification (Bleek and Lloyd 
1911: 117, 195, 197).  Sa is used in Zu/'oasi tales and account in contexts of 
self-protection or curing, calming, and reviving (Biesele 1975: I:181, II:44, 
164).  The use of canna as a means of gathering information appears to be 
unique in Qing's Maluti tales.  The broad context of use in which aromatic 
herb mixtures appear in all three collections regards restoration of order or 
well-being. 
 
The interesting incident describing Cagn throwing sharpened sticks at the 
eland, missing each time and calling him back when he runs away, deserves 
comment.  Summarizing this tale in a paper on eland hunting rituals Lewis-
Williams and Biesele write, "/Kaggen attempts to kill it [the eland] with a 
spear, but fails" (1978: 121).  This interpretation may be valid.  I would, 
however, like to suggest another interpretation.  Firstly, the implements Cagn 
throws at the eland are 'three sharpened sticks' rather than a spear.  One 
Maluti tale does in fact link Cagn's sticks with a killing, although it 
doesn't say he killed 'with' them.  In that case Cagn "collects" his sticks, 
which an adversary had taken from him, pursues the man and kills him (Orpen 
1874: 9).  The weapon used is not specified.  Assegais rather, are the weapons 
which often link elands and killing in Maluti tales.  Examples occur when 
elands are re-created after the first eland's death and Cagn kills three with 
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an assegai (p 5); when elands are re-generated and come to Cagn with the 
assegais which killed them still in their bodies; and when an eagle tries to 
kill Cagn with an assegai, Cagn then being in the form of an eland.  The 
inference is that in Maluti tales if Cagn wishes to kill an eland he would 
probably use an assegai.   
 
Cagn does use his stick to transform snakes into men in another tale (Orpen 
1874: 5), and I believe it is in a similarly positive context that he throws 
sharpened sticks at the immature eland.  There is no reason to expect Cagn 
should wish to kill the first eland creature whom he so thoughtfully cares for 
and seeks to protect.  He has 'folded it in his arms, placed it in a gourd and 
taken it to a secluded and secret place to grow' (Orpen 1874: 4).  He is about 
to go away and he presumably wishes the growing eland to remain in his hidden 
place of refuge until he returns.  "The snares and traps" of Cagn are there to 
ensure his safety (p 4). 
 
The stick throwing account may well describe a means of teaching the eland to 
stay near to his environment of safety even when under duress.  It may also 
example teaching the eland to come to Cagn's cry, as others are said to do 
when they are hunted:  they "suddenly start and run to his call" (Orpen 1874: 
3).  Such a pattern of obedience is also established (as previously noted) in 
the /Xam creation tale.  (The eland always comes when called to the place 
where /Kaggen feeds and rubs him.)  Further, the Maluti tale points out that 
Cagn misses hitting his eland on each of three throws.  He may be missing for 
a reason, since later in the Maluti sequence when he wishes to kill elands he 
does so without missing.  "Cagn shouted and the elands came running close past 
him, and he threw assegais and killed three bulls..." (Orpen 1874: 5). 
 
I now consider the eland's discovery and death. 
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b. (While Cagn was away his sons Cogaz and Gewi went hunting.)  They came 
upon the eland their father had hidden, and they did not know about it.  It 
was a new animal.  Its horns had just grown, and they tried to encircle it and 
stab it, and it always broke through the circle and afterwards came back and 
laid down at the same place.  At last, while it was asleep, Gewi...pierced it. 
 (They cut it up and afterward) saw the snares and traps of Cagn, and knew it 
was his, and they were afraid.  (When their father came back and saw blood on 
the ground he was very angry) and told Gewi he would punish him for his 
presumption and disobedience.  (Orpen 1874: 4; narrator Qing.) 
 
The prime feature of the eland's discovery and death is portrayal of his 
innocence.  This is contrasted in discussion with the immediate reactions to 
his killing.  Innocence may be defined as a quality of being which does not 
have knowledge of evil, guile, or cunning.  It is a state in which one is open 
to abuse because he has never known it, and therefore has no defense against 
it.  Such a state is mirrored in the young eland's life.  He has previously 
been treated with fondness, protected, and taught to come back to the hiding 
place his guardian provided.  Innocence is inferred by his immaturity and 
reaction to imminent danger.  The eland's 'horns had just grown'; implying he 
is quite young as horns in young calves start to sprout in a few weeks ( 
Wilhelm in Shortridge 1934: 617).  It is young and lacking in experience.  
When Cagn's sons try to kill the animal it repeatedly breaks away, but each 
time returns with confident reliance to lie down in its place.  In sleep it is 
finally stabbed by Gewi; exhausted and without defense.  Throughout the Maluti 
tale the eland is characterized with soft, gentle, responsive, and utterly 
trustful activity.  Cape elands (taurotragus oryx)7 are known to be 
                               
7  See Vinnecombe 1976: 163; Dorst and Dandelot 1978: 180; Lewis-Williams 1981: 71, 
106; Duggen 1983: 331. 
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essentially non-aggressive, shy, and tame.  The tale eland embodies as well an 
ingenuous dependence upon its past state of well-being. 
 
I now consider immediate reactions to the eland's death.  Only after cutting 
up the eland do Cagn's sons see their father's snares and traps.  They then 
"knew" it was his and "were afraid" (Orpen 1874: 4).  The killing involves an 
animal which is "new", hidden, and Cagn's own.  There is indication in the 
sons' fear that they are not entirely naive in killing such an animal.  One 
does not fear actions which are justifiable and the sons make no attempt to 
defend themselves against Cagn's response.  Their father is "very angry" at 
the unexpected death of his eland.  Gewi (who actually pierces it) is accused 
of "presumption and disobedience" and Cagn says he will punish him for it. 
 
Although the Maluti tale does not inform us directly (at this point in the 
sequence) of underlying issues in the first eland's death, it does suggest 
clearly that severe consequences will result.  The role of the eland borne of 
Coti, protected and raised by Cagn the creator, is that of an innocent child-
creature.  The innocent is killed.  A juxtaposition immediately arises between 
reactions of those who kill and the one who creates the eland.  Fear, and 
knowledge of a previously unknown creature which the sons cut up for meat, is 
contrasted with anger and the threat of punishment for disobedience.  Cagn is 
at this time "making all animals and things, and making them fit for the use 
of men" (Orpen 1874: 4). 
 
Tale Similarities and Related Material 
 
Three mutually supportive features stand out when the /Xam and Maluti  
materials are drawn together for comparison.  The eland has special 
significance, /Kaggen protects it, and its killing is unnecessary and implies 
disobedience.  In discussion /Han=kasso's version of /Xam creation is used 
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unless otherwise noted.  I introduce aspects of Zu. belief regarding the 
eland's significance and protective environments. 
 
How is the eland's special significance exemplified?  Firstly, it is the 
central vehicle chosen in southern mythology to express creation.  The 
idealized nature of its characterization in the story sets it apart as 
creature of creatures.  /Kaggen "first made the Eland," the /Xam say, and 
loved him dearly (D Bleek 1924: 12).  Secondly, the eland's significance on a 
perceptual level is presented through the qualities it exhibits in the tales. 
 These qualities pertain primarily to obedience and innocence. 
 
As discussed previously the /Xam eland is an obedient person of shy 
disposition who always comes when called; unwittingly even to those who will 
kill him.  In turn the Maluti eland responds unerringly to the lesson  of 
Cagn's stick throwing and call, obediently running from duress then coming 
back to the once protective place of safety.  The eland's behavior in either 
tale never admits of any reluctance or less than positive behavior.  /Kaggen's 
nearness and care foster this.  Innocence, the other primary quality observed 
in the eland was shown to be a feature of the Maluti tale; arising from the 
context of a child killed in its youth, and heavily supported by the utter 
trust and lack of fear the eland shows when his life is threatened.  In spirit 
innocence pervades the /Xam eland's experience as well, as physical growth is 
paralleled by the growth of affection between divinity and creature in warm 
descriptive imagery.  The retiring yet responsive eland experiences only love 
and attention as he grows.  Maturing into a powerful male person he yet 
remains, as the Maluti child does, one who is tame and essentially gentle.  
The first created eland knows nothing of aggression or even self-defense.  His 
obedient and innocent nature may well example qualities Bushmen themselves 
deem to be of great value in life. 
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Lewis-Williams mentions that the "unique tractability" of the eland is one of 
the factors contributing to its supreme position in Bushman ritual (1981: 71). 
 It could be added that southern perceptions of what it is to be docile, 
obedient, and easily led (tractable) are at the core of the eland creation 
myth.  This myth may well be the conceptual base from which the ritual 
initially developed. 
 
Physically Cape eland are powerful and beautiful to watch.  Photographs of 
them give the impression of ox-like encumbered animals.  They may actually 
weigh over 1,500 lbs, but this belies their agility.  Standing 6 feet at the 
shoulder one can jump over another almost from a standstill.  Old bulls have a 
majestic carriage as they gather the herd for flight.  When running the group 
is tightly clumped into a symmetry of patterned motion; darker colours of 
horns, forehead, mane, back stripe, and tail tuft set off against light hides. 
 /Xam tales describe the eland as 'a strong thing, big, dark, and handsome' 
(Bleek 1924: 3,7), and 'having no equal in beauty' (in /Han=kass'o's ms. 
L.VIII.6.6540).  It is also believed to have magic powers (D Bleek 1924: 10). 
 
A third aspect of the eland's significance for purposes of the thesis is its 
presentation as both animal and person in the creation context.  As indicated 
in the introduction, in fig. 2, and in tale discussion the concept of 
conceptual unity of animal-person defines most of the tale world.  All things 
are personified in this mythical early period and the creation eland is the 
most important example.  He is the first made and most loved of /Kaggen.  The 
eland is called a "person" (/Xam), and "child" (Maluti) along with its animal 
references.  The /Xam tale openly binds human and animal aspects together in 
stating that /Kaggen rubs down a being both 'person' and 'male eland' (Bleek 
1924: 7).  The "person" of the eland is further established by the father-son 
aspect of his relationship to /Kaggen.  This is fully developed in the /Xam 
account and suggested in the Maluti creator's care in identifying the eland, 
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folding it in his arms, and sheltering it in a hidden place.  The Maluti tale 
does not specify the human emphasis, but the eland is Coti's and Cagn's child, 
they being depicted as anthropomorphic beings.  The eland is treated not only 
as a person by /Kaggen (and Cagn) but as a unique member of the family. 
 
The tales do not clearly address the question of the eland's physical being.  
Narrators variously describe him as having horns, ribs and spoor; as using an 
assegai, and eating grass, honey, and water.  The spoor is not specified as 
human or animal.  Even if it were one might form a mistaken mental image of 
the first eland creature.  I have noted that therianthropic figures in a rock 
painting partially copied by Orpen (thesis pp 12, 13, fig. 1) are identified 
by Bushmen as medicine owners; yet their horns, heads, posture, colouring, and 
nondescript hands and feet suggest much that is antelope.  The original 
Melikane painting shows the figures superimposed upon an eland.  (See 
Vinnecombe 1976: fig 223.)  By contrast another painting  of therianthropic 
figures (Lewis-Williams 1981, fig. 15) depicts subjects more human than animal 
(erect, striding posture, modeled trunks and limbs, sex identification) 
carrying men's tools (probably bow, feather brushes, and arrows).  Yet one 
figure has hooves in place of a hand and both feet, and Zu identify his tracks 
as eland spoor.  He, as the /Xam creation eland, could be called an 'eland- 
person' or 'eland-man'.  Literal information provided by oral tradition or 
paintings can be hard to decipher since belief rather than scientific thought 
directs its form. 
 
I believe the tales show that in the early period animal-persons are  
essentially qualifiers of the human condition.  Rarely, if ever, are they 
distinctly non-human creatures; this being so whether or not their association 
with an animal form and environment (as the creation eland's) would make it 
'appear' otherwise.  They may signify positive or negative qualities of life, 
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and enter touching, regretful, or even humorous relationships with other 
'persons' who have different forms. 
 
Obedience and innocence are the qualities embodied in the creation eland.  As 
beautiful qualities they find expression in beautiful form.  The eland lives 
when the possibility of an harmonious bond is felt to exist between all 
created things, expressed most frequently through individual as well as 
communal animal-person relationships.  This bond exists on three levels; 
within his own duality as animal and person, between /Kaggen the father and 
eland the son, and between /Kaggen the creator and created being.  An ideal 
state of order and harmony is portrayed on all levels of the eland's life.  
Light, warmth, water, sweetness, and magic charms are associated with it.  The 
gentle eland is, I believe, a symbol of goodness pertaining to conditions of 
life the creator seeks to foster in the beginning. 
 
Significance of the eland has a comparatively minimal influence in Zu. oral 
tradition.  There is no extant creation myth as such, one actually detailing 
an initial creation process, in which the eland might be found.8  Marshall 
states (1962: 234; 1986: 172) of Zu. she studied in South West Africa 
(Namibia), "I could discover no formulated myth of creation which everybody 
knew" and is consistently taught and passed on from one generation to another. 
 People tell of creation in their own manner.  Biesele similarly notes in her 
Botswana study (1975: I:136), "!Kung tradition does not have the clear 
emphasis of /Xam and Maluti folklore upon the creation of the bucks by the 
trickster god.  Many...creative capacities are discussed by !Kung as 
attributes of the great god, but they do not appear in the tales."  One tale 
                               
8  Reference exists to a gemsbok creation myth in the north (Jacobson 
1975: 314; Biesele 1975: I:167).  Neither Lewis-Williams nor Rob 
Gordon has knowledge of such a myth (pers. comm. 1986).  The Kalahari 
Hei//om Bushman myth about a gemsbok wife deals with events following 
creation (EW Thomas collection 1950: 17-19).  This may be the myth others 
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outside the creation context does note the use of eland body parts.  Bones 
from the back of the eland's neck, then horns, are used by the divinity !Gara 
'to call the lightning.'  He dances for rain and the horns, which "stand up 
straight," bring lightning down to kill lions (Biesele 1975: I:179-181).  The 
eland's hoof and fat also play a part in the tale.  The eland gains further 
mention in a few narratives concerning .  Broadly speaking, physical aspects 
of the eland such as fat, blood, heart, horns, hooves, hair-tuft, tail, and 
mating behavior appear frequently in contexts of belief among both northern 
and southern Bushmen. 
 
Northern ethnography does indicate the eland was especially valued at one time 
and vestiges of this persist in religious customs.  Studies of music made by 
Nicholas England imply that the Rain-Eland song he isolated may be of very 
ancient origin (Biesele 1975: I:194-196; Marshall 1976: 363).  Its scale 
appears in the Rain song (!Ga Tsi) and the girl's puberty ceremony, and 'the 
music is of exceptional sweetness and depth'.  A similarly ancient origin may 
apply to the 'song of the eland horns', which  would accompany !Gara's rain 
dance as he seeks to attract lighting and save his sons.  Marshall and Biesele 
collected the tale independently.  Three of Biesele's narrators could recite 
the song words in story-telling, but their meaning had been lost.  Recently 
the eland medicine song was still being used in Botswana in the boy's first 
kill ritual and trance performance (Lee 1979: 111; Lewis-Williams 1981:61, 
63).  Lewis-Williams expands upon ritual usage of the eland in rites of 
passage in the 1970's regarding the new maiden, new hunter, and marriage 
respectively (pp 43-53, 57-65, 70-73).  He uses the eland as a critical point 
of reference and meaning in his 1981 study. 
 
                                                                                                   
refer to. 
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I now discuss /Kaggen's protection of the early period eland. Protective 
environments are chosen for the eland's growth.  Water "where reeds stand" (D 
Bleek 1924: 5) and a "secluded kloof enclosed by hills and precipices" (Orpen 
1874: 4) both indicate aqueous conditions.  Vleis, pans, and puts are 
associated with springs or collected surface water in desert areas of Cape 
province where /Xam narrators lived.  //Kabbo calls his "place" the 
Bitterpits, and longs to return there to hear his people's stories (Bleek and 
Lloyd 1911: 299,301).9  Bitterpits, or Bitterputs, is today a pond-like 
watering place edged with low bush and grass.  At one end a windpump stands; 
but at the other reeds grow in the shallows near an acacia tree where weavers 
nest.  It is a peaceful place of the flatlands.  By contrast, high in the 
Maluti and nearby Drakensberg mountains, kloofs (deep valleys) surrounded by 
hills and precipices often lie under cover of rain, mist, or snow.  Streams 
rush down to waterfalls and rivers.  Elands may come to rivers in late 
afternoon to 'crop the tops of young reeds' (Stevenson-Hamilton in Shortridge 
1934: 614; and personal observation) or browse on aromatic leucosidia sericea 
(Paul Miles, pers. comm., 1987).  Lewis-Williams (1981: 107) also mentions a 
Basotho eland praise song in which 'a cow conceals its calf in the unknown 
fords of rivers'.  Water and reeds have an association with eland in both oral 
tradition and actual living habits.10    
 
The /Xam eland walks away to bask in the water when /Kaggen leaves him, and 
gets up from the reeds when called (D Bleek 1924: 6).  They appear to enclose 
and protect him.  Similarly in the mountain environment white mists of Lesotho 
                               
9  He is said to 'possess' this and other watering places passed on through 
his family (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 305,307).  I describe Bitterpits as seen  
 in October 1987 on Arbeidsvreug farm after rain.  See also Deacon 1986: 
141-142. 
 
10  Elands can also  be independent of water; obtaining moisture from wild 
bulbs, tubers, melons, and cucumbers (Dorst and Dandelot 1978: 190; Barrow 
1975: 83). 
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surround the eland who is placed in a gourd when newborn, and left enclosed by 
the heights circling his kloof.  His shelter lies in well chosen natural 
surroundings.  /Kaggen provides more than an environment of protection.  
Ichneumon discovers the eland only when /Kaggen takes him to its previously 
unknown place.  Here he sees what he is not meant to see by watching from 
under his cover.  Similarly Cagn's sons discover a 'secluded and hidden' eland 
child.  They find it by accident, later seeing its protecting snares and 
traps.  /Kaggen protects the eland in a secret place he alone knows and 
provides it with defense. 
 
The combined feature of an aqueous protective environment and secrecy thus 
receives similar emphasis in the /Xam and Maluti creation myths.  The same 
feature reappears in the Maluti tale about re-generation of elands (chapter 
9). 
 
In Zu. tradition comparable elements of protection and secrecy appear in a 
tale about murder, rebirth, and revenge (Biesele 1975: I:227-239).  I mention 
highlights of the rebirth episode (I:229, 234-235) and compare it to southern 
material as an example of how corresponding links may draw together southern 
and northern accounts even when general contexts differ.  The common issue 
involved is how a person receives protection during a period of growth.11 
 
Prior to her death the beautiful woman (elephant girl) of the tale warns her 
grandmother that a little wind will come bringing droplets of blood (from her 
body) which she must put into "a container."  The blood first lodges in the 
grandmother's groin, then is placed in a bottle, and successive skin bags, as 
                               
11  Several other versions of this episode appear in Biesele's 1975 thesis:  I:107-108; 
II:12, 18, 20-22, 40-41.  The heroine is variously named !Eu !eua, !Xo//amdima, and 
elephant girl.  She appears in a tale cycle and bears a likeness to the python 
heroine.  (See I:103-104, 241-243, 245). 
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she cares for its growing.  "No one else knew that she had the elephant girl 
and was restoring her to life.  She kept it a secret" (Biesele 1975: I:234).  
In good time the young woman is set out before the village adorned with ocher, 
soft skin clothing and ornaments..  (Words such as bottle and village used in 
the tale example modern influences on traditional life.  Such references are 
not uncommon in Biesele's collection gathered in 1971-'72.)  
 
The southern eland's immediate protective environment for growing is reeds and 
gourd rather than a bottle and skin bags.  The extended protective environment 
is a water-filled depression or enclosed mountain kloof as opposed to 
grandmother's camp.  Secrecy is a third protective element.  The eland's 
growth is an intended secret, although discovered, and elephant girl is kept 
"a secret."  Further, the role of /Kaggen as protective guardian father (and 
creator) is similar to that of grandmother as protective guardian (but not 
creator).  Both care explicitly for the developing person with love and the 
provision of every need. 
 
Interesting comparisons arise as well in regard to fluids.  The first eland's 
blood becomes the initial material of  of animals in the Maluti tale sequence, 
and it is contained in a "paunch" (eland's stomach?) (Orpen 1974: 4).  
Elephant girl's blood is the initial material of rebirth in the northern tale, 
and it is contained in a skin bag or pouch in five versions.  Thus blood from 
one who is murdered is placed in a container and used to recreate new beings 
in both narratives.  Further, southern tradition associates the eland with 
aqueous environments at birth and death, as shown.  In the north a python 
heroine is associated with spring water in near-death, and during the birth of 
her child.  (Biesele 1975: I:205-210, II:1-3). 
 
/Kaggen's protection of the eland during its growth is therefore very similar 
in /Xam and Maluti tales and can be compared, but not equated with, the Zu. 
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grandmother's protection of a murdered grandchild during her growth.  
Protective environments, secrecy and special care are analogously presented in 
this south to north comparison.  The type of creative activity in the 
analogous episode is dissimilar (creation, rebirth), and other material in 
each tale differs widely. 
 
Work in new subtitle where appropriate:  Killing An Eland in the Early Period: 
consequences.  (Includes 'eland as Rain' discussion and chart 2.) Check out 
placement of heading.  
 
Killing An Eland In the Early Period 
 
Returning to consideration of early creation in the south, the question 
arises, what is /Kaggen protecting?  The eland creature with all its beauty 
and potential is one part of the answer.  Beyond this and relating to it are 
all aspects of what the first eland really means to the Bushmen, some portion 
of which one can draw from the tale material and appears in discussion of the 
eland's significance.  /Kaggen seeks to protect a symbolic eland from 
spiritual as well as physical harm. Evaluation of the eland on a human 
(person) level implies the obedience, innocence and gentleness of spirit it 
represents need protection during growth as well as the body does.  The 
eland's hidden and sheltering environment is a place of preparation. 
 
It cannot be assumed that /Kaggen would keep the eland a secret after it 
grows.  He invites Ichneumon to its place as it just reaches maturity 
(although not yet to reveal it), and Qing's creation account states that 'he 
(Cagn) was then making all things fit for the use of men' (Orpen 1874: 4).  
Rather, the suggestion is that /Kaggen desires to share the state of peace, 
harmony and joy of the eland's relationship to him with others once his own 
work is complete and the time is right. 
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Killing of the eland is unnecessary and suggests disobedience.  Reactions to 
the killing imply this (thesis, pp        ).  In regard to lack of necessity 
for the eland's death these points are can be noted.  Kwammang-a kills the 
eland without apparent reason after simply asking his son to guide him to see 
if it was handsome.  He and Ichneumon both know the eland was made by and 
belongs to /Kaggen.  The Maluti sons are hunting.  They kill an animal which 
is new, young, hidden, and unknown.  They know it is Cagn's when they see his 
traps.  In both cases those who kill the eland know the creature is different 
and special.  They kill it regardless. 
 
How is disobedience suggested?  Firstly, the eland is killed willfully and 
with prior consideration.  Kwammang-a and Ichneumon purposefully choose to go 
see it when /Kaggen is 'not there.'  Kwammang-a does not ask /Kaggen to guide 
him to the eland-person, but Ichneumon.  Without hesitation or comment he 
kills it on arrival and with others cuts up the body.  /Kaggen had wanted 
Kwammang-a to 'let him come while the eland was still alive,. . . let him be 
the one to tell them to kill it' (Bleek 1924: 8).  “...His heart did not feel 
nice about his eland, and he was the one who had formed it” (Lloyd 
VIII.6.6548).  Willfulness is shown in the Maluti tale by repeated attempts to 
kill a creature who returns trustfully to its attackers.  They do not consider 
this behavior, but persist until it sleeps before them and Gewi stabs it.  
Secondly, after the killing, assailants in both tales react either with self-
assurance and disdain for /Kaggen (ie Kwammang-a), or with fear (the sons) 
when challenged by the eland's creator.  They are aware that their actions 
have been purposeful and against /Kaggen's wishes.  They know one should not 
kill the eland without /Kaggen 'looking on' (D Bleek 1924: 8), or act with 
'presumption and disobedience' (Orpen 1874: 4).  Thirdly, they treat the eland 
as meat after its death.  It is cut up; and in /Han=kass'o's tale /Kaggen is 
ordered to gather wood "that we may eat, for food it is", while in version 2 
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and the meat and blood taken home (Maluti).  Disobedience, openly stated in 
the Maluti tale, is implied in both tales by apparently unnecessary and 
willful killing, treating the symbolic eland as meat, and disregarding an 
implied order relative to /Kaggen and his creature. 
 
Further insight into /Xam perceptions about what killing an eland may involve 
in the time of the early race is found in a tale Lewis-Williams publishes in 
slightly shortened form (1981: 106-107, from L.VIII.16.7461-17.7472).  I 
relate relevant material. 
 
* [ Rework rain-eland tale summary & discussion below directly from ms. 
using own insights, not Lewis-William's.  His emphasis a bit misleading?  
Check discussion (above and below) for accuracy of references to /Xam creation 
material due to the ms. mixup, and for any influence from D Bleek's version 1. 
 Revised discussion must add presentation of //Kabbo's creation tale. No 
essential disagreement between /H. and //K. creation narratives except endings 
with no 'direct' bearing on creation.  Add to consideration of meat concept if 
necessary.] 
 
"A very long time ago" a man was hunting and shot !Khwa, the Rain.  "At that 
time the Rain was like an eland."  Next morning the people tracked the Rain as 
a mist came up.  They found it lying down, cut up the meat and put it on to 
roast.  The meat vanished, being burnt up in the fire.  "They persevered," but 
at last all the meat had disappeared and the fire had burnt out.  One man 
commented, ". . . We did not realize what sort of eland it was.  We had 
better, go for it is an eland whose meat we do not eat."  The Rain (or Rain's 
navel) shut them in a hut, where they were "terrified", then turned them into 
frogs.  (Lewis-Williams 1981: 106; narrator /Han=kass'o). 
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The tale bears certain similarities to the eland creation myths.  Firstly, its 
setting is 'very long ago' when a man of the early race kills the eland.  
Secondly, water not only has association with the eland but in this tale is 
conceptually the eland in the form of Rain12 or !Khwa.  (!Khwa means either 
rain or water in Bushman usage).  It is not unusual in /Xam belief to express 
a close relationship between rain and animal form. Although not specifically 
eland, the bull who courts a young woman and carries her away in another tale 
is again "the Rain" (Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 193).  People refer to shapes of 
cloud, mist and rain as the rain's ribs, legs, tail, hair, breath, or 
footprints.  In another area of belief medicine owners lead out the rain-bull 
that it may walk upon the earth and bring the gentle "she-rain".  Thirdly, and 
of most importance, those who kill and try to eat the Rain-eland act, and 
conceptually evaluate the creature in a way which basically accords with 
activities of those who kill the first eland in /Xam and Maluti tradition. 
 
  Chart 2 clarifies the relationship between action and reaction of those 
who kill a symbolic eland, and the comparable reaction of /Kaggen or of Rain. 
 The reference to /Xam creation includes consideration of both /Han=kass'o's 
and //Kabbo's version of the tale.  
 
 
 
                               
12  /Xam narrators speak of two kinds of rain.  One is soft, gentle, and feminine; the 
other harsh, angry, and masculine.  //Kabbo highlights the difference between them 
when a rainmaker's grandson asks for help.  "You  must not arouse a rain-bull, but you 
must make a she-rain, which is not angry, which rains gently, ...softening the 
ground....  For people are afraid of the he-rain, when they hear it come thundering, 
as it gets its legs.... People think that the time of death must be come.  " The old 
rainmaker replies, "...Wait quietly for the rain. For I will cut a she-rain which has 
milk, I will milk her, then she will rain softly...."  (Bleek 1933: 308,309).  
Marshall mentions a similar Zu. belief. "=Gao !na ...made gentle female rain, !gadi, 
and violent male rain, !ga!go" (1962: 234).  (Marshall believes the present creator 
image of =Gao !na appears here; not =Gao !na of the old tales: pp 221, 228, 233.)  See 
also Lewis-Williams 1981: 103-104; Hewitt 1986: 41. 
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Eland Tale Action 
(killers) 
/Kaggen/Rain 
Reaction 
(killers) 
Reaction 
creation (/X) willful no fear anger 
Rain (/X) willful fear anger 
creation (M) willful fear anger 
 
Chart 2.  Conditions related to killing an eland in early period of creation. 
 /X = /Xam, M = Maluti 
 
In all cases the killer and those who support him act willfully.  But the 
killer's reaction in the /Xam creation context is contrary to that in the 
Rain-eland or Maluti creation narratives.  Thus /Kwammanga not only lacks fear 
concerning his violent act, but adopts either a callous or unconcerned 
attitude toward /Kaggen in tales from /Han=kass'o and //Kabbo respectively; 
while those who kill !Khwa are 'terrified' and those who kill the Maluti 
eland-child are 'afraid'. 
 
/Kaggen, !Khwa, and Cagn react with varying degrees of anger, and in the /Xam 
context sorrow as well.  /Kaggen weeps then scolds on discovering his eland's 
death, with little immediate indication of consequence.  He then brings 
darkness through the gall (although turning it to man's favour by creating the 
moon); or punishes the meerkats who cut up his eland (rather than the actual 
killer) by taking the meat, their equipment and clothing.  Anger and resulting 
punishment is clear and uncompromising in tales of the Rain and Maluti eland. 
 The Rain shuts in, transforms, and makes servants of those who would eat him. 
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 Cagn, "very angry", initiates the hunter/game relationship.  In all but 
/Han=kass'o's tale open punishment comes upon those who kill an eland-person 
of the early time. 
 
(Possibly, although I do not develop the idea here, each of the four eland 
tales under discussion also presents or leads into an example of 
transformation in its story.  Thus, creation of the moon takes place 
(/Han=kass'o) and reference elsewhere notes he is no longer a man; the 
meerkats loose signs of identity with human existence, and their naked leader 
wraps his "tail" 'round himself (//Kabbo); men of the early race become frogs 
(/Han=kass'o); and Gewi's punishment relates directly to the first creation of 
true elands (Qing).  Persons of the early race (moon, meerkats, those who 
treat the rain-eland as meat) all become non-human beings; while in Maluti 
reference emphasis is upon a time when the first eland-child cannot be made 
anew.) 
 
Regarding the eland's death, the Rain-eland tale relates to a situation most 
like that of the Maluti creation tale.  On a cursory reading of either tale 
apparently well intentioned hunters kill an eland for meat, then suffer a dire 
consequence; being turned into frogs or promised punishment.  The tale of 
!Khwa also introduces the humorous duality of a creature who is killed, cut up 
and cooked as animal, yet vanishes in the fire as rain.  One cannot eat Rain. 
 Repeated attempts to cook the Rain as meat are similar to the repeated 
attempts of Cogaz and Gewi to stab the first eland as meat.  In each case the 
eland is unusual and different: evaporating, or running off then returning to 
lie down.  But the assailants ignore this and do not give up.  They try many 
times to achieve their end of eating or killing what lays before them.  Only 
when nothing more can be done do they stop to notice what sort of eland it is. 
 "It is an eland whose meat we do not eat" (Rain tale) or it is an eland 
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protected with Cagn's snares and traps (Maluti).  They then feel terror or 
fear, knowing they were presumptuous. 
 
The Rain-eland tale states openly, as the creation tales do not, that there is 
a certain sort of eland in /Xam belief which is not to be eaten.  When one 
kills or tries to eat such an eland he is punished by the Rain, or in the 
Maluti context by the divinity. 
 
 Manifesting varying degrees of power /Kaggen, Rain, and Cagn oversee and seek 
to protect the special eland of an early time.  The /Xam and Maluti divinity 
moderate over the death of their symbolic creature in a state of sorrow or 
anger, in one case punishing those who treat it as meat.  The Rain moderates 
over its own death in eland form and punishes those who seek that meat.  
Regarding man's place in the issue, there is no indication he is innocent in 
his action as killer of eland, nor that he is unaware of some kind of 
consequence.  If not so the killers would not persist beyond all reasonable 
measure to kill or eat the creature before them; or devise a plot beforehand 
to best achieve their ends.  Man cannot help but recognize the eland prize as 
valuable, yet really not his to take.  Freely chosen, his act bears its own 
consequence. 
 
It can be strongly suggested at this point that in the early period of 
antelope creation the killing of eland is either representative in the sense 
of not physically done, or there are prescribed laws relative to such killing 
about which little knowledge exists.  By prescribed I mean ancient or long-
continued custom; as implied by people realizing /Kaggen must be present 
before telling them to kill his eland, that some eland are not to be eaten, 
and that fear and punishment can follow disobedience to such custom.  This 
interpretation gathers strength through an important fact. Namely, eland meat 
is not actually eaten in any of the true creation tales nor the rain-eland 
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tale: although those who kill the eland treat it as meat and some try to eat 
it.  In each tale the meat is cut up, then taken home by various means 
(creation context), or put on a fire to cook where it vanishes (rain tale). 
 
* (Two sources erroneously in use as creation reference material conflict 
with my reading in regard to the use of meat.  [See discussion on misnaming of 
tale material, pp 32-34.]  In D Bleek's imaginative version 1 of 'The Mantis 
makes an Eland', meerkats do feed on the eland's meat (1924: 4).  In 
Dia!kwain's ms. (Lloyd V.1.3649, 3652, 3655), which partially effects her 
story, "people" feed themselves the eland's "cooked flesh" and Mongoose is 
with them.) 
 
* [Must locate further ms. by //Kabbo on death of a non-creation eland.  
Compare with Dia!kwain tale ending.  Reconsider meat discussion.] 
 
The first eland is killed without the creator's knowledge and with enough 
willful purpose to negate the protection /Kaggen provides.  In all (?) cases 
those who kill the eland view it as meat, although it is person.  They do not 
however manage to eat that person's flesh, a person who is as yet a human 
member of the early race.    ????? 
 
 
 
Breadth of Early Creation Context 
 
Although the eland is the central focus of southern creation mythology, a 
broad initial creation context appears to underlie this emphasis.  In the 
north early creation material is very sparse. 
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/Xam narrators tell of the sun, moon, stars, wind(?) and locusts being made 
aside from the eland, possibly suggesting 'all things.'  Their tale world also 
involves a multitude of characters frequently noted as "people" of the early 
race time.  The diversity of such beings is evident in Lloyd's 1889 list of 
collected narratives.  For example, page 6 refers either descriptively or in 
name to five mammals, one amphibian, three birds, three insects, one 
"monster," four persons with Bushman names, 'girls, a husband, children, and 
another child'.  /Xam tales therefore infer a broad context of created life 
but do not state it.  The eland stands as a highly defined and unique 
representative of earthly creatures of that time. 
 
Maluti reference to overall creation is quite direct.  Qing (Orpen 1874) 
speaks of it in a preamble to the creation tale and notes it again after Cagn 
takes the newborn eland to its growing place.  "Cagn was the first being; he 
gave orders and caused all things to appear, and to be made, the sun, moon, 
stars, wind, mountains, and animals"; as well as snares, weapons, partridge, 
and the striped mouse (pp 3,4).  To the best of my knowledge the Bushman Qing 
here offers the most informative statement extant in southern tradition about 
the relationship between the creator divinity and his creation in the early 
period.     
 
Note the similarity of entities /Kaggen creates in /Xam tales and the Maluti 
list of what Cagn 'causes to appear.'  Sun, moon, stars, wind and animals are 
common to both, which may imply accordant views about the value of entities 
most essential to the southern Bushman form of hunter-gatherer life. 
 
(Wind is a feature appearing in all three traditions. In /Xam belief no clear 
identity pertains to the wind's origin, but the son of the wind (called Wind) 
has forebears and is a child who blows strongly when lying down and is still 
when standing (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 105).  It is dangerous to utter his name 
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lest huts and bushes vanish.  Many other beliefs relate to wind in /Xam 
tradition13.  In Maluti reference Cagn creates it in order that "game should 
smell up the wind", and snakes try throwing sand at Cogaz and the sister he 
seeks to rescue "to cause the wind to drive them into water" (Orpen 1874: 4-
5); and my earlier reference notes the Zu. heroine cycle in which wind carries 
drops of blood to a guardian who oversees rebirth.) 
 
A broad creation context is also evident in a Zu. account which includes the 
discovery of sexual relationships.  I quote relevant passages. 
 
When Kauha was on earth, when !Gara14 first came to the earth [and was told 
how to take his wife]... he went on to create things.  He began to go about 
making things and giving them names.  He named his two sons.... Then he made 
all the other people.  [He is said to have lived with his family in a "hole in 
the ground" before(?) making other things.] (Biesele 1975, II:46; narrator 
/Ukxa n!a). 
 
'Making and naming things' suggests breadth of context, although only people 
and animals gain specific mention in the full account.  An earliest time is 
                               
13  Humans are said to "possess" wind.  In death they "make clouds" and the 
wind takes away their footprints (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 397).  When game is 
killed the hunter's particular kind of wind blows, effecting the "thing's 
wind" as well as a star looked upon at the time (Bleek 1932, 338).  Grasses 
bent in the wind portend the outcome of a search when /Kaggen rescues his 
sister's child (Bleek 1924, 43-44).  A young maiden, her family, and certain 
possessions are swept into water by a whirlwind and transformed (Bleek 1911; 
201, 203, 205).  In other accounts wind is an omen of death, calls beasts of 
prey, can be controlled to punish others or maneuver game, and is of four 
types in accord with cardinal points (Bleek 1932: 330, 331, 332, 336, 337; 
Hewitt 1986, 41). 
 
14  The names Kauha and !Gara are used interchangeably in this account.  
Biesele places them among others used for the "creator god" in Botswana 
(1975, I:183).  Marshall's informants said =Gao!na is the name through which 
Nyae Nyae Bushmen "identify the great god with the old =Gao !na, the 
protagonist of many ancient tales" (1962, 228); and "=Gao !na was the oldest 
of the names of God and !Gara was the next oldest" (p 225).  (Marshall 
suspects that the divinity of the tales and the "great god" of the present 
are conceptually at odds, pp 228, 233.)  Apparent parallels do exist between 
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evident.  Firstly, creation takes place when Kauha/!Gara "first came to earth" 
and the phrase "in the beginning" clarifies the time of his arrival (in the 
following passage).  Secondly, the narrator attempts twice to explain the 
nature of the "people" Kauha/ !Gara creates.  It is apparently vital to the 
story-teller that the elusive animal-person bond be explained as an integral 
part of the early creation setting.  The explanation unfolds in opening and 
closing statements.  Thus... 
 
"Even people were different in the beginning.  We were definitely not like 
people.  We were like animals; we were made the same way animals were made.  
Animals were created just like people were.... At first we were not people but 
were something else." (Biesele 1975, II:46) 
 
This is a wonderful example of how a Bushman of the 1970's struggles to put 
logic into the animal-person concept of the early period. Ambiguities persist: 
people and animals were both made but they were so closely bound together that 
they cannot be conceptually separated.  This may be the only recorded attempt 
of a Zu. narrator to explain the animal-person concept in its original form 
and setting. 
 
Two further Zu. statements from tales which are not themselves about creation 
compliment the account above.  "The great god, the great god people call !Gara 
was the one who spread out the land for us in the beginning" (Biesele 1975 
II:80; narrator /Ukxa n!a of the creation account above).  She here defines 
!Gara as the great god, adding to her identification of Kauha/!Gara as 
creator.  'Spreading out the land for us' may infer divine provision for man's 
needs.  Lastly, "//Aiha, you know, made everything, all by himself" (Biesele 
1975, II:55): simply noting that a single powerful being once made all things. 
                                                                                                   
the divinity Kauha in Biesele's collection and =Gao !na in Marshall's tales. 
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It can be suggested that narrators of all three collections express belief in 
a broad context of initial creation, openly or through implication. 
 
Reasons for Placement of /Xam Colouring Account 
 
Before concluding the discussion of early creation I comment upon the 
sequential placement of certain material.  The /Xam say /Kaggen "first made 
the Eland; the Hartebeest is the one whom he made after the death of his 
Eland" (Bleek 1924, 12).  In my interpretation the first eland's death lies 
between creation into a state of animal-person unity and creation into a state 
if animal-person separation.  If so the "first made" creature belongs to the 
early period and the hartebeest to the following transition period.  The 
Maluti  tale, as becomes clear in discussion of the transition period, 
supports this sequence as the hartebeest is the first acceptable animal Gewi 
can make after the early eland is killed (Orpen 1874, 4).  Realization of the 
implied division between creation of the 'first eland' and 'later hartebeest', 
in both /Xam and Maluti belief, helps in turn to evaluate where the /Xam 
account of colouring the antelope belongs in the creation sequence. 
 
WHI Bleek mentions that the antelope colouring account "belongs" to a myth by 
Dia!kwain (1875, 7).  The myth itself, not involving creation, describes 
/Kaggen nurturing an eland with honey.  He does not share it with others in 
the family.  An ensuing conflict results in the eland's death at the hand of 
Mongoose's brothers.  The point is, in Dia!kwain's view of oral tradition 
antelope as a group receive colours 'after' a special eland's death.  I 
therefore believe /Xam antelope 'colouring' justifiably correlates with the 
Zu. animal 'marking' tale in regard to its placement in the antelope creation 
sequence.  In either narrative animals first receive unique identity through a 
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process of naming, and colouring of their hides is part of the process.  In 
Dia!kwain’s account separation between animals and men is not mentioned.  
However, there is a strong implication he may be describing a context 
appropriate to the time of separation.  (Therefore the account is placed in 
chapter 5 on naming.) 
 
 
 
Time, Form, State, and Symbol of Early Period 
 
To conclude discussion of early creation, I summarize certain definitive 
concepts which will distinguish it from the second period of creation.  The 
time, form, state, and symbol of early period life appears in the creation 
story. 
 
The time is that of initial creation when all things are being made.  Divinity 
then walks the earth with men.  He is neither invisibly nor distant and his 
family is with him.  He creates, protects, and loves a special creature.  The 
form (as opposed to shape) of all people at this time is that of a unified 
duality.  Person and animal are conceptually bonded and it is apparent that 
qualities of human life find expression in many instances through 
representative animal characteristics or behavior.  The animal-person form is 
one with the early time and the implied state of life associated with it.  The 
desired state or condition of life /Kaggen seeks to foster, then preserve, is 
that shown in the relationship between himself and the eland person.  A 
reciprocal state of peace, harmony and order exists in a father/son, 
creator/created being, divinity/mankind extension of applicable interaction.  
The symbol of mankind's part in the relationship combines physical beauty and 
power (n/um) with equally desirable qualities of spirit (innocence, obedience, 
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gentleness).  Concepts of the early time, form, and state of life cluster 
'round the symbolic first eland to express the ethos which I believe relates 
to it in the southern Bushman mind. 
 
Outside the ideal condition of life fostered in the beginning man may choose 
to disallow an intended order by killing that which /Kaggen has just, or is 
still, making fit for use.  Death of the eland necessitates transition to a 
reordered existence which in another group of narratives describe. 
 
 
 
SECTION II THE TRANSITION PERIOD OF CONCEPTUAL SEPARATION AND RESTORATION 
 
PART A   SEPARATION of ANIMALS and PEOPLE through RE-CREATION and NAMING 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 
 
RE-CREATION OF ELANDS 
 
 
 
Tales of transition broaden our understanding of the eland symbol, animal-
person identity, and related concepts about hunting and marriage.  As new 
types of creation take place, focus shifts from one symbolic eland to many.  
Concordant with this the former oneness of the animal-person shifts to a 
duality of antelope and man (separation) and contiguity of antelope and man 
(restoration).  The relationship between creator and mankind as well as animal 
and mankind changes and helps, by way of contrast with the early period, to 
provide new insight into underlying tenets of the belief system.  There is an 
exciting contrast between Maluti and Zu material. 
 
Chart 3 introduces the complex patterns of belief which emerge from the 
antelope creation sequence as a whole (ie the early and transition periods).  
Its purpose is to help clarify the 'network of meanings' which I believe 
adhere to the literal tale material.  As discussion proceeds it is a useful 
tool for associating a particular belief concept with its broader context, or 
for providing an overview of the most vital belief relationships to arise from 
exposition. 
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(PLACE PATTERNS OF BELIEF CHART)  
 
 
The chart gives a sequential view of concepts which relate to creation 
activity but actually reach well beyond that context in their application to 
the oral tradition as a whole.  Between the early and transition periods an 
arrow mark ( ) indicates killing of the first eland.  Vertical reading of the 
chart displays a belief pattern pertaining to each of three phases of 
creation: early (early period, left column),  and naming (transition period, 
middle column), and re-generation (transition period, right column).  Material 
appearing under the early period equates with a concept of unity (left 
vertical column of chart).  Material appearing under the transition period 
equates with concepts of separation (mid-vertical column) and restoration 
(right vertical column).  Horizontal reading of the chart with reference to 
the middle section on 'creation activity', shows the relationship between 
types of creation tale and animal created.  Creation activity in these tales 
relates in turn to corresponding states of life it represents (above) and 
accordant belief concepts (below) in a changing sequence flowing left to 
right.Chart 3   (Full page chart on Patterns of Belief in animal creation 
tales) 
 
Consideration of the whole transition period is rather like riding with Icarus 
on a wild journey through the sky hoping to finally alight safely upon earth 
again without melting the wax.  The sojourn is arduous, but also rewarding.  I 
therefore divide further consideration of it between six other chapters 
following the present one on .  They regard naming, the gift of n/um, 
spiritual power with animals and man, concepts of order, and eland re-
generation. 
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Two types of narrative describe the transition period (see chart 1). In the 
first emphasis is upon separation of animals from people (chapters 4 and 5) 
and in the second it is upon contiguity between animals and people (chapter 
9).  Chapters 6 and 7 venture to show how mythological beliefs may effect and 
correlate with other aspects of the belief system.  And chapter 8 pulls 
together loose ends of oral tradition which help clarify animal-person 
relationships before and after separation. 
 
 
 
Re-creation of Elands (Maluti) 
 
I now present and analyze the Maluti  tale and explore outlying concepts which 
relate to its meaning.  The tale opens consideration of the separation theme 
because it offers a conceptual overview of it, clarifying the inherent meaning 
of the first eland's life as consequences of its death come to light.  
Furthermore information the tale provides makes it the keystone of the 
antelope creation sequence.  The story is a continuation of Qing's early 
creation narrative.  It begins after Cagn says he will punish Gewi for his 
presumption and disobedience, and it is considered in two parts; (a.) spoiling 
and (b.) re-ordering. 
 
a. (Cagn flings Gewi's nose into the fire then decides to put it back and 
says,)  "Now begin to try to undo the mischief you have done, for you have 
spoilt the elands when I was making them fit for use,"...(He is told to take 
some of the eland's blood, put it in a pot and churn it with a little stick 
spun between the palms.15)  He scattered the blood and it turned into snakes, 
                               
15  As one spins a fire-stick. 
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and they went abroad, and Cagn told him not to make frightful 
things,...(Churning again, the scattered blood turned into hartebeests.  They 
ran away, and Cagn said,) "I am not satisfied; this is not yet what I want;... 
 Throw the blood out!  Coti, my wife! cleanse this pot and bring more blood 
from the little paunch...and churn it,"...  And they added fat from the 
heart,...  (She churned, he sprinkled and the drops became bull elands.)...  
These surrounded them and pushed them with their horns, and he said, "You see 
how you have spoilt the elands," and he drove these elands away (Orpen 1874: 
4; narrator Qing; my emphasis). 
 
The first part of the tale is concerned with 'spoiling.'  When Gewi is told to 
"undo the mischief" he has done he must try to re-create what he destroyed: 
the first eland.  His efforts are a failure, producing only snakes and 
hartebeests from the dead eland's blood which he churns and scatters.  Told 
not to make what is "frightful", Gewi does manage to make /Kaggen's second 
most favoured creature among the /Xam, the hartebeest (D Bleek 1924: 12).  ( 
There is no specific reference to a Maluti animal hierarchy.)  He cannot, 
however, make an eland.  Even Cagn and Coti have limited success in their 
initial re-creative effort.  With fresh blood and fat from the heart they work 
together as the drops become bull elands.  But these do not voluntarily go 
abroad as Gewi's creatures did, they are aggressive and must be driven off by 
Cagn after they surround and push with their horns.  "You see how you have 
spoilt the elands," Cagn chides. 
 
In this part of the  tale immediate effects of the Maluti firstborn eland's 
death are revealed. They are related to the term "spoilt".  Spoiling is 
mentioned four times in the  tale and Gewi is said to be responsible for it.  
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The time of spoiling is fixed as that when Cagn was making eland's "fit for 
use"16, when the first Maluti eland was growing. 
 
A 'spoiled'  takes place in that it is most unlike the first.  The eland who 
stood shyly in the water, who came back to lie down before his attackers, and 
who was killed in sleep cannot be re-made.  An implication arises.  The 
innocence, obedience, and trust which the creator intended to exist between 
all creatures, exemplified in his own relationship with the first eland-
person, is irreparably damaged.  The early time has passed away.  It cannot be 
regained. 
 
Specifically, frightful things are now born along with the well-loved 
hartebeests and elands.  There are many animals, not just the symbolic being 
with ideal qualities.  And their relationship to mankind is quite different.  
New animals separate themselves spatially from men, running away.  Their 
disposition has changed.  They are no longer tame, but "wild" (Orpen 1874, 5). 
 The gentle male eland who came when called is replaced by elands who threaten 
their creator. 
 
Spoiling of the elands is manifested in the changed animal forms of .  
Separate and wild, they are the visible signs of how Gewi's early period 
killing effects all creatures outside of man.  No longer is reference made to 
their identity as "persons", or to their personal interaction with Cagn.  They 
are the physical evidence of a conceptual reordering that spoiling incurs in 
the latter part of the tale.  Cagn, himself, cannot undo the consequences of 
his son's disobedience. 
 
                               
16  It expands to "fit for the use of men" in Maluti early creation reference (Orpen 1874, 4). 
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b. (Cagn and Coti churned again and) produced eland 
cows,...then...multitudes of elands, and the earth was covered with them....  
(Gewi is told), "Go and hunt them and try to kill one, that is now your work, 
for it was you who spoilt them"....  (He tries for two days and returns 
panting, footsore, and worn out, unable to kill any.)  They were able to run 
away because Cagn was in their bones.  (Cogaz is then sent to turn the elands 
toward his father, who shouts to them, and as they run past Cagn kills three 
bulls with assegais.  The sons are then both sent to hunt; Cogaz with his 
father's blessing kills two elands, and Gewi one.)  That day game were given 
to men to eat, and this is the way they were spoilt and became wild.  Cagn 
said he must punish them for trying to kill the thing he made which they did 
not know, and he must make them feel sore (Orpen 1874: 4-5; narrator Qing; my 
emphasis). 
 
Churning the blood again, Coti and Cagn produce cows, then multitudes of 
elands.  Greater success is evident as no aggressiveness counters their second 
re-creative efforts, which insure procreation and vast numbers, thus plenty.  
"Go and hunt them and try to kill one", Gewi is now told.  With the creation 
of eland multitudes and the command to hunt, the world of spoiled elands takes 
on meaning.  The key aspects of man's part in a reordered world are identified 
with hunting and knowing.  I discuss hunting first in conjunction with 
development of the story. Changes of relationship between man, animal, and 
divinity are clarified on a literal (to hunt) level.  Central points in 
discussion of hunting concern:  proclamation, man as hunter, animal as game, 
Cagn's relationship to hunter and hunted, and punishment. 
 
Hunting is first proclaimed when Gewi is told to do so.  He is once again 
unable to fulfill his father's charge.  Without help from the creator he could 
not make an eland.  Neither can he kill one which is not tame.  He returns 
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exhausted by his running, and unsuccessful.  Gewi finds that spoiled elands do 
not lay themselves meekly before the hunter as did the eland-child.  They are 
"able" to run away because Cagn is in their bones. 
 
Cagn must help his sons to hunt and he does so through example.  When Cogaz 
turns the elands, and Cagn shouts to them, they still obey his call, running 
close past as he kills three.17  The brothers are then sent out in turn.  
Cogaz, who did not personally stab the first eland, receives a blessing and is 
more successful than Gewi.  Together they kill three elands. 
 
The hunting of elands (and other animals) is in this way proclaimed, as well 
as permitted and taught to men by Cagn in the tale.  Its proclamation 
clarifies a new relationship between animals and mankind.  Now that animals 
are spoiled (separated from man by distance and an untame nature), and man 
becomes the hunter, an opposition replaces their once peaceful relationship 
relationship.  Man, as hunter, also has a 'wild' aspect; he is aggressive 
toward the animals.  His physical body is not re-made in the re-creative 
process as the bodies of animals are, but his way of life is.  Being a hunter 
places him at a distance from his former state of being as a person who was 
unified with animal representation of certain aspects of his nature (name, 
environment, behavior, form).  He is conceptually separated from animals by 
his killing of the initial state of order he chose to disobey.  Changed 
animals and changed men are overt examples of a new state of life.  Men may 
now hunt and kill without being disobedient.  Animals become game. 
 
Animals become only animals in the process of creative re-ordering, although 
symbolic significance still remains attached to them.  In concept, when elands 
                               
17 The number three is used extensively in the oral tradition.  It seems to 
indicate that a process or action is finished, whole, or complete. 
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are re-created (with snakes and hartebeests) true animals are being created 
for the first time.  They are not replicas of the early creation eland (as 
'spoiling' has shown) and the human ('person') side of their nature is 
essentially put aside.  When their form changes so does their function.  They 
are now game to be eaten by men. 
 
Cagn's own relationship to men and animals also changes.  Unlike the instance 
of the first eland's death he is at this juncture present to be the one to 
allow his sons to kill elands.  He is not away collecting arrow poison while 
they deceive him, nor honey (as does Kaggen in a similar /Xam context).  
Furthermore, he not only permits hunting, he institutes it as a norm.  This 
does not mean he withdraws from his need to be with the hunter, for in Bushman 
belief (as exemplified by his sons' inability to hunt without Cagn's aid and 
presence in the story) he becomes a more evident mediator between man and 
animal. 
 
The first order of life ended when men ignored his permission and presence.  
Now permission is assured, but presence is also necessary for success.  "That 
day (the day of spoiling, the day when hunting began) game were given to men 
to eat" (my emphasis).  Animals are now man's to use (kill and eat), but only 
with great effort and some uncertainty (as shown by Gewi's inability to hunt 
successfully when first commanded to do so).  Man must respect and depend upon 
Cagn who then allows limited success: as when the most favoured, Cogaz, kills 
two elands; while Gewi, "who could throw well"18 and has superior skill, is 
able to kill only one. 
 
                               
18  Orpen 1874, 4. 
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After  Cagn stands between hunter and hunted as one 'looking on' with a 
conceptual presence instead of trusting others to value the person "whom he 
alone had made" (Bleek 1924, 8). 
 
With regard to game animals, his presence is found in their new form of 
protection.  Cagn is "in their bones" once hunting with impunity begins (Orpen 
1874: 5).  No longer hidden and nurtured in a sheltered environment, re-
created elands have Cagn continually and immediately with them in their very 
structure.  This makes them "able to run away," which by inference they had no 
need to do when they were tame.  Wild animals use speed and agility to escape 
from the men they now fear as hunters. 
 
I now discuss the protection of re-created animals in broad context before 
concluding the hunting discussion.  Maluti tradition does not explain how Cagn 
is in the elands' bones, but one finds explicit suggestion of a similar belief 
in /Xam accounts.  Certain bones are treated by the /Xam with great respect.  
Meat bones are placed in a 'heap' opposite the entrance to a man's hut (ie 
bones of "springbok, gemsbok, hare, porcupine, etc."); Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 
275 with notes, 277 with notes.19  The context indicates that the bones of all 
game are treated carefully, but customs related to springbok bones are 
primarily dealt with.  "...We do not play tricks with the springbok's bones; 
we put...[them] nicely away, while we feel that the springbok is wont to get 
into our flesh.  The springbok also possesses things which are magic sticks; 
                               
19  They are first put on an ostrich breastbone dish then carried to the 
`heap' of the man whose arrow killed the animal.  Springbok shoulder blade 
meat is not eaten by women out of respect for the mens' arrows.  `The place 
(hunter's shoulder?) is not nice when we miss our aim and become ill.'  The 
springbok's shoulder blades, bones of upper forelegs and its //khuruken are 
put away in the hut thatching by some /Xam so dogs cannot eat them, since 
the hunter would otherwise miss his aim or get wounded on the first finger 
of the right hand (arrow holding finger).  Bones of the buck's upper 
forelegs and neck are taken (in one account) to the man who killed it.  
Blood which spilled, and stomach contents, are poured onto the bone heap 
along with earth and bushes they spilled upon.  (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 277 
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if they stand in us, we, being pierced, fall dead" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 
notes pp 277, 279). 
 
The "magic sticks" (also "arrows") of the springbok are an indication of its 
special potency or n/um; in this case to harm people with illness or even 
death if its bones are not treated with respect.  The indication may be that 
in /Xam belief even after an animal's death /Kaggen's protective and 
necessarily respected power lies within the bones of the game.  In the eland 
creation tale it is the ribs of the first eland which are rubbed with honey 
and splashed with water "making them very nice" (D Bleek 1924, 6). 
 
Bones are directly related to powers of the creator in the Zu. tale of !Gara 
hanging "bones from the back of the eland's neck in a tree to help him attract 
lightening" (Biesele 1975: I:179).  Spiritual power is linked as well to eland 
bones in the northern boy's first kill ceremony.  The "eland's throat and 
collar bone, both of which have n/um", are used to make broth eaten by 
previously initiated hunters (Lewis-Williams 1981: 61). 
 
More generally, the creator appears to protect the animals simply because they 
are his and he wishes to guard them from misuse.  /Xam tradition calls the 
hartebeest and eland "things of the Mantis" having magic power (D Bleek 1924: 
10).  /Kaggen "sits between the Eland's horns", examines an eland writhing in 
pain, and by his "doings" may bring a dying eland back to life if its hunter 
does not carefully carry out his role of sympathetic identity with the game he 
has shot (pp 10-12).  He even becomes a hare or hartebeest "because he means 
us to kill him" so that a large game animal may recover and live (p 12). 
 
                                                                                                   
and notes, 279 and notes, 281, 283) 
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A further /Xam reference (L.V.19.5457-5473) mentions a man named !komm ta hi 
who is "Chaser of food".20  "...He it was who made run quickly the game" which 
had once been tame.  He beat, kicked and threw a stick at the gentle quagga 
who expected to be stroked.  Fear was put into the game in this way because 
"he did not want men killing things".  'Chaser of food' appears to have 
'hunted' in the sense of threatening but not killing game in order to make it 
afraid of true hunters, thus with a protective end.  His characterization 
reflects /Kaggen's in that he provides a means for animals to escape the 
killing which tameness easily allowed.  Unlike /Kaggen, his care for the 
animals is promoted by way of the physical abuse he inflicts upon them to 
inculcate fear and running away. 
 
/Kaggen's relationship to game by contrast always remains physically 
protective and spiritually bonded.  It is in his relationship to hunters that 
he uses 'ruses and tricks' to mediate over possible imbalance (Bleek and Lloyd 
1911: 3-17; Bleek 1924: 11, 12, 58-59, 62-64, 65-66; Lewis-Williams 1981: 121-
126).  /Kaggen is "with the eland" as it lies dying (D Bleek 1932: 238). 
 
In Maluti tales, Qwanciqutshaa (a chief exemplifying Cagn's noblest aspects) 
lives with "his" elands.  They run about when startled or frightened alerting 
him to unexpected company.  Cagn is also said to be 'where the elands are in 
droves like cattle'.  When they are hunted he cries to them and they "suddenly 
start and run to his call" (Orpen 1874: 3, 6, 7).  While men may not know 
where Cagn is, "the elands do" (p 3).  Cagn protects his elands by a chosen 
communal association with them which, in effect, helps lead them away from the 
hunter.  (This is more clearly developed in the eland re-generation tale dis-
cussed later in this chapter.)  /Xam and Maluti tradition present /Kaggen's 
                               
20  See also Lloyd 1889, 10; Hewitt 1986, 130. 
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care for hunted animals in a most concordant manner, although modes of 
expression vary. 
 
Zu. tradition does not illustrate animal protection by the divinity as 
southern material does.  Biesele's thesis, however, gives examples of belief 
in the divinity's ownership of and closeness to animals outside the folktale. 
 A sinkhole in Botswana (at Aha Hills) is said to be "!Gara or Huwe's home".  
The circular path around its rim "is said to be the dance-circle of Huwe's 
kudus, which he possesses 'like other people possess cattle'" (Biesele 1975: 
I:136).  The comparison of Huwe's kudus to cattle is resonant with Cagn's 
elands 'in droves like cattle'.  Also Zu. medicine owners speak of Kauha's21 
animal possessions.  In one report "leopards, zebras, locusts, lions, jackals, 
dogs, pythons, mambas, elands, giraffes, gemsboks, and kudus surrounded Kauha 
in his house in the sky" (Biesele 1975:, II:166). 
 
The southern concept of the divinity's protection of animals in the 
transitional time of the tale can be summarized as one of immediate and 
possibly ever-present indwelling (in the bones).  Comparatively, early period 
protection was mediate; not physically within the eland, but in its 
environment and secret growth.  And /Kaggen was not always present. He went 
away trusting others would respect his wondrous creature.  The new kind of 
protection only becomes necessary because disobedience divides animals from 
men. 
 
Hunting is clearly a punishment, not a joy.  "That is now your work", Gewi is 
told.  It is a lengthy, exhausting, and at first an unrewarded endeavor for 
him.  Hunting replaces the former order when such work did not exist, before 
                               
21  Kauha is the most frequently used name for the divinity in Biesele's 
collection. 
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'game were given to men.'  Gewi brings the 'work' of hunting to the hand of 
mankind.22 
 
"Cagn said he must punish them [his sons and mankind] for trying to kill the 
thing he made which they did not know, and he must make them feel sore" (Orpen 
1874: 5, my emphasis).  This final statement of the re-creation tale clarifies 
certain issues about hunting when seen in the light of the re-creation 
discussion and suggests these conclusions.  Men are punished because they 
killed an unknown thing; the punishment is hunting; and hunting as a factual 
activity and way of life begins in southern oral tradition after the first 
eland is killed,  having been defined as a punishment for and consequence of 
that killing. Therefore, hunting as a norm did not exist in the early time, 
notwithstanding ambiguous references to the contrary.23  As proposed in early 
period discussion (pp     ) it may have been representative or related to 
prescribed laws (eg the rain eland tale) prior to the re-ordering of 
relationships expressed in the re-creation tale. 
 
One thinks of Bushmen as people who always hunted; but in the conceptual 
perspective of their own mythology this is not so.  The apparent ambiguity of 
the situation may be compared to that in recent studies of Bushman rock 
paintings which have shown that what is first abstracted from the work of 
                               
22  A variety of concepts and observances relate to or apply directly to 
hunting in daily Bushman life.  These may express a means by which hunters 
and others ameliorate conditions of uncertainty between themselves, the 
creator, and his animals.  The re-creation tale implies such a need when 
hunting is proclaimed; when man and animal become conceptually divergent 
rather than unified forms. (See Vinnecombe 1976: 178, 180, 182(45), 210, 
212, 218, 224, 258-259, 271, 287, 300-304; Marshall 1976: 91, 130, 132-133, 
152-155, 177, 295-303; Lewis-Williams 1978, 115-131; 1981a Believing and 
Seeing 55-67, 70, 72-73, 121-126.) 
23  /Kaggen has quiver, arrows, "knobkerry" and arrow bag (Bleek 1924: 1, 3, 
4, 8).  The eland has an assegai (p 5, 7).  Cagn makes snares and weapons, 
protects the eland with snares and traps, and goes for arrow poison.  The 
sons go out with young men to hunt. (Orpen 1874, 4.) 
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another culture may in some cases be deceptive to the viewer.24  Belief 
oriented concepts appear to underlie certain paintings which were once little 
understood.  Such art may now be viewed as an overt expression of hidden 
religious concepts, rather than a presentation of actual images.  Oral 
tradition has in fact provided a base for deciphering certain enigmatic 
aspects of the art; and the oral tradition in turn has its own outward images 
which hold much more within them than one expect to find. 
 
Myths have a profound cultural function set forth in shifting and interacting 
levels of thought.  Hunting and spoiling are actual narrated happenings on a 
literal level in the re-creation tale, an explanation for why life is as it is 
today.  On a deeper level they correspond to (reflect) outward conditions of a 
less harmonious way of life; an evaluation of the effects of human 
disobedience.  Qing states near the end of the tale, "this is the way they 
[elands] were spoilt and became wild" (Orpen 1874: 5).  His statement reflects 
back to a question Orpen asks before Qing's narration begins, "...When were 
the elands spoilt, and how.25  He [Qing] began to explain, and mentioned, 
...'Cagn made all things, and we pray to him'" (p 2).  Qing then tells when, 
how, and in effect why elands were 'spoiled' in a single narrative of a dual 
creative process.  He expects the listener to have an overview of both 
creation and re-creation in mind when comprehending the 'spoiling' concept.  
His perspective includes personal belief in and respect for the creator.  
Literal implications of tales relating to Cagn, family and animals thence 
shift to universal implications relating to creator, mankind, and animals. 
 
                               
24  Lewis-Williams 1981a, 75-126; 1981b; 1983, 44-66; 1986a Cognitive and 
Optical illusions in San rock art research; 1986b Deceptive appearances: a 
critique of southern African rock studies. 
 
25  Orpen asks the question about 'spoiled elands' after Qing had identified 
the men with rhebok heads for him in a painting: they were "spoilt at the 
same time as the elands and by the dances of which you [Orpen] have seen 
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I have sought to clarify the literal meaning of the Maluti re-creation tale, 
which depicts a harsher, less peaceful, less conceptually unified state of 
life following the first eland's death.  "Trying to kill the thing he made 
which they did not know" has brought Cagn's punishment upon men (Orpen 1874, 
5).  I now consider at some length what is meant by 'knowing'. 
 
 
 
The Transition to Knowing 
 
To "not know" or "know" the eland is an elusive but extremely vital concept to 
decipher in Bushmen folktale.  Clearly the thing Cagn made which men try to 
kill is the early race creature.  It is at first unknown for certain reasons: 
it is hidden away, it is secretly nurtured for men's use by the creator, the 
value of its innocent and obedient state is not recognized or respected by 
those who kill it, and it is not meant to be eaten (ie not known as meat).  
These conditions all apply to the early period wherein the creator provides 
and mankind (the first eland) receives. 
 
By contrast, the eland becomes 'known' when external consequences of its 
killing are manifested in spoiling and the institution of hunting.  On an 
internal plane the knowledgeable condition of mankind after animals and men 
separate is created by its own activity (disobedience) followed by /Kaggen's 
response (punishment).  What could be called a 'terminology of change' arises 
in the creation sequence to display the binary opposition between 
unknown/known eland.  Thus, innocence and obedience make the unknown eland 
tame.  Known elands do not have an innocent or obedient response and they are 
wild.  /Kaggen's unknown eland child is a person linked to animal qualities.  
                                                                                                   
paintings" (Orpen 1874, 2). 
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Known elands retain closeness to /Kaggen but they are specifically animal.  
The unknown person is not meat to be eaten, the known elands are meat to be 
eaten.  The point of transition between 'not knowing' and 'knowing' is 
distinct and irreversible.  It conceptually divides the meaning and experience 
of all that pertains to the time of animal-person unity (genesis) from all 
that pertains to the time of animal-person separation. 
 
'Knowing the unknown as meat' is of particular interest in the oral tradition. 
 It is a concept with far reaching and highly suggestive implications attached 
to it.  I first briefly review its use in the /Xam and Maluti creation/re-
creation context, then introduce its ramifications in other tales. 
 
Once Kwammang-a and Gewi treat the eland as meat without /Kaggen's permission 
or presence they 'know' what they did 'not know' before.  Genesis order dies 
and men experience separation from past harmonies.  Kwammang-a proclaims, 
"this is meat" after killing the first eland although eland had never been 
literally eaten before (Bleek 1924, 8), with the possible exception of 
representative or specially prescribed eating.  He values the eland only as 
meat, not as person, and not as /Kaggen's dearly loved creature.  Gewi and 
Cogaz are afraid when they kill the eland "they did not know about" because 
afterwards they "knew" it was Cagn's (Orpen 1874, 4).  Their activities 
indicate a presumption that the eland child is meat.  It can be stated with 
confidence that 'knowing' in the /Xam and Maluti creation context is a concept 
which accompanies destruction of the innocent as well as announcing a break 
with past order. 
 
It is most interesting that a number of Bushman tales outside the creation 
context and from three other culture groups present very similar patterns of 
conceptual interaction.  The common pattern which evolves contains the 
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following elements...After the killing or harming of innocence one comes to 
'know' (realize consequences), not before.  Such wrong-doing is never 
accidental and is often premeditated.  Punishment usually follows.  The 
knowledge involved is linked to descriptions of an animal as person vis a vis 
an animal as meat. 
 
I consider one of these tales in some detail even though it falls outside the 
intended scope of our thesis, being from the Hei//om of northern South West 
Africa; people who are Bushman hunter-gatherers but speak the Khoekhoe 
language.26  I discuss it here because it illustrates further use of the 
'knowing' concept, it adds overall perspective to beliefs about life before 
and after separation between animals and people, and because it basically 
accords with southern tale material as well as aspects of two other northern 
tales.  Furthermore, it introduces a new aspect of belief about an animal-
person becoming meat. 
 
The tale narrator's father was a Kalahari Bushman, his mother a Hei//om, and 
he speaks the languages of both.  The tale protagonist, Heiseb, is described 
by the narrator as "our God" and his stories are "of the old days" (EW Thomas 
1950: 3, 4).  I review most of the tale in paraphrase, and quote outstanding 
passages.   
 
Heiseb calls his gemsbok wife from a quiet grazing herd and brings her to his 
hut.  But "seeing his people and suddenly fearing them" she returns to her 
plain. Heiseb hunts with his sons.  They find honey and he asks them to wait 
as he takes it, finds meat, and returns.  They follow secretly, see him give 
meat and honey to the gemsbok wife, then tell their mother at home. She, with 
Heiseb's mother goes to the gemsbok asking who brings her choice food.  She 
                               
26  Tobias 1978, 1. 
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answers, "My lover amongst men", not Heiseb.  Returning, the women find Heiseb 
at home with meat.  They ask why it is not brought every day and he replies 
that he brings it when found.   
 
"But Heiseb knew that the women had slain his Gemsbok wife; and Heiseb wept." 
 The wife mocks him and adds: "Oh, foolish man!  Why do you marry that which 
is meat and call it a wife?...I have slain your Gemsbok wife knowing well that 
meat is not a wife.  The meat you have brought to-day is the same as the meat 
you marry.  Yet you eat it.  Is it good?"  Heiseb's mother adds, "Hereafter 
shall meat be meat, and men shall be men." "From that day Gemsbok fear men and 
run wild."  The mother adds, "Hereafter those finding Gemsbok in the plains 
shall hunt them and slay them, for they are food to be eaten of men."  "From 
that day Gemsbok are hunted and slain." (EW Thomas 1950: 17-18; narrator 
Gaira; my emphasis.) 
 
Similarities to southern material are evident in content and concept:  the 
divinity owns honey and loves a special creature, sons secretly discover it, 
the creature is killed without the divinity's knowledge or presence and 
apparently with premeditation.  Conceptual emphases near the end of the tale 
(italicized) reads like a paraphrase of certain definitive Maluti re-creation 
statements (Orpen 1874: 4, 5).  A new aspect of the 'knowing' concept is, 
however, introduced in the Hei//om tale: perception of the gemsbok as wife.  
Reference to accordant concepts in the patterns of belief chart (p   ) may be 
useful as discussion continues. 
 
A very meaningful question arises within the tale regarding a wife.  Can the 
gemsbok be wife and meat at the same time?  The question is **answered by 
Heiseb's less preferred wife in a statement indicative of her viewpoint.  "I 
have slain your gemsbok wife, knowing well that meat is not a wife" (EW Thomas 
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1950: 19).  The answer clearly admits to killing the animal wife, while 
confirming that she is meat instead.  Heiseb's wife separates animal (meat) 
from person (wife), disavowing co-existent genesis harmony between the two. 
 
It must then be asked at what point in the tale Heiseb's wife comes to 'know' 
the gemsbok wife is meat, before or after she kills her?  After she kills the 
favorite she returns home to find meat which Heiseb has brought.  He has not 
brought the meat of his beloved gemsbok, yet the wife says, "the meat you have 
brought to-day [sic] is the same as the meat you marry" (EW Thomas 1950: 19; 
my emphasis).  Today, having killed her gemsbok counterpart, she calls Heiseb 
"foolish" while confronting him with the irony of having once married what is 
now rendered meat through a process of conceptual re-ordering, a process which 
applies to all animals from that day.  The wife desires the gemsbok wife to be 
perceived of as merely game, both literally and in concept.  She jealously 
kills a creature she did not know before: a wife she finds "sitting in plenty, 
eating meat and honey" (EW Thomas 1950: 18); one she desires to know neither 
as person or wife.  "Knowing well that meat is not a wife" is not a concept 
previously known.  Presumption of the gemsbok as meat equates with the like 
presumption of those who kill the genesis eland.  The gemsbok wife's fear on 
first seeing Heiseb's people is justified.  Knowledge of meat comes through 
her destruction and therefore conditions of life pertinent to her. 
 
The gemsbok appears to be the symbolic creature of the genesis period for the 
Hei//om.  It's use and meaning with reference to the transition period closely 
parallels that of the southern eland.27 
                               
27  Its symbolic import outside Hei//om tradition is apparent in other 
northern areas.  'In desert regions of the Kalahari where eland are not so 
common gemsbok (oryx gazella) appear to have replaced eland as a medium of 
ritual' (Biesele 1975: 167 quoting Vinnecombe).  "The gemsbok song was the 
most popular dance among the !Kung before the recent giraffe music was 
composed" (p 167).  In Namibia and Botswana there is belief in an "early 
race" of people who had "heads of gemsbok and bodies of men".  Maingard 
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The tale makes careful use of time-frame references to preface descriptions of 
conceptual change as they occur:  'in those days, today, hereafter, from that 
day'.  As the tale opens a herd grazes quietly.  "...Gemsbok were unhunted in 
those days and dwelt at peace with men" (EW Thomas 1950: 17; my emphasis).  
But after the killing "gemsbok fear men and run wild" (ie are spoiled), those 
finding them hunt and slay them, and "they are food to be eaten of men".  
"Hereafter shall meat be meat, and men shall be men" (p 19).  Clear 
distinction is made between genesis life when animals were unhunted and at 
peace with men and the separation aspect of transition life when animals 
become hunted and are pursued by men as game.  The condition I refer to as 
'separation' is pointedly defined in the statement 'meat shall be meat and men 
shall be men', once the symbolic gemsbok wife is wilfully killed.  The animal-
person who could once be a wife is herein conceptually separated by her 
unwarranted death into mutually exclusive entities which can no longer be at 
peace.  The gemsbok cannot  be a wife and be meat at the same time. 
 
Chart 4 provides an overview of conditions pertaining to symbolic antelopes 
before and after their representative killing in the early time and state of 
existence.  Identification of changes in the relationship between animals and 
mankind appear as developed in the Maluti creation and re-creation tales, and 
the Hei//om gemsbok wife tale.  These tales are the most explicit we have 
describing both the events and concepts which a broadly based Bushman belief 
attaches to that moment in mythological history when the state of mankind, by 
choice, passes from a former to a later form of existence.  The former state 
                                                                                                   
writes of southern Kalahari Bushmen, the gemsbok "forms as it were the focal 
point of their lives, the centre round which hinges all their philosophy, 
all their habits and customs" (Biesele 1975: 168).  Gemsbok body parts 
appear in significant tale contexts of Zu. tradition: a magical horn, skin 
hunting bag, skin pouch, carrying net of sinew (169).  Zu. bow strings are 
made of sinew from the gemsbok's back.  See Thomas, E Marshall 1959: 130, 
146, 147. Marshall, L. 1962: 249, 1969: 368.  Lewis-Williams 1981a: 83.  
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shrouds itself in ambiguity, ancientness, and externally illogical 
relationships; the later state is bound by an externally sensible 
counterbalance, today's mode of existence, and logical relationships.  Yet the 
former state relates to peace and concord, while the latter relates to 
uncertainty and discord. 
 
STATE Conditions of Change 
UNITION       
eland (M) unknown related unafraid tame not meat unhunted 
gemsbok (H) unknown related unafraid tame not meat unhunted 
SEPARATION       
eland (M) known unrelated afraid wild meat hunted 
gemsbok (H) known unrelated afraid wild meat hunted 
 
 
Chart 4.  Identification of changed relationships between symbolic antelope 
and man in Maluti (M) and Hei//om (H) tales. 
 
Beneath a diverse literal surface the Maluti and Hei//om narrations display a 
striking number of concordant concepts.  The tales were collected about sixty 
years apart,28 the narrators spoke different languages and were spatially 
separated by over a thousand miles.29  Yet there appears to be a continuum of 
conceptual meaning here between Bushmen hunter-gatherers of differing 
background on the subject of separation and it is accompanied by similar 
terminology (either stated or implied).  The Hei//om tale actually describes 
                                                                                                   
Katz 1982: 287.  Lee, R B 1984: 111.  
28  Thomas retold tales narrated by Gaira about 1930, "two decades or more" 
before his collection was published (1950, ix). 
29  Distance approximated from Lewis-Williams' map (1981a, fig 5). 
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some aspects of the genesis time more clearly than southern creation tales do 
in stating overtly that antelopes were "unhunted in those days" and "dwelt in 
peace with men" (Thomas 1950, 17).  This specific association between a time 
when antelopes and men lived peacefully together and hunting did not exist 
remains unstated, yet definitively implied in southern material. 
 
 
 
The Wife as Meat Dichotomy 
 
It can be suggested that a further unique contribution from the gemsbok tale, 
'knowing the wife as meat' (that is, knowing the wife has become meat and is 
no longer a wife), means much more than previously noted by scholars when it 
appears in the oral tradition.  The Hei//om tale plainly uses this condition 
as the conceptual issue dividing the early state of existence from separation 
existence.  I believe its use almost always refers to an undeveloped or 
unstated concept of separation when found elsewhere in storytelling.  Whenever 
a wife becomes meat in a tale there is a strong possibility that an effort is 
being made to logically deal with the issue of how animal-persons, once 
married without regard to species because they were all people, separate their 
conceptual unity with the advent of the re-ordered and re-formed existence 
under discussion.  With separation animals and people can no longer marry 
because their conceptual bond is broken.  Before separation animal-person 
unity is acceptable because of what it means in an early creation context, 
afterward it would be perverse. 
 
Biesele notes the widespread and complex nature of the person to animal 
relationship of wife and meat.  The Hei//om tale "is similar in structure not 
only to the !Kung and /Gwi stories which feature confusion between meat and 
women, but also to the eland creation myths of South Africa" (1975: I:167).  
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And "the metaphors tying women to the enchanting hunted prey are so intricate 
as to utterly defy untangling" (1978: 935).  Biesele is discussing sexual 
implications in the latter reference but she mentions, "it is hard to 
tell...which meat - animal or woman - is being discussed".  As evidenced in 
the gemsbok wife tale the ambiguities are difficult to unravel, but when 
viewed against the backdrop of separation concepts so apparent in Maluti and 
Hei//om tradition they begin to gather meaning.  The process of animal-person 
separation as indicator of fundamental change in mankind's state of life is 
intrinsically bound in both tales to that of symbolic antelope conceptually 
becoming 'meat' where before it had been 'person'. 
 
Discussion continues with considered examples of how the wife as meat appears 
in tale narratives of the /Xam, Zu., and /Gwi culture groups.  I do not 
discuss sexual implications30 of the phrase, which may also spring from 
associations with separation mythology.  The /Xam quagga wife tale is 
presented first in briefly paraphrased form. 
 
The quagga fed her children (quagga and jackal) little pieces of her liver 
after the daughter cried to her in hunger.  A tortoise then took some of the 
liver to the old jackals to taste.  "The jackal who had married the quagga did 
not in the first instance eat of her liver; only his people had done so, but 
he killed her on account of what they said (ie that he had married meat); and 
he went to cut her up, and ate some of her flesh with the other jackals".  
When she died beneath the "creeboom" (Kareeboom tree)31 the young quagga sat 
above as her "eyes' tears" fell upon the cooking pots breaking them.  She then 
went to tell the old quaggas.  Grandfather "assembled (the people)":  they 
killed the jackal then returned home, while the jackals went away crying to "a 
                               
30  Levi-Strauss 1965: 105, 106.  Biesele 1975: I:247, 248, 250, 251, 257, 
259.  Biesele 1978: 927, 928, 934, 935.  Lewis-Williams 1981: 48, 51. 
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different place".  (Lloyd VI.1.3898-3915; narrator !Kweiten ta //ken; my 
emphasis.) 
 
I discuss tale imagery, implications attached to the liver, and how the 
concept of separation is evidenced.  Imagery regarding the quagga and her 
daughter in the tale emphasizes gentleness and compassion.  The mother feeds 
the hungry from her own body, goes "out to play" before lying down in her 
house, and quietly dies upon the "rain's wet earth".  The daughter stands 
crying over her dying body, then (hidden in the creeboom) helplessly watches 
her mother being cooked as the "eyes' tears" fall.  Their guileless nature is 
to some extent implied of the jackal husband as well, who is convinced by 
others who knew the liver's taste to kill his wife.  "He pierced the quagga... 
because his folk said that he had married meat" (Lloyd VI.1.3913).  The wife 
is thus purposefully killed (poisoned bone points hidden in her bed) by one 
persuaded through elders (old respected jackals) that his wife is meat. 
 
The meat takes two forms.  The first form of meat, the quagga's liver, is 
associated primarily with a positive concept; nourishment of her children.  
Yet in the story it acts as a link to the second form of meat, the quagga's 
whole body, which is associated as the tale develops with a negative concept: 
 nourishment of people with meat which they realize is both wife and person. 
 
Belief concepts relating to the 'liver' actually signal the possibility of the 
quagga's death early in the tale.  A separate /Xam account about death 
explains what may happen if one sits under a bush to escape the sun on a day 
which is only moderately warm.  "...We make clouds; our liver goes out from 
the place where we are sitting in the shade..." (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 399 
note).  "...We make clouds when we die" (p 397).  The liver is thought to 
                                                                                                   
31  Probably rhus lancea. 
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leave the body when one dies (makes clouds) in the shade under certain 
circumstances. 
 
Similarly, tasting of the quagga's liver leads to her death and she aptly lies 
down to die in the shade of the "creeboom".  Further, when a game animal dies 
Bushmen hunters cook and eat all or part of the liver and other medicine parts 
before taking home the meat (Marshall 1976, 296; Lewis-Williams 1981, 60).  
When the old jackals taste the quagga's broiled liver they take on the aspect 
of hunters tasting the first rewards of a kill. 
 
The concept of separation appears to underlie the tale in three ways.  
Firstly, an early period existence is manifested in the marriage relationship 
of quagga to jackal and the bearing of quagga and jackal children (ie lack of 
species distinction).  But a suggestion of species separation is indicated as 
the tale ends: quaggas return home and jackals 'went away to a different 
place'.  They no longer live together in harmony as initially expressed in the 
quagga-jackal family. 
 
Secondly, the jackal husband does not truly know his wife as meat until after 
killing her.  Others tasted, then desired to eat her flesh beforehand, but 
avoid both responsibility and punishment for treating the wife as meat.  Their 
own unstated fear of killing the wife is inferred in their deception of the 
husband. 
 
Thirdly, the quagga, an antelope even more docile than the eland in real life, 
has an obviously resonant role in the tale to that of the /Xam and Maluti 
early period and the Hei//om gemsbok.  Her story also follows the same general 
pattern of development as found in the creation sequence and other stories of 
a wife becoming meat. 
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Here, an innocent of the quagga "people" (L.VI.1.3909) (who is both wife and 
mother) is killed through deception.  The deception is prompted by the 
presumption that she is meat.  She is not known as meat before since she is 
married to a jackal (later by implication a scavenger, but initially a 
husband) and cares for both her quagga and jackal children (later 
incompatible, but initially sister and brother).  As established in the 
Hei//om tale one cannot be married to and eat meat at the same time.  A wife 
in the early period can conceptually appear in antelope form, but is 
essentially a person, not animal.  She may be married to a person with 
different animal form and their children can again be different.  In /Xam 
tradition for example the divinity has a dassie wife, adopted porcupine 
daughter, mongoose grandson, springbok nephew or niece; and is himself able to 
appear as mantis, hartebeest, hare or louse. 
 
With one exception punishment follows killing of all the early period 
innocents I have discussed; whether eland, gemsbok, or quagga. /Han=kass'o's 
/Xam eland creation tale is the exception only in that it makes no direct 
reference to punishment, describing instead a dramatic occurrence following 
the eland's death.32  The undeveloped implication of punishment does however 
lie in Kwammang-a's statement that the 'eland is meat'.  The quagga's death is 
in contrast related to direct retaliation by her parents.  They "made an 
expedition against [or] went to fight" the jackal whom they "pressed" (?) 
between their bodies as he slept with them, killing him (L.VI.1.3909).  The 
                               
32  Darkness is produced by piercing the eland's gall and the moon is con-
sequently created to bring light.  The gall's ability to darken the sky 
relates again to the account of beliefs about death mentioned above re-
garding the quagga's liver and shade.  "Our gall...sits in the sky; it sits 
green in the sky, when we are dead" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 399).  Version 1 
of the creation story relates /Kaggen's anger over the eland's death 
directly to him causing darkness to fall upon everyone at mid-day  He is 
said to have "bewitched" the gall.  In version 2 the gall 'covers in' 
/Kaggen's vision, and unable to see he creates the moon to 'lighten the 
darkness' (Bleek 1924: 4, 5, 9). 
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party of quaggas is received (even at this point in the story) with 
hospitality by the jackals who allow them to sleep at the jackals' house.  
Separation follows. 
 
I now consider how two further northern tales display the concept of knowing 
the wife as meat.  Only pertinent incidents in each tale are isolated for 
discussion.  The Zu. dialogue is reduced to the most important statements. 
 
In the Zu. tale about elephant girl (Biesele 1975 I:227-239), the heroine, her 
husband, baby daughter, and young brother-in-law travel toward the wife's 
camp.  The child is going to meet her paternal grandmother.  Pretending to 
have a thorn in his foot the younger brother invents a ruse to lead the 
husband off to search for meat while he murders the wife.  He butchers and 
cooks the wife as the child looks on and begins 'eating bites of elephant 
girl's fat'.  In the condensed excerpt below I paraphrase the most relevant 
material and quote pertinent passages.) 
 
The husband returns and asks, 
 
"What foul thing have you done?  Where is my wife?  Where does that meat come 
from?" 
 
(The husband is urged to taste it.)  "Why do you look at a piece of meat and 
start calling it a woman" (the brother responds)? ...It's just plain meat, 
obviously; not human meat." 
 
(The husband tastes it, they eat together, but then he regrets his action.)  
"Is it possible that we will go on living after doing a thing like this?" 
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(The younger answers), "What is there that will kill us?  We aren't going to 
die -- I know better." 
 
(As young men approach from elephant girl's camp the murderer hides his 
brother in a termite mound and continues eating.  They arrive and recognize 
their sister and her child.  He turns himself into a little bird.  Perching on 
their spear points, noses, and head he baffles them, eluding their efforts to 
kill him.  The defeated men leave saying), "Where will we see this person's 
face clearly, so we can kill him?  We can't...." 
 
(The two brothers travel home with their "meat" and the child.  Their mother 
asks), "What have you done to your wife?" 
 
The younger brother answered innocently, "Wife?  What wife?  This is some meat 
I cooked...." 
 
His mother said, "Don't talk that way about your brother's wife, Yo!" 
 
But he persisted. "This is just meat that I'm holding.  How could it be a 
person?" 
 
(The mother replies), "I know that you two have done something really bad....I 
am in pain about what you have done."  (Biesele 1975: I:230- 232, 234; 
narrator !Kun/obe n!a) 
 
The tale continues with elephant girl's rebirth and protected growth under the 
care of her grandmother33, a joyful reunion with her people, and the re-
                               
33  Discussed previously regarding protective environments. 
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appearance of the killers who "were very much afraid" (p 236) when they saw 
her.  With pretense of reunion and return to her affines she destroys the 
brothers, their camp, and its people by blowing upon a magic gemsbok horn. 
 
A distinct feature of the tale is explicit discussion over whether the wife is 
person or meat.  It is accompanied by equally explicit indications of whether 
it is 'right' for her to become meat. 
 
Discussion between the brothers, then the mother and younger brother 
distinguish incompatible viewpoints about the wife.  When the husband returns 
from a search for non-existent meat contrived by his brother and finds him 
eating, he asks, "Where is my wife?"  The brother questions in turn why he 
looks at "a piece of meat" and calls it a woman.  In a series of explicit 
references the younger brother's presumption is then compared to the 
perceptions of others about elephant girl.  She is described in further 
statements by the younger brother as "just plain meat, not human meat, meat I 
cooked, just meat that I'm holding", and finally by the question, "How could 
it be a person?"  (Biesele 1975: I:231, 234).  He refuses en toto the physical 
and conceptual existence of the wife either as 'woman, human, person, or 
wife'.  Comparatively the husband/brother describes her from a dual aspect:  
"wife", which after eating "tasted like plain meat".  The wife's own brothers 
call her "our sister", when they juxtapose her murderer to his victim by 
saying, "Without a doubt this person standing here is eating our sister" 
(Biesele 1975, I:232).  Lastly, the mother, when her sons arrive with only 
packed meat and her grandchild continues to refer to elephant girl as "wife" 
and "your brother's wife".  The child is mute witness to all that occurs, a 
powerful narrative device for confirming the factual realities.  The killer 
alone disavows the wife as wife, or as person at every turn. 
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Any possible ambiguities concerning motive or consequence of the wife becoming 
meat are put aside by characterization of the younger brother and further 
statements of the husband and mother.  Unnatural and powerful capabilities 
describe elephant girl's brother-in-law.  He pops out of his mother's midriff 
full-grown and talking at birth; people are cautious of this "sky-thing, a 
child of //gauwa" (Biesele 1975: I:227); and elephant girl warns her 
grandmother before her death that she is "shocked" and "unsettled" by a thing 
she does not understand.  He is able to turn his shoes into vultures, kill and 
eat elephant girl in her child's presence, open and close a termite mound to 
hide his brother, and transform himself into a little bird to avoid death.  
His activities are devious and premeditated.  "We aren't gong to die -- I know 
better. ...Stick with me", he tells the husband after they eat of the wife 
together (Biesele 1975: I:231).  His pride and boastfulness are the antithesis 
of the norm among Zu.  As R B Lee describes it (1984, 49); "...Correct 
demeanor for the successful hunter is modesty and understatement."  He is 
silent on returning to camp and belittles his own achievement if questioned.  
When the kill is located others 'insult the meat' itself in front of the 
hunter and he must not be offended.  "We refuse one who boasts, for someday 
his pride will make him kill somebody." 
 
Other tale statements evaluate consequences of the brother's activities.  
"What foul thing have you done?" "Is it possible that we [brothers] will go on 
living after doing a thing like this?", and "I [mother] am in pain about what 
you have done" (Biesele 1975: I:230-231, 234).  The husband feels his brother 
has "ruined" him by killing his wife, he believes neither of them can live 
after eating her, and he fears his wife's brothers will kill him.  The mother 
reinforces their guilt in her 'pain' and knowledge that they did a "really 
bad" thing, despite her younger son's 'innocently persistent' denial.  She 
sends the child back to her own people. 
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The elephant girl tale gives strong emphasis to the human concept of its 
protagonist.  She is 'woman, wife, mother, human and person'.  Her name is the 
only consistent suggestion of animal association in the tale.  All characters 
are depicted with essentially human attributes, relationships and behavior, 
except the younger brother.  Biesele observes in her discussion of the tale 
that some Zu. she interviewed avoid eating elephant flesh because it is "like" 
human meat.  "Its got people's flesh and bush-animals flesh....You don't eat 
it because it's like a person (1975: I:244, 245).  This feeling of avoidance 
would certainly be reinforced by familiarity with the elephant girl narrative. 
 
The dramatic contrast exposed in the elephant girl tale between concepts of 
what is human and what is meat is strongly indicative of the separation 
context I am seeking to evaluate.  Controversy and violent punishment 
highlight the issue. 
 
Discussion turns very briefly to a /Gwi34 elephant wife tale bearing great 
similarity to the Zu. story.  Biesele quotes the central episode collected by 
Lorna Marshall in 1955.35 
 
"...Brother, come near.  Taste what I am eating, then you can kill me if you 
wish.  You are a lazy man.  You are married to meat and you think it is a 
wife."  When Pishiboro came up to his brother, the brother gave him a piece of 
                               
34  The /Gwi, as the Hei//om, no longer speak a traditional Bushman language.  They 
live as hunter-gatherers in the central to southern Kalahari in Botswana.  I include 
them in discussion to emphasize the nature of the wife as meat concept among Bushmen 
people, traditional or otherwise.  Both /Gwi and Hei//om speak the Khoekhoe language. 
 D Bleek identifies the time of Hei//om transition from a Bushman to a Khoekhoe 
language.  She mentions, according to "the work of Franz Seiner, some of the Hei//om 
speak a dialect of the same (Zu or !Kung) tongue, though most have dropped it for 
Nama" (Khoekhoe) (Comparative Vocabularies of Bushman Language 1929: 3).  Two years 
earlier she notes, "to-day" the Hei//om are acquiring their master's speech , and that 
Weiner also "found a few villages speaking a language of their own" (Bleek, D 1927: 
57, 58, 63). 
35  I am not aware of a full published version. 
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breast he was eating.  Pishiboro ate some and said, "Ehay, ehay, ehay.  This 
is good.  You are right: I was married to meat and I thought it was a wife."  
The day they had left home the elephant had told her parents that she had 
married a man whose people might eat her...." 
 
'After eating the younger brother opens the uterus.  A fetus walks out and 
uterine fluid runs away.  Pishiboro tries to catch it in a hole but it flows 
past, as he feared, to alert the elephant girl's family that she has been 
murdered' (Biesele 1975: I:245, 246). 
 
Biesele does not carry the story further.  In EM Thomas' version "...all the 
elephants gathered together to go and kill the people", but they are outwitted 
and killed (except one) by the boasting younger brother (1959: 77, 78).36 
 
Differences between the /Gwi and Zu. tales are primarily in emphasis rather 
than essential context.  Firstly, the younger brother in the /Gwi narrative 
suggests that Pishiboro may kill him (in retribution for killing his wife?) if 
he doesn't enjoy the taste of her meat.  Secondly, references to the wife's 
body all distinguish female anatomy (breast, fetus, uterine fluid).  Biesele 
notes that certain parts of an elephant's body link the animal closely to a 
human context because of their similar appearance and placement.  For this 
reason elephant, especially the flesh and hide, is referred to as "kwaakwaa 
(thing to be feared)", and "tshi dole (bad, strange thing)" (1975: I:244).  
Thirdly, the husband openly assents to his brother's evaluation of the wife 
once he tastes her meat; "I was married to meat and I thought it was a wife". 
 
This full assent of husband to killer does not appear in other wife as meat 
tales, and it is moderated in the EM Thomas rendering where Pishiboro does not 
                               
36  EM Thomas' complete version (pp 52, 53, 76-78) is attributed to the Gikwe, possibly 
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initially believe (before tasting) that his wife is meat.  "Can it be", 
thought Pishiboro, "that my brother has killed my wife and is sitting on her 
body" (1959: 53)?  He is convinced by his brother and later fears the 
consequences of his choice.  Finally, Thomas' version differs from the Zu. in 
that the younger brother kills the elephants who retaliate, and both brothers 
go unpunished for their crime. 
 
I now specifically consider evidence for the possibility that 'knowing the 
wife as meat' is a commonly shared perceptual pattern in the oral tradition 
used foremostly to express conceptual separation between animals and men.  One 
cannot prove such an issue, but I believe the supportive evidence to be 
convincing.  I note several points. 
 
(1)  The wife as meat concept, which logically speaking expresses a dilemma, 
is of obvious importance to the Bushmen; appearing in the tales of /Xam, Zu., 
Hei//om, and /Gwi culture groups. 
 
"The jackal who had married the quagga...killed her on account of what they 
said (ie that he had married meat)..." (/Xam account; 1870's  L.VI.I.facing 
3912). 
 
"Why do you look at a piece of meat and start calling it a woman?"  And, "What 
wife?  This is some meat I cooked..." (Zu. account; Biesele 1975: I:230, 234). 
 
"Why do you marry that which is meat and call it a wife" (Hei//om account, but 
narrator's father Kalahari Bushman; EW Thomas 1950: 19)? 
 
                                                                                                   
equivalent to the /Gwi people, source of her mother, Lorna Marshall's version. 
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"You are married to meat and you think it is a wife" (/Gwi account; Biesele 
1975: I:245; quoting L Marshall). 
 
The amazing likeness with which each tale narrator voices a definitive 
statement of the wife-meat dichotomy would appear to denote that it has 
special significance in the belief system. 
 
(2)  In word, phrase, and tale context one finds essential agreement between 
each statement.  All four statements mention or directly imply a 'wife, 
marriage, and meat' relationship.  Content in all four tales presents 
destruction of the wife and marriage aspect of the relationship, which is then 
supplanted by the meat aspect.  There is no indication that such a conceptual 
changeover is a desirable or orderly sequence of events; just the opposite. 
 
None of the tales attach any justification to the killer's activities, nor do 
they suggest that the animal-person being killed is in actuality simply animal 
or simply game before death.  Tale content shows the killer is aware that the 
animal-person he or she murders is a wife before her death.  In the /Xam, Zu., 
and /Gwi tale she is a mother as well.  Only after her death does the killer 
know the same wife-creature is meat.  Knowledge follows killing and is of the 
killers own making.  That is, the killer chooses to believe and confirm the 
wife is not a wife but is only meat, and he/she acts with premeditation or 
jealousy (Hei//om) to effect this violent transition.  The innocent wife is 
dismembered, cooked and eaten (excepting Hei//om), thus physically treated as 
meat, and in all cases conceptually becomes meat in the killer's perspective. 
 
(3)  Exposition of the /Xam and Maluti creation/re-creation tales shows that 
the willful killing of an innocent and obedient symbolic creature in an early 
period setting is attached to two conceptual features: the animal-person 
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becoming meat, and knowing the unknown.  In the Maluti re-creation and Hei//om 
gemsbok wife tales the same two features appear and they are in addition 
clearly shown to be functions of a changed condition of mankind incurred by 
the killing.  A bond between individual and communal animal-person forms 
shatters.  Animals become spatially and conceptually separated from men and 
they are game.  Hunting is instituted.  See charts 2, 3, 4. 
 
Knowing the wife as meat may well be another conceptual vehicle used in oral 
tradition to depict separation.  I believe this is unquestionably true in the 
Hei//om tale.  In the /Xam quagga wife tale it is strongly inferred by the 
change of relationship which takes place between animal forms.  The quagga is 
married to the jackal with no indication of conflict given.  A conflict arises 
only when the jackals treat her as meat and the quaggas take retribution.  As 
the tale ends jackals spatially separate from quaggas as do scavengers from 
game.  As will be seen in the Zu. naming tale (chapter 5) such separation is 
part of re-ordered existence in which animals are distinguished from one 
another for the first time. 
 
Evidence of separation mythology in the Zu. and /Gwi elephant wife tales 
cannot be directly established, yet the similarities these tales bear to the 
/Xam and Hei//om wife as meat narratives is undeniable.  The pattern of change 
in tale activity, definitive statement of the wife/meat dichotomy, and 
conceptual message underlying literal dramatic events set the stage for a 
separation context.  In all four tales the similarities are directed to an 
elemental conflict which fractures preexisting order.  One can suggest by 
association that the elephant wife tales, which both focus on the same 
conditional change of wife to meat as the quagga and gemsbok wife tales do, 
may also imply the same existential re-ordering. 
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Another common feature appears in several tales of animal persons becoming 
meat.  Premonitions of danger accompany the wife as meat tales. The /Xam 
quagga may be signaling her own death by offering her liver to her children 
and having it tasted by those who in spirit wish to kill her (see quagga tale 
discussion).  On first seeing Heiseb's people the gemsbok wife 'suddenly 
feared' them (Thomas 1950: 17).  "...The elephant girl...warned her 
grandmother that something might happen to her" (Biesele 1975: I:229).  
"...The elephant wife...told her elephant parents that she had married a man 
whose people might eat her" (EM Thomas 1959: 76).  Comparatively in a /Xam 
tale by Dia!kwain the eland victim has no premonition of its own death, but 
/Kaggen does.  He remarks upon finding the eland's honeycomb is lean: it 
"...seemed as if blood which was the eland's blood did come out; ... 
therefore, what thing can it be with the honey....  For the honey is always 
fat; the thing seems as if a fight has come into me (my home)." (L.V.1.3639-
3640). 
 
(4)  I have yet to mention a most obvious interpretation one can be give to 
wife as meat tales, that they are merely examples of cannibalism.  Literally 
cannibalism is apparent. 
 
To the Zu. "the two worst sins, the unthinkable, unspeakable sins are 
cannibalism and incest".  This statement appears in Lorna Marshall's fine 
paper on religious beliefs (1962: 229).  The context regards unseemly 
activities of 'old =Gao !na, protagonist of ancient tales'.  =Gao !na does 
kill(?), cook and eat the paouw bird (older brother-in-law), and eats "all he 
could" of his younger brother-in-law's body; as shown in tales collected by EM 
Thomas and her mother Mrs. Marshall (1962: 229, 231).  Discussing the latter 
tale one informant thought the reason =Gao !na ate his younger affine "could 
not have been mere hunger", since other food was at hand.  "There must have 
been some other reason" (1962: 231).  The informant's remarks may be only 
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casual comment, but they demonstrate the feeling that the literal sense of a 
tale relates to deeper causal aspects not apparent on the surface.  Marshall's 
informants felt defensive when pressed for more information (1962: 232). 
 
Hewitt discusses cannibalistic elements in /Xam tales in the context of 
conflicts between married partners or in-laws, noting its relationship to food 
(Structure, Meaning and Ritual in the narratives of the southern San 1986: 
111-115).  He makes some very interesting points.  Firstly, in three out of 
four accounts he isolates in which "human" (animal-person) flesh is eaten, the 
quagga is a victim.  He believes it may relate to the fact that quaggas were 
said to "smell like humans" (p 113).  He therefore appears to support the 
concept that the stories involve the killing of an essentially human being 
identified as a quagga. 
 
Secondly, what is revealed in the narrative of the Quagga and the Jackal37 is 
"...how the categories of things in the world were once obscured [eg how once 
an herbivore could be married to a predator].... The categories obscured by 
the marriage are established by its dissolution."  In narratives about 
relationships between married couples "...the majority of problems arise out 
of differences in custom - usually expressed through differences in types of 
animals, not out of domestic or personality conflicts" (1986: 113, 115).  
Hewitt thus isolates the idea that cannibalism is linked in the sole /Xam tale 
on "marrying meat" (p 112) to an ordering of the 'categories of things'.  The 
categories which marriage once obscured usually become defined and established 
through a conflict between types of animals.  The great gulf between the 
quagga and her husband is "concealed by their human form but once it becomes 
revealed the consequences are dire" (1986: 111). 
                               
37  Hewitt refers to a slightly different version of the quagga wife tale. 
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Hewitt's discussion relates /Xam material to socio-economic customs (marriage, 
kinship, food distribution, sharing) rather than underlying patterns of belief 
relative to a genesis and transition period, but he cautiously suggests that 
kinship rules in /Xam social structure and organization "entered deeply into 
their understanding of the integrated orders of existence"  (1962: 113).  He 
believes that the revelation of differences brought to light in the quagga 
wife tale are in /Xam eyes a "necessary part of the establishment and 
maintenance of order in the world" (p 113, my emphasis).  Such differences 
would presumably be exemplified between wife and meat, person and animal, 
herbivore and predator.  The third point Hewitt makes here, pertinent to our 
discussion is the 'necessity' for change from a former to a latter state of 
existence.  The necessity appears to arise from Hewitt's view that obscurity 
in past relationships between humans and animals and between animals 
themselves, must be clarified to bring order out of implied disorder.  A 
cannibalistic act of turning the wife into meat is a conceptual vehicle for 
ordering the past. 
 
It must be remembered that Hewitt's impressions rest upon his limitation to 
the use of /Xam material in his thesis. /Xam material does not offer any 
definitive description as such of the genesis to separation transition.  
Scattered materials depict the ordering (in my view re-ordering) Hewitt 
describes, but definitive descriptions of former order are not evident or lie 
buried in manuscript. 
 
If the quagga wife tale is compared with other stories of the wife to meat 
transition (cannibalistic or otherwise) the outcome of the change does indeed 
involve distinctive ordering but it is neither necessary, nor preferable to 
the former order.  Lack of necessity is shown in the freely made decision of 
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the killer in each tale.  The killer acts against the depicted norm in all 
cases and lays careful plans to deceive the wife, who is always portrayed as 
innocent and essentially human.  Cannibalism emphasizes, I believe, the 
abhorrent nature of the crime (referred to by Marshall) while serving as a 
powerful expressive means for depicting the exchange of wife for meat which in 
the Hei//om tale signals the beginning of hunting.  It is not an obscurely 
disordered past which is rectified, but a purposefully rejected past which is 
re-ordered.  If the latter state of order were preferable to the former, it 
may be asked, would the murder and consumption of innocence initiate the 
change, would harmonious relationships within and between families be 
destroyed, would revenge be taken upon the murderer who brought it all about; 
or in the Hei//om tale would fear and wildness in the animals be linked to 
their slaying and eating by men, replacing the former "peace' between them?  
Indications are that a gentle, highly unified, and orderly first state of 
being is denied through a disorderly act which shifts the balance to a less 
gentle, highly differentiated, and re-ordered second state of being. 
 
In summary of 'knowing the wife as meat' discussion the following suggestions 
apply.  Knowing the wife as meat is a broadly based tale theme among Bushmen. 
 In each tale representative of this conceptual transition the phrase denotes 
that initially ordered relationships pertaining to wife, marriage, and family 
are in effect denied in favour of 'meat'.  Meat in such a context becomes the 
metaphoric signal of a new state of existence.  The wife in each case is a 
person with animal name or form (quagga, elephant, gemsbok).  The innocence of 
her animal-person unity dissipates when man (the killer) chooses to 'know' her 
as meat alone; as a dismembered, rejected aspect of his own former state of 
being.  The early period marriage between animal and person falls away. 
 
An obviously similar pattern of conceptual events and meaning appears in the 
creation tale sequence where 'knowing the eland as meat' relates to willful 
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killing of a first symbolic antelope in /Xam and Maluti belief.  Although /Xam 
creation tales offer no direct statement of separation between animals and 
people after the eland's death, they do clearly indicate the eland is treated 
as meat, even though it is not eaten.  It is cut up and carried home in a net 
(/Han=kass'o's version); or hung on a tree to dry as biltong before /Kaggen 
magically transports the tree home with all it holds, including meerkat arrows 
and clothing (//Kabbo's version).  The /Xam quagga wife tale, in contrast, 
does reveal a process of separation when the wife becomes meat, thus partially 
filling the gap in /Xam presentation of separation mythology. 
 
Separation of animal from person is detailed in the Maluti re-creation tale 
where the concept of 'meat' is integrated with the meaning of 'spoiling, 
hunting, and knowing'.  The Zu. elephant wife tale in turn stands out for its 
exceptionally pointed contrast of the human versus animal equivalence of wife 
to meat.  It helps clarify understanding of the less distinctly presented 
human essence of the southern early period eland (/Xam and Maluti).  The 
eland's forced transition to meat becomes more dire and meaningful in this 
light.  Comparing the emphasis and definitive aspects of various tales helps 
identify underlying belief concepts of special importance. 
 
In the context of antelope creation there appears to be little doubt that 
knowing a symbolic animal as meat rather than person denotes separation of 
animals from men and the concordant step from an early state of existence to a 
reordered state of existence. 
 
The whole underpinning of conceptual relationships I deal with thus far in 
discussion of the separation phase of the transition period has its complement 
in /Xam and Zu tradition in physical descriptions of how animals are 
differentiated one from another and in one sense created for the first time. 
 
CHAPTER 5, NAMING THE ANIMALS 
 
(Gathering odd material here for future inclusion.)   
 
1.  Presently I retain use of the name Kahua for the male protagonist and 
trickster-god of most Zu/’oasi tales.  Biesele now uses the spelling, ‘Kaoxa’. 
 
 
CHAPTER 5 
 
NAMING THE ANIMALS 
 
 
In this chapter I discuss /Xam and Zu approaches to the naming context of true 
animal creation.  I consider an account and a myth of how animals receive 
their names and suggest they thereby become distinctly new and different forms 
of life.  The term 'naming' describes the event since Bushman themselves use 
it in southern and northern references.  Thus, concerning a time of great 
change the /Xam divinity speaks of his wife going to live in a mountain den 
"for her name is really 'Dasse'" (D Bleek 1924: 33).  !Gaunu, one of /Kaggen's 
sons, sings while he names the stars.  "Therefore, the stars possess their 
names..." (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 79).  And in the Zu. context people "gave 
names to all the animals; they told each animal his name" (Biesele 1975: 
I:197). 
 
Analysis and discussion of the succinct /Xam account in which Kaggen feeds 
honey to his antelope precedes that of a vivid Zu tale in which animals gather 
at a fire for branding.  I isolate features in each and relate them to a broad 
context of belief. 
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Colouring With Honey (/Xam) 
 
The /Xam colouring account contains no hint of separation between animal and 
person in its narrative.  However its similarity to certain aspects of the Zu 
naming process in which animals do separate from men, justifies its 
consideration here.  It belongs to a group of /Xam and Zu references which 
imply transition to a new way of life, but lack clarification on the surface. 
 Presentation is from a reading of the ms in its original form, with use of 
ellipses to note omissions, and minor adjustments for smoothness.  I 
substitute the name "/Kaggen" for "Mantis". 
 
 
The Reasons for the Colours of the Gemsbok, the Hartebeest,the Eland and the 
Quagga  
 
The Gemsbok once ate liquid honey which was white.  This is why he is white.  
The Mantis once gave some of it to the Gemsbok. 
 
The Hartebeest is the one to whom the Mantis once gave some of the comb of 
young bees; that is why the Hartebeest is red, because the comb of young bees 
which he ate was red.  So he became like the comb of young bees. 
 
The Eland is the one to whom the Mantis once gave some wasps’ honey; this is 
why he is dark, because he once ate wasps honey. 
 
The Quagga is the one to whom the Mantis once gave some of the small bees 
honey; that is why he is dark, because he ate the small bees’ honey.  So he in 
dark. 
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The Springbok was the one who once ate the liquid from the young bees’ cells; 
that is why he is red.  The Mantis squeezed it out for him and he drank.  That 
is why he is red. 
 
These little bees when chewed are white like milk, but they are still in their 
cells which are red.  The Springbok ate the squeezed-out liquid of the bees 
and the cells together.   
 
      young bees; this is why the Hartebeest is red, on account of it; because 
he remembers that the comb of young bees which he ate is red.  This is why he 
becomes like the comb of young bees. 
 
The Eland was the one to whom Kaggen formerly gave zzu.  This is why he is 
dark, while he remembers that he has eaten some wasps' honey.       (A note 
suggests zzu is food made by the kapater bee; ‘not its flesh, but probably its 
honey.’) 
 
The Quagga was the one to whom /Kaggan formerly gave some of the small bees' 
honey: =kau a-ken.  This is why he is dark; while he remembers he has eaten 
it.  This is why he is dark. 
 
The Springbok was the one who once ate little bees, which when chewed are 
white like milk, while others still in there cells are red.  The liquid of 
both squeezed together is red; and that is why he is red.  /Kaggen squeezed it 
out for him and he drank.  (L.V. 4071-4074, Dia!kwain) 
 
Adjoined to the narrator's tale about an eland's nurturing and death (but not 
its creation), this account has three notable features: the use of honey in a 
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naming process, distinct identification of antelope, and the implication of an 
animal hierarchy which a separate /Xam account describes. 
 
 
The Use of Honey 
 
The use of honey is directed to /Kaggen's special animals.  The creator 
squeezes out liquid honey for the antelope to drink.  As detailed in the 
account it is honey in a variety of forms which imparts colour to them:  honey 
of bees and wasps and especially of 'young, small, or little bees' (diminutive 
forms).  The eland and quagga become dark, the hartebeest and springbok red, 
and the gemsbok white. 
 
It is likely the colors mentioned adhere to certain animals because of their 
broad significance rather than descriptive accuracy.  Western man would not 
see the Cape eland as dark or the gemsbok as white, but as tawny to grey-blue 
and fawn-grey respectively.  Yet one tale even refers to an eland as 'black' 
(Lloyd V.1.3624).  Red, black, and white are the most frequently mentioned 
colors in /Xam oral tradition, yellow and green less frequently.  /Kaggen is 
said to be red when he appears in hartebeest form and yellow as he lies in the 
upper arc of the rainbow (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 13; D Bleek 1924: 66). 
 
A special relationship exists in /Xam tradition between /Kaggen, honey and 
antelope.  He grooms the first eland by splashing it with water then 'rubbing 
or smoothing' honeycomb into its hair; the creature having "... no equal in 
beauty" (/Han=kass'o's ms).  In addition he feeds the eland; who eats "... 
causing himself to grow with the /Kaggen's honey" (//Kabbo's ms).  Honey both 
nourishes and beautifies /Kaggen's first eland. After it is killed the creator 
again feeds honey to antelope, now in differing liquid forms which impart 
individual identity by colouring their hides.  But /Kaggen in the second 
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instance carries out a new kind of creation in which there is no longer 
reference to 'person'.  Through it animals first receive their names. 
 
Naming with honey thus distinguishes and defines creatures previously 
undefined, thus un-named.  The gemsbok, hartebeest, eland, quagga, and 
springbok each become specific antelope by means of specific honey; and it is 
/Kaggen the creator who makes them so.  Each swallows the honey or honeycomb 
chosen to reveal its name in external identity; but importantly, by way of an 
internal process.  The honey effects the whole of each body with its meaning 
as assimilation takes place. 
 
A more positive identification of the activity as an act of creation becomes 
evident after presentation of the Zu naming tale.  But here it is clear 
/Kaggen once again isolates antelope for a special purpose.  He cares for and 
feeds them with special honeys in a way very similar to his parenting of the 
first eland.  No statement of cause or framework of time appears in the 
account to clarify its relationship to the past.       
 
In order to gain perspective concerning the significance of honey as a means 
of naming I investigate examples of its relationship to game, antelope, and 
medicine ownership. 
 
Honey in resonant relationships 
 
The "moon's water" can heal.  Further use of honey-like liquid is found in a 
belief about hunting.  "When game does not die the moon's water is that which 
causes the game to live" (Lloyd 1889: 8). Seen on the bushes "it resembles 
liquid honey".  Wounded animals, even though close to death are cured of the 
arrow's poison if the moon's water falls upon them.  Hunters must not for this 
reason look at the moon, but respectfully look away when game is shot (Bleek 
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and Lloyd 1911: 67).  A honey-like liquid can thus restore life to game with 
its healing power.  All antelope in the naming account are game. 
 
A relationship exists in contexts of creation and the healing of game wherein 
honey (or similar liquid) is an intermediate agent through which the divinity 
or moon effects antelope.  Its central role in creation activity testifies to 
its importance as a means by which /Kaggen effects a bond between himself and 
created things.  A closely-knit interplay between /Kaggen, honey, and antelope 
(especially eland) exists in /Xam and also Maluti tales.38 
 
Honeycomb, bees and antelope.  In eland creation tales numerous references 
describe /Kaggen collecting honey.  Another tale (D Bleek 1924, 41) refers to 
him "digging out wild bees' honey" from an underground nest and throwing it up 
to his little springbok nephew(?).  He asks, "Are you eating as I am eating?" 
  The incident is of interest not only because an antelope is once again 
associated with honey eating but because /Kaggen himself also eats the honey 
he wants to share with the springbok.  (The springbok cannot answer: he has 
been kidnaped.) 
 
Southern painted rock shelters provide artistic evidence of the relationship 
between antelope and honey which is resonant with /Xam creation mythology.  A 
number of paintings exist of bee swarms and honeycombs, on occasion related to 
antelope.  Harold Pager's masterful photographic reproduction of all the known 
paintings in Ndedema gorge offers two examples I comment upon.39  They are 
                               
38  Cagn "in the form of a large bull eland" fights with and kills the eagle 
who will not share honey (Orpen 1874: 8-9; thesis p   ). 
39  Pager reports 16 paintings of bee swarms, and 32 depictions of bees' 
nests or honeycomb in 17 sites in his research area (1971: 14).  His 
interpretation of the art (pp 348-352) might influence the count, but 
paintings of bees, honeycombs, and apparently bees' nests do exist in the 
Drakensberg area he studied. 
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from Botha's shelter, and form parts of a densely crowded panel of work where 
many figures are superimposed upon others.  Sensitively rendered polychrome 
elands give the panel its major emphasis.  They are interspersed with human 
and therianthropic40 figures, and those of some animals other than the eland. 
(See Pager 1971: 147-150). 
 
There is danger in assuming that one can know what an artist has in mind when 
he paints.  But to suggest ways in which paintings may coincide with belief is 
not presumptuous and can lead to useful insights.  For example, Lewis-Williams 
(1981, 42-46) exposition of a painting in the Natal Drakensberg relating to 
ritual in a girl's puberty rites.  Associations of meaning rather than 
illustrations of /Kaggen nourishing antelope are the issue at hand. 
 
At the bottom right of fig. 186 (Pager 1971: 147) an eland stands with what 
appears to be a honeycomb41 attached to its underbelly beneath the ribs.  It 
and a bushpig (in front of the eland at head level) look toward a swarm of 
bees, two trance spirits42, and a small antelope which are as a group 
superimposed upon other figures (figure 187, p 148).  The bees swarm among the 
latter grouping and are frequently superimposed upon it.  The bushpig's nose 
almost touches the swarm and may touch a trance spirit.  Both trance spirits 
face the eland and bushpig, while the small antelope walks in the opposite 
                               
40  A therianthropic figure incorporates both animal and human characteristics. 
41  The photograph of a natural catenary-shaped honeycomb is convincingly 
similar to the painted counterpart (Pager 1971, 151). 
42  Trance spirits are termed "trance buck" (Lewis-Williams), "ales" (Pager) or "flying 
buck" (Woodhouse).  They are symbolic figures "not signifying anything observable 
under natural circumstances" (Lewis-Williams 1981, 13).  I refer to them in the thesis 
as trance spirits because they represent spiritual forms envisioned by the artist as 
representative of medicine owners in trance or out-of-body travel.  Trance spirits are 
not always depicted in the form of buck and in some instances appear in forms more 
suggestive of humans or birds.  They represent a form which is of spirit, not of 
nature. 
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direction toward a now exfoliating honeycomb.  (Both eland and bushpig are 
beautifully modeled.) 
 
If the trance spirits and bees are in fact associated with the honeycomb-eland 
facing them, conceptual implications arise.  The trance spirits may depict the 
spirits of medicine owners in trance or out-of-body travel who in part derive 
their own spiritual power from an ability to see and thence believe in the 
n/um43 of honey or eland.  (See Lewis-Williams 1981: 77, 83 for the 
relationship between medicine songs, medicine owners, and n/um.)  In this 
particular case the strength or power of both honey and eland join in one 
painted image (honeycomb-eland), which is in close proximity to bees which fly 
to honeycomb and medicine owners who conceptually join themselves to the power 
of this unified figure of strength. 
 
To a person aware of Bushman mythology the scene becomes even more powerful.  
The honeycomb-eland draws upon concepts of /Kaggen feeding honey to his first-
made creature at dawn, and rubbing pieces of comb over the ribs while 
splashing them with water.  He is supreme owner of honey and maker of eland.  
Later he names each antelope with his chosen shades of liquid honey drink, 
their coats taking on the colour which creates their individuality.  Eland and 
honey are symbols of creation and with the addition of trance spirits 
associate man with a powerful interchange between /Kaggen, antelope and man. 
 
In the second example from Botha's Shelter (upper centre of figs 187 and 188 
in Pager 1981: pp 148, 149) a red hartebeest is associated with a white line 
which splits to touch his front hooves, continues to circle under(?) the back 
                               
43  The Zu word, n/um, means spiritual power or potency, and the /Xam word, !gi, has a 
similar meaning (see Lewis-Williams 1981, 77).  Although Maluti tradition also 
displays belief in spiritual power their word for it is not extant.  I therefore adopt 
'n/um' to express the concept of 'spiritual power' in the culture group as a whole.   
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hooves, then re-appears to link the hock of one back leg to the animal's rump. 
 He appears to run along the line toward a large trance spirit who faces in 
the same direction.  The line ends beneath the trance spirit who has streamers 
(feathered lines) emanating from the mid-back and side, and lines rising from 
the head and neck. (Small nondescript forms relate to the line beneath the 
trance spirit.)  The trance spirit has an antelope-like appearance in that its 
rather rounded body is inscribed with white lines suggesting an antelope 
shape.  The hartebeest, trance spirit and linking white line are in close 
association with a swarm of bees which are most heavily concentrated over a 
dark area suggestive of a hidden nest or honeycomb.  The bees are red with 
white wings, as in the honeycomb eland example.  The described scene, 
including bees is superimposed upon nearby figures, the most recognizable 
being polychrome elands and a group of hunters with equipment and game.  
Interestingly, scattered bees almost surround the hartebeest and trance 
spirit, but none are actually superimposed upon them. 
 
'The hartebeest is the one to whom /Kaggen once gave the comb of young bees; 
that is why he is red' (Bleek 1924, 10).  The painted hartebeest is deep red 
and is in contact with white-winged red bees.  Made "after the death" of the 
first eland, he is as the eland dearly loved (Bleek 1924, 12).  /Kaggen in red 
hartebeest form is described as talking, swinging his arms like a man, and 
kicking up his heels as he runs before the wind in a sandy river bed (Bleek 
and Lloyd 1911: 11, 13).  The painted hartebeest runs along a line while 
exposing the soles of his back feet in a simultaneous, possible kicking 
motion.  I do not suggest the hartebeest is /Kaggen transformed, but that a 
/Xam artist or viewer well might associate the redness and the bees, the love 
/Kaggen has for this antelope, the divinity himself, and the animal's running 
attitude with the oral tradition of his culture. 
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As the elands which surround the scene, the hartebeest has "magic power" or 
n/um (Bleek 1924: 10).  Association of the painted hartebeest and trance 
spirit through the line which joins them may imply that a medicine owner in 
conceptualized trance spirit form is associating the reception of his n/um 
with the antelope (hartebeest), or the bees he "possesses" or "owns".  (See 
Lewis-Williams 1981: 77, 82, 83, 100 for exposition of meanings related to 
such a suggestion).  The lines and streamers from the trance spirit's body 
probably relate to conditions experienced in trance (pp 93, 95). 
 
I have established that honey, bees and /Kaggen's two most loved antelope are 
portrayed in southern art in contexts which are resonant with the significance 
of honey in /Xam tradition.  The genres of oral tradition and art are, I 
believe, the aural and visual means outside of ritual itself which support 
southern Bushman belief.  They appear to mutually enhance a closely knit 
conceptual interchange within the belief system. 
 
The art suggests that honey and bees are significant as 'strong things' 
associated with trance and medicine ownership.  Does the oral tradition 
support this possibility? 
 
A honey dance, "honey singer", and owner of bees.  Bees become abundant when 
people "beat the !goin !goin" (bull-roarer)44 to draw bees away from their 
nests so people can "cut honey".  Honey is taken to the hungry women at home 
and when they are satisfied they 'frolic', and a dance begins: 'the women 
clapping their hands for the men when the men are those who dance'.  The dance 
lasts until dawn when the sun shines upon the back of the men's heads; 
literally upon "the holes above the nape of the neck" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 
                               
44  A thin piece of wood, tied with a length of string to a hand-held stick 
which produces a humming sound when rotated quickly through the air. 
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illustration preceding 353, 353, 355, 357 and note).  The nape of the neck is 
the place where medicine owners feel they receive the n/um which allows them 
to enter trance, and possibly the place from which both /Xam and Zu. believe 
they expel sickness (Lewis-Williams 1981: 93, 95).45 
 
The calling of bees, gathering and eating of honey, dancing, and the reception 
of spiritual potency by men at dawn are knit together in this account.  
Although unstated the dance appears almost certainly to be a honey dance, in 
which the spiritual power (n/um) of honey or bees is drawn upon by medicine 
owners in order to trance and cure. Specific conditions of trance are however 
not described. 
 
Published tradition does note /Xam 'possession' or 'ownership' of locusts and 
mantises.  "When the sorcerers [medicine owners] mean to take out the locusts, 
they charm them....  For locusts have magic powers" (Bleek 1935: 10, 11); and 
//Kabbo "had Mantises, he was a Mantis's man" (Bleek 1936, 143).  //Kabbo also 
owned rain (Lewis-Williams 1981, 104 with reference to L.II.6.625).  Another 
medicine owner, /Kannu, was as //Kabbo owner of two kinds of medicine: he 
"possessed locusts and rain" (Bleek 1933, 388).  In addition it is fairly evi-
dent in references (to my knowledge previously unpublished) that honey and 
bees also fall into the respected category of 'strong things' owned as 
medicine. 
 
                               
45  The nape of the neck is also mentioned in the hartebeest tale regarding /Kaggen's 
relationship to the young girl who carries his head upon her back.  When recounting 
the incident to her father she says, "For the hartebeest's head felt that it would be 
looking at my hole above the nape of the neck" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 11,13).  
Recently Lewis-Williams places a slightly different emphasis on meanings pertinent to 
the special place (or hole) at the nape of the neck or upper spine in trance relation-
ships: ie less emphasis on the n//au spot (as Zu. term it) as a specific place where 
supernatural potency enters the body; more emphasis on it as a place where sickness is 
expelled.  See 1985, 58; 1986a, 173; and Lewis-Williams and Loubser 1986: 268, fig 
5.3, 274, fig 5.1A. 
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Thus a narrative concerned with star-persons and flowers refers to !Gaunu the 
"honey singer" (Lloyd V.21.5662 rev.), who sings over the likeness of a 
newborn star to a budding flower.  Medicine owners "sing" or "dance" their 
medicine song.  !Gaunu would appear to own honey and sing its song.  (Context 
strongly suggests his identification with /Kaggen's son, !Gaunu tsaxau, a 
great star.)   
 
In a related narrative (Lloyd V.21.5670-5679) his identity is ambiguously tied 
to that of !Guonni.  "!Gaunu is !Guonni who is there at the bees' hole.  He 
bewitches us (to death), if we go to the hole at which he is", although he 
does not want to bewitch us.  He "flies away" and returns to stab us with a 
"very strong thing" like a bone needle.  People try to kill him as he leaves 
the hole where he "buzzes" and makes a "humming sound", for he stabs us in the 
chest.  Although identified as a star (rev. 5666), !Guonni appears to guard or 
protect a bees' nest with a powerful sting which brings 'illness and knocks 
people down'.  He flies and sounds as a bee would.  His characterization and 
effect upon people is, however, strongly suggestive of a medicine owner who is 
respected for his ability to influence the activity of that which he owns. 
 
Honey or honey bees have evident significance to the /Xam in contexts of 
creation, naming, and medicine ownership in the set of examples given. 
 
The special importance of honey may well stem from its mythological prominence 
in both early and later /Xam creation contexts.  As Cagn dwells in the bones 
of Maluti elands so /Kaggen may similarly be thought to dwell in the bodies of 
/Xam antelope.  Through eating /Kaggen's honey, I believe, antelope imbibe its 
magical power and in addition assume its corresponding colour as an external 
sign of their inward identity.  Honey imparts unique meaning to the most 
favoured animals of /Kaggen and man. 
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An antelope hierarchy 
 
I now turn to discussion of the second feature of the antelope naming account; 
implication of an animal hierarchy.  Antelope alone are dealt with in the 
account, which in itself is a statement of their importance.  They are the 
chosen examples of a naming process.  As such, and because tradition does not 
contradict it elsewhere, they emerge as the most highly esteemed of created 
animals among the /Xam.  Colouring of the little springbok is the most 
thoroughly described in the account, but elsewhere a stated hierarchy between 
three of the colored antelope mentions neither quagga nor springbok. 
 
The Eland, Hartebeest, and Gemsbok 
 
/Kaggen loved the eland and hartebeest "dearly" and "made his heart" of them. 
 He did not love the gemsbok so well yet was "fond of it (D Bleek 1924: 12).  
It is /Kaggen's own feeling for the antelope which determines the primacy of 
their relationship to him and one another; he accordingly provides the eland, 
hartebeest, and gemsbok with special protection.46  This is spoken of by two 
narrators who lived in different parts of the Cape (Bleek 1875: 8; Lloyd 1889: 
7; Deacon 1986: 139). 
 
Of the eland it is said ( D Bleek 1924: 10-12) that /Kaggen sits between its 
horns and examines it when wounded, finds the hunter and annoys or frightens 
him into action, then tells the eland.  Further, /Kaggen "hurts" the hunter 
"so that he may go and make the eland come to life".  He does not love those 
who kill an eland.  The hartebeest, second most favoured and created 'after' 
the first eland's death, is said to have /Kaggen with him "when he walks 
                               
46  See thesis pp        for discussion of protection at the time of sepa-
ration. 
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about".  His head "feels that it belongs to" /Kaggen and therefore resembles 
/Kaggen's.  It must not be jumped over (nor may hartebeest be eaten) by a 
woman with young child, lest the young child die.  /Kaggen once "made himself 
into a wounded hartebeest" so people would cut him up.  This last statement, 
an obvious reference to the hartebeest transformation tale (Bleek and Lloyd 
1911: 3-17), indicates a protective means by which /Kaggen diverts the hunter 
from killing a true hartebeest.  The gemsbok, third most significant antelope 
to the /Xam, is similarly protected by /Kaggen's hares which "do not stir" 
when it is shot.  /Kaggen may himself become such a hare "because he means us 
to kill him, in order that the gemsbok may recover" (D Bleek 1924: 12). 
 
The quagga and springbok are evidently less favoured by /Kaggen than the 
eland, hartebeest, or gemsbok; yet their appearance in the naming process 
indicates some importance.  I isolate qualities and contexts associated with 
them in narratives. 
 
The Quagga 
 
The fourth antelope mentioned in the colouring account is important for 
reasons outside an overt statement of significance.  She, the quagga, is a 
destroyed innocent in the wife as meat tale and can be compared in this aspect 
to the genesis eland.  Her story in effect supports and enhances our 
understanding of certain features in the creation myth.  Both tales deal with 
/Xam perceptions of genesis life, but the quagga wife tale carries on to 
describe conditions of life after her death which are barely suggested at 
death of the eland.  I suggest that four significant features are displayed by 
the quagga in her tale and a further account.  They relate to womanhood, meat, 
the transition from genesis, and tameness. 
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In her tale the quagga47 is a mature woman (wife and mother).  As wife she is 
faithful, playful, and trusting; as mother she makes sacrifices for her 
children.  She could well represent the /Xam ideal of womanhood.  As the 
eland-person she is killed without warning or necessity, but unlike him she 
has had opportunity to respond to responsibility.  Secondly she is a prime 
example in /Xam material of what it means to 'become meat' in the early period 
context.  Both she and the first eland are killed for and treated as meat by 
their murderers, but the creation tale does not inform us of the implications 
of Kwammanga's command to /Kaggen for gathering wood "that we may eat, for 
this is meat" (Bleek 1924: 8).  In contrast, an intricate plot precedes the 
quagga's death, her weeping daughter is witness to her becoming meat, and the 
consequences of killing an animal-person with the presumption that she become 
merely game to be eaten is evidenced by punishment and change.  There is no 
doubt that the quagga becomes meat through a culpable act requiring and 
receiving retribution.  The quagga as meat is a denial of innocence, 
womanhood, humanness, and initial order. 
 
Furthermore, the incipient separation of marriage and species relationships 
between quaggas and jackals in the tale (brought about by destruction of what 
is admirable), clarifies that a point of departure from  ‘early race’ 
existence occurs after the quagga is meat.  The quagga's life and consequences 
of her death portray a poignant and dramatic contrast between life in the 
early period and life in the separation period.  Finally, in the 'chaser of 
food' account48 the quagga examples such tameness that it must be beaten 
before it will run from man.  In context this quality again defines an early 
period condition (tame) which becomes forcibly changed (wild) at the time of 
                               
47  Tale discussed pp  
48 
  See p  . 
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separation; in this instance through one who protects game by making it run 
from the hunter. 
 
The Springbok 
 
Published /Xam material provides a wealth of information about the springbok, 
and I discuss it at some length since some references note its  use as an 
'example' of beliefs about other game.  Small but numerous, the springbok 
influences /Xam life in a variety of ways.  It appears in three contexts of 
published material: practical usage, respect observances, and characterization 
in narratives. 
 
Practical usage.  Springbok skin, horn, and blood is evident in various 
contexts.  People sleep upon skin beds made of springbok (or goat) skin; as 
noted in a song of the blue crane (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 227 and note).  In 
the tale of the =nerru bird the husband fills a springbok bag with Bushman 
rice and his wife's little kaross is made of springbok skin, the four legs of 
which help bind up her injured body (pp 209, 213 note).  Springbok skins are 
softened through rubbing them with the tail (and back?) bones when making 
trade bags; and carefully prepared earth for clay pots is poured onto a 
springbok skin specified as 'whole and without holes in it' (pp 281, 343).  
Skins are thence used for sleeping, storage, clothing, trade and pottery 
making. 
 
Pot making entails the use of horn and blood as well; and the whole process is 
integrated if possible with the hunting of springbok.  A little pot is 
carefully molded and smoothed until "beautiful beyond comparison".  When 
almost dry it is rubbed with fat, then Doorn Boom berries are pounded and 
placed in the pot with water, turning to gum.  When the gum boils it is 
smeared on the outside of the pot with a 'springbok horn spoon'.  Meanwhile as 
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a woman molds pots a hunter straightens 'springbok's arrows' and kills a 
springbok if they are near, returning with its blood carried in the stomach.  
The blood is boiled in the new pot then ladled out, again with the horn spoon, 
and the remainder left to dry inside. Lastly meat is boiled in the pot with 
water.  (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 343-347 and notes).  Although boiling of gum, 
blood, and meat takes place there is no mention of a traditional firing 
process.  It seems evident that the springbok is highly significant in the 
manufacture of clay cooking pots, and complements a process carried out with a 
good measure of pride and care.  The process begins when an unblemished skin 
holds as yet unmolded earth. 
 
Springbok skin has further association with dancing.  A drum is made by tying 
wet skin of the thigh over a pot mouth.  Dancing rattles worn by men are made 
from the inner skin of springbok ears by "a woman who works nicely"; enclosing 
//kerri berries in carefully stitched then earth-dried ear skins (Bleek and 
Lloyd 1911: 351, plate opposite 352, 352, 353, and notes).  The quality of 
sound produced by these 'instruments' is quite special, being mentioned over 
and over in the account. 
 
Note that in both pot making and instrument making an harmonious spirit 
prevails drawing together men, women and springbok in a common purpose.  
Redness, the springbok's colour, is also associated with each account.  
Glittering red earth is used to make the pots, and //kerri berries are found 
beneath the plant's red flower (Bleek and Lloyd 1911:  343 note, 353 note). 
 
Many respect observances relate to the springbok, and in varying degree are 
associated with hunting.  Those I cite here concern swiftness, bones, 
premonitions of death and a new maiden's menarche.  In each case the springbok 
examples observances which apply to other game as well. 
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Hunting observances require the hunter to enter an empathetic relationship 
with the animal he has shot.  "For the game would not die if we did not show 
respect to it" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 271).  'If we eat the flesh of a thing 
which is fleet at this time the game arises and does the same.  Therefore only 
food which will strengthen a person is eaten, that the poison will kill the 
game.'  Springbok is not eaten because it "does not a little go", walking 
about in the night.  "When the sun has set for it in one place, the sun rises 
for it in a different place, while it feels that it has not slept."49  Because 
of the springbok's mobility the hunter who shot other game (in this case 
gemsbok) must not even touch its flesh or smell its viscera while his game 
lies dying, lest the springbok scent be on his hands as though he had eaten it 
(Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 271, 273, 275). 
 
Respect for bones of game animals, carefully detailed regarding springbok, was 
discussed previously in the context of /Kaggen's new protection of antelope at 
the time of conceptual separation (pp       ). The springbok is respected 
because of the magic power it possesses which would otherwise cause the hunter 
to miss his aim, become wounded, or even die.  The important inference is that 
all meat animals ("meat bones" are specified) are respected for their 
spiritual power which can otherwise harm man, including women and children.  
"Therefore we do not allow the little children to play upon the springbok 
skin" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 277 note), a man may 'throw springbok bones to 
bewitch another hunter' (D Bleek 1936: dfas; 162), and the spilled blood and 
what it touches must also be put on the heap (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 279).  The 
last reference suggests the blood used in pot making imparts an unstated 
significance to the vessel. 
 
                               
49  A hunter's respect for the moon is also necessitated by its movement 
throughout the night (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 67, 69). 
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"Game is a thing which knows of our death....[The springbok] knows what is 
going to happen,...it knows what is going to befall at that place" (Bleek 
1932: 242, 243, my emphasis.)  The narrator supports these statements with a 
personal account. He told his wife of springbok which had behaved strangely 
toward him before he killed them.  She was fearful and felt this "must mean a 
foreboding of death".  Going off to hunt gemsbok the husband noted their 
unusual behavior as well, being unaccountably aware of his presence.  On 
returning home he found his wife extremely ill although she had been well when 
he left.  A friend remembers telling him that "something would happen at our 
home, and that is why the creatures are acting like this"....  At sunset the 
wife died and later "the springbok troop came to lie at the place" where they 
buried her (Bleek 1932, 243-247). 
 
Both springbok and gemsbok example their powerful influence upon a hunter and 
his family in this account.  The hunter is expected to be acutely and 
perceptively aware of the message unusual animal behavior implies.  The 
indication given is that the husband should not have killed the first animal 
who 'acted strangely' (possibly showing a premonition of its own death), but 
left it alone and returned home empty handed. If he had shown such respect his 
wife may have lived.  One must heed the warning of game, rather than avoid it. 
 
A girl who is "grown"; also called a "new maiden", is secluded in a hut during 
her menarche.  "...She must not look at the springbok, lest they should become 
wild" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 77 note).  Wildness in this context probably 
means running away.  As indicated in !nanna-sse observances the activity and 
swiftness of springbok prompt a like response in wounded game, reviving them. 
 Taste, touch or smell of such an animal is disrespectful to dying game.  A 
girl in retreat must not even look at springbok for a similar reason.  Her own 
condition at this time is powerful enough to affect game and negate the 
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capabilities of young hunters.50  She may not eat the game of young men.  Her 
saliva "put into the springbok meat" would go into the bow and make it cool.  
The young men's hands, arrow, and arrowhead would also cool; that is, become 
impotent (1911: 77, 79).  A new maiden can effect both the activity of game 
and the success of young hunters through the springbok. 
 
Respect relationships therefore place the springbok in a somewhat negative 
context:  a thing which is fleet, has magic arrows, knows of our death, and 
affects the hunting of youths if not properly regarded.  It is a thing (as 
certain other game) which stands between the hunter and his prey, or the well-
being of his family.51  In some accounts and in tale material the springbok 
takes on a very different aspect however. 
 
"Climb ye the Brinkkop standing yonder, that ye may look around at all places. 
 For I feel the springbok sensation. ...The springbok come in the sun (looking 
down, wanting to hide in the numerous trees.)...The little river beds are also 
there...to which the springbok are want to come...to eat in them.  For the 
little river beds have become green."  (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 333, 335; 
narrator //Kabbo) 
 
Joy in the greening of the lands is imaged in the springbok arriving to graze. 
 The narrator "feels" them coming and pictures the sunlit view from a hilltop. 
 He may envision part of the great animal migration through the Cape in years 
past.  His son-in-law mentions, "...We have not a little shot the springbok at 
this place:  for, we have shot, letting the sun set... (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 
                               
50  Small game such as springbok is associated with male youths in a hunting 
context.  The youths' maturity is gained when they first kill a large game 
animal. 
51  In summer however the sound of the stars may be heard when 'they curse 
for the people the springbok's eyes' (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 81,83), possibly 
by helping to limit their sight and thence their activity. 
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107).52  The springbok is associated with the abundance and spirit of 
springtime. 
 
Other references to springbok emphasize family relationships, especially 
between mother and child.  One account describes soft repetitions of sounds 
made between a mother and her kid as they trot along.  "...She protectingly 
takes along the child, she grunts, as the child plays".  The herd also makes a 
"resonant" sound.  (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 245 and note, 247).  In the song of 
the springbok mothers another gently oriented relationship is presented.  "A-a 
hn, O Springbok Child ! Sleep for me", the mothers sing 'while soothing their 
children' (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 235).  The lullaby appears in a tale which 
begins with the kidnaping of a springbok child.  Both mother and father plead 
for its release to no avail. 
 
The 'little springbok child' of /Kaggen's sister is also kidnaped.  Of 
interest in regard to naming and honey, the tale begins with /Kaggen digging 
out wild bees' honey for himself and the child to eat.  An elephant takes the 
child and /Kaggen tracks it to their houses where it is 'playing with the 
elephants' children'.  "My Kattau, my chum", he calls it (D Bleek 1924: 43).53 
  After a dramatic rescue the child is brought home where the mother "unloosed 
the little Springbok and picked it up and kissed it,...and rejoiced over it" 
(p 44). 
 
                               
52 
  The "place" referred to by //Kabbo's son-in-law is probably the same Brinkkop; as 
they both lived at (or close to) Bitterputs.  Deacon found that "Brinkkop" is a term 
used by both Flat and Grass Bushmen to identify a hill strewn with dolerite, rather 
than one specific place.  Such hills provide the only vantage point in a very flat 
region.  As such they are individually significant (Deacon 1986: 143, 152). 
53  Bleek refers to it as /Kaggen's "pet" (1924 introduction).  Tano-!kauken, a /Xam 
woman who owned springbok, also has a special relationship with a tame springbok 
(Bleek 1935, 45). 
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*** Soft and gentle sounds, songs, and mother-child relationships present a 
very positive and affectional view of the springbok outside of hunting 
contexts.  This orientation is attuned to the pleasant spirit of the pot 
making and dancing instruments accounts.  Vinnecombe finds an accordant family 
orientation expressed in Bushman art; especially in paintings of small 
antelope in mother-child relationships, which are "most sensitively and 
delicately" rendered (1976: 196, 197; figs 113-117). 
 
*** add complimentary reference from Jousse, p 145 
 
[Rethink following conclusion on springbok.  See Deacon.] 
 
In summary, the springbok is highly 'respected' for the magical power it 
possesses which can have negative effects upon people, especially hunters.  As 
other game and meat animals it possesses n/um.  Its personification in two 
published tales however, portrays an animal-person who images childlike 
simplicity and is both cared for by /Kaggen and well loved by its mother. 
 
* [Conclude above discussion of animals.  Review naming chapter, 
summarize, and conclude below.] 
 
In conclusion to broad discussion relative to /Xam naming I note these points. 
 Firstly, the colouring account describes distinct identity being given to 
antelope by the divinity.  Secondly, an animal hierarchy is evident.  It 
isolates antelope as most valued creatures; those chosen to represent the 
naming of all true animals.  Among antelope species the /Xam in fact identify 
eland, hartebeest, and gemsbok in a descending order of importance in accord 
with /Kaggen's measure of love for them (D Bleek 1924: 12).  It is possible 
that the quagga and springbok follow in the hierarchy, but not stated. 
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Quaggas, now extinct, were so docile that hunters could openly approach to 
shoot them.  The last known quagga died in captivity in Europe in 1883, about 
eight years after !Kweiten ta //ken told Lloyd the quagga wife tale.  Even 
small game such as springbok is highly integrated into /Xam life and belief, 
and the suggestion arises that other creatures which provide (or produce) food 
all have a place of some value.  Thirdly, honey examples a 'strong thing' in 
/Xam tradition: it identifies the antelope, belongs to /Kaggen and medicine 
owners, and accordingly binds the divinity to what he creates.  It names from 
within as well as from without. 
 
No mention of the separation of animals from people appears in the /Xam 
coulouring account.  A transition from past to present order is evident only 
in the sense that creatures previously unidentified become specifically 
different when /Kaggen imparts colour to them.  Nevertheless I believe the 
account portrays a process which adheres to the time of separation between 
animals and people: a point which gains credibility through comparison to 
activity in the forthcoming Zu marking tale. 
 
In contrast the Maluti re-creation tale (chapter 4) details the concept of 
separation between animals and people and new laws which apply: wildness in 
animals who now become game, man's place as hunter and eater of meat, the 
distance between these once mingled entities (animal and man), and Cagn's role 
as protector of eland.   
 
Naming is only vaguely suggested.  Snakes and hartebeests which Gewi produces 
in vain trials to make a new eland, briefly signal the first appearance of 
creatures which not only behave differently than the first eland (running 
away), but are perceived of differently.  Thus Gewi is told "not to make 
frightful things" (the snakes), after which he makes hartebeests.  An implied 
separation is made between these creatures: snakes are unacceptable, antelope 
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are preferred.  All creatures, even new elands, now run from man.  (I believe 
it portrays a creation process which adheres to the time of conceptual 
separation between animal and person: a point which gains credibility after 
consideration of the Zu marking tale.) 
 
 
Marking With Fire (Zu) 
 
Moving on to consideration of the Zu naming tale, animals again receive 
distinct identity in a process quite similar in effect to that of /Xam 
antelope colouring.  But now the physical distinctions they receive also 
qualify them with meaning and relate directly to separation.  The version I 
analyze is rich in belief oriented material.  It is first part of a two-fold 
narration the latter half of which concerns the python wife of the kori 
bustard, a separate tale which I mention but do not analyze.54  Parts of the 
animal naming tale are considerably condensed because of its length.  
Presentation is in quotation and paraphrase.  I italicize several highly 
meaningful references. 
 
a Long ago, they were all sitting around talking together.  "...Today 
we're going to n=um ka n/um (create n/um).  Then we'll write the name of all 
the animals on their hides."  We'll create n/um and use it to give a different 
design to each animal.  "From today people will no longer be people but will 
have markings and be animals."  ...They gave names to all the animals... 
through branding. 
 
                               
54  Biesele mentions the second episode is often narrated separately (1975: I:205). 
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They built a fire and everyone crowded around.  The zebra was first and they 
drew stripes all over his body.  "This is a pretty pattern here.... See how 
the n/um has marked lovely stripes on the zebras.  Let's make stripes on 
ourselves to imitate him so we'll be beautiful too"... like the graceful 
zebra. 
 
They imitated the markings of the giraffe, too.... The giraffe... came rocking 
forward on his long legs.... "Isn't this one pretty ?" ...They drew giraffe 
designs on some of the people, and these were beautiful too.  They drew and 
wrote upon the animals so they all had designs.  Some...walked away with 
lovely spotted hides.  Some were one way and some were another. 
 
But one animal did not receive any designs.  This was the hyena.  He wonders 
what animal he must kill and bring so he will be given pretty designs.  People 
say, "a steenbok, of course."  His wife tries to keep him from going to the 
marking fire.  "Those people are just naturally better than you.  You're a 
hyena, a scavenger; hyena is your name and that's that.  Even if you go to 
them they won't treat you like they've treated the other people." 
 
"...Don't be crazy, dirty-face!  I'm going to go get my branding so I'll have 
designs like everyone else."  ... Now his left leg was diseased and rotting.  
But he carried the steenbok to the people; their children calling out about it 
as he arrived, for which they are reprimanded.  "Why do you insult our honored 
guest by shouting out his name when he arrives?"  But all the while they are 
pinching each other and agreeing together on the sly about what they would do 
to the poor hyena. 
 
The hyena was frightened and stood still until brought to the fire by some of 
the people, while others began to butcher his steenbok.  They told him that 
they were going to brand him with beautiful designs.  A long iron is heated in 
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the fire as the people whispered secretly.  The hyena is told to lie down and 
hold his hands tightly over his eyes so he won't see anything. "Now lift your 
leg.  We've... done this same thing to the zebra and he's all finished...."  
The hyena thanked the people and lay just as they said. ...Then they took the 
iron out of the fire.  They thrust it into him right below the buttocks.  It 
went "sh-sh-sh!" as it burned him.  They screwed it in still further.  "Kwha - 
u - u - u - u!  N=ua!" he defecated all over everyone and ran off. 
 
A bag of old bones is thrown after him as the people cry out,..."Eat like a 
hyena should and gnaw on bones.  You're a hyena and nothing else."  So the 
hyena ran off with the old bag around his neck. 
 
The marking went on and as each animal was created it stood aside.  The kudu 
is branded with little stripes down its sides.  The male receives horns.  The 
wildebeest has horns and a little beard put on him.  People worked on the 
springbok, drawing his colors and lovely stripes on his face.  While marking 
the gemsbok they drew upon his beautiful forelegs.  Everyone went to look at 
the gemsbok and many people said, "This animal is certainly beautiful."  Hide 
of the hartebeest is marked with the colors you see on it today, and he is 
told his horns are shaped as a hartebeest's should be. 
 
Every single animal came and was branded that day with the fire.  The 
tsessebe55 was branded with black accents to his colour and they 'cut the 
black sharply at his ankles so that his legs were very beautiful.' He stood up 
tall and proud.  Stiff horns marked the male duiker and he walked proudly 
                               
55  The tsessebe is possibly the swiftest antelope in southern Africa.  It is slightly 
smaller than but similar to the red hartebeest in appearance (Dorst and Dandelot 1978: 
plate 35, 36; pp 218, 221, 222, 227). 
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away.  The female is also marked.  People said, "Mm, all of these animals 
we've made are fine ones."  Then they branded the steenbok with his red coat. 
 
They made feathers and stuck them all over the kori bustard.  Then they made 
his little head-feather, his top-knot; the long, slender feather that hangs 
over the back of his neck and waggles when he walks. As he walked away it 
bobbed up and down gracefully.  "Isn't he beautiful?" 
 
 
 
They fixed the python and painted her skin.  As she walked around she 
undulated smoothly and all her markings shone.  "Yo!  This is a fine woman we 
have before us, so beautiful with all her stripes."  The python glided around 
the fire, arching her back so everyone could see. 
 
When the ostrich came forward they refused to mark him saying, "We're not 
going to brand a person like you." So the ostrich left them and ran clumsily 
away with the people crying after him, "...Run away, and may you break your 
foot on a stick!  Go away and become an ostrich, and go about doing what 
ostriches do. ... Walk about like an ostrich." 
 
People said as the branding finished, "These pretty ones are the ones who will 
turn into meat animals.  They will be good meat animals."  And since then the 
meat animals have spread out into the land.  People go about naming them.  
When people get together...they say, "Yes, these are the meat animals and we 
will kill them and eat them." 
 
[The interviewer asks if the jackal comes to the fire and the narrator replies 
that he arrived and was treated as the hyena.  The people burnt his back, and 
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in pain he ran to cool it by rolling in dung.  "Go away and be the black-
backed jackal," said the people."]  That's how it happened.  (Biesele 1975: 
I:196-205; narrator Tshu!o n!a). 
 
Discussion focuses upon how a physical naming process relates to three aspects 
of animal creation: animal identity and its meaning, the fire of creation and 
of n/um, and the definition of separation.  " '...We'll write the name of all 
the animals on their hides....'  They gave names to all the animals: they told 
each animal his name....  People go about naming them" (Biesele 1975: 197, 
204). 
 
Naming activity is described with great variety and spirit.  Names are 
'written upon, given, and told' to each animal; a process more generally 
described as marking or branding.  People gather 'round a fire in which 
branding irons are being heated.  One animal after another steps through the 
crowd to receive his previously undistinguished and unshaped identity.  "They 
drew and wrote upon the animals so they all had designs" (Biesele 1975, 
I:198).  The springbok's colors 
 
56 are 'drawn' on him and the skin of the python is 'painted' (I:201, 203).  
The wildebeest is "created" (I:201).  Unique body parts are also given: horns, 
feathers, and a beard.  One by one the animals are creatively designed as if 
by artists.  (I consider the 'unmarked' creatures later.) 
 
It is important to establish that animals as true animals are here being 
created for the first time, and as will become clear the context is not one of 
early creation.  As the tale opens people of long ago sit about talking and 
                               
56  Specific colors are mentioned relative to two antelope: the tsessebe's rump and 
forelegs are black, the steenbok's coat is red (Biesele 1975, I:202, 203). 
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discussing.  They declare, "Today we're going to brand you all so that you 
will be animals from this day" (Biesele 1975, I:197).  While the tale has 
certain ambiguities the point of this statement is reinforced when the 
hartebeest comes to the fire.  His hide is marked "with the colors you see on 
it today", and people tell him his horns will "be shaped the way a 
hartebeest's should be" (Biesele 1975, I:202).  That is, the hartebeest we see 
now first received the colors and uniquely angular horns which make him a true 
hartebeest at the marking fire.  Before that he was one of the "people", not 
an animal: he did not previously have hartebeest colors or shape.  On that day 
he [referred to as 'hartebeest'] walked up and "had his horns placed on his 
head" (Biesele 1975, I:202).  And from that day "people will no longer be 
people but will have markings and be animals" (I:197).57 
 
Biesele relates concerning this "original creation" of animals; "Their old 
people tell the !Kung of today that when the world first began, the animals 
were people, with peoples' names.  Then Kauha, through the agency of his 
servant the kori bustard, changed all the people into the different animals by 
branding markings on them with fire."  Before the time of the marking story 
"the animals had undifferentiated bodies, and in fact were indistinguishable 
from people.  Afterwards they had marks to show who they were, and species 
names" (I:212, 213). 
 
In two of Biesele's versions of the naming tale the kori bustard 'creates' the 
animals (I:113, II:90-93).  People help him in one of these, while people 
alone carry out the process in the version I discuss and a further version.  
Biesele notes however that "in some versions it is Kauha himself who does the 
branding".  The suggestion is that the northern divinity, Kauha, creates the 
                               
57  It is very clear in the tale that some people become animals, not all. 
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animals alone or through the means of others who implement his wishes; being 
"God's servant" the kori bustard, or the people who do not become animals.  
The verb for the branding process, n=um (not to be confused with n/um) means 
to 'mark, form, or create' (Biesele 1975: I:113, 212). 
 
Animal Identity and Its Meaning 
 
When marking 'forms or creates' the animals the differences between them 
unfold on two levels.  The actual 'telling of names' goes hand in hand with 
very interesting cultural attitudes of response.  On one level physical 
identity is established but on a deeper level the physical outcome is 
predetermined by an evaluative process concerning each animal's meaning and 
importance.  Marking distinguishes creatures in three ways:  by species, 
categories of worth, and male and female attributes.  Species differentiation 
and related issues opens discussion. 
 
Lovely stripes are marked on the zebra.  "This is a pretty pattern here", 
people say.  "Let's make beautiful stripes on ourselves to imitate him so 
we'll be beautiful too....  Isn't this one pretty?", people say of the 
giraffe; and again they "imitate" his beautiful designs on themselves (Biesele 
1975, I:197, 198). 
 
It is possible that the conceptual origin of Zu. scarification rests in this 
tale.  The most evident reason for imitating animal designs (in the narrative) 
is their beauty and loveliness.  Zu. women today mark their thighs with zebra-
like stripes by means of scarification.58  Lorna Marshall comments that 
stripes are marked on both buttocks and thighs of those in the Nyae Nyae 
                               
58  I noticed this at Tsodillo Hills Botswana, July 1985.  The Marshalls' photographed 
such scarification (1976: 34, 40, 44, 131, 374). 
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region and of Khoekhoe speaking /Gwi59 in the southern Kalahari.  She was told 
"the scarification is made for beauty alone, and that it has no other 
significance" (1976, 41 note).  Zu. girls in Botswana similarly told Biesele 
"they imitate the stripes of zebra on their thighs and on their cheekbones, 
'because the zebra is the most beautiful animal'" (1975, I:214).  Apparent 
representations of women's legs marked with stripes  stripes are drawn as well 
upon mangetti60 trees by Zu. girls (Marshall, pers com, 1986).  Zebra-like 
stripes are in accord with oral tradition still imitated on the bodies of 
people, as they were when the zebra first received his own lovely pattern. 
 
Biesele believes "men are likened to the desired meat animals by the markings 
they receive".  The verb used in the tale for the marking process "is the same 
as that for the scarification of boy initiates at their first kill rites....  
The scars are called =usi -- the word for animals' markings and stripes" 
(1975, I:212). 
 
The tale narrative itself gives further indications of the relationship 
between beauty and markings.  As to actual design: some have "lovely spotted 
hides"; others "lovely stripes on the face" (springbok), "beautiful forelegs" 
(gemsbok), forelegs61 on which the black colour is sharply cut at the ankle to 
                               
59  See Rudner, 1982 for equivalent spellings of Bushman group names found in 
literature (p 177).  Marshall's "/Gwia" (1976, 41 note) probably equates with /Gwi. 
60  Mangetti or mongongo (Ricinodendron rautanenii) fruit is a rich nutritional food 
source.  Only female trees bear nuts and Marshall believes these are the trees which 
are marked. 
61  Forelegs appear to be significant.  The /Xam do not put bones of the springbok's 
upper forelegs on the bone heap, but place them in the sticks of the hut.  They are 
given to children of the man who shot the springbok to provide them with marrow (Bleek 
and Lloyd 1911: 281 283).  Bushmen refer to a creature's forelegs or wings as "arms": 
a perception of equivalence between human and animal body parts not common in Western 
culture.  In /Xam narrative the hartebeest's dismembered body mends itself as /Kaggen 
runs swinging his "arm" like a man (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 13, 15).  In a parsing list 
Bleek gives both "arm" and "wing" as meanings for the word //ku (1911: 150).  In the 
central Kalahari "the leg of an animal means the hind leg, the front leg is an arm, 
and these are called by the same name as the arm and leg of human beings.  Birds... 
fly with their arms and land on their legs..." (EM Thomas 1959: 71).  Even the front 
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make them "very beautiful" (tsessebe), a long slender head-feather (kori 
bustard), or "pretty and striped" markings which "shone" (python); in Biesele 
1975: I:200, 202.  It becomes apparent in tale context that all creatures who 
are sincerely welcomed at the fireside receive beautiful designs and are 
admired in varying degree for their beauty. 
 
Outside the context of the tale and scarification there is further evidence of 
the importance of markings on the bodies of animals and men.  Stow mentions a 
southern Bushman dance which took place at the time of the first thunderstorm 
of summer.  Bodies of some dancers were decorated with red, white, or yellow 
spots; others were colored red.  Some had black legs, arms, and lower waist 
with the rest of the body white; or other combinations of colour and design, 
including straight or zigzag lines (1905, 113).  Human, animal, 
therianthropic, and enigmatic figures in Bushman art may also be represented 
with designs or 'markings' on their bodies62.  Pager's figures 307, 308 and 
309 (Ndedema, 1971) from Junction Shelter are an especially fine example.  
Among other representations at least twelve human figures associated with a 
large gathering of people63 and animals are highly decorated or patterned in 
appearance for some obviously important purpose.  Another painted scene from 
the eastern Cape is fascinating for its pure variety and admixture of human 
and animal forms associated with geometric patterning (Rudner and Rudner 1970, 
plate 48).  Human and partially human figures, and a snake-like creature are 
marked with slanted or straight parallel lines on their bodies.  An antelope 
(probably eland) is designed with square, rectangular, and chevron shapes, 
mostly defined with sets of parallel lines.  Round "finger-dots" (Rudner and 
                                                                                                   
leg of the larva used to poison arrows is called its "arm" by Zu. (Marshall 1976: 
151). 
62  See Pager 1971: figs. 209, 307, 308, 357B;  Vinnecombe 1976: figs. 87A, 164, 218;  
Rudner and Rudner 1970; plates 15, 39, 48, 54; and Lewis-Williams 1981, fig. 35. 
63  Most have blunt hands, some blunt feet, and one a clear antelope hoof. 
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Rudner, p 135) are superimposed broadly over most of the scene, appearing in 
fairly straight lines over and through the antelope body, and beneath the 
snake-creature related to human and other forms.  A prominent zig-zag pattern 
is superimposed on the lower left part of about half the scene. 
 
In the northern marking tale designs and colour are associated with creation 
and considered beautiful.  Zu. scarification appears to relate to and emulate 
animal markings, with emphasis on beauty and very likely other meanings in the 
tale not as yet discussed.  In the south the painted dancers Stow described 
are (if he is correct) celebrating the rains associated with abundant game: 
their variously decorated bodies are not discordant with the context of the 
painted scene at Junction Shelter involving a large gathering of animals and 
people; a number of the latter being either physically or conceptually 
patterned.  In all cases it is evident that markings, patterns or designs are 
meaningful.  Relative to the tale and possibly to the other examples I have 
referred to, northern and southern Bushmen feel the need to overtly express 
and in some cases literally imitate markings given to the animals on their own 
bodies. 
 
Beautiful markings associated with physical appearance and form are not the 
only means by which animals are distinguished into species in the tale.  As 
creatures come to the fire where animal 'creation' takes place additional 
qualitative features accompany their transformation:  bearing and decorum. 
 
Throughout the tale comments are made on how animals bear themselves before or 
after marking.  People want to look like the "graceful zebra".  The giraffe 
came "rocking forward on his long legs".  As the kori bustard walked away his 
top-knot feather "bobbed up and down gracefully".  The python "undulated 
smoothly" and "glided around the fire arching her back".  The tsessebe stood 
"tall and proud" when he left the fire and the male duiker "walked proudly 
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away".  Graceful flowing movement as well as posture indicative of self-esteem 
are desirable attributes.  Lastly, decorous behavior is exemplified by two 
creatures.  The gemsbok waits patiently for others to precede him before 
approaching, and is then received in a welcoming manner.  With similar 
response the kori bustard approaches after "so very many" others and asks, 
"won't you do me as well"?  (In Biesele 1975, I:201- 203) 
 
Nothing in the appearance, bearing, or decorum of those who are well received 
at the fire makes them undesirable. 
 
An hierarchy between desirable animals is not clearly defined, but the 
attention given to certain ones by the narrator sets them apart.  I note those 
which are described with more than one special quality.  All marked animals 
are considered beautiful, but some especially so:  as the zebra and giraffe 
whose designs are imitated, the gemsbok of whom it is stated that everyone 
went to look and many said, "This animal is certainly beautiful"; and the kori 
bustard whose beauty is also noted by "everyone"  (in Biesele 1975: I:202, 
203).  Zebra, giraffe, kori bustard, python, and tsessebe are noted for their 
grace or proud stance as well; and the gemsbok and kori bustard are in 
addition thoughtful of others before themselves.  Thus the tale points out 
that certain animals are more beautiful, more graceful, or more politely 
mannered than others; but broadly speaking all game animals have desirable 
qualities.  "These pretty ones are the ones who will turn into meat animals" 
(in Biesele 1975, I:204, my emphasis). 
 
Neither the northern nor southern naming accounts propose a defined hierarchy 
between animals.  But I have shown in earlier discussion that the eland is 
prime symbolic creature of southern oral tradition in creation mythology and 
the stated hierarchy of eland, hartebeest, gemsbok recounted by one /Xam 
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narrator.  It is useful to remark upon factors indicative of the most symbolic 
creature in the north. 
 
The order in which animals are created is specified (first, next, then) in 
some versions of the northern marking tale.  Although not necessarily 
indicative of special meaning it prompts a useful comparison.  I note the 
order given for the first three animals in those versions where consecutive 
terminology is used.  Eland, giraffe, python; giraffe, eland, gemsbok; snakes, 
giraffe, leopard (Marshall, unpublished marking tale versions I, II, III 
respectively): and zebra, eland, hartebeest by separate narrators of two 
Biesele versions (1975, I:113; II:90 respectively).  Note that the eland is 
first (once) or second (three times) in tales collected twenty years apart 
(early 1950's and 1970's), a period in which Zu. society approached a major 
transition.64 
 
Biesele's thesis implies a threefold change of prime symbolic animal in the 
north based upon an ordering which is relatively vague in oral tradition, but 
suggested by ritual song and dance usage.  The songs named 'eland' and 'rain' 
appear to be the most ancient (Biesele 1975, I:195).  Gemsbok at some point 
became very popular but was "virtually replaced...over vast areas of the 
Kalahari" by the giraffe medicine tradition in the 1970's (I pp 1, 167; 
present thesis pp               ).  Thus in popular usage the Zu. ritual music 
of trance dancing has over a long period of time apparently shifted from 
symbolic emphasis upon eland to emphasis upon gemsbok, then giraffe. 
                               
64  Yellen describes a very critical phase of transformation from a foraging to farming 
and herding culture among Zu. in the Dobe (Botswana) region (1990, 96-105).  In 1968 
most men and women dressed in skins and"subsisted primarily by hunting and gathering" 
(p 100).  "By the mid 1970's long standing !Kung [Zu.] values, such as emphasis on 
intimacy and interdepend- ence, were no longer guiding behavior as effectively" as be-
fore (p 102B).  Attitudes related to sharing, mobility, possession of goods, hunting, 
and relationships to Bantu society shifted.  One example of such change appeared in 
re-alignment of hut and hearth positions in the campsite:  less circular, further 
apart, entrances not facing, hearth inside rather than in front. 
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By the time Biesele collected her tales overgrazing of domestic stock, 
pollution of natural water sources, fencing, and extensive hunting were 
beginning to have a disastrous effect upon Kalahari wildlife.  It can be 
suggested that in recent years the replacement of one most used medicine song 
by another does not necessarily indicate a conceptual re-evaluation of most 
highly esteemed animal, but may be dictated instead by external pressures.  An 
accommodation may arise from necessity rather than desire when a certain 
animal is no longer common in the environment.  It has become increasingly 
difficult for Bushmen to sustain their beliefs or even their physical well 
being upon the ancient lands.  (See Guenther's example of contrast between 
traditional and modern religious contexts 1979, 102-114).  Although the 
measure of an animal's symbolic presence in folk tale or ritual contexts may 
change, a creature as 'strong' as the eland does not disappear conceptually.  
Creational ordering in the marking tale, even in Biesele's fairly recent 
collection sustains it, although some of her narrators place a small zebra 
first. 
 
Southern tales were by comparison collected a century earlier in the Maluti 
area when "enormous herds of springbok, eland, and wildebeeste [sic] roamed" 
Basutoland.  By c. 1930 however, as the old Basutho painter Mopote65 took 
feather brushes in hand (at the urging of Marion How) he said "he would paint 
an eland, as the Bushmen of that part of the country were of the eland."   
inthere was not a Bushman friend still alive to join him; yet he was impelled 
to paint an eland in evident respect for the people of that place who were 
once "of the eland".  The fresh eland blood he requested for binding red ochre 
                               
65  Mapote, a Basuto, had painted with Bushman in his youth and had "half-Bush 
stepbrothers".  Mrs. How asked him to paint for her. He came from afar with brushes, 
each made of a bird feather set into the end of a tiny reed, and made his paints as 
nearly as possible with traditional pigments and binding 
material. (How 1970: 31, 33, 36-38) 
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pigment could not then be obtained. Yet the southern eland symbol remained 
alive, at least for this man, after its own people and presence faded and its 
tales were unspoken.  (How 1970: 11, 32, 35, 37-38) 
 
Variation in the handling of expressive means of belief does not deny the 
ancient roots.  Vital symbols remain, unforgotten if less well used, in tale 
and in art to speak of the past and its meaning. 
 
I return to direct discussion of the marking tale and consider a second 
process by which animals are distinguished: categories of worth. Animals leave 
the marking fire having received the distinctive physical and behavioral signs 
most representative of their meaning to those who help create them.  In a very 
real sense it is their character and spirit as people which dictates how and 
why they are marked as animals.  Those called the "pretty ones" are such 
before they become game animals, and on a new level of concept and reality 
they remain so afterward.  Those who are scavengers by contrast, but in accord 
with the same principle, are perceived to be ugly before they become animals 
which are not game, and they remain so afterward.  Physically these latter 
animals are distinguished into species but conceptually they receive no 
markings. 
 
"...One animal did note receive any designs.  This was the hyena" (in Biesele 
1975, I:198).  His treatment at the marking fire is an intensely dramatic 
statement about what the Zu. consider most undesirable in created life. 
 
The hyena appears with a "diseased and rotting" left leg.66  Accordingly his 
bearing simulates the awkward limp-like gait of a true hyena, although he is 
                               
66  The left side is associated with what is female (Marshall 1976, 270). 
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at this point "a person".  "I wonder what kind of animal I'll have to kill and 
bring to them (the markers) so that they will give me pretty designs...", he 
has asked?  The people answered, "...a steenbok, of course", which is very 
small (in Biesele 1975, I:198, 199).  Biesele points out that if a young 
hunter does not kill the large game animal required of him to reach manhood he 
is 'likened to a carrion- eater and does not enter society' (I:213).  The  
hyena does not realize that he is ugly, ungainly, and unable to achieve 
acceptance as an adult male.   
 
His wife and his treatment at the fire define his position in the eyes of 
others.  He is warned by the wife, "You are only a hyena...", and going to be 
marked by those who are "naturally better" will get you into "trouble".  He 
remains foolishly determined to receive designs "like everyone else"; filled 
with the stubborn pride indicative of one who is stupid yet presumes 
importance.  At the marking place he finds 'even little children' know he is a 
hyena, which frightens him; until people say they will "brand him with 
beautiful designs" just like the zebra's.  He is submissive, obedient, and 
thankful.  Others mock, pretend respect ("our honoured guest"), lie about 
their intent, and "whisper secretly" over their plot to harm him.  He is 
tortured most cruelly and becomes associated with the defecation he leaves 
behind.  
 
The jackal is treated "just like" the hyena.  His back is burnt with the brand 
and as he runs off in pain he rolls in dung, receiving the name of "black-
backed jackal".67  Nothing descriptive of his qualities is specified but 
likeness to the hyena, cruel treatment, and association with dung identify him 
as a second scavenger purposefully harmed. 
                               
67   The only aetiological marking in the tale.   
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Scavengers are despised.  In most tale versions the hyena and jackal are 
tortured or at the least badly burned, the hyena always being more cruelly 
treated than the smaller and less powerful jackal.  The brown hyena is "scum" 
in one version in which he and the jackal are "lowly creatures".  In that 
version the kori bustard creates with the help of people, and makes both these 
carnivores "inferior beings" which people "revile" (in Biesele 1975, II:90-
92).  
 
The ostrich, as well as scavengers, is rejected in the tale version I analyze. 
 "We're not going to brand a person like you.... Be gone!... Become an 
ostrich, and go about doing what ostriches do."  He is sent away because he 
runs "clumsily" and because he arrives asking, "What's going on here,...what's 
happening" (in Biesele 1975: I:204)?  His bearing and lack of awareness make 
him ridiculous and undesirable.68 
 
An essential emphasis to emerge from the marking tale is that when animal 
species come into existence through an evaluative process, a categorical gulf 
is fixed between game and scavenger (see Biesele 1975: I:213).  Self-esteem 
and beauty rest on the one side, inferiority and ugliness on the other.  The 
treatment of scavengers is more extensively described than that of any game 
animal, as if to intensify the measure of their demeaned existence.69  "First 
                               
68   In Marshall's unpublished version I the ostrich is again clumsy. He is identified 
as the "people's servant"; as are the hairy hyena, duiker, and a white-headed bird. 
69   Marshall states that scavengers and predators are not eaten by Zu.: "lions, 
leopards, cheetahs, brown hyenas, spotted hyenas, aardwolf, wild dogs, and vultures" 
(1976, 127). Interestingly predators are not negatively evaluated for their 
association with killing in Marshall's unpublished version I of the marking tale. The 
cheetah is called brave and beautiful. Hunting characteristics are described of 
others: leopard, wild dog, lion, small jackal, caracal and mongoose (eg walks softly, 
good runner, strong, etc.). 
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the beautiful animals were made.  The last ones were the bone eaters" 
(Marshall, unpublished version III). 
 
Categories of worth are thus established as distinctions between animals 
evolve during the naming process.  Those who are worthy become game, useful to 
mankind as meat once they are no longer people.  They are accepted with 
happiness and excitement as though the markers can hardly wait to admire the 
designs, colours, and shapes which flow from their hands.  Markings are given 
with pleasure and such animals leave the fire without pain, gratified with the 
form of their physical transformation.  
 
Unworthy, scavengers do not become food for mankind.  As consumers of what 
predators abandon they may even compete with human foragers when a kill is 
fresh.70  They are identified as outcasts at the marking place.  Nothing 
beautiful or desirable is given them; instead signs indicative of what is 
least desirable in them as people are accentuated through tortuous burning.  
(Similarly when the ostrich is rejected people hope he will break his foot, 
making it impossible for him to escape predators.)  Deceived and treated 
hatefully, scavengers leave the fire in pain, surrounded with an aura of 
uncleanness and death which cannot be put aside.71 
 
The binary oppositions established between game and scavengers are: 
beautiful/ugly, graceful/ungainly, decorous/inept, clean/unclean, 
intelligent/stupid, marked/ unmarked, and worthy/unworthy.  As suggested 
                               
70   'People consider it good fortune to find the carcass of a meat animal and one of 
their prayers is to be lead to such a find' (Marshall 1976, 127-128).   
71   /Xam tradition also places the hyena and jackal at the base of animal existence.  
Jealousy, deception and death are associated with the hyena.  "...He feels that he is 
a hyena who deceives other people.... The hyena also feels that he hates people."  The 
jackal is associated with death, beggary, and timidity.  "...We become cowards" if we 
eat jackals' hearts. (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 127, 375) 
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previously the physical attributes taken on by animals are predetermined  by a 
conceptual evaluation of their qualities as people.  When animals are named 
they signify and bear meaningful signs of their former qualities as persons.  
Their former state of existence becomes changed in two ways.  Inward qualities 
of person are now physically mirrored in outward qualities of animal, creating 
a correspondence of the  former with the latter.  Secondly, as animals they 
become associated with what is useful to man or with what is unworthy of use. 
 
A third distinction made between animals in the tale regards admirable male 
and female attributes.  The kori bustard and python represent such attributes 
in the present context and in a tale in which they are married and bear a 
child (considered in the following chapter).  I consider certain relevant 
associations linked to these creatures in traditional belief. 
 
The python is definitively "woman" in the marking tale: "this is a fine woman 
we have before us, so beautiful with all her stripes" (in Biesele 1975: 
I:203).  Her movements are more extensively described than those of any other 
animal.  She undulates smoothly, and glides around the fire with an arched 
back so everyone can see how "pretty" she is.  Her markings 'shine'.  
Marshall's unpublished version I gives a similar description without mention 
of sex.  The python is given stripes and little spots.  It is "nice and soft 
and decorated prettily....It went writhing....It was shining." 
 
Outside the marking context she displays similar feminine attributes as 
heroine wife of the kori bustard.  Her bearing and related movements are, as 
above, extensively described.  In one version she 'slides, slithers 
beautifully, walks gracefully, and glides regally and smoothly'.  Her body is 
'soft, slippery, and smooth' to the touch, and in appearance she is "so very 
beautiful" (in Biesele 1975, I: 206, 211).  Some narrators imply she wears 
clothing and ornaments tastefully.  In two other versions, although the wife 
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is identified by the name !Xo//amdima,72  her attributes are again python-like 
and feminine: she has smooth skin, a laugh which in not harsh; and in seeking 
to imitate her a jackal sister tries unsuccessfully to "glide away with regal 
steps and sit down smoothly" (in Biesele 1975, II:4, 9). 
 
Elsewhere, in a context of abusive family relationships, the ill treated 
second wife of Kauha is described as follows.  "Today she was fat and very 
beautiful!  She sat with her son in the camp as if she were a lovely python 
girl" (in Biesele 1975, I:269).  Since the python is almost always associated 
with marriage there is evidence that she is not only desirably female in 
appearance, bearing, and conduct, but also in    her capacity as wife and 
mother; which in turn effects her evaluation in communal life.   
 
Biesele identifies her characterization as, "all a woman should be - - slow 
and sedate of gait, acquiescent and helpful, beautiful, sophisticated, quiet, 
married and pregnant" (1975, I:215).  The python brings the role of exemplary 
woman to fullness.  Of particular note is her effect upon the community.  She 
is referred to by others as: "my good wife", 'our beautiful or dear daughter-
in-law', "our niece", "our own daughter", "our beautiful girl", and "the woman 
we're looking for" (in Biesele 1975, I:210, 211; II:1, 3, 6,).  "This is the 
right woman....She fits in with the camp so well...(I:211)."  Everyone, 
including affines, values her presence as an essential standard by which 
womanliness and camp harmony is gauged.  Attributes which compliment the 
python's femininity are found in the kori bustard.  They are evident in the 
                               
72  !Xo//amdima is the foremost female protagonist in Biesele's collection. In a 
central tale cycle she is in some instances married to an elephant, has an elephant 
father, or is herself an elephant named !Kxodi (elephant girl).  Through her name and 
comments of some narrators she is also associated with the python.  The general 
meaning of her name is "beautiful and honoured woman" (Biesele 1975, I:103-104; 241-
243). 
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marking tale in a network of associations relative to the male divinity 
(Kauha), a feather, and fire. 
 
As Kauha's servant (in some narratives) the kori bustard kindles the fire of 
creation, `uses his big wings to blow upon it until the irons are red hot', 
then he `creates' (Biesele 1975: I:113, II:90).  One storyteller told Biesle, 
"the kori bustard is Kauha himself" (I:196, 212).  Whether as Kauha, as his 
servant, or as himself, the kori bustard appears as protagonist in a number of 
the animal creation narratives.  No other creature ia set apart in a similar 
relationship to the divinity in Zu tradition.  
 
(The equation drawn between the kori bustard and Kauha by one narrator 
suggests comparison with the /Xam relationship between the mantis and /Kaggen. 
 In each instance the divinity is linked to a creature which flies.  /Kaggan 
states in an explanatory segment of one /Xam tale: "I am the one who shall 
have/get wings , that I might fly" (L.II.2986).  The specific context is one 
in which persons associated with animal identity will become the actual 
creatures whose names they bear, thus a context resonant with that of Zu 
animal creation and naming.)    
 
The  beauty, grace, and unselfish manner of the kori bustard73 in the marking 
tale is given poetic focus in the lovely motion of a feather which "hangs over 
the back of his neck".    
 
                               
73   The kori bustard is a large bird adapted in southern Africa to open desert, grass, 
bush or savanna habitat.  It walks "slowly and sedately" is normally quiet, and flies 
"powerfully".  The male wing is about 756 cm, 
and weight is about 16 kg (McLean 1985: 206). 
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      Reference to a distinctive feather touching the back of the neck, the 
place where some Zu. believe a medicine owner expels the sickness drawn from 
those he seeks to heal (Lewis-Williams 1981, 95), associates the bird with 
curing and thence the promotion of harmony in a communal context.  While 
curing as such is not evident in the marking tale, medicine ownership 
(discussed shortly in regard to n/um and communal harmony are evident.  Almost 
all versions of the tale reveal harmony of purpose regarding a creative 
process, and some portray a shared effort. 
 
The threefold relationship suggested above between a feather, medicine 
ownership, and communal harmony is found as well in a Zu. "song" men sing on 
hunting trips.  The relevant excerpt (Marshall 1976: 178) relates to the 
period after a successful hunt when people are thankful and satisfied.  A man 
says to the women: 
 
You must sing well. 
 
We are happy now.   
 
Our hearts are shining. 
 
I shall put on my rattles, 
 
And put on my headband, 
 
And put a feather in my hair 
 
To explain to //Gauwa how happy we are  
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That he has helped us and that we have eaten. 
 
Again curing is not specified, but the male subject does wear a feather in his 
hair, put on cocoon rattles, and tell the women they "must sing well".  Leg 
rattles are traditionally worn by male dancers in a curing dance, and most 
women74 play a vitally supportive role by singing and clapping intricate 
rhythm patterns.  The music they create "is one of the basic vehicles of 
transcendence, enabling curers to achieve trance" (Biesele 1975: I:6. Also 
Marshall 1976: 179). 
 
Further meaning is given to the kori bustard's feather and its motion in a Zu. 
tale which describes the giving of fire to mankind.  The myth draws together 
relationships between the bird's male powers, fire, and Kauha.  I summarize 
the story. 
 
Kauha discovers that /"xashe dzunini and his children eat delicious cooked 
food while he eats only raw.  Hiding in a tree Kauha sees /"xashe dzunini take 
sticks of wood from the heart of a tree, then sit down with them.  " 'Dzunini! 
Dzunini!' went the fire sticks and the fire started."  Kauha sneaks home 
before any of the others and suggests when they arrive, "let's make a jani75 
toy [together] and throw it up in the air".  All agree and they tie a 
hornbill's feather to the jani, but it won't fly.  In turn they try the 
feather of a   n m, guinea fowl, and other birds without success; until Kauha 
suggests that of the kori bustard.  
 
                               
74  Woman can be medicine owners and healers among the Zu., although traditionally the number of 
male healers is greater (Biesele 1975:, I:6; Marshall 1976: 179; Lee 1979: 113, 116).    
75  According to Snyman zani is a preferable rendering.  I use zani in discussion, but adhere to the 
usage of other authors when quoting or otherwise transcribing their work in order to avoid 
confusion.  Thus here I use Biesele's jani in a summary, and Marshall's djani in a quotation.  
Snyman also prefers  nam (?) for Biesele's  n m. 
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"With the kori bustard's feather the jani flew beautifully."  Kauha threw it 
up in the air and it flew far to the east as everyone chased it.  "...It kept 
on flying up and down and up and down", and finally circled 'round a big tree 
with many dead branches.  Kauha ran to the tree, gathered an armful of 
branches and flung them in all directions, shouting, " 'Why shouldn't there be 
fire in all the land so that everyone will have it?' "  [Biesele  1975, II:70-
72; narrator !Xoma n!a] 
 
"A djani is an exquisite winged toy.  Tossed high in the air, it floats down 
spinning.  Boys and young men play with the djani; girls never do" (Marshall 
1976: 345).76   Fathers make the toy for their sons.  It is used in a 
competitive game in which one person tosses up the feathered stick, which is 
then caught by another person among the group of players with a smooth 
(catching or throwing) stick and flicked upward again before it reaches the 
ground, and so on.  When the slightly weighted zani stick falls lightly from 
the apex of its flight, a singular feather (bound by its quill end to the 
upper part of the shaft) provides enough lift to suspend the zani's descent 
and allow the breeze to catch it; just as a breeze catches the zani in the 
fire tale.   
 
The spinning motion which the feather on the zani creates, is similar 
(although unidirectional) to that of the upper fire stick  worked between 
palms of the hands by /"xashe duznini, a man who owns fire.  The zani's 
bobbing flight to the tree in the same tale coincides with the bobbing motion 
of the kori bustard's head feather in the marking tale.  
 
                               
76   See pp 345-349 for game description, photograph, construction diagram, and another Zu. version 
of the fire tale. 
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It is only a kori bustard's feather which has the power to make the zani fly77 
'beautifully and far', becoming the means by which Kauha leads men to the fuel 
he disburses.  In other Zu. versions of the fire tale in which the zani 
appears as an instrumental means, it is used to mislead the original fire 
owner, enabling the divinity to take and then disburse fire sticks for 
mankind.        
 
Fire-making is appropriate to the male in Zu. society, as the tales now under 
discussion strongly indicate.  An upper fire stick is referred to as 'male' 
and the lower, often of softer wood, is referred to as 'female' (Marshall 
1976: 79, 82, 83).  The onomatopoeic sound of rubbing fire sticks is probably 
indicated by the names "Dzunini" and "Demi dum shi" given to certain original 
owners of fire in tales collected by Biesele (above) and Marshall (unpublished 
version III).  Marshall mentions further male orientations with fire making.  
The name /Ka /Kani, given another first owner of fire , possibly means "upper 
fire stick"; and the name of the fire he owns is "doro", meaning in verb form 
'to twirl, pierce, bore or rub fire' (1976, 348 notes).  
 
Spinning or bobbing of the kori bustard's remarkable head feather associates 
him with three Zu. tales of major importance: the creation of animals (in 
which some narrators give him the protagonist role), the giving of fire, and 
the python wife tale (in which his head feather is used to praise her).  The 
bird's male qualities are evident in all three through links to male oriented 
imagery and/or marriage relationships. 
 
In daily life kori bustard feathers are related to further links with fire.  
Biesele notes that the Zu fire-fan bears the name !gwi (ie kori bustard) and 
                               
77  Also in Marshall: published version (1976, 348-349) wherein "paouw" feathers replace guinea fowl 
feathers on two zani, and unpublished version I wherein "bustard" feathers "must" be used.  Marshall
uses the term "paouw" for the giant or kori bustard (p 128 and 1962, 229). 
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is made of his wing feathers (1975, I:212).  Marshall notes belief in the 
power of a kori bustard feather to stop rain when burnt in a fire (1922 ms, 
(310)).      
 
An array of conceptual imagery can be seen to isolate the kori bustard as a 
qualifier of admirable male attributes in Zu. oral tradition and associated 
visible forms.  He is clearly aligned to powers of the male divinity in 
contexts of animal creation, provision of fire, and fire ownership; situations 
in which fire is generated in dispensed.  He is probably also linked 
conceptually to curing; not a totally male province.  And on the physical 
level aspects of his meaning are visibly reinforced through the fire fan, an 
exclusively male game, and the rotating motion of the male fire stick.  It may 
be noted that qualities overtly described of him in the marking tale (grace, 
beauty, mannerliness), also compliment his maleness in Zu. belief; as would 
not commonly be the case in Western culture. 
 
Discussion of the Zu naming tale to this point describes how a physical 
process of creation differentiates animals and relates to qualitative 
judgements about their meaning.  I now discuss a second and especially 
significant aspect of animal creation: the use of fire and in particular the 
giving of n/um. 
 
Fire, unlike n/um, has physical form in the natural world. It is visible, 
powerful, and able to act in flame and lightning.  "God's fire" is a term Zu 
often use for lightning, and one narrator informed Biesele that such fire is 
the "same as the fire used by the kori bustard to create the animals" (1975: 
I:196).  The illusive form of fire used to identify most animals in the tale 
version under discussion is supple, fluent, and even pacific78 in nature: as 
                               
78 Honey has the same qualities in /Xam creation reference. 
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though the brand is an artist's brush and pliable fire emanates from it.  As 
it re-creates creatures only outcasts receive the thrust of true branding: 
painful, injurious, rejective.  An iron heated in fire' is specifically 
emphasized in descriptions of jackal and hyena branding.  The fire of creation 
can be gentle or harsh, as judgement dictates. 
 
Ownership of fire is attributed to the divinity in both /Xam and Zu tradition. 
 Kaggen is referred to as "the old man 'Tinderbox-Owner' " (Bleek and Lloyd 
1911: 13); and he identifies himself as the Tinderbox when holding his sister 
the blue crane, whom he restores to life in a regenerative process after lions 
kill her (D Bleek 1924: 27).  The Zu divinity, Kuaha, owns fire in reference 
to animal creation, disbursal of fire to mankind, and the lighting he calls 
upon to kill lions who kill his sons.  Note the concordant features of owning 
fire, restoring family members to life, and counteracting lions who kill in 
both the /Xam and Zu reference. 
 
While a brand heated in fire depicts the physical means through which animals 
are differentiated at their naming, its use in the tale is intimately bound to 
the use of n/um, a spiritual force or power without  physical form in the 
natural world. (I use the word 'spiritual' here and elsewhere to identify that 
which is not of nature but of spirit: not physically extant, but vital, 
affecting, and influential in the life of a believer.) 
 
The tale begins as people "create n/um" and "use it" to write the name of each 
creature on its hide through a different design (my emphasis).  Such creatures 
are 'no longer people' once 'told' their animal name.  It is n/um which here 
transforms worthy beings into animals.  In a specific example of the re-
creation process people draw stripes all over the zebra 'with the n/um'.  More 
importantly they "see how n/um has marked lovely stripes"; as though their 
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hands are guided by its power. The narrator implies quite directly that n/um 
is a seen, yet unseen, force at the heart of the animal creation process. It 
is the underlying power and meaning of n/um which appears to actually give 
design, and thereby name, to the first true animals. (Markers who 'imitate' 
designs upon themselves with n/um do not become animals.) 
 
As so often in Bushman oral tradition at least two levels of meaning are dealt 
with simultaneously in the tale.  Animals are marked with fire on an external 
or physical level, and with n/um on an internal or conceptual level.  I 
believe the tale is not simply describing n/um as an underlying, and to some 
extent directive means of animal creation; but essentially as a form of power 
bestowed upon animals which not only conceptually shapes and identifies them 
but thereafter dwells within them, imparting unique spiritual identity as 
counterpart to unique physical identity. (I develop this suggestion in later 
discussion.)  Thus creation and naming includes the concept of how the gift of 
n/um is given to animals by the creator(s), and is in an internal way 
inscribed upon them. 
 
The integrated duality of meaning which exists between the fire and the n/um 
of creation examples a relationship between "natural and supernatural" forces 
which Lorna Marshall describes as "one reality" in Zu belief (1992: [7, 18]) 
in press).  Thus, in such belief the barrier which Western man refers to as 
logic does not separate the world of nature from the world of spirit.  N/um is 
a spiritual force within the fire of creation, and although invisible, it 
marks stripes which are 'seen' by means of fire which does not harm. 
 
*  [ The following paragraph moved from chapter 7, old p 143.] 
 
In conclusion to discussion of n/um (pp             ) stemming from analysis 
of the Zu naming tale several points stand out and suggest relationships to 
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broader aspects of belief.  Firstly, in the tale itself n/um is a spiritual 
force of divine origin which man imparts to animals as their creation takes 
place.  It thereby marks, names and henceforth dwells within them as species 
become distinct.  Selective purpose accompanies marking as the fire of n/um 
pacifically beautifies game, but tortuously burns signs of denial upon 
scavengers as outcasts unworthy of its reception.  Secondly, people imitate 
the beauty and grace of zebra and giraffe by marking themselves "with the 
n/um", an act pointing clearly to a responsive relationship by person toward 
animal as past ordering dissipates in the tale world.  Markers do not become 
animals, but evidently wish to appear with designs significant of qualities 
they admire in them, and possibly to relate to the n/um within.  The n/um of 
the new creatures is theirs to keep, but even as they receive it man looks for 
ways to draw near and gain access to its meaning.  Thirdly, I believe the tale 
thus points the way to an understanding of the complex interaction between 
n/um as spiritual power underlying the creation of animals, and n/um as 
spiritual power put to use by man outside the tale; a suggestion I explore in 
chapters 6 and 7. 
 
* [ The next 5 paragraphs regarding separation moved from old pp 129-130; 
chapter 7.]  
 
* A third major aspect of the the marking tale regards definition of 
separation and what it implies.  Naming takes place at a certain point in the 
creation sequence pertinent to further discussion.  Clearly the tale is about 
a transition; a time when 'people' become 'animals'.  But the situation is 
complex.  It relates to an activity which separates animal-person forms of 
"long ago" into two distinct forms of future existence and relationship. 
 
* Those who in tale parlance 'create n/um' and mark with it, and those who 
come to the fire to receive marks, are both at first people ('animal-persons' 
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in my adaptive terminology).  All of them are essentially human beings who 
have some qualities which associate them with animal being.  None yet have the 
name, shape and marks of a being solely animal.  But those who receive 
branding do become specifically identifiable by such means.  They are then 
true animals without human aspect.  As the tale states, "From today people 
will no longer be people but will have markings and be animals" (Biesele 1975: 
I:197).  The very act of animal creation separates them from a once 
essentially human existence. 
 
* The tale does not mention any change in the people who mark.  However, 
the relationship they perceive between themselves and animals does alter.  
Firstly, they find the markings of some animals so beautiful they imitate them 
on their own bodies to partake of that beauty; thus taking an external aspect 
of animal significance upon themselves79.  Secondly, they know (or soon will 
know) the spiritual power of n/um which their hands manipulate to make animals 
dwells henceforth within those creatures; an inner form of identity which 
underlies and is the source of the external beauty people imitate.  It is a 
highly perceptible internal aspect of animal significance people will wish to 
draw upon.  Thirdly, a new order of existence separates people spatially from 
'the fine, the pretty, and the good,' whose meaning was once an integral part 
of their own formation.  Animals go off into the lands. 
 
* No causal reference for animal naming appears in the tale; such as that 
in the Maluti re-creation story, ie presumption and disobedience relative to 
killing the first eland child, which in turn brings punishment.  But 
separation, and restructuring of relationships between animals and people the 
closing of the Zu tale sets forth, bears great similarity to Maluti reference. 
                               
79 See scarification discussion (pp 98,99). 
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 Zu say, "...Since then the meat animals have spread out into the land....  
'Yes, these are the meat animals, and we kill them and eat them' " (Biesele 
1975: I:204).  Comparatively, snakes, hartebeests, and elands 'go abroad, run 
away, and cover the earth'; and "that day game were given to men to eat" 
(Orpen 1874: 4-5).  The tales thus mutually emphasize spatial separation of 
animals from people, and a specific day when animals become meat to be eaten 
by men.  
 
The separation concept of the transition period thus receives very clear 
emphasis in the Zu animal creation story.  The animal aspect of persons 
becomes distinctly separate from men through its form, spatial distancing, and 
conceptual realignment into the category of game which one physically kills 
and eats.  Thus evolves a fascinating dichotomy in Zu terms of the impasse 
which animal creation presents: the desire to take unto one's self aspects of 
animal significance (imitate markings) and at the same juncture take the life 
in the creature which provides it. Separation distances animals from people in 
the sense of total animal independence.  Animals do not need men; but men do 
appear to need animals, and not only because they are game; a concept I 
discuss further in chapter 7. 
CHAPTER 6 
 
THE GIFT OF N/UM 
 
It is useful to define and describe certain aspects of spiritual power which 
apply outside the creation theme in order to gain perspective about its use 
and meaning.  Much has been written about n/um: the focus most often upon 
transcendence.  But there is need here for an overview of its meaning in order 
to first gain perspective about its place in the belief system.  (Lorna 
Marshall has been the pioneer in this endevour.  See                          
  .)  I note its origin, definition, associate terminology, and ownership; 
then present examples of its transmission, potency, and means of control.  In 
the latter part of the chapter focus is upon a different aspect of n/um.  It 
involves an attempt to discern how the ownership of spiritual power by animal 
interacts with that of man.  Can conceptual meanings in the oral tradition 
help clarify this complex issue? i.  An Overview of Meaning and Context 
 
Where does n/um originate?  The origin of n/um in the tale appears to be with 
people who "create" it, but information elsewhere indicates a higher source.  
Marshall identifies the origin of n/um and other  
"supernatural forces"80.  The Zu say "the great god created the forces as he 
created everything else, and put them into people, animals, or objects that 
they are in...to be as they are, to act as they do.... /Gao N!a created all 
n/um including the n/um he gives to the healers, ...and the n/um in the songs 
of the Healing Dance."  He has "n/um that no humans possess - - the strongest 
n/um of all" (Marshall 1992, (3,4,48) in press).  "Kauha is the source 
ultimate source of all n/um" (Biesele 1975, I:166; see Katz 1982, 93).  It is 
                               
80 Biesele refers to five such forces: n/um, n!ow (of weather), !kia (transcendence), 
n//au (power at back of the neck), and !kxwoi !go (danger from carnivores).  She 
regards them as religious concepts and metaphors of transformation (1975: I:157, 173). 
 Marshall identifies n/um and n!ow as supernatural forces of prominence (1992: (4), in 
press). 
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apparent that  n/um originates with the creator in Zu belief whether or not 
clearly inferred in tale narrative. 
 
As the other forces it is "unpersonified, incorporeal, immaterial, invisible, 
and powerful" (Marshall 1992, (3) in press).  N/um can be defined broadly as a 
spiritual power of divine origin residing in entities referred to as "strong". 
 Wherever n/um is present it elicits 
 
respect and in some cases fear.  People seek to influence its effect through 
ritual and various practices.   
 
Lewis-Williams believes the /Xam word !gi denotes 'essentially the same 
concept of supernatural power or energy' as does the Zu word n/um  (1981, 77). 
For this reason and because !gi is so seldom referred to in the literature I 
take the liberty of using n/um to express that concept in application all 
three culture groups at hand.   
 
Terms associated  with  n/um vary: magic power, magic thing, magic, sorcery 
(Lloyd in D Bleek 1935: 11, 12, 15); magic or spiritual medicine, supernatural 
force (Marshall 1962, 235; 1992, (2) in press); spiritual energy, supernatural 
power or potency, magical power or energy (Bieslie 1975, I:6,15,149,153); 
supernatural power or potency (Lewis-Williams 1981, 77); medicine and energy 
(Katz 1982, 92).   
 
I review and comment upon certain aspects of the ownership, effect, and 
control of n/um, primarily with reference to Lorna Marshall,81 to indicate the 
breadth of its meaning in Zu life outside the tales.   
                               
81  I am most grateful to Mrs. Marshall for access to her 1992 ms on Zu belief and 
ritual, now in print. 
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"To be an owner of something means to possess it", or if a skill, to be 
excellent in performing it.  /Gao N!a (the great god) created and preeminently 
owns n/um.  The 'old old people' were once the next most powerful owners of 
n/um: a unique and extraordinary n/um with a strength men can no longer 
possess.  They are "human" ancestors of the present Zu; the first recipients 
of knowledge originally taught them by the divinity himself, and passed on 
until today.  They lived "very long ago", and are referred to by one narrator 
(in a creation context) as, "those old people of the first creation".  Their 
memory is respected as founders of the Zu way of life, and mention of them 
frequently pervades discussions with the Marshalls in the 1950s.  (Marshall 
1992: (11,12,47,49) in press. My emphasis.)   
 
There is marked similarity between descriptive reference to the 'old old 
people' of the Zu, and to the 'early race' people in /Xam belief.82   Each 
culture group believes in ancient ancestors who 'first inhabited earth or are 
people of the first creation'.  The oral tradition, knowledge, and implicit 
religious beliefs of these progenitors passes on, as roots through soil, to 
nourish those who follow. 
 
Of men still living, medicine owners (n/um k"xausi: literally, owners of n/um) 
receive their gift of spiritual power either directly from the divinity, 
albeit rarely, or indirectly through //Gauwa, who carries n/um to them in the 
divinity's service.83  /Gao N!a may favour a particular healer by giving him 
                               
82 //Kabbo describes men of the "early race" as the First Bushmen, those who first 
inhabited the earth and upon whose land his people now dwell. When they passed away 
//Kabbo's people (Flat Bushmen) "taught their children the stories" of these 
predecessors.  The song of the blue crane ("formerly a person of the early race") is 
specifically attributed by //Kabbo to such oral tradition. It is from "the very old 
people, the first old people".  (Bleek and LLoyd 1911: 55,57,224,227)       
83  The latter situation is similar to that in versions of the marking tale wherein 
n/um is given to animals by way of the kori bustard or people, although from divine 
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or her exceptional n/um (Marshall 1922, (56,57,104) in press); as certain 
animals are favoured in the tale with a n/um whose outward beauty is more 
remarkable and inward power more meaningful.  Medicine owners promote communal 
well-being through their ability to heal, or to influence rain, game, or other 
elements in nature effecting the common good.   
 
* ( Insert on medicine owner terminology ) 
 
Young girls possess very strong n/um during the liminal period of first 
menses, simply by virtue of their condition.  Strict rules regarding seclusion 
and food pertain to the "new maiden" least her potency adversely effect the 
community, particularly in regard to weather or hunters.  Among other 
avoidances she may not look at the sun, sky, or clouds: plant food would 
perish, rain not fall, destructive elements operate.  She must not look at 
people, especially males, whose hunting powers would be destroyed.  She may 
not eat any animal meat, even cooked hide, or cook her own food.  On the other 
hand the 'goodness' of her condition is celebrated daily with dancing of the 
Great Eland song,  which 'ushers in womanhood and evokes the concept of 
health, strength, potency and well-being she symbolizes'. (Marshall  1992, 
(346-357) in press.)  /Xam oral tradition represents similar aspects of the 
n/um a young girl possesses at menarche: when one maiden leaves her hut 
deceitfully to eat the water's children a powerful whirlwind carries the whole 
family and their possessions to a spring where they are transformed into 
things of the water (frogs, reeds); when another gazes at a young man playing 
an instrument, he turns to stone.  The favorable use of a maiden's power is 
also evident.  'The girl gently threw up wood ashes into the sky, that the 
Milky Way might glow to give a little light for the people, that they might 
                                                                                                   
origin. 
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return home at night'.  Scented roots of old and young !huin are also thrown 
skyward making red and white stars; as was the peel of !kuissi root which 
turned into locusts.  She brings new light and food.  (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 
75, 76 note, 77, 199-205; Lloyd 1889, 10.) 
 
Another aspect of n/um ownership relates to communal medicine songs.  Among 
the Zu, a person who receives a song from the divinity possesses it and gives 
it to those he lives with, who then possess it and its n/um.  It must be 
deliberately received from the spiritual world to be owned by a person or 
group.  Thus people in one place may possess a giraffe song, and heal with its 
power.  If people elsewhere dance that giraffe song, which they may enjoy 
doing, they will not awaken the power of its n/um.  They may, however, possess 
the n/um of their own song, such as honey (Marshall 1922, (154) in press). 
 
Animate as well as inanimate earthly entities may own or possess n/um.  Among 
the /Xam Lewis-Williams draws attention to the n/um of eland, hartebeest, 
locusts, rain, girls at puberty, and the power used by medicine owners to cure 
and perform out-of-body travel (1981, 77).  Further examples in oral tradition 
are the n/um of gemsbok, quagga, springbok, porcupine, baboon, ostrich, and 
hammerkop; of mantids, chameleon, bees, honey; sun, moon, and certain stars; 
medicine plants, medicine songs; and the power of medicine owners to influence 
game, rain, wind, fire, or insects. 
 
Maluti oral tradition, and comments upon their art, reveal belief in the n/um 
of eland, hartebeest, rhebok, snakes; medicine song and dance(s), reed flute 
music; medicine plants, "charms," a magic tooth; and the power of medicine 
owners to cure, travel out-of-body, and communicate through charms (see Orpen 
1874, 2-10). 
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Marshall lists ritual healing dances, n/um songs, owners of n/um, medicine 
plants; ritual fire, sun, falling stars, rain; ostrich eggs, bees, honey (all 
very strong); blood and milk (especially menstrual blood and women's milk); 
old men's heads; eland and giraffe (especially strong), aardvark and redwing 
partridge.  The list was compiled "as n/um was mentioned" during observation 
and discussion of rites the Marshalls witnessed and discussion of the gods and 
supernatural matters among the Zu (1992, (5) in press): thus, in contexts of 
religious belief. 
 
As previous examples of n/um ownership by persons implies the power of n/um is 
not static.  Its presence effects or may be effected by other entities (as 
with the new maiden).  There is a sense in which it can be said to flow from 
one place to another.  Therefore, objects which relate to an initial source of 
n/um may also contain its power.  I refer to such activity as transmission.  
For example, Zu believe sweat and foam from the mouth of a wounded eland have 
powerful n/um (from its source), and it is respected by certain avoidances, as 
is such an eland's spoor (Lewis-Williams 1981, 59).  The "magical sweat" of a 
healer whose n/um is activated can "put n/um into the bodies of sick people 
and novice healers," when it is rubbed upon them (Lee 1979, 110).  
 Similarly, a /Xam curer may "paint" the body of a patient with blood 
from his nose after curing, since 'magic things do not come where they smell 
another sorcerer's blood' (D Bleek 1935, 35-36).  A girl who is "grown" (/Xam 
reference to menarche) may not eat young men's game because her saliva put 
into springbok meat she eats "would go into the bow, the inside of the bow 
would become cool."  She may eat her father's game, but only after 'treating 
his hands, taking away the saliva from them' (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 79).  A 
novice Zu medicine owner uses a tortoise with n/um in it to heal his father by 
dropping burning coals into the gutted shell and having his father "drink the 
smoke" (account given to Katz 1982, 153).  Thus exudations from a n/um animal, 
healer, or girl may carry n/um elsewhere and effect others; or a medicine 
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owner may heal by means of smoke from fire in a n/um tortoise's shell.  
 Marshall notes a further form of transmission during a healing dance: 
when a medicine owner's hair catches fire, "n/um in the hair comes out in the 
smell" and people breathe it in (1969, 371). 
 
Transmission of n/um through scent is particularly evident in /Xam belief.  
Already mentioned is the scent of healer's blood used to protect an ill person 
from another medicine owner who seeks to harm rather than cure.  The scent of 
menstrual blood, in one tale, attracts the Rain (in bull form) to a woman who 
is both a wife and mother; his own scent being "fragrant."  She saves both 
herself and her people from becoming frogs in his water pit when she presses 
sweetly scented buchu on his forehead and later rubs it on his neck, putting 
him to sleep after he carries her away.  Returning home, she burns buchu, 
"taking away the smell of the //khou" (a thing belonging to the Rain) from 
herself; while an old woman burns horns so their smell will appease the Rain 
(Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 193-199).  Each turn of events in the tale is related 
to the power of n/um as transmitted through scent by one individual to either 
attract or counteract that of another.  In another tale 'blackened 
perspiration from the armpits' of a female hyena is put into sifted larvae of 
!haken (a food similar to Bushman rice).  The food is then offered to the wife 
of the star Jupiter by the hyenas, jackals, blue cranes and black crows.  She 
eats, but with obvious misgivings; telling her sister not to eat, for she is 
the one who must care for her child (the wife's) since "this !haken, its smell 
is not nice" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 85).  The wife becomes slowly transformed 
into a lynx while the hyena impersonates her at home.  (/Xam, Maluti and Zu 
all believe perspiration, especially from the armpits, can transfer power as 
well as scent from one individual to another).  Here the perspiration of a 
medicine owner who wishes to harm can transform a person into a 'beast of 
prey' until those who love her effect restoration through their own use of 
n/um at the end of the tale.  Elsewhere in a hunting context, one who shoots 
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an eland must not allow its scent to come near until the heart is removed and 
the animal cut up, for "if our scent comes to it, our scent makes it lean" (D 
Bleek 1932, 237-238). 
 
N/um ownership, listing of entities in which n/um conceptually resides, and 
examples of its transmission imply the presence of n/um's spiritual power is 
indeed far-reaching.  Through the gift of various kinds of n/um, the divinity 
apparently establishes a means of preserving harmony and order.  Man in 
relationship with man and with the worlds of spirit and nature must seek to 
balance beneficial effects against potentially harmful effects. 
 
Awareness of the extreme potency of some forms of n/um is essential.  /Gao!Nás 
n/um is so strong that if he were to approach ordinary mortals, "his n/um 
would automatically kill them" (L Marshall 1969, 351).  Zu refer 
metaphorically to the strength of n/um itself and of "strong" entities as a 
"death thing" or "a fight" (pp. 351-352).  The terminology is of interest 
because 'strength, death, and fight' are terms frequently tied to dramatic 
examples of n/um's power in southern and northern tradition, either by word or 
circumstance.  Examples  follow.   
 
When /Kaggen feels 'as if his eland's blood comes out' of lean honeycomb, he 
says, "the thing seems as if a fight has come into me,...a fight has entered 
me about it, at home" (L.V.I.3639-3641; see thesis p 16).  The first eland is 
,in fact, dying; its blood on the ground; its honeycomb lean (as wounded game 
is said to be lean if hunters do not respect it); and /Kaggen experiencing a 
'fight' over a 'death thing.'  In another myth, =Kagara (a bird person) is 
taking his sister home to her parents.  She 'carries a heavy burden of her 
husband's things' which resemble water and sway behind her back.  When =Kagara 
feels them roughly, blood pours from the nostrils of !Haunu (the husband, and 
owner of rain) and he 'stealthily lightens' at =Kagara, intending to 'whisk 
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him away' (ie kill him).  A fight with bolts of lightning ensues between the 
brothers-in-law until !Haunu lies thundering in death.  =Kagara is the "one 
who was strong" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 113-119).  The n/um of a rain owner is 
here pitted against that of a person who can use a more powerful form of 
lightning than he.  A further aspect of the potency related to rain ownership 
and its use appears in a personal account by Dia!kwain. As he lies in his 
family hut playing the goura84 like //Kunn (a rain owner who can stop rain 
from falling if people upset him), his mother asks if he does not see "how the 
rain is lightening" outside; but he ignores her complaint.  A violent storm 
occurs: "the rain gave us things on account of which our eyes seemed as if 
they were green" (a colour associated with death); lightning "shivered" a 
stone in front of the hut; 'the thing seemed as if the rain were tearing off 
mamma's skin' with rushing wind.  "I [narrator] was the one who saw the rain 
had intended to kill us, on account of my doings" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 317-
325).  Interpretation indicates that one who is not a practicing rain owner 
should not imitate one who is, lest he be unable to control the consequences. 
 
Maluti reference speaks of Cagn's tooth, lent to his son Cogaz in situations 
of grave danger as able to "make him strong".  It allows him to escape with 
his sister from biting snakes, and to rescue a woman from  giant cannibals who 
try to kill both of them (Orpen 1874, 5-6).  Elsewhere, Cagn takes the "form 
of a large bull eland" in conflict with an eagle who "went to kill" him.  
After the bird's assegais miss him three times; but when it tramples on him, 
hail immediately falls and Cagn kills the eagle (pp. 8-9).  Cagn's eland n/um 
is powerful enough to deflect assegais, then punish with hail and death; and 
his magic tooth85 gives Cogaz the ability to protect himself and others while 
redressing wrong. 
                               
84  A form of musical bow. 
85  The tooth is part of Cagn's body: "his toothache told him to send Cogaz" (Orpen   
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In Biesele's collection !Gara86 tracks his sons, with the aid of a tortoise 
relation, to the place where two lions previously 'imprison' the boys in the 
chyme of an eland's stomach.  He prepares to "make lightning" to kill the 
lions as he hangs eland horns in a tree, then asks the night to grow dark.  
Soon the lions return and he proposes they dance with the tortoise and 
himself.  The dance begins to "be strong" when he calls upon lightning, which 
'strikes the lions flat' (1975, I:178-181).  !Eu !eua, a heroine caught in a 
blood feud between families in another tale, escapes with her child from 
pursuing brothers-in-law when she shoots a little rain cloud of hail87 into 
the sky.  At her command, it descends to strip away their loincloths, break 
their bows and arrows; then as rain dance and dance with them at home until 
they are "ruined" (I:108-109).  Both !Gara and !Eu !eua are able to bring 
darkness as well as lightning or hail down upon their enemies to kill or 
disable.  Dancing in both instances relates to the building of n/um's power to 
the point where it eliminates a threat, and in the case of the brothers-in-law 
eliminates symbols of their manhood. 
 
Thus n/um of special potency is present in given examples when !Gao n!a is 
near, /Kaggen perceives a three-fold warning of his eland's death, rain owners 
combat one another, an uninitiated person acts as a rain owner, a divine tooth 
protects, Cagn in eland form destroys with hail, !Gara kills with three-fold 
potency (horns, dance, lightning), or female rain owner ruins male pursuers.  
The terms 'death' and 'fight' have both physical and conceptual reality in 
oral tradition. 
                                                                                                   
  1874, 5-6). 
86  One of several names for the northern tale divinity in Biesele's collection. 
87  !Eu !eua carries "bowls of rain." 
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Sounds and gestures relate to a further dynamic process in situations of 
special potency.  Examples appear in both /Xam and Zu sources. 
 
"When a maiden snaps her fingers at us [while she is a maiden], the rain also 
lightens like that which she did....  The rain lightens, killing us..." 
(L.V.20.5618).  The rain acts as the girl acts, or as the text goes on to say: 
'shoots as the girl shoots'.  Once another maiden "kept snapping her fingers" 
at her parents, skipping about in challenge to their reprimand.  The rain 
becomes angry.  Lightning strikes everyone present, making a waterpit; then 
"the rain lightened putting them underground" which became black mud covering 
them (D Bleek 1933, 298-299).  The potency of maiden and rain are so 
interlocks in the menarcheal period that finger snapping can create lightning 
which kills, in the latter case killing the girl as well for flagrant misuse 
of her own potency. 
 
Baboon people kill !Gaunu /tsaxau and /Kaggen places his son's eye in water to 
grow. ( He previously 'anoints the eye with perspiration of his armpits'. )  
He utters an untranslated exclamation: "at the same time, putting his first 
finger of his right hand into his mouth, against his left cheek and drawing it 
forcibly out; the eye being meanwhile in the palm of his right hand, shut down 
by his other fingers" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 31 and note).  The narrator 
describes a gesture which produces an audible popping sound.  Possibly the 
sound implies the ejection or projection of n/um in a certain endeavour.  
/Kaggen's popping sound, extended finger with saliva on it, and his own 
perspiration on the eye he holds may combine to represent a three-fold 
transference of n/um from the creator to the child whose rebirth is now set in 
motion.  At the end of the tale, /Kaggen states the reason for his long vigil 
over the growth process: "that I may see whether he will not become strong" 
(Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 37). 
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A negative example appears in Zu. reference.  "People should not make loud 
popping noises88 when a dance is in progress....  This would be very bad" (L 
Marshall 1969, 353).  The context is a medicine dance where n/um is strong.  
Dancers seek to activate their n/um at this time through an ever-growing 
harmony of effort between those who sing, clap, dance, and eventually trance. 
 Loud popping would evidently distract from or otherwise negate the increasing 
potency of the dance. 
 
Lastly, "a medicine man must not point his finger fixedly at anyone or snap 
his fingers at anyone, especially a child....  'A fight' might go along his 
arm, leap into the child, and kill it" (L Marshall 1969, 351-352). 
 
All the sounds and gestures noted relate to the hand, and for the most part to 
use of the hand in a similar configuration as the gesture ends (with extended 
forefinger); similar to that so carefully described of /Kaggen.  Where strong 
n/um is present, the hand and sound it produces may channel potency in a very 
concentrated form through pointing, snapping, or popping; a belief /Xam and Zu 
share.  The hand and particularly the fingers do empower or carry into effect 
the will of man.   
 
The control which man is able to exercise over n/um in numerous foregoing 
examples of its ownership or use seems to depend upon two things: the prudent 
attitude of one who himself has n/um, and respect or avoidance regarding n/um 
entities outside of self, be they the divinity, persons in a powerful 
condition of n/um, game, certain plants, food in particular situations, or 
other strong things.  It is incorrect to assume n/um is primarily pertinent to 
                               
88  Such as the breaking of hard-shelled nuts. 
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situations of conflict as a number of tales suggest.  Rather it is, I believe, 
an in-dwelling power which can be, but is not always especially potent; and 
which given due respect essentially prompts and promotes a balanced 
interchange of activity between the divinity, mankind, and nature. 
 
Respectful modes of speech reveal one aspect of man's part in such a balanced 
interchange.  'The word for something potentially harmful can apparently 
conduct harm to the person who speaks it', while a respect word denoting the 
same thing is less likely to do so.  In some instances, it is best not to 
speak at all, to whisper, or to use paraphrase (L Marshall 1969, 351; 1992 (7) 
in press).  Examples give context to the uasage. 
 
Among the /Xam 'people do not say !Tano !khauken's89 name at night, nor do 
children play with her name,' for if someone calls her name she comes to the 
place to see what is the matter.  She is a person who goes about at night 
seeing and knowing what others do not (D Bleek 1936, 14-143).  Elsewhere, as a 
bad storm approaches "...if the rain hears that we are calling it rain, things 
will sound as if the rain were angry with our speech...."  Thunder follows and 
"it shoots at our speech..." (L.V.20.5621-5622).  People also "avoid [saying] 
the name of the lion", because the flies listen and go tell him what people 
say.  Children in particular do not "play with" his name.  If they see lion 
spoor they walk silently home, then communicate to parents by holding their 
hand in the shape of a claw; or by using his other name, "hair" (D Bleek 1932: 
53, 54, 57).  Respect words for eland are =kouken !khwi, "when it lashes its 
tail" (the term women use); and ein, "meat" (the term men use).  Lewis-
Williams suggests they relate to conditions pertinent to the new maiden and 
hunting (1981: 46, 63). 
                               
89 !Tano !kauken is a medicine owner game and is respected as one who cares for her 
people. 
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Zu of the Nyae Nyae area 'fear' (koa) to utter divinity names in serious 
conversation.  It might draw attention to self or displease Gao N!a.  It is a 
'death thing' and people whisper or use a low voice, saying "the one in the 
east," "the one in the west."  They may address the divinity by name in 
prayer, however; and during curing a medicine owner may even curse 'the gods' 
for bringing evil, while in story telling the "old Gao N!a's name" is said 
aloud without restraint amidst laughter (L Marshall 1962, 227-228; 1992 (23-
24) in press). 
 
The word for n/um itself is not spoken when strong n/um is present; shibi is 
used.  During a healing dance if n/um becomes especially strong the name of 
the medicine song is also not spoken, although one might refer to the dance as 
"n!a" (old, big).  Similarly one does not call the rain (!ga) by name during a 
severe thunderstorm but uses n/oi, lest people perish.  Or if a lion is quite 
near n!hei replaces //ka, unless with further caution one says kuri, kuri, 
"look out, look out".  (L Marshall 1969, 352; 1992 (7)in press.)  Zu respect 
words for eland are dabba (in use by women during the girl's menarcheal rite); 
and tcheni, meaning dance (in use by men and women in other 'strong' 
situations) (Lewis-Williams, 1981, 46, 63).  If the girl does not use the 
respect word, elands will run away, escaping the hunter. 
 
/Xam and Zu use similar means of controlling speech and adapt their usage in 
accordance with the degree of n/um involved.  The name of an entity evidently 
carries with it the associate spiritual power of actual presence.  Respect, 
fear, or caution, therefore qualify direct reference to the divinity, n/um, 
medicine owner or song, rain, lion, or eland in examples given. 
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In concluding an overview of n/um's presence, forms of n/um which appear to 
most strongly effect the interaction of spiritual power in the broad context 
of /Xam, Maluti, and Zu belief are that of the divinity (source of all n/um), 
medicine owners, and maidens; which in turn interact more specifically with 
the constant n/um of animals, certain plants, and weather.  Although it is 
evident man may use n/um for good or ill, an overall sense of Bushman belief 
implies communal harmony is the raison d'etre of relationships between the 
powers of n/um: that good may come, that imbalance be corrected.  Undoubtedly 
it is in such a provident sense that n/um is used to qualify animals in the 
naming tale. 
CHAPTER 7 
 
SPIRITUAL POWER WITH ANIMAL AND WITH MAN 
 
 
 
Returning now to the subject of n/um relative to the naming context, I 
consider the meaning of its spiritual power with animals and its relationship 
to spiritual power with man.  How do these forms of n/um interact in the 
creation context and how do they bear upon separation between animals and 
people in life outside the tale world?  What kind of interaction evolves 
between belief and practice? 
 
When markers bestow spiritual power on animals it is the creator's n/um which 
fashions them.  On a perceptual level it flows through their hands and does 
its work.  Animals thence receive qualitative inward and outward form, which 
appears externally in the animal shape and distinct markings.  Meanings 
relative to animal n/um are evident in the joyful reaction markers display to 
the beauty, grace, and manner they admire; which relates in turn to admirable 
male and female attributes, and in a negative sense to the rejection of 
unworthy recipients (see pp    ).  N/um makes new beings and its power is 
theirs to keep.  It does not leave them.  Its intrinsic meaning is one with 
each animal's name. 
 
Those who tell the marking tale do so in a way which suggests the names 
themselves are highly evocative.  Every time Biesele heard the tale, which was 
often, a "litany" of animals accompanied its telling.  People recite their 
names in almost rhapsodic fashion; putting successive fingers to the lips, and 
using tones which rise and fall, and come close to singing; then fade into 
silence at the end of each pluralized name.  Eyes almost glaze over.  (1975: 
I:157-158) 
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“...People love to do it, and they count off the animals at every opportunity. 
 The effect it conveys is of a dream landscape dotted with an impossible 
plenty of "kudus, ...buffaloes, ...elands, giraffes, ..."  (Biesle, Megan 
1975: thesis)      
 
The effect this stylized repetition had on me was to establish and reinforce 
the idea of these animals as a special kind of "goods to think with."  
Individually and separately, each animal had its beauty, its strength, and its 
particular usefulness....  I kept being reminded of the diversity and the 
synchrony, the gentle cooperation of the human dance circle.  Taken all 
together, the impression of multitudinous animal richness in these listings 
was very strong.  With access to some of that power, one felt a person could 
do anything.  (Biesele 1975: I:158-159.) 
 
A magical atmosphere appears to develop during the recitation of animal names 
in tale performance.  Biesele links it to plenty, goods to think with, animal 
richness and power, and the human dance circle: all positive aspects of 
relationships the tale suggests between the n/um of animal and the n/um of man 
as those who dispense n/um step back to admire the creatures they help 
transform. 
 
A narrator may also illustrate his story with a pattern90 in the sand showing 
'how each animal left the fire and went off into the world' (Biesele 1975: 
I:158); an emphasis on exodus.  Animals move away from the fire (and their 
former existence as people) to cover the land in multitudes, as do the elands 
of Cagn in Maluti reference. 
                               
90 Biesele displays the same pattern in description of the dance-circle of Huwe's 
kudus from which paths lead outward (1975: I:136). 
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Actually the sequence of movement in the tale is two-fold and applicable to 
two situations.  'People' first move toward the fire and its hidden n/um.  
They wait and watch there; and as each marking is complete, an 'animal' walks 
out from the central gathering and off to a new form of existence.  There is 
ingathering and outpouring, with momentous change in between.  Those who 
depart are the "pretty ones" who turn into meat animals. 
 
The meaning of the outpouring of new life-forms in the story, the litany, and 
the sand pertains in part to a celebration of animal life: an evocation of all 
that is wondrous and good in the divinity's special creatures at the time of 
their first specific definition.  Underlying the activity of creation however 
are meanings relative to separation and a new kind of existence between animal 
and man. 
 
A Cycle of Unity, Separation, and Reunification?. 
 
Of great interest in development of the broader purpose of the thesis is a 
concept which I believe emerges as discussion of relationships between the 
n/um of animal and man proceeds, namely that the phenomenon of animal-person 
separation expressed in re-creation and naming mythology brings with it a 
perceptual awareness or endeavor on man's part to re-unite animal and person 
on a fresh conceptual level in his own life.  The original animal-person 
oneness of form is  gone, but the need to identify and draw upon the richness 
and strength of animal being remains, to become part of a conceptual re-
ordering process.   
 
Such a need is most evident in beliefs outside the tale world about 
transcendence and curing, girls' puberty, boys' first kill, and hunting.  I 
present a number of examples of how the spiritual value of animals is drawn 
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upon by people and its interesting relationship to concepts of name and n/um. 
 They represent threads in a complex fabric of meaning in which man plays a 
receptive and responsive role to the name, sound, motion, perceived presence 
and song of animals. 
 
Definition of the relationship between n/um, name, and identity in present 
context is first in order.  As the naming tale identifies it, n/um is within 
the fire of creation and it gives the animals their names.  Of a specific 
animal one may say in my reading; its name, which equates with its identity, 
is representative of its n/um as well as of its external appearance.  Or put 
another way, name equals identity on a dual level.  N/um  also has a dual 
aspect; re-presenting  name or identity on a spiritual (normally unseen) 
level, as well as on a natural (seen) level.  Thus one can 'see' an animal's 
markings in two ways: externally they distinguish him visibly, internally they 
correspond to his distinct form of spiritual power.  They name and identify 
him with specific signs of his n/um. 
 
The following examples of interaction between the n/um and identity of animals 
and of man concern: from /Xam sources... presentiments, initiation, game 
ownership, and out-of-body travel;  and from Zu sources... the great eland 
dance, boy's first kill, medicine song, and medicine ownership.  The animal 
litany implies even the listing of animal names in a creation context produces 
a powerful effect.  Discussion of respect words (see appendix) indicates the 
need to control the n/um a name carries with it in 'strong' situations; a 
lion's name when he is near, an eland's name when a new maiden takes on his 
significance, a medicine song's name (frequently animal) when n/um is building 
at a dance.  A name can evidently bring spiritual presence and the n/um 
relative to it, without regard to distance. 
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One means through which spiritual presence can evolve in relation to animals 
appears in a remarkable /Xam account entitled Bushman Presentiments (Bleek and 
Lloyd 1911: 330-339).  //Kabbo, the narrator, speaks in general terms of his 
people's ability to receive sensate messages or accounts from another place.  
The message may give warning, indicate a preferable choice, tell of animals or 
people coming, or direct a person to someone he seeks.  Within one's own body 
there is a 'tapping, stirring, or quivering' as the message 'talks' to a 
person who understands and listens.  A man who feels the sensation orders 
silence and is altogether still.  Unlike a dream, "the kumm is that which 
speaks truly; it is the one with which the Bushman is wont to perceive meat 
with it..." (B.IX.99.2532), when it taps. 
 
" 'The springbok seem to be coming, for I feel the black hair (on the sides of 
the springbok)....  I feel the springbok sensation' " (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 
333).  He feels it along his ribs, since a line of dark hair runs across a 
springbok's ribs.  Another man anticipating a hunt as the animals come toward 
the nearby river bed, feels the sensation in his calves and behind his back 
where the blood will run down when he carries game.  " 'The springbok hair 
lies behind my back' " (p 335). 
 
As the animals come closer there is sensation in people's feet when springbok 
feet rustle in the bushes, in the head when a man is about to chop its horns, 
in the face "on account of the blackness of the stripe91 on the face of the 
springbok", and in the eyes on account of the black marks on the eyes (Bleek 
and Lloyd 1911: 335).  "...We are used to feel like this when the things are 
                               
91 An error exists here regarding springbok markings.  The text should read, 
"stripes." The springbok has a dark stripe down either side of the face; leading 
from dark markings which may encircle the eyes, down white cheeks, to end near 
the mouth (personal observation).  Ms references read: "the springbok's face 
stripe's blackness," and "a black stripe that comes down the centre of the 
forehead and ends at the end of the nose"  (B.IX.99.2554 rev, 2555).  The centre 
of a an actual springbok's face is mostly white. 
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walking; when we have felt the things coming, as they walk, moving their legs" 
(p 337).  Further, when an ostrich or springbok scratches with its foot or 
horns a man feels sensation in the place it scratches.  With regard to person, 
when a woman carrying a child is returning home a man "feels on his shoulders 
the reim with which the woman's child is slung over her shoulders--feels the  
 kumm there".  And as grandfather comes a man says, "I feel tapping in his 
body's old wound's place..." as he walks.  (B.IX.99.2532 rev, 2533 rev, 2534) 
 
It is clear in the account that the approach of any being is perceptible and 
relates to a sensation felt in a place in one's own body which corresponds to 
a distinct place or feature pertinent to the body of one who is coming. 
 
The example of the 'springbok sensation' very likely applies to other animals 
as well.  A person who receives the sensation takes in a message which 
involves markings, movement, and anticipated feelings.  First, each of the 
animal's distinctive body markings are sensate.  In an internalized sense they 
mark the man who receives them as the animal they belong to: his face, eyes, 
and ribs 'stir'.  He experiences its identity mentally and physically.  
Further, a person can feel the animal's movements, again in places relative to 
his own body: tapping in the lower part of his own neck when the ostrich 
scratches its neck with its foot, or in an unnamed place when a springbok 
scratches with horns or foot.  (The account implies that movement of those who 
come may be essential to the reception of presentiments.)  Lastly, as game 
approaches, but is not yet in sight, a hunter feels sensations which only 
become reality once he kills the antelope, carries it on his back, and cuts it 
up.  He feels where its blood will fall onto his calves and back, and where 
its hair will lie, and horns be chopped. 
 
Correlations appear between the /Xam account of transmission of animal 
identity and the Zu naming tale.  Firstly, /Xam identify specifically with 
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animal markings which prompt responsive sensation in people's bodies.  
Although never stated in the presentiments account it is possible they believe 
a spiritual power such as n/um underlies the markings they so accurately 
perceive, and possibly creates the sensation they feel.  Game animals are of 
obvious importance in this regard.  Even the small springbok possesses n/um in 
'invisible magic arrows' (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 277), while the eland and 
hartebeest have 'magic power' and are things of /Kaggen (D Bleek 1924: 10).  
Comparably, although in another context, Zu believe animals receive their 
first markings with n/um on the day of their creation, ie "...We'll use it to 
give a different design to each animal" (Biesele 1975: I:197).  Physical 
marking is concurrent. 
 
A brief statement from Arbousset (1846: 253) may suggest through inference an 
association between n/um and animal markings in Maluti belief as well.  "All 
the beasts of the field have marks, which he [Kaang]92 has given them...."  In 
/Xam, Maluti, and Zu belief the creator creates through the use of his 
spiritual power. 
 
In the /Xam presentiments account people sense animal identity through an 
unusual form of inner spiritual awareness which describes reality.  In the Zu 
myth animals receive their identity through a differing combination of 
spiritual and natural forces (n/um and fire) describing animal creation.  In 
either case there is no clear distinction between the world of nature and the 
world of spirit, as men or animals receive markings which in both cases may 
derive from the transmission of n/um. 
 
                               
92 Also named Kue-Ateng-teng, meaning Master of all things; in Orpen's usage, Cagn. 
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A second point of comparison regards man's state of receptiveness.  Only a 
/Xam man who 'understands and is absolutely still' can open himself to the 
influx of another creature's personal identity, or name.  In comparison Zu 
markers  'write animal names' on hides, then choose to imitate those animal 
designs on themselves.  (Outside the tale women scarify themselves to be as 
beautiful as the zebra, and boys become men as they receive their first ritual 
animal markings at the rite of first kill, pp 98-99.)  One wishes to emulate 
animal identity and as it were name himself with its meaning.  In either 
culture group animal markings become a reality within or upon the body of man. 
 
An animal's n/um and name join to represent qualitative aspects of his meaning 
as if he were present.  This elicits happiness, imitation, and sensation in 
the litany, naming and presentiments respectively.  N/um makes animals what 
they are, and in Zu belief it accords with an evaluation of qualities relative 
to former human existence.  As an unseen spiritual power it abides within 
animals, but the sign of its indwelling is a name which n/um 'tells' on fur, 
skin, or feathers.  The correspondent relationship /Xam and Zu realize between 
n/um as a form of spiritual power and n/um as a visible representation of that 
power is evident in their response. 
 
Sound and motion imitative of animal presence are another means of inviting 
closeness to animals now game.  Nicholas England (in Biesele 1975: I:282) 
describes the Zu great eland dance as one of firm and deliberate footfalls by 
each woman dancer, as flesh sags downward and body ornaments follow the 
motion, "adding a  
 
small but clear clicking sound effect to the movement."  Feet thud, and all 
this occurs at the moment of the sharp sound...from adze blades, "for the 
dance step follows the beat of the /isi exactly."  
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  Women dance as female elands to celebrate the significance of a new 
maiden.  A tail-like string of ostrich eggshell beads dangles from the back of 
the waist of each nearly naked body.  Its clinking sound adds to the imitation 
of eland footfalls93 made by adze blades (/isi).  An old man may play the 
role of male eland following the females, while holding sticks to his head to 
imitate horns.  Imitation of eland presence in dance movements, tail beads, 
and related sounds reinforces the meaning of the girl's state which in turn 
links her quite personally to the eland.  Women rub her with eland fat mixed 
with buchu in her hut of seclusion, and when she reappears at the end of her 
time she shares a mixture of eland fat and buchu with all the camp, putting a 
little in each hearth fire. 
 
A Zu medicine owner, K"xau =dwa (Biesele 1975: II:170), believes in the actual 
presence of an eland when people dance the girl's song.  !A=de, !a=de, !a=de 
is the sound an eland makes when it comes where people are singing.  " 'It 
comes toward them and arrives where they are.  When people sing the Eland song 
that's what it does.' "  '...It's good that it comes.  It belongs to the 
great, great God.' 
 
Clicking of a real eland hoof accompanies part of the Zu boy's first kill 
ritual.  'An old man takes the right foreleg of the eland the boy killed, or 
the left if it is female, and makes a circle of hoofprints around the eland 
skin on which the boy is sitting.  As this happens the hoof makes the 
characteristic clicking sound, and when the circle is complete the hoof is 
placed in front of the boy'.   (Lewis-Williams 1981: 61).  The eland's spoor-
circle and associate sound are then added to by sprinkling its fat on the boy 
                               
93 Eland hooves make a clicking sound as the animal walks; a natural effect of its 
anatomical structure (pers comm Paul Miles of the Natal Parks Board).   
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and placing its ear hairs on his temples.  Later an eland song is sung as 
people eat together. 
 
Prior to these aspects of the boy's ritual, from the time his arrow pierces 
his first large kill he personally enters an empathetic relationship with the 
game until its death.  He acts as the animal acts: quiet, secluded; unable to 
eat, drink, sleep comfortably; and with eyes downcast.  Shortly after shooting 
an eland he makes a fire, and with the ash draws a circle on his forehead and 
a line down his nose.  The design represents "the tuft of coarse red hair on 
the eland's forehead" and those who see it know his first eland is shot 
(Lewis-Williams 1981: 58).  Through marking himself as an eland and later 
receiving 'animal markings' in scarification he takes unto himself visible 
patterns of eland name and n/um as do markers in the naming tale. 
 
The rituals for 'grown' girls and boys relate them commonly to the eland 
through sound, fragrance (buchu), fat, and its dance or song.  Various aspects 
of the eland's meaning literally surround them with its presence. 
 
Reception of a medicine song or its use in healing opens another door to the 
spiritual presence of animal n/um with man, and visible manifestation of its 
identity.  Thus, Be, a woman who was probably the first to receive the giraffe 
medicine song which so quickly spread over the Kalahari in the 1970s, rocks 
back and forth while telling how the song came to her.  Alone in the bush 
"...she saw a herd of giraffes running before an approaching thunderstorm.  
The rolling beat of their hooves grew louder and mingled in her head with the 
sound of sudden rain.  Suddenly a song she had never heard before came to her, 
and she began to sing.  //Gauwa (the great god) told her it was a medicine 
song" (Biesele 1975: I:1).94  As with a maiden's ritual dance, the sound, 
                               
94 Be taught the song to her husband and they sang and danced it together then 
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motion, and presence of an animal with special n/um may relate to the 
expression of its song. 
 
K"xau =dwa, medicine owner and healer, describes his relationship to animal 
n/um and the context in which he receives and relates to it (in Biesele 1975: 
II:154-156, 168-171).  I note only a few points in a very long account.  "Just 
yesterday, friend, the giraffe came and took me again.  Kauha (God) came and 
took me and said, 'Why is it that people are singing and you're not dancing?' 
"  K"xau =/dwa travels with Kauha, lying in a stream of water, pieces of metal 
pressing against his sides, to a place in the sky where Kauha shows him how to 
dance; then gives him to a protector who teaches him a medicine song and puts 
n/um into him.  He feels he is under water struggling for air, and may die.  
By morning he is able to trance and cure.  In answer to Biesele's question of 
who gives him n/um, he answers, "...It was the master, the great, great 
God....  It is the giraffe's.  That's what I dance....  When you hear that my 
name is K"xau Giraffe isn't it just this?  Friend, when people sing many 
giraffe come."  (He rolls his head up and down to demonstrate its gait.)  "It 
approaches where the people are.  And they fear it.  'This is a thing which 
has come to kill us.'  And I say,...  ‘This is a thing which will go away by 
itself if you leave it alone.'  ...While people sing, it stands...there and 
watches and switches its tail.  (He describes its chewing, parts of the head, 
rocking motion, and proud stance.)... 'When people sing, his possessions come, 
the great, great God's possessions.' " 
 
The medicine owner presents his thoughts in kaleidoscopic fashion.  He mingles 
experience of his reception of giraffe medicine with travel to the sky in 
company with Kauha; trance experiences;95 first being taught to dance, sing, 
                                                                                                   
shared it with others. 
95 Moving through water, sides pressed in, difficulty breathing, fear of death. 
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and trance as he becomes an owner of n/um; and his personal association with 
giraffe and people at an earthly dance. 
 
He believes (as he does of the new maiden's dance) the singing of a medicine 
song attracts the presence of the animal whose name the song bears; in this 
instance giraffe.  It arrives and every detail of its reality is evident to 
him.  It 'comes and takes him,' as Kauha did, into a realm of spiritual 
experience.  As he dances to its song the n/um of giraffe becomes his.  It is 
from the 'great, great God' and of the giraffe.  The giraffe's name is his 
name.  He sees its movement and details of its body.  He also tries to calm 
the fear people voice over the power of its n/um, and suggests confidence in 
his own ability to control the 'death of kia which comes to kill us'.  One 
senses the depth of identity K"xau Giraffe96 perceives between himself and the 
giraffe is of inestimable value to his success as a healer.  He is able to 
call upon the qualitative expression of n/um the giraffe embodies before his 
eyes to bring to life and fruition the latent n/um within his own body. 
 
('One of the details he mentions of the giraffe's presence is switching of its 
tail as it watches people.  Although of seeming unimportance, a Marshall 
informant says of the giraffe song, "We sing it for the tail, it begins at the 
tail the way he waves it" (1992: (147) in press).  Further, some medicine 
owners carry giraffe, eland, or wildebeest tails when they dance (p 137).  The 
tail of a n/um animal and its motion are important to at least two Zu medicine 
owners, as it is as well in the maiden's great eland dance (thesis p 135).  
Importance of the tail is also evident in /Xam belief.  When an eland is shot 
and the body still whole a man cuts off the tail and beats the animal with it. 
 This is thought to fatten the eland.  "...It seems to sigh just as they are 
                               
96 K"xau =dwa calls himself K"xau Giraffe. 
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used to sigh" when they eat eland's fat (D Bleek 1932: 232).  The one who 
beats the eland then cuts into it and praises the meat.  Here the tail relates 
to an empathetic relationship between hunters and prey to ensure fatness.) 
 
Reports from other medicine owners regarding their perception of a personal 
relationship to what they own or possess adds weight to aspects of K"xau 
Giraffe's account.  Speaking of the 'ritual healing dance' in her recent book 
(1992: 147) Marshall notes two informants' comments about their medicine 
dances.  "When a man dances the Giraffe Dance he 'becomes giraffe.'  Another 
said the same of the Honey Dance--he 'becomes honey.' "  Comparably the 
giraffe 'comes and takes' K"xau Giraffe: he dances its song as these 
informants do theirs, and his n/um and name are the giraffe's.  All three men 
envision the name, identity and meaning of the strong thing they own becoming 
so closely attuned to their own being, that in varying degree there is little, 
if any, distinction between the two. 
 
Others perceive a less interior yet still powerful experience with the animal 
they own. "When a man with eland medicine dances and cures, the eland are 
supposedly attracted and stand out in the darkness beyond the light of the 
campfire" (Lewis-Williams 1981: 83).  And information given Biesele by a Zu 
woman owning elephant n/um notes;  "elephants come when they dance elephant 
medicine, and that one night an elephant came so close that she stood right 
before it and was even cradled in its tusks" (p 83). 
 
The ability to see is an integral part of the ability to use n/um.  During 
full kia Zu "...have experiences and do things beyond their ordinary 
capacities.  But most important they 'see' things with clarity and understand 
with a depth beyond their ordinary states.  This enhanced perception and 
knowledge come from their contact with the spirits and gods and, in particular 
from their working with n/um " (Katz 1982: 101).  Seeing may take place on a 
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variety of levels [as K"xau Giraffe indicates].  Healers see inside the bodies 
of those they cure and pull out the sickness.  They may see the divinity, the 
'lesser god,' or others from the spirit world; see what happens in another 
place; and although n/um is said to be invisible, it can be "seen" and picked 
up by those experiencing kia.  (See Katz 1982: 94,105-106,115, 187.)  For them 
the seeing is an actual seeing, just as real as the sweat, trembling, 
shrieking, pain and 'death' they experience while working with the fiery heat 
of n/um. 
 
The ability to achieve transcendence appears to rest inwardly upon belief in a 
personal relationship to the entity one owns: an entity with n/um so strong 
that its representative significance is visible and known as a means by which 
one's own n/um takes on life.  It also rests upon acknowledgment of the great 
god as source of one's own gift of  n/um, as he is of all n/um.  
 
It is useful to interpose a description of how transcendence comes about and 
relates to the context of a ritual healing dance, a dance of central 
importance to religious belief as a whole.  As Katz understands it,  kia is 
the experience of boiling n/um.  It is an altered state of consciousness, 
which at different times in different or the same persons may function at 
different levels and capture different degrees of meaning, and may express 
itself in different forms of behavior.  Kia refers to certain kinds of 
thoughts, feelings, and physical actions.   
 
"It is in full kia that one can heal," and thence be referred to as a n/um 
k"xau: owner or master of n/um, a healer.  "The dynamic that moves one from an 
experience of beginning kia to full kia is being able to 'die.'...  This dying 
and attendant rebirth are the central expressions of transcendence in Kung 
healing."  After one first experiences such death he is said to have "drunk 
n/um". (1982: 95,97,98).  N/um is a quiescent force within the body of a 
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healer: not constant in its power to effect as is the n/um of entities outside 
of man.  Three external and perceptually related elements combine to effect 
the physical and mental state of a medicine owner and give him the ability to 
trance and cure: fire, singing, and dancing.  Dances are held at night as a 
central fire gives light and warmth.  Around it women sit singing and 
rhythmically clapping, and around them men (and occasionally women) circle as 
they dance the song they own.  Children and others may come and go. 
 
'There is n/um in the fire which helps to heat up and regulate the dancer's 
n/um' (Katz 1981: 121).  Dancers may run into the fire, put their heads in the 
coals, or rub hot coals on their bodies.  Heat of the fire adds to heat 
generated by dancing itself to bring about a physical change within the 
healer's body as he also listens to and is further effected by the power of 
his medicine song."The singing of the medicine songs serves the purpose of 
awakening the n/um and men say also that singing 'awakens their hearts.'  If 
they did not feel their hearts awaken they would not try to cure" (Marshall 
1969, 352).  Awakening the heart for curing may in turn relates directly to 
seeing the entity one owns.  K"xau Giraffe emphasizes an important relation-
ship between singing and the appearance of his special animal.  'When people 
sing many giraffe come, and while they sing it stands and watches' (p     
thesis).  Singing may sustain the inward vision of what a healer 'becomes, is 
cradled by, or sees': the representative form of n/um he draws upon to trance 
and cure. 
 
From the midriff area Zu feel their n/um boil, vaporize, and rise up through 
the spinal cord to the base of the skull to produce transcendence (Katz 1982: 
94-95).97  (Possibly quiescent n/um resides in the solar plexus where 
                               
97 The /Xam describe a similar experience and means of moderating effects of trance 
(D Bleek 1935: 23).  A medicine owner returns from a "magic expedition" 
trembling.  His vertebral artery stands up because the work he was doing is not 
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interlacing nerve fibers radiate to other parts of the body.)  Experienced 
medicine owners can control their n/um while in trance.    Through its use 
they help all present experience a sense of communal harmony and well being as 
their hands flutter close to, or touch, the body of each person present.  
Their sweat may transfer n/um to another.  The healer's n/um enters the body 
of one who is ill, and at the same time enables him to draw the sickness out 
into his own body, then cast it away (Katz 1982: 106).  The work is hard and 
painful, they say.  Their own ability to return safely from the otherworldly 
experiences they invite depends largely upon fervent singing of the women, and 
the very special care given them by fellow healers.  The sound of singing in 
particular seems to provide a resilient thread of reality by which the trancer 
finds his way home again. 
 
Discussion continues with consideration of further means through which 
medicine owners see and identify with forms of n/um, mostly animal. 
 
Reference to the important relationship between seeing, n/um, and initiation 
into medicine ownership appears in a /Xam tale (D Bleek 1924: 50).  /Kaggen 
notices the Korotwiten,98 a black bird with white feathers on his shoulders, 
diving into an anthole then emerging elsewhere carrying Bushman rice.  /Kaggen 
says, "You must please anoint me with your perspiration, for you can do 
this..."; ie fly in and out to gather food rather than digging for it.  Later 
he adds, "You can give me (the power) to see."  It is evident the bird owns 
Bushman rice (ants' chrysalides) and /Kaggen wishes to own it also through a 
means medicine owners use to transfer their n/um to a novitiate.  A note on 
anointing provides an especially clear emphasis to the situation.  A man who 
                                                                                                   
easy.  People will make it soft.  "...If they did not by singing make his blood 
vessels lie down" he would not be well, but ill.  They let him smell buchu. 
98 "He flew, he walked, while he felt he was a man" (L.VIII.10.6885 rev).  He is a 
person of the early race. 
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'anoints' the face of another with the perspiration of his armpits does so 
"that he [the receiver] may become like the first man" (D Bleek 1924: 50); 
having the power to 'see' in the transcendent sense.  Katz similarly mentions 
a Zu teacher "rubbing her hands under her armpits and transferring sweat to 
the student" ( 1982: 168). 
 
Two final aspects of medicine ownership I note regard the use of actual or 
apparent animals.  Tano-!khauken, a /Xam "springbok's sorceress" is the 
primary example.  She uses her powers to effect the movement of game and also 
to protect her people. 
 
She has a tame springbok, short-horned and castrated, which is her son's.  
"...It was not a food's springbok....but one that is loosed from a thong, a 
springbok that did not wander..., but was used to stand tied up" (D Bleek 
1935: 45).  She unties it and sends it among other springbok to take them to 
another place.99  Ironically, as the springbok leader takes his herd toward 
the home of her relations to provide them with food, as Tano-!khauken 
promised, the father of the family kills the special animal.  Tano- !khauken 
is able to directly influence the movement of game.  Her power is also 
associated with a springbok cap she wears then gives away to the mother, who 
has made her a new one from the tame springbok's head.  She says, "...take my 
old cap, keep it and see if the springbok do not follow...to the place to 
which it goes....  You believe that I really own springbok..." (D Bleek 1935: 
46-47). 
                               
99 Lewis-Williams (1981b: 8; 1989: 100) questions the possibility of such an animal 
being trained to lead a wild herd.  Yet Liebenberg (1990: 23) notes small herds 
of tame reindeer does in use as decoys to attract wild bucks, and reindeer 
drawing sledges as hunters encircle game.  And in a rather remarkable example 
with differing purpose, a tame elephant leads hand-reared orphan young back into 
a wild herd, stays with them until they are accepted, then returns home to her 
mistress (Richard Leakey lecture on preserving wildlife in Kenya. University of 
Pennsylvania, Feb. 9, 1990; and pers comm). 
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(Nb: all references from the Bantu Studies series regarding Bushman customs 
and beliefs are from material collected by Bleek and Lloyd.  D Bleek edits the 
series.) 
 
An old Zu healer Marshall mentions, //Khaga, "dreamed about game and where 
animals were to be found"  (1992: (95) in press).  Hunters ask her advice for 
the direction of their hunt.  Her ability to predict the whereabouts of game 
helps her people, as does Tano !kauken's ability to direct game. 
 
Elsewhere, of interest for interpreting types of medicine ownership, Dia!kwain 
states in comment on a Bushman painting, "...these are sorcerers (ie medicine 
owners) who have things whose bodies they own.  These things enable them to 
appear to see.  So it happens that when these things have seen anything which 
the sorcerer does not know, he perceives by his magic what is happening" (DF 
Bleek 1935: 15).  He refers to depictions of medicine owners with a rain 
creature but his description is useful in a broader context as well.  The 
first two statements about 'owning things bodies' which then 'enable one to 
see' may also apply to two types of medicine ownership apart from rain.  
First, healers own animals or other entities whose representative form appears 
to them and whose n/um may help them achieve transcendence; second, animal 
bodies are owned and seen in a physical context by those who influence game, 
and apparently  other creatures such as bees and locusts.  In a third type of 
medicine ownership all three statements apply; the last involving owning 
things through whose bodies one can see happenings in another place, as 
follows. 
 
"My aunt used to turn herself into a lioness and seek us, as she wanted to see 
whether we were still well where we lived. ...Fighting was not the reason why 
she had gone out....  The things which happened to us she should look at.  (To 
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take away evil.)  ...Therefore she would not forget us.  For she would keep 
going to look at us". (D Bleek 1935: 43-44)  Here Tano-!khauken takes on an 
animal form which appears to be very real.  She 'scents the hut' and 'roars 
like a lioness' so her relatives will hear her in passing and know she has 
come.  (The predator form she takes does not conflict in the oral literature 
with her ownership of game.) 
 
A notable feature of her apparent 'transformation' is its purpose: to see the 
dwelling place and know what is happening to loved ones, to protect them from 
harm.  References to fighting and evil, specifically opposed to Tano-
!khauken's purpose, may refer to /Xam belief in medicine owners who "resemble" 
lions and shoot a person with arrows of illness, causing death especially of 
the good looking (D Bleek 1935; 7-8).100  It may also refer to the possible 
danger associated with travel in lion form. 
 
!Nuin-/kuiten, owner of rain, can also take lion form (D Bleek 1936: 131-133). 
 He walks at night 'treading upon hair (lion's hair).'  People notice his 
spoor and know he wants to 'look at places.'  He hides his lion's body as he 
goes because he might hurt people if they attack him. "...Those who wanted to 
kill people were those for whom he went looking about"; if they saw men's huts 
they would go at night to take someone (p 132).  His purpose appears again to 
be the care and protection of his people.  Although impatient, 'he would not 
go about in order to fight,' but to 'look at others who go about doing harm.' 
 The account goes on to describe his death on such a 'magic expedition while 
he was a lion'.  After killing an ox he is shot by a Boer 'commando.' 
 
                               
100  The context regards conflict between caring and malevolent medicine owners. 
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(The meaning of lion's hair in the spoor of !Nuin-/kuiten is elusive, but it 
does not ipso facto relate to /Xam belief in "lion's hair [which]  comes out 
on his [a medicine owner's] back" in an uncontrolled state of trance (D Bleek 
1935: 2).  Rather, !Nuin-/kuiten is in control; hiding his lion form in order 
too avoid those who may attack him, or seek to kill or take others away.  
Further, no overt evidence of trance appears in the Tano-!khauken, !Nuin-
/kuiten, or forthcoming jackal or bird accounts of travel in animal form.101  
There is however reference elsewhere (D Bleek 1935: 22-24) to a medicine owner 
who returns trembling from a 'magic expedition' (form unmentioned).  His 
vertebral artery has risen up "while he was returning" and people help him so 
he will not "turn into a lion."  Trembling, the risen artery, and need for 
help do imply transcendence, and in this instance a dangerous condition 
relative to it.  His out-of-body travel in animal form (if this is indeed what 
'magic expedition' exclusively refers to) is ending as he returns to the 
company of others after a journey which a medicine owner takes alone.  A more 
specific reference to return from out-of-body travel (as jackal), notes the 
medicine owner bringing back good news to the camp about the well-being of 
those visited, without indication of trance (D Bleek 1935: 17-18).  Further, 
as to being 'lion-like' itself, neither in the Tano-!khauken nor !Nuin-/kuiten 
example would it be likely to return and become a lion in the negative sense 
after just having been on a journey as a lion with controlled behavior and 
good purpose.  Each appears in the literature to be a well experienced and 
respected  medicine owner who would by inference no longer be likely to fall 
into an uncontrollable condition of trance in which they harm others.) 
 
The suggestion arises that three separate conditions may relate to medicine 
owners who become lion-like in /Xam belief.  One is travel in lion form for an 
                               
101  For Lewis- Williams' opinion see 1981: 95,97. 
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essentially protective and peaceful purpose related to caring for one's own 
people.  The second involves a state of trance in which apart from out-of-body 
travel ,or when returning from it (?), lion's hair comes out on a curer's 
back, he bites and 'beats', and needs the help of others to restore his well-
being lest he unconsciously turn into a lion and harm himself or others (D 
Bleek 1935: 2,3,23). 
 
Published material appears to suggest in this context that one medicine owner 
may enter trance upon returning from out-of-body travel, while others do not; 
and that specific reference to trance while in an animal form on out-of-body 
travel is lacking.  The third condition relates to conflicts between medicine 
owners in which a medicine owner who cares for an ill person seeks to cure 
him, while another who resembles a lion desires to harm or even kill him.     
      
 
"...It is a sorcerer's custom to walk at night; he lies asleep by us, his 
magic walks about..." (D Bleek 1935: 30).  /Xam emphasis upon good intentions 
of medicine owners traveling outside their own body in the body of an animal 
is strong.  In another example (pp 15,18-19), "when a man who is a sorcerer 
loves us, ...he turns himself into a jackal, for he wants to go about taking 
care of us, that he may see whether we reach home safely," and if we are well. 
 He becomes visible at sunset.  The same (?) medicine owner can appear another 
time as a little bird flying about people's heads.  "If we are wise people" 
and recognize him sitting above and peeping, then we talk to him and tell him 
"we are still well", as when we left him.  He looks in the hut to see if it is 
nice, and chirping flies away to return home.  "...We speak to him, although 
he is flying along,...'Return, for I knew it was you who had come to see me; I 
knew that it was not a little bird, but it was you.'" 
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An affectionate relationship between medicine owner and those he feels 
responsible for receives emphasis in the jackal/bird account and unlike 
preceding examples of travel in animal form it involves interaction between an 
animal and those visited.  Other parts of the account describe each form 
appearing, behaving, and speaking as the animal would and at first being 
unrecognized as medicine owner.  (The jackal trots, sits nearby, barks and 
chews bones; the bird flies, perches on a person's head, and chirps.)  Clearly 
on the natural plane the visible animal form which appears is entirely real to 
the beholder.  But as the animal lingers and continues to communicate a person 
realizes the form he sees is that which a medicine owner may assume.  It is a 
form which is both animal and person.  Once aware he responds to all the 
medicine owner 'asks' about his well-being .  On the spiritual plane the 
medicine owner's presence clothes itself with an animal body for a special 
purpose; while 'people still see his body, in which he is a man, that is at 
home; and do not know the body in which he walks with us' (D Bleek 1935: 17). 
     
 
Meaningful statements stand out regarding 'out of human body' appearances to 
others which shed light upon the way Bushmen view the whole issue of 
comprehending relationships between natural and spiritual reality.  In 
reference to the bird, "If we are wise people ..." we recognize him as he sits 
peeping, and talk to him (D Bleek 1935: 18).  And when a medicine owner in 
jackal form makes a noise like a jackal and asks people when they are going 
home, "then a man with sense knows that it is a sorcerer..." (p 25).  Wisdom 
and sense allow one to see beyond external appearance and to respond to its 
underlying meaning.  Zu and /Xam statements from other contexts broaden this 
inference.  "Anyone with sense would know", Marshall informants state of the 
verity of Be of Samangaigai's giraffe medicine song (1969: 367).  And some 
Bushmen understand  and listen to the message of presentiments while "those 
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who are stupid, do not understand these teachings" (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 330 
note). 
 
Apparently a person who is sensitive to spiritual realities attunes his own 
receptive capabilities to them.  Then with such wisdom and sense he may both 
understand and perceive that the n/um of a medicine owner allows travel in 
animal form, that a new medicine song is indeed for trancing; or that the 
giraffe, eland or elephant appear at a medicine dance as transcendence of 
natural limits takes place. 
 
Thus in a variety of ways men open themselves to animal identity.   /Xam 
receive bodily sensations which internally mark them with the identity of 
distant creatures.  Zu women imitate elands with their dancing, beaded tails 
and clicking adze blades: an eland may even appear to be present, and the n/um 
of a new maiden relates to its significance.  A boy at first kill plays an 
empathetic role to his game, receives body scars, hears footfalls of its real 
foreleg, and has bits of its hair put on his temples.  Healers may take the 
name of the animal they own and own its song as well; then see it clearly in 
trance as it stands watching.  Some 'become' what they own, possibly by 
merging their own identity so successfully with the n/um of the entity they 
envision that they feel transformed.  Another is held by the creature she 
owns.  Among the /Xam other medicine owners wearing eared springbok caps 
influence game, and may use a tame animal to 'take' a herd elsewhere.  In a 
further aspect of medicine ownership a person may 'turn into a lion', jackal, 
or bird to seek out their loved ones and possibly to protect them from harm.  
Such a person may appear in two places at once in separate form and take a 
journey which is indeed "magical."  All in all when a person so opens himself 
to perception of life beyond natural boundaries his own well-being and that of 
many others is immeasurably enhanced. 
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  Many of the examples set forth above on the use or reception of n/um by 
people confirm the idea that people both desire and need to draw upon the 
richness and strength of animal n/um for communal and personal well-being.  In 
some instances the depth and degree of conceptual identification which takes 
place between man and the creature he relates to is extraordinary.  N/um is 
associated with many aspects of the belief system and it is man's part to 
respect, fear, invite, or work with its presence as a situation dictates.  
Although a spiritual force, there are circumstances in which one may sensate, 
transfer, see, and use n/um; most often for the good of others.  It may not be 
presumptuous to suggest that belief in n/um provides a fulcrum upon which much 
of the order of life balances.  Lastly, no barriers appear to exist in the 
Bushman mind between the reality of natural and spiritual worlds of experience 
(at least not with the wise or sensible).  Each world is equally present and 
equally real.  Man can travel back and forth in this kind of perceptual space 
with freedom and without the need for logical ties. 
 
Drawing together aspects of the Zu animal naming tale as a whole three 
features stand out: animal creation, the use of n/um, and separation. 
Succinctly put true animals are for the first time made.  They receive 
markings and shape which qualify them with external and internal identity 
accordant with evaluation of attributes with which they arrive, ie markings 
which represent inner quality of being.  Differentiation of species takes 
place and the line is drawn between game and scavenger.  The narration is 
highly emotive in its contrast of the preferred and the rejected.  A time 
element is evident.  Naming takes place 'long ago' on a particular day, and on 
'that day' every animal takes on distinct existence.  'Since then' they spread 
out into the land, moving away from people.   
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Movement toward, then away from the fire of creation is important. It 
accentuates separation of animals from the person aspect of their former 
nature.  Animal-persons come to the fire: real people stay and real animals 
leave. 
 
It is useful to clarify at this point a distinction which exists between 
meanings underlying movement to and from the fire of creation just spoken of 
above, and meanings reletive to the fire of the healing dance, fig 6.  Each 
fire is a central image of value 'round which animal and person relationships 
sort out.   
 
At the healing dance emphasis is upon movement toward and around the fire, 
departure not being at issue.  In contrast to the creation fire, it 
accentuates a perceived re-unification of people with the animal aspect of 
their former nature, rather than separation.  Thus people come to the fire and 
a symbolic entity (usually animal) also comes through the reality of 
transcendent vision.  There, presence of the entity a healer owns relates 
further to degrees of personal identity he perceives between self and animal, 
which in turn empowers him to share the effect of healing n/um.   
 
Beyond external activity a framework of meaningful conceptual relationships 
therefore evolves around a fire which separates or a fire which conjoins. 
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 Healing & Unification 
 Fig.6  Conceptual relationship of animal to person at fire of creation 
(transition period) and fire of the healing dance. 
 
 
 
The use of n/um which the narrator successfully depicts as an elusive 
underlying spiritual power within the fire of creation, opens the way to a new 
level of tale interpretation.  The realm of spiritual reality definitively 
attaches itself to a creation process relating to both physical and conceptual 
separation of animals from people, and to definition of animals (pretty and 
good) which men will kill and eat. 
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N/um, name, and identifying marks remain so inter-related in tale application 
one cannot distinctly separate their meaning except to say they apply as one 
on a dual level.  N/um will remain with animals as clearly as their marks do: 
indwelling, ever present.  Therefore animals receive spiritual power which 
qualifies their identity at the time of creation.  It is constant and 
protective, a gift from the divinity (source of all n/um).  They become 
symbolic forms descriptive of the n/um within them.  Although people imitate 
n/um markings on themselves they neither become animals nor appear to receive 
n/um.  They do become hunters. 
 
At the time of separation from the animal aspect of their former being people 
are no longer innately unified in any way with animal meaning.  They now 
literally hunt and eat the creatures spatially distant from them.  However 
information outside the tale suggests man now becomes in large measure 
dependent upon independent animals: partially for sustenance and to a far 
greater extent for the uplifting of his spirit and the promotion of health and 
well-being on a variety of levels.  His own access to the spiritual power of 
n/um often relates directly to his ability to regain and use what he may of a 
personal relationship to animal-person unity.  A new order applies wherein man 
receives animals as game, while animals receive indwelling spiritual power 
deserving of his respect.  Mankind's access to that power appears to become 
the major means through which he may again become whole.  He admires, 
imitates, sees, becomes, sings and dances the song of animals.  A new balance 
is struck in a re-ordered state of existence. 
 
PART B CONTIGUITY of ANIMALS and PEOPLE through RE-GENERATION 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 8 
 
RE-GENERATION OF ELANDS 
 
The Tale of New Life 
 
A Special Haven 
 
Time, Form, State, and Symbol of Restoration Concept 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 9 
 
CONCEPTS OF ORDER: OLD AND NEW 
 
 
 
*(Introduction), Complimentary Perspectives, Overview of Early and Transition 
Periods)  Isolate examples of change: time, state, meaning. 
 
*****  Bracketed material here belongs in chap. 9. 
 
[The /Xam tale about the giving of new laws (Antelope, Springbok, Lynx) is an 
informative addition to /Xam separation mythology, and as evident in the /Xam 
and Zu naming accounts, it presents physical aspects of change among animals. 
 Aspects of the ticks sheep tale and moon/hare accounts also support the 
separation theme.  Place these comments after the narrative!] 
 
Creation of new animals is concurrent with animal-person separation and a new 
way of life.  Narratives of /Xam animal colouring, Maluti re-creation, and Zu 
naming express this very significant trilogy; each offering a unique emphasis 
to a story of creation which reorders the state of past relationships between 
animals, people, and their creator.  In so doing the tales describe a form of 
existence I refer to as the separation phase of Bushman mythology; a time of 
transition and change for both animals and people (see fig. 4, mid-vertical 
column).  There is movement from the state of life early creation represents 
to the state of life later creation represents; namely from the time of 
conceptual unity between animal and person to the time of separation between 
animal and person.   
 
********************************************************************  
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(*May want to begin with ‘Complimentary Perspectives’; ie categorized examples 
of the transition which is separation: time, form, state?  Needs careful 
thought and organization.) 
 
*********************************************************************** 
 
Following a brief comparative overview (and summation ?)of separation 
mythology I collate and discuss numerous references which when drawn together 
present a fascinating overview of the two worlds of creation Bushmen believe 
in. 
 
 
Tales Of Creation As Separation: Overview 
 
Re-creation and naming declare change.  In the Maluti tale it relates to 
punishment and hardship, a sorting out of what cannot otherwise be put right. 
 In the Zu tale focus is upon man's joy in the meaning of animals first made. 
 Life will be different; but reference to a cause and effect relationship is 
lacking here.  Another Zu reference does link a discordant view to separation 
and becoming animal (pp 149-151). 
 
Animals receive very similar conditional description in the two tales.  (Major 
emphasis is upon antelope with one Maluti exception of snakes and Zu 
exceptions of kori bustard, python, hyena, jackal and ostrich.)  Of prime 
importance, they separate from people.  They are then meat and distinctly non-
human creatures, not family as the first /Xam and Maluti eland.  Maluti 
emphasis terms them 'spoiled and wild', Zu 'pretty and good.'  The Maluti tale 
focuses primarily upon conceptual reordering of relationships between animal, 
person, and creator; the Zu upon affectional response to the act of creating. 
 An element common to /Xam, Maluti and Zu sources is inference of protection 
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being imported to animals as they become game.  Each worthy animal receives 
n/um in some form at its making; a concept which could escape notice without 
its thorough development in the northern naming tale.  Thus /Xam antelope 
drink honey, Maluti elands spring from blood and heart fat of the first eland 
and run because Cagn is within them, and Zu persons of animal form willingly 
let n/um fire mark them.  In each case representative natural means (honey, 
blood and fat, fire) flow out to make animal beings.  They impart inner 
spiritual power, and in the case of /Xam and Zu use corresponding outward 
colour and design.  (Possibly Kauha's gift of n/um at Zu animal naming is 
equivalent to /Kaggen's presence with and protection of eland, hartebeest, and 
gemsbok (DF Bleek 1924, 10-12) in a context mostly relative to hunting.)  Of 
divine origin, n/um protects with the strength of its spiritual significance. 
 Man must and does respect it.  When animals receive n/um they take on a very 
special role in the relationship between divinity and mankind.  They stand 
between a creator who loves and protects them, and man who kills them yet 
wishes to draw from their spiritual meaning. 
 
Persons in each tale are now devoid of any vestige of animal being as 
reordering structures their role as hunters; as animals leave their company.  
Any description of change in their form is lacking, but their new role is 
clear: they may 'kill and eat' animals now game.  Maluti reference contrasts 
the freedom to hunt with impunity to the rigors and uncertainty of the hunt 
itself when animals become wild.  Moreover this tale is unequivocal concerning 
the reason for man's reordered relationship to animals.  Cagn "must punish 
them for trying to kill the thing he made which they did not know, and must 
make them feel sore" (Orpen 1874, 5).  Hunting is not a blessing for man or 
animal but a permissible circumstance brought about by ‘presumption and 
disobedience.’  A different and more difficult life comes into focus for the 
hunter.  Finally, the act of creation itself in Maluti and Zu reference 
relates to people as agents in a process.  In the Maluti case Gewi, killer of 
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the eland child, must try to undo his wrong by re-creating eland but can only 
produce frightening or less valuable species.  Then Cagn's wife helps Cagn 
successfully.  Zu markers both name and qualify the worthiness of animals, in 
Kauha's service; he being the source of n/um they dispense (unstated in the 
tale). 
 
The role of the creator divinity varies notably regarding both presence and 
ordering of new relationships.  As to presence he is intimately close to his 
antelope in /Xam naming in a gentle process of feeding honey, liquid and 
sweat, reminiscent of the first eland's nurturing.  /Kaggen creates alone.  In 
contrast Cagn works with his family in the Maluti tale as new animals run off, 
become wild, and at one point even aggressive: a less harmonious context 
requiring three attempts to produce an acceptable result.  The Zu creator is a 
distant figure in most narratives, allowing others to carry out his purpose 
apart from his presence.  With regard to reordering the creator acts as 
mediating overseer in Maluti tradition: judging, punishing, teaching, 
protecting, providing for a new way of life.  On the one hand he gifts wild 
elands with the ability to run, on the other he allows men to hunt them, but 
not with ease.  He specifically compensates for Gewi's inability to re-create 
the innocent child of the past, thence the order of life it represents, by 
permitting man's chosen hunter/game relationship to follow.  In the Zu tale 
people reorder on behalf of the creator, but with physical rather than 
conceptual emphasis.  Only as the story ends does any indication of 
relationships deriving from animal creation appear.  Very simply and without 
note of cause, the pretty and good creatures 'will turn into meat animals' and 
spread out into the land.  People will kill and eat them.  It is clear however 
that the very design, name and n/um of creatures also clothes them with 
special meaning. 
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In conclusion to tales in which creation centres upon the first making of non-
human animal beings, I summarize distinctive features which set this phase of 
creation apart from early creation (see pp    for comparative summary) or the 
tale of re-generation yet to come.  The time, form and state of creation 
differs markedly from the past: only its symbol surviving, although in 
accommodated form. 
 
The time is that of re-creation and naming.  The divinity acts with or through 
others, appearing only in the /Xam colouring account as a lone creator 
personally close to his creatures.  It is a particular day of departure from 
things past.  The form of animals changes as they assume shape, colour, and 
distinct characteristics definitive of beings solely animal, totally divorced 
from human counterpart.  Separated into species and categories of worth they 
roam the land as creatures no longer tame but wild.  The state of life the 
creator sets in order comes about as compromise for man's unwarranted killing 
of the original eland-person.  This is overtly evident in Maluti belief, 
relative only to the declaration of the hunter/game relationship in Zu belief 
(a relationship not extant prior to separation of animals from former animal-
person existence), and present through inference in /Xam reference to 
treatment of the first eland as meat.  Less harmonious relationships pertain 
as separation occurs.  The animal as meat becomes reality and hunting is 
arduous with results unsure.  The creator endows animals with speed and 
protective power to counterbalance the hunter's potential success.  Animal-
person separation is thus physically and conceptually complete.  The symbol of 
antelope as species replaces the singular eland symbol of the past.  Thus a 
variety of /Xam antelope receive distinctive colour, Maluti eland multitudes 
cover the land, and Zu antelope of many species take on markings.  Antelope 
form the symbolic apex of a creation which distinctly reorders aspects of 
former existence. 
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********  Gaining Perspective 
 
At this juncture discussion broadens in consideration of material relevant to 
fuller understanding of the creation sequence.  Two underlying features stand 
out in tales of 'creation as separation' which beg further definition:  the 
separation of animal from past unity with man, and delineation of reordered 
existence.  This implies the need to compare aspects of order past in the 
early period of creation; and order present in the later period of creation.  
Can references outside the creation context itself help underscore its meaning 
and present a fuller picture of the animal-person complex and separation of 
its original unity? 
 
Only the combined Maluti tales of creation, re-creation, and re-generation 
offer a panorama of creation mythology.  As evident in fig. 2 no known Zu tale 
exists to describe early creation, nor a /Xam tale to describe meanings which 
adhere to animal colouring and later creation.  Neither do the /Xam or Zu 
groups render a third aspect of creation in myth form.  These large gaps of 
information are probably irreplaceable, barring discovery of manuscript 
presently missing yet well preserved.  Therefore it is useful to isolate other 
narrative material which may help fill the void in a complimentary sense, or 
add perspective to knowledge at hand: material which otherwise remains 
unnoticed in its relative relationship to concepts of creation.  I now collate 
scattered narrative for comparative discussion referent to /Xam, Maluti, and 
Zu sources.  Discussion appears under three interrelated headings: time, cause 
and effect, and defining terms and conditions. 
 
 
 
Time. 
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Re-creation and naming relate to a specific time.  Three days after Gewi fails 
to recreate a likeness of the early Maluti eland, Cagn teaches his sons to 
hunt successfully.  "That day" he gives men game to eat; but the creatures men 
now know as meat are spoiled and wild (Orpen 1874, 4-5).  Similarly, "today" 
animal-persons come to the Zu naming fire as some of them become animals which 
"turn into meat" (Biesele 1975, I:196, 204).  Men may kill and eat them.  The 
Hei//om tale of the gemsbok wife also ties proclamation of the hunter/game 
relationship to a day of severance from past order (thesis p ...).  In each 
tale the hunter/game relationship finds clear expression as a new form of 
existence separates animal from man.  On a particular day reordering is 
complete and past order gone. 
 
Similar emphasis upon a time of change permeates other aspects of the oral 
tradition; revealing again as in creation tales, a pattern of interrelated 
belief concepts not incompatible with the creation theme.  I present two major 
examples.  The first involves a twofold analysis of pertinent /Xam, then Zu 
references to the outcome of a violent dispute between the moon and hare.  The 
second involves a rather similar episode between an ostrich and lion in /Xam 
reference. 
 
Moon And Hare 
 
1a.  The hare argues with the moon over his mother's death believing she will 
not return to life again.  The moon tries to convince him otherwise (as one 
who dies and is reborn) and in anger cleaves the hare's mouth and curses him 
that he should become merely a hare.  Further, as a result of the hare's 
quarrel with the moon the latter declares all men will at death truly die and 
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never return, while formerly men did return alive after death.102  This version 
(Bleek and Lloyd 1911 57-65) of a well-known African tale also describes the 
hare's new condition and its meaning.  
 
"...The hare was formerly a man..." (p 61).  In appearance "this person, 
...even when he is a hare; he shall always bear a scar..." where the moon 
struck his mouth (p 59); his place of speech.  His habit is to spring away and 
double back, but dogs will chase, catch, and tear him to pieces.  His habitat 
is bare of bush or tree and he goes along shaking vermin from his head. 
 
Note reference to the hare in former times is to "person" or "man."  If not 
clear at this point it becomes clear momentarily that when the /Xam apply 
these terms to tale characters they do indeed mean "human" persons of a former 
*time, regardless of any external appearance to the contrary.  (I believe the 
same context of meaning applies in Maluti and Zu usage. Thus in Maluti 
reference even the dobbletjes, who are thorn dwarfs, are people; while in Zu 
reference the python heroine !Xo//amdima is a woman.)  The conflict between 
moon and hare is one of a number of instances in /Xam tradition describing the 
point of departure between being person or man of the early race and becoming 
a creature solely animal. 
 
Mothers also tell their children the following of a true hare. 
 
...The hare has human flesh at his //kátten-ttu; therefore, we, ... ( )when 
have killed a hare, when we intend to eat the hare, we take out the "biltong 
flesh" yonder, which is human flesh, we leave it; while we feel that ( ) he 
                               
102  There is no indication as to where one would return after death.  /Xam, Maluti and 
Zu all appear to believe in life in a spiritual world after life on earth; a point 
which appears in discussion of re-generation, p    . 
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who is the hare, his flesh it is not.  For, flesh (belonging to) the time when 
he was formerly a man, it is.  
 
...Flesh which is still in the hare it is; while it feels that the hare was 
formerly a man. (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 61,63 from Dia!kwain) 
 
People therefore respect the remnant of 'human' flesh because it is 'not' the 
hare's.  It belongs to the time when he was once a human person with animal 
name.  This little passage offers a very concise and meaningful explanation of 
a conceptual relationship between the hare as animal, the hare as once human, 
and the respect of people for its human past.  Set in a context of conflict 
over the meaning of death and rebirth, it deals with a man who becomes an 
animal in appearance, habit, habitat, and his relationship to other creatures. 
 Reordering takes place.  He is now meat to be eaten, which before he is not. 
 Even so a bit of flesh which within itself "feels" human remains and is set 
aside. 
 
The hare's //kátten-ttu, location of the special flesh, is probably "high up 
on the thigh" where a biltong muscle lies (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 60,61 notes). 
 Here Maluti tradition echoes similar belief, although the narrator is unaware 
of a moon and hare story and possibly for this reason does not specifically 
mention the hare was once a man.  He does say Cagn forbids them to eat the 
back part of a hare's thigh "because it was human flesh" (Orpen 1874: 10).  
Thus, the concept of human flesh remaining in the thigh area of a hare and its 
avoidance as food is common to /Xam and Maluti belief.  Belief in the presence 
of human flesh within an animal may also apply in /Xam culture to baboons and 
quaggas.  They "feel that they were once people" and their bellies and parts 
"resemble humans" (DF Bleek 1931: 176).  Similarly Zu note likenesses in 
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anatomy and a specific type of flesh in elephants, to that in humans.  Some 
avoid the flesh: 'it is human and like a person' (Biesele 1975: I:243-244). 
 
1b.  Biesele's collection (1975: II:95, 96, 98) also links moon and hare 
stories to a specific time of change in animal-person relationships.  I note 
collate random portions.  "Long ago the animals of today were people and lived 
together like people.  And the big moon we'll see tonight was also a person, 
and lived with the others.  ...The little hare was a woman, a ju/wa woman..." 
*living with them (p 98).  (Conceptual definition of this kind is a rare gift 
in Zu oral tradition, if I read Biesele’s 1975 thesis correctly, as narrators 
seldom appear to voice explanitory statemnts concernig their beliefs while 
narrating a tale.  But here in succinct form is clear definition of an ancient 
time in which animals were ‘people’ living together, a little hare is a 
Bushman woman, and the moon is also a person.) 
 
These persons fight with one another and aetiological marking occurs as each 
becomes the being he now is and goes his own way.  "The hare went one way, the 
moon went the other, into the east.  The moon became the moon, and hung in the 
sky.  The hare became an animal.  And they were separate from then on" (p 96). 
 "The hare became the split-mouth hare that people chase" (p 95), implying his 
transformation from unmarked person to game. 
 
Taken together these Zu excerpts succinctly contrast a past and present state 
of existence.  Diverse beings of 'long ago' are persons living together with 
others as people do.  One person is the moon; another is at once Zu woman and 
little hare in one version.  That tale describes characters who talk, drink, 
eat, gather food, wear clothes, live in a house, and move camp.  Only the 
moon's death and return suggest any relationship to his future condition.  As 
in similar /Xam belief dissention over the meaning of death and rebirth end in 
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physical conflict.  It causes separation as to place (sky/earth), signs of 
identity (moon's streaked face, hare's mouth), and purpose (giving light, 
being game). 
 
Relationships between the moon and hare (/Xam, Maluti(?), Zu) mark a time of 
transition from human to non-human existence of representative entities and 
separation from a formerly unmarked and communally integrated life.  A form of 
re-creation and naming takes place and a hunter/game relationship may apply.  
Respect for the hare's human flesh suggests the need for man to act upon 
conceptual meanings relative to oral tradition.  As in a positive sense a 
healer draws upon the power of an entity he owns, such as a symbolic animal 
once killed in eland-person form in southern tradition; so in an opposite 
sense man may respect the human remnant in order not to once again mistake 
what is human for meat. 
 
The Lion and the Ostrich  
 
A similar set of relationships adheres to /Xam reference concerning "a new 
time".  At this time a lion kills and eats the ostrich.  "...He made 'a food's 
thing' of the Ostrich..." (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 135 note).  Prior to this 
time lions and ostriches, male and female, are people who gather to play a 
game (=gebbi-ggu) to see whether the lion or ostrich can call more sweetly.  
As before women judges 'cherish' the ostrich's resoundingly sweet call more 
highly.  As part of a prior plot between lions, one kicks and scars103 the 
ostrich in an attempt to kill him, eat his lungs and thus assume his call.  He 
tears the ostrich's //hátten-ttu with his nail.  In retaliation the ostrich 
kicks the lion's /uan-ttu, but his own nail decays and he becomes food.  (An 
                               
103  The scar on the ostrich may relate to a bright red strip appearing on front scales 
of the lower leg and foot of breeding males (Maclean 1985, plate 1, p 1). 
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ostrich has only two toes on each foot.  The smaller is for balance when 
walking and has no nail; the much larger toe is adapted for speed and has a 
sturdy nail [Liebenberg 1990, 130-131].  Decay of a nail would not allow an 
ostrich to move with enough traction or balance to escape predators.) 
 
Physical conflict thus results in marking, which in this case precedes willful 
killing of a seemingly innocent man (ostrich) who becomes prey for a jealous 
man (lion).  A new order ensues replacing human relationships with that of 
predator/game. 
 
The ostrich also appears in Zu naming.  In that reference he is 'clumsy' (no 
given cause) and people consider him unworthy of marking, hoping he will break 
his leg.  Although /Xam seem to love their ostrich while Zu may not, the 
outcome is similar.  Whether from an initially positive (/Xam) or negative 
(Zu) affection for ostrich, this person becomes game at a time of animal-
person separation in both northern and southern tradition. 
 
Thus /Xam and Zu sources (examples 1, 2) relative to a specific time of change 
definitively associate human identity with an early state of life upon earth. 
 Its demise relates to conflict as a causal element producing change.  A major 
facet of such change involves separation of animals from the fundamental human 
aspect of animal-person existence.  Each of the tales provides supportive 
material for fuller understanding of the creation context. 
 
Moon and Hare 
 
The Zu moon/hare references indicate a belief pattern not incongruous with and 
supplemental to their naming tale.  They shed light on conditions of life 
which precede the change.  Thus the human form of moon and hare which the tale 
describes in a communal setting before their conflict, provides a concrete 
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example of life prior to and at the time of transition to separation.  Such 
examples provide a structure which helps fill gaps in our overview of the 
creation context.  In this case it serves in a comparative sense to support 
the view that those who come to the fire of creation for their marking are 
indeed human beings, regardless of apparent ambiguity.  Further, the moon/hare 
conflict over death and new life suggests a link to cause the naming tale 
leaves unspoken; a cause well defined in Maluti re-creation. 
 
* Cause and Effect.  With more detail than any other reference the Maluti 
re-creation story clearly outlines a cause and effect relationship between 
killing an innocent symbolic creature and creating new animals who stand in 
its stead but do not replicate its being. 
 
On a conceptual level the tale presents a series of effects stemming from 
stabbing ........  the omit unknown being the divinity nurtures and seeks to 
protect.  In broad terms the killing denies the meaning of a former way of 
life.  Therefore efforts to recreate the first eland are fruitless.  The 
overall effect is reordering of relationships between divinity, animal, and 
man. 
 
Three levels of change are apparent.  Firstly, conceptual separation of 
original animal-person unity (eg eland-child) takes place and two exclusively 
separate life forms stand in its stead (animal and man).  Secondly, 
proclamation of the hunter/game relationship takes place separating the 
function of new life forms.  This does not come about through Cagn's choice, 
but as a permission relative to man's choice to kill that which he is making 
fit for use.  Thirdly, the role of divinity, animal, and man changes in accord 
with circumstance. 
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The divinity now moderates between elands he cherishes and men who hunt them; 
'spoiled' animals carry his presence within; and men know the hardship of 
attaining success in a hunt for wild antelope. 
 
Less comprehensive examples of pertinent cause and effect relationships appear 
elsewhere.  They add descriptive detail to knowledge of why and how life's 
order changes.  In the first instance I compare the end of a Zu tale with /Xam 
and Maluti creation references to similar conceptual circumstance.  I then 
consider a /Xam reference of great interest as well as interpretive challenge. 
 It presents a southern example paralleling the preceding Zu view of effects 
of change within a representative family. 
 
The Python Wife 
 
A python wife returns to her village after the giraffe rescues her from a 
spring in which she bears a child.  Joyful celebration concludes most versions 
of the tale, but not in one collected by R.B. Lee (in Biesele 1975, I:220-
221).  Old Elephant, python's father, is grave.  He cleanses her and blows in 
her eyes and ears "...to erase the awful memories of the evil she suffered at 
the hands of the Jackal" in the dark, cold water.  (The jackal tries to drown 
her in order to marry her husband the kori bustard.)  Calling everyone 
together he announces the affair "has spoiled my heart" and describes what 
will happen in consequence.  The kori bustard must go away to "be a bird who 
flies around and eats gum off the bark of trees"; the python, once beautiful, 
will "be a snake and lie...coiled in the shadows"; I will "be an elephant 
tearing up...trees looking for food....  Let this camp be split up forever.  
Let us all live separately.  We are no longer related."  They all separate and 
become the animals they are "today." 
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Again a situation of conflict brings about dramatic change.  Here it regards 
an unsuccessful attempt to murder an innocent wife.  Of special interest is 
the 'spoiling of old elephant's heart' because it links the Zu tale excerpt to 
/Xam and Maluti creation tradition.  /Kaggen's 'heart is not comfortable and 
does not feel satisfied' about his eland's death (DF Bleek 1924, 8).  And Cagn 
is angry after Gewi kills his eland and future elands are therefore ‘spoiled’ 
(Orpen 1874, 4).  Grave disappointment and spoiling ties three culture groups 
together in a context referring to killing or attempted killing of highly 
symbolic creatures (eland, python). 
 
Although the northern python reference only alludes to creation through a 
child's birth its unmistakable similarity to aspects of /Xam, Maluti and Zu 
creation mythology is evident.  It also presents a cause and effect 
relationship for reordering in Zu terms, and in that capacity gives reason to 
suspect the causal element missing as preamble to the Zu naming tale does 
potentially exist. 
 
In the following inter-group comparison of belief relationships I  use letters 
X, M, Z (ie /Xam, Maluti, Zu respectively) to identify culture reference. 
 
On a particular day cause for reordering refers to the death or near death of 
an eland son (M) or python daughter (Z) of the divinity Cagn or elder healer 
(Old Elephant).  Killers treat this family member as meat (X, M) and neither 
they nor the divinity can re-create it (M) in its once tame form.  Similarly, 
although the python (Z) survives she too undergoes change.  She "no longer 
sparkles as before" because of what the "trash jackal" does to her (Biesele 
1975, I:220).  Old Elephant's attempts to heal her cannot restore her former 
beauty.  In each case the murder or attempt is purposeful and premeditated; 
and personal reaction of the authority figure is weeping and scolding (X), 
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being very angry (M), or grave (Z).  The creator/healer's heart is spoiled 
(X,M.Z), unable to recover its past delight in a special child. 
 
The divinity or healer initially trusts his family not to harm the eland-
person or python-person.  Old Elephant partially blames python's husband 
saying, "...Kori, I trusted my daughter to you" (Biesele 1975, I:221); 
implying carelessness in allowing her consociation with the ill-intentioned 
jackal.  It is the denial of trust combined with purposeful intent to kill or 
harm which brings change in each case.  The meaning of a symbolic creature is 
cast aside by an offender, and punishment may follow:  unmentioned in /Xam 
tradition, clear in Maluti, implied in the python tale.  At the least an 
effect which touches all creatures follows the cause. 
 
In the python tale 'father elephant becomes very serious' as he proclaims a 
new order of existence; as does /Kaggen at his eland's death, and Cagn at 
Maluti re-creation.  He describes each person's change into a true animal 
(bird, snake, elephant) with appropriate capabilities (flight, coiling), food 
(acacia gum), and behavior (lying in shadows, tearing up trees).  Furthermore 
he clearly defines conceptual relationships between them.  In a complete 
departure from their former human communal existence, those who become animals 
(including himself) are to 'split up forever, go their separate ways, and no 
longer be relatives.'  They become the animals they are today. 
 
Although cause and effect relative to the creation theme per se is lacking, 
the python tale excerpt is a rich Zu source for description of physical and 
conceptual elements of belief about the day beings formerly human become 
animal.  It complements the Zu naming tale in three ways.  It clarifies a 
human context for creatures of animal name prior to the day of animal-person 
separation.  It adds breadth to the naming tale's limitation in not defining 
relationships within the new animal kingdom in contrast to past communal life 
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wherein all share a camp and intermarry (bustard and python) as people.  (In 
contrast the naming tale notes an antelope/scavenger, hunter/game, person/meat 
relationship.)  Lastly it presents a plausible, if loosely defined, model of 
cause and effect relative to naming, separation, and reordering. 
 
2.  Discussion moves to a /Xam example in which cause is less evident than 
effect, but which is of special interest as a similar conceptually oriented 
reference. 
 
The Ticks Sheep 
 
It is an explanatory passage within a tale (DF Bleek 1924:30-34), but I first 
note pertinent aspects of the tale itself.  Ticks attack and beat /Kaggen.  He 
escapes, calls his possessions to follow, flies to water, limps home, then 
takes retribution through a dream which carries all the ticks' possessions to 
him as he sleeps.  He defends his action, explaining he went to them to 'sit 
getting stories,' but they share no food and want to kill him in their anger. 
 "Then I felt yonder folk should no longer warm themselves at a fire, because 
they fought me at a fire" (p 33).  Without fire they can no longer cook, but 
now drink blood and walk about in naked flesh.   
 
* (The relationship between cooked food and use of fire often appears in 
mythology to define human as opposed to animal existence.)  Clearly the ticks 
lose their human condition.  All aspects of their former life disappear except 
their name and qualities of being it may express.  I consider the ticks' lot 
in more detail under 'defining conditions.' 
 
/Kaggen is not entirely blameless.  Upon entering the ticks' house he decides 
to eat until satisfied, then ‘beating knock down’ (L.II.32.2931) a senseless 
child minding cooking pots.  However he has no opportunity to do either before 
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the tick people literally fall upon him in a well organized attack.  Mongoose 
supports /Kaggen's defense: they are angry folk who lie in wait to beat a man 
to death because of their sheep.  But theirs is a "house to which people do 
not go" (DF Bleek 1924,31); not a place to play tricks.  They are black and 
bloody-handed. 
 
The effects of their aggression may or may not directly relate to the 
following passage.  I take the liberty of inserting bracketed words in the 
quotation to disclose certain ms. renderings as opposed to DF Bleek's edition. 
 /Kaggen speaks. 
 
...In these pots here the Flat Bushmen shall [must] some day cook, because 
they shall have a fire.  We who are here shall then also be as the ticks are. 
 We shall [must] eat different things, because we too shall lack fire.  You, 
the Ichneumon, shall then go to dwell in the hills [inhabit the mountain] with 
your mother.  She shall truly become a Porcupine, she shall live in a hole, 
while Grandmother Dasse shall live in a mountain den, for her name is really 
'Dasse.'  I shall have wings [feathers], I shall fly when [while] I am green, 
I shall [must] be a little green thing.  You, the Ichneumon, shall [must] eat 
honey, because you will be living on the hill [at the mountain].  Then 
[therefore] you shall marry a She-Ichneumon. 
 
(DF Bleek 1924, 33; L.II.33.2983-2987) 
 
In ms. the passage reads with a more immediate and imperative emphasis; 
"shall" becomes "must" in several places, and "then" becomes "therefore."  
Further, an important note (L.II.33.2983 rev.) states its reference is to "a 
time in the future", reason for DF Bleek's 'some day,' not found within ms. 
text.  The passage describes the effects of an unmentioned but definitive 
cause.  Effects dictate that Flat Bushmen must cook and have fire at a time 
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when all other beings must become non-human; ticks already being so.  
'Therefore' a new order of life shall emerge and with it certain new laws. 
 
Unfortunately the tale as a whole is ambiguous about cause and effect between 
/Kaggen's punishment of the ticks and the all-inclusive reordering of animal-
person relationships into relationships solely animal.  Thus the latter order 
cannot with certainty relate directly to /Kaggen's punishment of the ticks.   An interim l
/Kaggen using their knobkerries, and Porcupine of eating their sheeps' fat.  
The interim begins as the ticks awaken from the heavy sleep /Kaggen brings 
upon them to realize they now walk in darkness, bite things, and possess 
nothing.  But "...real people are those who cook..." (L.II.33.2972); and at 
this point /Kaggen and his family are real people who appear to remain so 
until the causally undefined time in the future. 
 
A partial reason may relate to //Kábbo's storytelling, which is generally 
praiseworthy.  Hewitt does mention his desire to 'stress centres of activity 
which he finds most attractive, but are often not given in the sequence in 
which they should occur in a story' (1986, 240).  The passage at hand may be 
such a centre of activity; of obvious import but loosely integrated, or 
possibly an intentional 'aside.'  Would that //Kábbo could supply missing 
links. 
 
Clearly a vast change lies ahead; /Kaggen and his family exemplifying the 
breadth of its meaning.  No one then has fire.  Food becomes different.  Names 
are real and the family separates.  Bodily form, habitat and marriage *laws 
change.  (I discuss the only exception, Flat Bushmen, separately on pages 
212,213 and 216.)  From a conceptual viewpoint the passage offers a unique 
/Xam description of naming coupled to a new order of life. 
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/Kaggen apparently becomes a mantis religiosa, "...who shall have/get 
feathers, that I might fly, while I am green; I must be a little green 
thing..." (L.II.33.2986).  As insect the praying mantis has wings, can fly 
short distances, and may adapt its bodily appearance and colour to disguise 
itself in a particular habitat.  It has no 'real' feathers.  /Kaggen's literal 
description of himself may not reflect as much change in his being as first 
appears.  In numerous tales, present reference included, he flies (to water) 
and may also get feathers.  (Eg tales of the proteles, cat, lion's house, Ku-
te-guua and Gaunu-tsaxau:  Bleek and Lloyd 1911; DF Bleek 1924.)  A summary of 
the process reads, "...He used to get feathers and fly away when he saw 
danger, that people seemed to be going to kill him.  He used to go into the 
water..." to bathe his wounds (DF Bleek 1924:46).  Lewis-Williams and Loubser 
relate getting feathers, flying into water, and in addition "beating," to 
conceptual indications of trance experience (1986a, 176; 1986c, 271-272); 
which they may well be.  The Bushman word for strike or beat, !kauken, can 
also mean to tremble in trance.  If trance does indeed apply to /Kaggen's 
fairly common flights with feathers it may also relate to his becoming little 
and green, ie mantis-like in a perceptual context.  Prior discussion indicates 
some medicine owners believe they become the creature they own in a 
transcendent state.  /Kaggen as divinity may relate to /Kaggen as mantis in 
such a context. 
 
Apart from trance in another strata of belief, /Kaggen can also transform 
himself into mantis, louse, or hare as a means of protecting his best loved 
creatures from the hunter (DF Bleek 1924, 12; 1932: 235, 236).  In such 
context he may sit between the horns of the eland or toes of the hartebeest in 
mantis form (DF Bleek 1924: 10, 11). 
 
Emphasis upon birdlike qualities of the mantis also prompts comparison between 
/Kaggen and the Zu divinity Kauha, especially as present discussion relates to 
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naming and other means of distinct creature identity.  The northern divinity's 
close relationship to the kori bustard in some versions of the naming tale (pp 
110-111) gives particular focus to his wings and feathers in a creation 
context. 
 
/Kaggen's green colour is of interest.  Oddly it may relate in part to his 
yellow band in the rainbow (DF Bleek 1924, 6).  Kainya, a /Xam word for 
'green,' can also mean 'yellow, light blue, bright, or shining' (Bleek and 
Lloyd 1911, 198 note).  The reference appears in the Rainbull tale as a young 
mother seeks to purify herself from contact with the Rain's things 'while she 
is green' (p 197).  The same word appears in Dia!kwain's account of a violent 
thunderstorm in which lightning makes the eyes green, rain shines into the 
eyes, and eyes close against the brightness (pp 322, 323).  It appears 
elsewhere as kain in description of an impending storm, when the darkness of 
rain is like night as its 'cloud is turning green' (DF Bleek 1932, 341).  A 
person's gall also 'sits green in the sky' at death (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 
399).  These associations with greenness indirectly link /Kaggen to sky, 
storm, and death as well as rainbow:  contexts relative to danger or its 
aftermath as is /Kaggen's own context of existence in the ticks' sheep tale.  
His greenness may relate to more than colour in the tale and possibly suggests 
his ability to wield power in a decisive manner; which indeed he does by 
divesting the ticks of all aspects of human existence and proclaiming a 
reordered existence for all animal-persons in a future time. 
 
  Mention of habitat, name, marriage and honey isolate further aspects of 
reordering.  As family separation occurs others all go to live in hilly or 
mountainous places; porcupine in a hole and dassie in a pile of broken stones 
(L.II.33.2984 rev.):  distinct habitats relative to species.  Verity of the 
dassie's name qualifies her need to live in a rock hyrax home.  It also 
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underscores meanings relative to a total context in which names once belonging 
to animal-persons now 'really' identify the creatures of whom they speak. 
 
The mongoose is noteworthy in regard to marriage and food.  He is to marry a 
'she-ichneumon' female of his own species: evidence that a new law applies to 
the time of separation from past human existence.  This is a vital point.  It 
accentuates the dramatic nature of changes taking place regarding social and 
moral norms.  At first each family member is one of the early race and no 
impropriety adheres to marriages of mantis to dassie or porcupine to Kwammanga 
because they are people .  Nor does it to other /Xam marriages of mason wasp 
and woman, striped mouse and lizard's daughter, stone-headed man and lioness, 
star and lynx (a concept readers new to Bushman mythology may not visualize). 
Tale characters are simply people with different names, although some of their 
animal characteristics may be apparent.  But when reordering comes about each 
person or former family member must separate into association with their own 
species, for they are animals in a world no longer representative of animal-
person unity in any aspect of life. 
 
2 Secondly, the mongoose must eat honey, which a true mongoose does not.  
Bushman knowledge of wildlife precludes their mistaken identity of honey as a 
mongoose food.  But a plausible explanation of the seeming error is 
conceptually evident in the /Xam colouring account.  There antelope (also 
nonhoney-eaters) drink or eat the honey  /Kaggen feeds them as they gain 
specific identity through its colour and become true animals.  Here honey 
identifies the mongoose in a complimentary naming context relative in this 
case, I believe, to reordering of past relationships. It is also possible that 
the colour red, which antelope gain from eating the red honeycomb of young 
bees, suggests the identity of the tale mongoose is the red mongoose or 
meerkat, Cynictis pencillata.  
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Mention of Flat Bushmen who are to have fire and cook adds further perspective 
to the text.  They are the narrator //Kábbo's forebears, whom he believes 
supplant people of the tales.  In effect note of Flat Bushmen establishes 
reference to a point in time between mythological history (concerning First 
Bushmen of the early race) and true history (existence of Flat Bushmen, ie 
people of today).  Thus the mythic world of tale characters ends in an 
historical sense when Flat Bushmen of the text cook in pots which /Kaggen and 
family can no longer use.  Flat Bushmen then embody the human aspect of early 
race people who precede them.  The ticks, /Kaggen(?) and his family(?) may 
then embody the animal aspect as they become creatures who live, appear, eat, 
and marry as animals do.  //Kábbo therefore seeks to define not only a state 
of animal-person separation but also the interplay in his belief between 
realities in myth and realities in life. 
 
This is not to say mythology loses value.  The well being of oral tradition 
lives on in story telling as Flat Bushmen teach their children the ancient 
tales of first Bushmen (Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 57).  Underlying knowledge of 
symbolic patterns of belief thus thread their way into the future: a base and 
containent of the belief system. 
 
I previously note (p 156) /Kaggen's apparent transformation may relate to 
trance experience, thwarting the hunter, or both.  These are impermanent means 
to an end: not relative to the end of /Kaggen.  Is there a time when he 
becomes insect forever, as his proclamation appears to state on the surface?  
It seems very unlikely.  I know of no other /Xam, Maluti, or Zu reference 
which implies the divinity becomes and remains solely animal in literal 
meaning.  Although similarities do exist between tale passages on reordering 
of /Kaggen's family and that of Old Elephant, there is a vital difference.  
Old Elephant is not the Zu divinity, Kauha; thus his loss does not infer an 
end to mankind's relationship to the divinity. 
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/Kaggen's temporary transformation in the belief system usually relates to a 
specific purpose, which once satisfied is complete.  The purpose may be: to 
extricate himself from a harmful situation, allowing his return to the norm at 
home; to distract another from a needful respect relationship to dying game in 
order to promote the animal's survival; or to reorder an imbalanced social 
relationship regarding abuse of innocent persons who cannot effect change 
themselves.  Thus he seeks to balance or reorder the well being of self or 
others. 
 
/Kaggen of the ticks' sheep tale has a dual aspect.  He first appears in a 
role he assumes in many, but certainly not all, other tales: independent, 
headstrong, childishly foolish, seeking conflict.  He is one of the family 
open to equal treatment and reprimand.  Conversely his role as the divinity 
allows him the power to transform the ticks, take their possessions, and 
finally proclaim forthcoming change as though foreseeing the future.  A 
similar providential aspect linked to change in prior conditions appears in 
tales involving the striped mouse, wildebeest, lizard, longnosed mice, and 
beetle; and girls and the /kain /kain and !kwai !kwai birds.  In each case 
/Kaggen's action relates to a dream which informs him of a means or need to 
correct imbalance.  He does so himself or through the service of another (eg 
striped mouse104). 
 
Comparatively, in the re-creation context of the colouring account, /Kaggen 
also reveals himself as a creator with authority, personally and directly 
involved.  One can see him move among his creatures squeezing out a honied 
colour for each to drink.  The image is strong.  It partakes of no trickery or 
                               
104  The striped mouse also gains mention in Orpen 1874, 4. 
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hint of personal change in his own condition.  Maluti re-creation also 
presents Cagn as powerful and decisive.  He and his family remain human.  Zu 
naming presents Kauha similarly, although he may be personally aloof and act 
through others who again remain human.  Mention of family is absent. 
 
Creation mythology as a whole does not appear to support transformation of 
/Kaggen and his family into animals.  Neither is there a convincing cause 
evident in the ticks' sheep tale.  Possibly //Kábbo as narrator seeks to 
reconcile a crisis which is pushing southern Bushman culture toward extinction 
through genocide in the 1870s.  Within the dynamics of a tale //Kábbo may 
voice an order which provides for the accordant passing away of /Kaggen and 
his family as he bears witness to the passing of his own culture.  The Maluti 
narrator expresses concordant thoughts.  "It was formerly said when men died 
they went to Cagn, but it has been denied" (Orpen 1874, 10).  Whether he 
refers to man's journey to Cagn in life after death or in the death of trance, 
it questions Cagn's continued existence. 
 
***************************************************************** 
 
(*** The following historical segment should be moved to an Appendix section. 
 Bracket and one star designate the selected paragraphs.)  LEAVE OUT. 
 
 
 
(* The historical drama of the situation occasionally appears in narrative. 
 I take the liberty of digressing at this point to represent the gravity of 
the southern Bushmen's plight at the time Bleek and Lloyd listen to their 
tales. 
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(* //Kábbo describes his capture and that of his son and son-in-law.  
Captors bind, put into stocks, or tie them to a wagon chain on their way to 
prisons in Victoria, Beaufort, and finally the Cape Town Breakwater.  Their 
wives, and little ones they carry, follow during the first day; but are then 
left behind "...while we (who were in the wagon) ran along...leaving them" 
(Bleek and Lloyd 1911, 295).  "Starvation is that on account of which I was 
bound, starvation's food, when I starving turned back from following the 
sheep" (p 317). 
 
(* Dia!kwain, from another area, describes more dire situations.  He speaks 
of a dream in which the farmer he works for finds him cutting up a sheep with 
his father.  He asks the farmer not to kill them, but allow him to work off 
what they owe  
 
And the dream told me that I saw my father lying dead in the sun's heat.  And 
I cried when I saw that my father had really died....  I asked the farmer, Did 
he think that it was such a big thing which we had killed that he had acted in 
this manner, when he could have let us work it out and not have acted as he 
did?  I dreamt that the farmer drove us before him, and we carried the sheep's 
body, while the farmer drove us back to his house.  (D Bleek (ed) 1932, 327) 
 
Two nights later Dia!kwain's mother arrives to tell him and his wife, 
"..father had died leaving us.  That was why we saw that the rain's hair (the 
clouds) did not come out of the sky, but stayed..." (p 329).  Lastly in a 
further account from his mother he relates: the people "...had not gently 
beaten us...[when] they stood beating at us, they did not feel pityingly; they 
stood beating at us cruelly....  For, they thought killing to us."  
(L.V.19.facing pp 5506, 5507). 
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Orpen also mentions the Maluti narrator Qing's 'escape from extermination of 
their remnant of a tribe a couple of years ago,' (Orpen 1874, 2). 
 
****************************************************************************  
 
^^^^^ I return to the tale discussion and summation of essential points.  
Descriptions of transformation reveal both physical and conceptual levels of 
change in a highly definitive context.  Separation takes place on two planes. 
 Ticks separate from human society to prey upon people in insect form, as they 
once could as bloody-handed humans.  Thus their behavior and character remain 
unchanged, an important point.  Their wealth (sheep), clothing, and other 
possessions pass on to others who remain human.  /Kaggen and family, in turn, 
represent a human counterpart of the ticks' animal existence, and then 
separation of the whole animal-person complex of being from its former state, 
inclusive of the divinity.  Flat Bushmen alone remain to possess fire, cook, 
eat and tell stories as people do.  A systematic overview of reordering is set 
forth.  Inclusion of the divinity in the final process remains open to 
question, as does the unspoken cause of he and the family becoming non-human 
as Flat Bushmen replace them. 
 
Which features in the most vital passage are especially relevant to broader 
understanding of /Xam separation concepts?  A time is set.  In it a new kind 
of Bushmen are to assume the human context of existence.  They have fire and 
cook.  All other beings, once animal-persons, are to be only animal.  They 
lack fire.  Their new form of existence dictates habitat, dwelling place, a 
name ‘really’ animal, coinciding abilities (eg flight), the need to marry 
within species, and denotation of sex (a he shall marry a she).  Knowing these 
are new conditions descriptive of being truly animal and that they apply to 
everyone (except Flat Bushmen) earmarks the passage as one of overall 
transition to a new form of created existence; a separation text unattached to 
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a specific re-creation theme, but describing like effects.  The eating of 
honey by mongoose however does open the door to a real creation context:  
/Kaggen feeding honey to his antelope in a process which names with colour 
after the killing of his eland. 
 
 Time, Cause, and Effect Relationships  
 
I now draw together in review the examples of time, cause, and effect 
relationships which add perspective to creation contexts.  In /Xam reference a 
decisive quarrel over the meaning of death and rebirth causes the hare to 
receive a distinguishing mark of new identity.  He becomes a creature no 
longer human and details of his animal life appear.  Yet he still carries a 
portion of human flesh to designate the verity of his transition from human to 
game animal; a distinction which elicits respect for the past form of 
existence it signifies.  In actuality he is hare: in belief, respect for his 
past existence remains alive.  Secondly, in similar sequence, a lion is intent 
upon killing the ostrich.  Each marks the other with a scar and when the 
ostrich loses his nail he becomes easy prey.  The effect of their fight 
pertains to a new time and order.  The once human creatures at a dance-game 
then become animals with a predator/game relationship.  Thirdly, an apparently 
resolved conflict between /Kaggen and ticks precedes future change involving 
definitive descriptions of separation of himself and family from past order on 
planes of physical, conceptual, and perceptual reordering.  Successive Bushmen 
people fill the gap of human aspect left by those of the early race /Kaggen 
and family represent. 
 
In Biesele's Zu collection the moon-hare quarrels present varied emphases.  In 
each case a disagreement over the issue of death and rebirth causes conflict 
and aetiological marking takes place, as in /Xam belief.  In one version the 
'old moon' appears to die and asks the hare (woman) to tell others that in 
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dying he is to be reborn, as will any man.  Instead she tells them they 'dare 
not' return after death when their remains rot and smell; purposefully 
misrepresenting the moon.  (It is in this tale that a vital link stands out 
between 'a long ago time' and human society wherein a moon 'person' and hare 
'woman' live with others.)  Other versions emphasize separation, becoming non-
human, and the actuality of rebirth.  Secondly, the python wife excerpt 
describes effects of a jackal sister's attempt to murder her.  With 'spoiled 
heart' old elephant announces the change of each person into animal, including 
the daughter he cannot heal.  They separate as unrelated beings no longer part 
of a human family.  An air of sadness exists. 
 
***** With minimal exception three common features stand out in summary of 
these /Xam and Zu cause/effect relationships.  They are:  a violent act 
against another person (often of innocent character); marking or naming; and 
reordering.  The violent act springs from a quarrel over belief (moon and 
hare), the desire to gain another's favoured position (lion of ostrich, jackal 
of python), or confrontation with those who habitually harm others (ticks).  
Premeditated killing motivates the lion and jackal, and very likely the ticks. 
 Final effects appear in a new order of life; primarily visible in certain 
animal-persons becoming solely animal and taking on qualities, surroundings, 
and conditions suitable to animal life.  New laws then qualify the animal 
kingdom: marriage within species and a predator/game relationship. 
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Defining Terms and Conditions 
 
 
 
 
 
Animal and Moon Speech 
 
* Concerning special speech of animals and the moon used by /Xam Bushmen, 
  
 
the moon begins to use his peculiar speech when cursing a little hare who is 
crying over his mother’s death.  He tells the hare his mother will come to 
life again and he needn’t cry, but the hare does not believe the moon and he 
goes on crying, also saying the moon deceives him.  A violent argument ensues 
as the moon threatens to beat the hare’s mouth, then curses him.  The moon (as 
well as hare and anteater) use the most difficult of all clicks in Bleek's 
transcription of animal speech, namely "??". 
 
The Moon speaks with the side of his tongue, because his tongue is upon his 
palate (?).  Therefore he speaks with his tongue's tip because he feels he is 
the moon who tells his story, and he does so, because he feels that he is the 
Moon he is not a person, who will speak nicely, for he is the Moon.  Therefore 
he tells the Moon’s story, he does not tell a person's story, for he thus 
speaks, he thus tells the Moon's stories. 
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...He feels that he is a shoe.  Therefore he tells the shoe's stories, for he 
feels that he is not a man, but is the Moon.  He is the Mantis’s foot's shoe, 
and he feels that it was the Mantis who called his name, he will act like a 
shoe....  (Bleek, D Special speech of animals and moon used by the /Xam 
Bushmen.  Bantu Studies, 10. 1936: 187-188 on The Moon's Speech.  Narrator, /A 
!kunta.)  Herein D Bleek edits material collected by Bleek and Lloyd and 
annotated by them. 
 
 
 
* Closely knit concepts depict the moon's transition in these passages.  
On a physical plane he speaks with the side(s) of his tongue on his palate, 
and also with his tongue's tip.  Lloyd refers to the configuration of the 
tongue in producing the moon click as a 'palatal crook' with the point of the 
tongue being turned up and back to the roof of the mouth.  Bleek describes it 
as a backward curling of the tongue into a roll against the palate.  These 
descriptions of speech formation give meaning to Bleek's explanation of 
Bushmen trying to imitate the shape or position of an animal's mouth while 
representing his speech within a story, applying here to the moon.   
 
* In the moon's case a concordant physical representation of change 
equates him with "the Mantis's foot's shoe".  /Kaggen throws his shoe into the 
sky to create the moon in two narratives.  It walks across the sky and its oft 
seen crescent form is similar to the curving shape of a worn shoe as well as 
that of a curving tongue in moon's speech.   
 
* On a conceptual plane the moon's new speech relates directly to him  
becoming the actual moon.  He speaks as he does 'because he feels' he is now 
the moon.  He is "not a person" who speaks nicely, as Bushmen do, and "not a 
man".  Rather, he is at once moon, and in imagery shoe as well.  He can no 
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longer tell a person's stories, but moon's stories and shoe's stories.  It is 
/Kaggen the creator who "called his name".  As prior discussion of /Xam and Zu 
naming contexts indicate the process of naming applies to change, and as here, 
it involves a form of creation as a person who is a man becomes the moon.  His 
speech, shape, function, and dwelling place all change.   
 
* A fascinating implication arises from the likeness WHI Bleek notes 
between speech of the moon, hare, and anteater.  These persons all appear in 
tales of transition from person to nonhuman entity stemming from situations of 
violent discord.  Each then becomes an actual moon, hare, or anteater.  Do all 
of them then first begin to use their peculiar speech, as the moon's 
transition so clearly indicates?  If so the Bushman verses animal modes of 
speech vary not only, if at all, for dramatic effect but to indicate that a 
single entity adopts new speech when he is no longer a "person".  He is not a 
human and his speech involves new sounds from a mouth with a different shape. 
  *** (A review of further supportive material relating to special speech of 
animals and the moon (1936: 163-199) should help clarify its use and meaning. 
Furthermore I anticipate a rather special surprise will present itself once 
all the evidince is in and discussion concluded.  Pertinent examples should  
follow.) 
 
Further, the /Xam have an extraordinary ability for weaving together literal 
and conceptual aspects of their oral tradition.   
 
[End chap 9 segment to be further developed, labled, and more clearly 
organized.] 
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 ABSTRACT 
 
“Patterns of Belief in Bushman Creation Tales” regard /Xam, Maluti, and 
Zu/’oasi mythology.  The study divides into three sections.  
The Early Period of Conceptual Unity concerns creation of the eland, a 
symbolic antelope.  All beings are animal-persons of the early race.  The /Xam 
deity /Kaggen creates and secretly cares for an eland to whom he feeds honey. 
 The family, missing honey, sends Mongoose to spy on /Kaggen.  He sees the 
eland and informs his father who kills it without Kaggen’s knowledge.  Kaggen 
weeps bitterly.  Elsewhere, when Cagn’s away Maluti sons hunt and discover an 
 unknown creature.  They try repeatedly to stab it as it breaks away, but 
returns to lay down.  Finally Gewi kills it.  They take meat and blood home, 
but later see Cagn’s snares and feel afraid.  
The Transition Period of Conceptual Separation and Restoration 
follows.   Separation of animals and people takes place through re-
creation and naming.  The former animal-person world passes away.  
Maluti elands are re-created as Gewi tries to undo his “mischief”.  
Churning the eland’s blood, it scatters, becoming snakes, then 
 hartebeests.  Cagn and his wife help: spinning blood, adding fat from 
the heart.  They produce multitudes of untamed elands.  Gewi who 
“spoilt” them must hunt and kill one, but he fails.  Cagn then teaches 
both sons to hunt.  However, his elands are swift, and he will now dwell 
in their bones.  “That day game were given to men to eat,” and the 
transition to knowing is made. 
Zu/’oasi animal-persons journey to the fire of creation; there to 
be beautifully marked or otherwise distinguished.  /Xam antelope await 
their naming through the eating or drinking of liquid honeys which 
colour their hides. 
The Third Section offers an overview of concepts the thesis 
presents.  It also bears the key to unlock a very old mystery.          
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